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Chapter One - Summerset/Europa

July 12, 2105 - Inner Summerset
The ringing reached into Enjo’s sleep and pulled her awake. She rose from the couch, 
yawned and glanced at the time. Only three hours had passed. Still, the brief rest had 
done her good; her headache was gone. She paused in front of the mirror, pushed long, 
dark fingers through her black curls, and curved her lips into a sultry smile before she 
touched the control panel of her communication station.

“Hello,” she said, pushing the word out low and vibrant toward the blank screen.
An unfamiliar male voice answered, “Hello, Enjo.” The voice was medium-

pitched and rather flat; not distinctive, except for the hint of an accent she didn’t 
recognize. “I’m not at a console; pick up a hand phone.”

“Of course,” she said. She let go of the smile, but continued in the same seductive 
voice. “I don’t think I know you, do I?”

She heard a transmission crackle and realized the voice was digitally altered – that 
explained what she had thought was an accent.

“Are you free now?”
“Yes, sure.” Enjo answered with a shrug. Her voice had lost some of its 

seductiveness.
“I will meet you in The Hold, Outer Summerset. The safe underground. You’ll 

hear the music.” The expressionless voice paused. “I have a surprise for you.”
“That’s terrific,” she said. “I’ll–” The phone went dead. She put it down on the 

console and went back to the mirror. She was dissatisfied with her reflection, but there 
was no time for a major makeover. At least, she could change. She looked at the clothes 
scattered around her and shook her head. 

“What a mess!” She retrieved a blanket from the floor and threw it over the 
unmade bed.

She showered, then explored the room until she found high heels and a clinging 
red dress. She threw on a long, black coat and left her quarters as always without 
bothering to lock the door. Soon she was walking alone through an area protected from 
the elements that posed a permanent threat to habitation on this icy moon.

Cathy Neolar was her official name; it had been a favorite alias on Earth, but most 
of her clients here knew her as Enjo. Even without the heels she was a tall woman, 



slender, with long, smooth muscles and silky black skin. In about ten minutes she reached 
the Underground. The area was well lit but she was cold. Her dress was almost 
transparent and the coat wasn’t heavy enough to keep out the chill. The outer walls of 
Summerset formed an immense translucent shroud that veiled the inner city from the 
icecap-ridges, and the endless glacier-crust, in places over ten kilometers thick – as for 
instance just beyond its borders – above a hundred kilometer deep ocean of slushy ice.

Inside the walls, the main housing areas and the scientific complex comprised 
Inner Summerset. Sections of newly-broken ice-crust of the moon’s mantle appeared here 
and there, but otherwise it was like a fortress with a subterranean labyrinth of storage 
areas, arenas, workplaces and vehicle parking, carved out of the ice and connected by a 
maze of heated tunnels that served as hallways. The Underground was the twilight area 
between Outer and Inner Summerset, and Enjo descended into its tunnels.

She heard music at a distance and walked toward it. It wasn’t unusual that the 
caller’s voice had been changed for one reason or another. Arrangements for a spragge 
meeting were often made in secret and the encounter was by definition quick, anonymous 
sex. Sometimes the client would be disguised or even wear a mask. In spite of the 
unrecognizable voice, Enjo had a feeling this was one of her regular clients. She could 
usually guess who it was. Sometimes they even paid with their chip cards – name, picture 
and all. She was approaching a storage area for mining and exploration vehicles. The 
pungent smell of cement and grout met her nostrils, but the place was clean. More 
important, there were no monitors here. The music was clearer now. A sad, resentful 
voice was singing a doleful lyric. The volume was muted and it was closer than she’d 
first thought.

“Hello,” she called. “Is someone there?”
The song ended and was replaced by a more cheerful tune.
“That’s better,” she called. She slowed, smiling, adjusting her walk to the tempo. 

This was more like a spragge should be; fun and lighthearted.
Enjo was delighted with her freedom here and her ability to control her own life, 

but not all of her past had been left behind on Earth. Part of that past had been 
transformed to the status of simple business transactions that, on Summerset, were 
making her rich. She stopped at the edge of a pool of light and listened. Her shadow 
rested half way between two cement pillars behind her. A sign on the wall read, Keep 
Roadways Clear – All Vehicles Must be Parked in the Correct Spot – No Exceptions! She 
moved ahead tentatively and tried to guess who it might be. It could be Kevin, her 
favorite client. She smiled at the thought. As she entered the storage area, she saw the 
source of the music. The song was coming from a low-profile ice-cruiser sitting near the 
far wall, one of the small hailles used by the maintenance crews. On its side was printed, 
Talmouth Euro-American Inc. 

Enjo’s client was nowhere in sight. The most likely place for him to be waiting 
was inside the haille, where it was warmer. “Hello,” she called again, but there was no 
reply. “It’s dark over there,” she complained in a pleasant tone.

A cold draft made her shiver. Her steps faltered and she fastened her coat collar. It 
was no longer the right atmosphere and she was no longer smiling. There was no sign of 
an autobar, or of other spragges or waiting clients. The music faded and stopped. The 
silence and gloom made her nervous. She was starting to feel closed in. Her eyes stayed 
fixed on the haille while she fumbled in her bag until her hand closed around the little 



gun she’d smuggled in with her from Earth. Guns were forbidden here, but it had saved 
her from a beating or worse more than once, back home. She wasn’t about to go out alone 
at night without it, not even here on Europa.

She felt like turning and running, but if it was Kevin, just playing a game . . . . 
She gripped the gun and slid it into the front of her coat, out of sight. The metal was cold. 
Now she sensed someone or something there in the dark, watching her; something 
dangerous. She began to walk cautiously in a wide circle around the haille. Oil was 
dripping down from the bottom of the vehicle. For a moment or two, she watched each 
new drop make a shiny black ripple in the pool collecting on the pavement. She moved 
closer to the cruiser and peered through a window. There was a figure lying along the 
front seat. She couldn’t make out who it was, but it was a bigger man than Kevin. He 
didn’t move, even when she called again. He looked too rigid to be sleeping.

“He’s dead,” she whispered. “Oh, damn it!”
Enjo fought back the panic overwhelming her. She still felt eyes watching her. No 

one else was inside the haille. Quickly, she looked around but couldn’t see any movement 
or anything suspicious.

“But there are so many places to hide,” she murmured. “So many vehicles, so 
many shadows.”

She moved the gun out of her coat and held it in front of her where it could be 
seen, then put her face to the window for a closer look at the body. The man was 
someone she had seen before, but it took a minute to recognize him.

“Oh, my God,” she said quietly. “Jerry Holmes.”
Blood was still seeping from a wound in his neck and running down his left arm 

onto the floor, where it had found some crack or opening to drip through. The far door 
was ajar. 

“That’s the opening.” Her voice was barely above a frightened whisper. “The pool 
on the ground isn’t oil, it’s blood!” The pool was thicker now and the drops were heavier 
and denser, like molasses, and dripping slowly. “Who could do a thing like this?” she 
asked, fighting the panic and an attack of nausea. “And here, on Europa?” 

She made a small, whimpering sound and started to back away, slowly, then spun 
around to make sure nobody was behind her. The unbearable cold of the moon was 
reaching through the thick walls, right into her bones. She knew an evil presence was 
here – had shown its face – and that it had come with them from Earth, like the 
cockroaches that, in spite of all possible precautions, had somehow found their way on 
board Europa-Six.

—
 
Several kilometers away, a ringing phone forced Sam Windsor awake. A red light 

blinked at him from the control panel of his comstation.
He looked at the clock. “Shit!” he complained. “It’s the middle of the night!” He 

sat up and swung his legs over the edge of the bed.
Sam was worried about the clipper-pylons. The temperatures were reaching 

dangerous lows and if they started to crack – the metal they were made of, trilox-steel, 
held well up to -160 ̊C, but much below that even trilox got brittle . . . he hoped to hell it 
wasn’t a cracked pylon. Each day, he became more convinced that Talmouth should 



never have built Summerset so close to the heavy meteorite-deposits, and that they’d 
chosen accessibility over safety. He got the phone on the fifth ring.

An agitated voice said, “It’s Bob Hamlyn. Jerry Holmes has been murdered. At 
Outer Summerset, Sector Four. You have to come right away.”

“What?”
“Jerry Holmes has been murdered. Shot.”
“Shot? Who’s Jerry Holmes?”
“Shot, stabbed, he’s – he was – one of Walter Sullivan’s team in the mining 

department. A terrestrial mining engineer. Radiation specialist.”
“Whew, stabbed, shot! I don’t know what to say. I . . . do you know anything else 

about him?”
“I have an initial monitor reading with his human resources file from Talmouth. 

Mouth says he’s been with the company twenty-eight years. He holds five degrees, 
ranging from physics to meteorology. He must be a genius or something; I don’t think he 
was picked by regular selection. I mean, look’s like this guy’s not even supposed to be 
here. During the voyage, he was an officer in accommodations. He’s had years of 
experience on nuclear subs and he was a specialist on long-term confinement in closed 
places. See what I mean?”

Sam suppressed a yawn. “No. He wasn’t supposed to be here?”
“Mouth says he was a counterpart to the regular selection process. He had one of 

the highest screening scores, but his file just doesn’t fit the profile. He’s off the top of the 
scale for his job.”

Sam held the receiver on his lap for several seconds, then spoke into it again. He 
drew a deep breath and tried to remember Jerry Holmes. “Bob, are you sure he’s dead?”

“Of course I’m sure.”
“Okay, but . . . . Look, what does this really have to do with me? I mean, I’ll come 

down, but are you sure I’m supposed to preside over these things?”
“That’s the protocol.”
“They have protocol for this?”
“Mouth says that the investigation of any impropriety is to be referred to the Chief 

Administrator . . . in such matters he or she is to have full authority to carry out any and 
all inquiries until such authority is revoked or given continuance within closest 
transmission time, by Talmouth.”

“Oh, whatever trouble comes across Mouth’s path, it dumps on my doorstep. All 
right, Bob, don’t touch a thing. And wake up Cheryl Angelo. Ask her to get an 
unscheduled line to Europa-Six opened; a scrambled private line.” He paused, wondering 
what else he should say. “One last thing. Let’s keep this under wraps for now. Oh, and 
ask Dorrie White to come down. Tell her to bring photo equipment. The brem stuff and . . 
. well, anything else she has handy. Tell Cheryl and Dorrie I’ll explain everything when 
they get there, but keep this quiet for now.”

“Okay, Sam, got it!”
—

Sam caught sight of Dorrie White approaching them, her blond, almost white hair 
bouncing. She was drinking coffee–she needed the caffeine–and grumbling to herself. He 
saw her gaze fall to Cathy Neolar, Bob Hamlyn and him at a distance. Cathy Neolar – 



Enjo – was standing beside him, shivering, with her shoulders hunched and her hands 
shoved into the pockets of her coat. She appeared to be in shock, but even under distress 
cut an attractive figure. Bob Hamlyn was taking aimless little steps back and forth, like a 
little kid. Both Bob and Enjo looked strained and nervous, perhaps depressed was a better 
word. Come to think of it, he probably looked that way too. What were they all doing 
down here? It was eerie – murder – hell, who would believe it? Sam saw that Dorrie was 
focusing, pushing her blond hair back and looking down at her photographic equipment.

“Hello,” she said when she got closer, but softly. Bob Hamlyn nodded but Sam 
frowned – her smile seemed out of place. “What’s up?” she said, obviously puzzled.

“Jerry Holmes has been murdered,” he said flatly.
She gasped, then her eyes caught the murder scene. Drawn to it, she took a few 

steps closer.
“Oh, my God,” she whispered. “I know . . . I mean I knew him. He used to be a 

naval officer on a nuclear sub, before he became an engineer at Talmouth. I didn’t know 
him back on Earth, but on Europa-Six we worked together in the Crisis Center Clinic.” 
She peered inside the vehicle. “His throat’s slit from ear to ear.” She started to gag, to 
cry. “I liked him. He was a fine person, at work or off . . . he–”

“Dorrie,” Sam said. “Look away.”
“It’s grotesque! I feel sick . . . I feel hot.” 
Sam walked up to her, turned her to face him and looked straight at her. A weak 

attempt at a smile passed over her flushed face and she wiped away her tears, after all, he 
knew that she was a professional. He saw that her vector monitor was picking up 
synchrotron radiation and pointed to it.

“I’m sorry to bring you out at this hour,” he whispered, “and especially to this. 
We need pictures from every possible angle and we need ten millimeter motion. Do a few 
brem’s photal wide-angle and then a sweep of gamma-brem for the whole receiving area, 
for fingerprints and the like. We’ll clear the area.”

“The like?” she asked.
He shrugged. “I don’t know–DNA, and whatever you can think of getting. Bob, 

we need a scientist down here for chemical fingerprinting samples, somebody discreet.”
Sam was finally hooked up to Mouth. He made a request from his verifier, “From 

the names of our 6229 citizens, list those who have actually recorded experience in a 
criminal investigation.” He waited. In the end, only a single name flashed to the screen. 
Sam looked again, stunned. Dorrie looked at his expression and came over and looked at 
the results.

“I don’t believe it,” he whispered to her. “It’s Jerry Holmes.
“There’s irony for you,” Dorrie said, “and if it’s not a coincidence, phew, there’s 

trouble ahead.” 
Sam made another entry. “At least there are dozens of chemists,” he said, and 

chose a name he recognized.
Outside the Summerset structure, temperatures had presently fallen to -167ºC, a 

record low for the sixteen years Talmouth had been monitoring the area. Whatever they 
did next, the blistering cold was bound to make it harder. The chance that anyone had 
been down there at that time of night to see what happened was nil. He wondered how 
many unmonitored exits and entrances there were to each part of the area. Other things 
were worrying Sam. The phone call to Enjo, for instance, and the lack of physical 



evidence. The investigation could hardly have begun sooner, but already the mystery 
began to grow. Worse than that, in the coming weeks the temperatures might reach even 
lower levels and the regular dangers of life at Summerset would be harder to combat. 

“I’ve never done any job that came close to investigating a murder,” he muttered. 
“We’ll need lawyers.”

“Are there any lawyers in Summerset?” Dorrie asked, filming close to him.
“Of course, there must be. They’re just doing something else here.”
He wondered how they could cope with an investigation if the power was 

interrupted as it had been, on and off, the previous year. Or what if one of Summerset’s 
structural supports cracked from the unexpected plunges in temperature? Or what if a 
dangerous transfer, from one part of the structure to another, had to be made in the 
middle of the investigation? Ganymede coming to within its closest proximity was 
producing electro-magnetic effects much more disruptive than predicted, and Jupiter’s 
colossal equatorial band emitted radiation never before recorded. What did this all mean? 
The opportunities for failure seemed endless. 

They couldn’t expect any help from Earth. Half a year would pass before anything 
like an emergency trip could even be attempted. Europa-Seven wasn’t even completed 
and then it would take a good three years for the trip. Enceladus-Three for exploration of 
Saturn’s ice moon was nearly done, but it was going to be a vastly smaller ship than 
Europa-Six. What of Earth itself? Who could say? Talmouth’s fortunes might not be 
riding so high right now; maybe they’d decide to relinquish their monopoly privilege in 
space mining exploration – that was, after all, a political matter. 

Sam prompted Mouth for the names of lawyers in Summerset or on board 
Europa-Six. He waited for names to appear on the screen and thought about his wife, 
Jane, and the baby, Christopher. His home, his family, were here now. This could mean 
the end of the mission – the end of the life they had achieved on Europa – learned to love.

He thought about the things he enjoyed most here in Summerset. The dangerous 
but satisfying work, of course, and being with Jane. He was building a wooden swing-set 
in the courtyard for Christopher. There were the get-togethers after the tournaments and 
the company parties every two months, and just being with friends and neighbors. 
Participating in the town planning meetings, watching the basketball championship 
series, the marine biology research, the thrill of success with the mining tests and 
extractions and so much more. 

Youth and health seemed to belong to them on Europa as though time had 
stopped. No poverty or homelessness existed here; no disease, no insanity. There wasn’t 
even a bureaucracy. Sam himself was the closest thing to that, but he was like a judge 
without a case – everything ran so smoothly there was no need for control or laws. Not so 
much as a shoplifting incident had been reported, much less serious injury or death. Until 
now. He looked up and saw that everyone was watching him, as if waiting to be told not 
only what to do but even how to react.

Chapter Two - Earth

July 12 - New York City
Brad Damile was physically a strong man, a little taller than average, with light brown 
hair cut unfashionably short. A snug white T-shirt showed well developed muscles, while 



the beginning of a tan emphasized the clear green eyes that lifted from his book every 
few minutes to look casually in all directions. He was sitting on a sunlit bench in the park 
near the corner of Central and Static. Now and again, from habit, his fingers touched the 
gold crucifix at his neck. He’d been here for fifteen minutes, but there was still no sign of 
Ryan.

Books were seen rarely now, but his father had given this one to him when he was 
a teenager. The title was Led Around Cabbage Road, and it was well worn. He bent his 
head back to it and gave his head a shake. No matter how many times he read it, he found 
it hard to believe that a tribe of Tierra del Fuego natives had once not long ago been 
permitted to live in their natural habitat without outside interference. Or, for that matter, 
that people had been able to live anywhere in the world without tight controls as for 
instance two or three hundred years ago.

“Where the hell are you, Ryan?” he muttered.
Two men glanced at him as they passed, but they didn’t look like Internal 

Security agents, or CIA either. He watched as the pair disappeared together into a 
secluded wooded area. A few minutes later, a tall, slender man appeared, as if from 
nowhere, and sat casually on a nearby bench. His dark hair indicated youth, but his 
features were lightly lined and his movements deliberate. It was Ryan Silone, but Brad 
gave no sign of recognition. Neither did Ryan. He merely sat back, calmly crossed his 
legs and placed one arm along the back of the bench, while he gazed up at the large, 
rounded clouds drifting high above as though he were a professional cloud gazer. One of 
the clouds was in the shape of a rhinoceros, an animal which had been extinct some fifty 
years. For the better part of five minutes, Brad appeared absorbed in his book while he 
kept an unobtrusive watch on Ryan and any strangers who came near. He tried to guess 
why Ryan was waiting so long. Was it some source of potential danger Brad couldn’t 
see? Or was it just that Ryan had been in Cato’s Faction for too long. 

“You’re even suspicious of the birds in the trees,” he muttered under his breath, 
“and there are ninety-five hectares of them here.” Then he reminded himself that he was 
just as cautious as Ryan, it was just that he was anxious for news right now.

Ten minutes later, Ryan rose, strolled over and sat down beside Brad. Still, 
neither acknowledged the other’s presence. Both were watching for government agents to 
come running towards them. The only motion came from a dozen tiny swallows that 
dipped and folded out from underneath the branches of a nearby tree, like flitting 
shadows.

“Okay,” Ryan said.
“Yeah, it seems okay,” Brad said, but he was still watching the surroundings 

carefully. “How are you?”
“Fine. Coffee? The Central Cupboard’s open.”
They rose and walked in the direction of the coffee shop.
“You’re not originally from around here, are you?” Brad asked.
“Yes, I am, but my family fled to Los Angeles. All but my mother; she still lives 

here.”
“Alone?”
“Yes, my father’s dead.”
“Sorry, I forgot. So, what does your family think of your reputation as a 

playboy?”



“They don’t say much. They blame it on Kelly’s death.”
Brad indicated a man fifty paces off the footpath, to the west of them.
“Looks harmless,” Ryan said.
“It was what happened to Kelly that got you into this?”
“After she was killed, well, you know, her killer went through the motions – he’s 

walking around free somewhere today – I wish I could find him.” He looked away 
without speaking for a few minutes. “For years, Kelly worked for Human Rights Now. 
After she died I got involved in it. From there, I found the International Front.” 

As they approached Static Street, Brad asked, “Have you read the Times today? 
This is the fourth time the Hudson regime has extended emergency rule.”

“They’re convinced they own the country and every citizen in it. They haven’t 
acted in anyone’s best interests but their own since they took over. Any moral legitimacy 
they might have had was no more than a ploy to get elected.”

Brad’s voice tightened with anger. “Now they’re taking their cues from Economic 
Unification. Look at the economic chaos they’ve created and the resentment among 
minority groups. We never used to have the inter-group clashes that happen now.”

They walked in silence for a while, keeping watch on their surroundings, then 
Ryan said, “Brad, I’m certain they don’t realize how much popular support we’ve gained. 
You can almost feel it in the air.” His expression was calm and resolute, but an 
undercurrent of excitement was not quite hidden. “Our time is now.”

“The Front’s finally getting impatient?” Brad’s tone was skeptical.
“The Front isn’t, no. But the Cato Faction is–they pay the bills! Something big is 

going to happen. I can’t say what, but it’s going to happen soon.”
“Can I be a part of it? Are they pushing the Rising Sign to act? Will it be 

symbolic?” He glanced at Ryan, not expecting a reply to his questions, then his words 
regained their usual mild tone. “Or are there just too many hotheaded Italians in Cato?” 
He laughed lightly.

Ryan still didn’t answer, but the hint of a smile touched his mouth. “They call us 
Italian Greens, but me? I’m an American of many generations who is proud of my 
heritage.”

They crossed the street. More bikes than cars were on Static Street, but there was 
little traffic of any kind. What there was moved quickly, except for the occasional dark 
gray patrol van that cruised by at a slow, ominous pace.

“We’re getting near curfew,” Brad said. “In a few hours the Underground’ll be 
out on the streets, but I bet the National Guard’s nowhere to be seen then.”

Ryan’s smile turned cynical and he lifted an eyebrow in response. “Yes; this’ll be 
their last sweep for tonight.”

They sat at a patio table outside the coffee shop, their backs to the street. A 
woman wearing a bright red uniform and a beret came and took their order. 

“Two double brandies on ice,” she said into a device, as she walked away.
“Have you seen Walter?” Ryan asked.
“I heard through Bergson that he’s gone incognito. The CIA were investigating 

his sister and her boyfriend. A bit too close for his taste, I’d say. We heard that the 
agencies got leads on his family. Some neighbor or relative must have leaked information 
onto the Web.”



“The Subversive Information Detection Network would pick that up in a hurry. 
Or maybe the agencies just got lucky.” Ryan shrugged. “It’s possible.”

Brad merely looked at him. “All right, I don’t believe it either.” 
The server approached and set their drinks on the table. “We’ve been at it for a 

long time,” Ryan said quietly, after she’d gone.
“That we have,” Brad said with a rueful smile. His fingers touched his crucifix for 

an instant. “If worldwide unemployment goes any higher . . . what’s the latest figure? 
You’re the journalist, you should know.”

“Freelance, please . . . forty percent.” 
“Yikes. I heard John Yates is going to announce that United Confederate 

Economic Unification is being replaced by The Market Alliance League. He believes that 
if America can come in with the Pan Americans, Japan, Mexico and Canada, their 
combined strength will pull the rest of the world in peacefully, even the Euro-Union. 
What do you think of that?”

“I can’t agree, as much as I’d like to. There’ll be violence in America, especially 
here in New York City. Both sides will be ready to shoot it out at the first sign of trouble. 
The Christian Agorists may stay out of it, you’d know that better than I, but the 
International Front won’t, and that’s where Cato stands.”

“You’re right. There’s always violence in America. You know, the court system’s 
got to be changed. The Feds and ISA have to–”

“Listen, friend, don’t forget that right now, here in America, you and I are 
criminals.” Ryan looked straight into Brad’s eyes for a few seconds, then smiled. 
“Another round of brandies?” he asked cheerfully. “I feel the fine hint of an alcoholic 
buzz.”

Brad chuckled. “Not just a pessimist, but a drunk, too.”
“And you’re an unbearable optimist,” Ryan said. “But you know me, I have to 

live up to my reputation as the unhappy Agorist. My readers expect it. Salute. And up the 
Republic!”

Brad laughed and raised his glass in salute. “To the downfall of the US 
Government.”

Even though there was no one in sight, both men kept their voices low.
—

Boghe Block Tower, Washington, DC, July 15
The sun was low in the sky when a large black car slid to a smooth stop near an 

immense structure that enclosed several city blocks. A gray limousine pulled in behind 
the first car and screeched to a halt hitting it with a deadbolt-type thump. A back door of 
the grey limousine flew open and Paula Pryte leaped out. She moved too quickly and hit 
her head. Her hands shook as she plugged the ammunition charge into the Thompson-
Meisser and pointed it at the crowd, staring threateningly at them. She stood there, trying 
to catch her breath as she wiped a trickle of blood from her forehead. The gun was 
deadly; it had laser tracking and could empty a hundred rounds in less than half a minute, 
without making a sound. But not today. Today, the weapon was loaded with tranquilizing 
ice slugs. No one must be killed, not a single soul, or they’d lose everything The Rising 
Sign stood for – The Sign preached against collateral damage and civilian causalities, the 
so called terrorist devices. 



“Be careful, people, please be careful,” she prayed silently although keeping that 
practiced snarl on her lips. Things were happening so fast around her, but she had just 
this one job. She was still shaking, so she took a solid stance with her feet apart, 
shoulders back, head up high with continued defiance.

The other cell members had tumbled out of the limousine. Danica came to Paula’s 
side, the four men fanned out and surrounded the President of the United States as he was 
dragged out of the back of the black car. By the time he stood up, four guns were aimed 
straight at his heart, while one more was in the hand of his personal guard who gripped 
him by the arm and held a pistol to his temple. His closest body guards had been shot, but 
not lethally.

The crowd swirled in confusion. Paula stopped shaking and gave an exultant 
laugh, albeit a silent one.

For about six seconds, everything froze. No one in the security force dared move. 
Then the President’s secretary took a cautious step forward. “Stay calm,” he said, his 
open hands slowly waving the mass of bodyguards back. “Please, everyone stay calm.”

Panic started to seep into the confusion at the front of the motorcade. People 
began shouting and trying to shove their way through to get away from the area. Screams 
of fear pierced the turmoil.

“ISA agents are moving in!” one of the armed guerillas shouted and fired above 
the crowd of security and press. It was Brad Damile, the cell’s leader. He then fired to the 
ground, but the distinction was lost on the crowd. More important, they were unaware 
that the bullets were ice slugs. Terrified, they tried to escape, pushing, shoving, and 
shouting.

Paula saw people pushed aside and fall, ignored. This is what they needed, a fair 
bit–more than a fair bit–of confusion. Everything seemed to decelerate to slow motion, 
silent and dream-like, like being underwater. President Mark Hudson was suddenly right 
beside her, so close she could have smelled his skin and his breath, if the world hadn’t 
been fading away from her.

“Move it!” She nudged the President with her gun until he backed into the grey 
limousine. Her comrades were disabling the closest vehicles with vehicle pad-bombs as 
she watched, remote and detached, then the corner of her mouth lifted into a wry little 
smile. They had just proved how inadequate and overconfident the FBI and ISA were.

Paula raised her gun toward the press of people directly in front of her, but she 
was grabbed and pulled into the car. Brad fired again, this time straight into the air.

“We are The Rising Sign,” he shouted. “We take full responsibility for this 
abduction.” The doors slammed, the tires squealed, and the limousine practically hurled 
down the closest side street. Inside, Mark Hudson struggled with two of his captors, 
trying to reach a door handle.

“Relax,” Brad said. “We don’t want to hurt you!” He touched the tranquilizer gun 
to the President’s shoulder, but Hudson struggled harder. Brad pulled the trigger and the 
President slumped back against the seat almost instantly.

“Strip and get changed,” Brad ordered the others, as he started to peel off his own 
clothing.

The car shuddered, jerked to the right, slid to the left, then lurched into a roadway 
between two huge commerce centers. Clothes flew through the air and bare skin flashed 
while the kidnappers changed to everyday outfits and wiped makeup off their faces. The 



limousine slowed, turned right into a narrow driveway and dipped inside the Boghe 
Block Tower, then it accelerated, slamming to a stop after five or six downward turns.

“We’re here,” the driver said. “The decoys worked.”
Six doors flew open.
“Hurry,” Brad said, “It’s twelve minutes after seven.”
Paula glanced at him. “What? We’re three minutes ahead of schedule.”
He shook his head. They tugged and pushed the President’s body out of the 

limousine and it sped away, carrying the driver and Roy Hartop. The others were left 
beside a roped-off, underground construction area where two cars were parked side by 
side. One was a shiny red electric sports car, that Danica and Steve Leigh flung 
themselves into. It jumped to life and raced smoothly after the limousine. 

“Well, Paula,” Brad said. “I thought my heart was going to give out.” He hugged 
her.

She kissed him on the cheek and laughed. “I can’t believe we’ve done it!”
Mark Hudson was lying on the concrete floor with his head on a blanket. He 

looked asleep. Paula began working on his face with makeup and false hair, as she had 
practiced, over and over.

“Just think,” she said, “We’re all alone with the President of the United States.”
“Calm down, sweetie.” They stripped him, then dressed him in casual clothes.
“That’s a good job, Paula,” Brad said when she was done. “His own mother 

wouldn’t recognize him.”
Paula started to apply makeup to her own face. “I feel so light,” she said. “I can 

hardly breathe.”
Brad was dressed in a bellhop’s uniform that had been acquired from Boghe’s, a 

hotel further down the block. Paula now wore a revealing yellow, daisy-print dress. Her 
black hair was down and she could have passed for a model or a dancer. She was still 
touching up her makeup when Brad rolled out a dolly-cart hidden in the roped-off area. 
The cart carried four suitcases. They were in a section of the Boghe Tower’s underground 
parking area that was closed for repairs. From there, they had only to transport the cases 
up two levels to get to the concourse and then to the hotel lobby. 

“Will he be okay?” she asked.
“He’s fine,” Brad answered.
“For a man of fifty,” Paula said, “he’s as fit as a young athlete.”
“Are you ready?” Brad asked. Paula nodded.
Brad took a small box from a pouch on the side of a carry-on bag. He crouched 

next to the President, drew out an auto-syringe and carefully injected a clear fluid into 
Mark Hudson’s arm.

“This is dangerous stuff,” he said, “and I’ve got no medical training. Cross your 
fingers. Now, let’s try the next one.”

“What’s that?”
“Some stuff they gave me to counteract the tranquilizer.”
Mark Hudson regained consciousness within a minute. He sat up and rubbed his 

eyes and vomited, but not too badly. Paula gave him apple juice from a tetra package, and 
a painkiller tablet.

“Mr. Hudson, you have been abducted by The Rising Sign,” Brad said. “Let me 
explain to you what will happen. We are private contractors; our instructions are to hold 



you for a certain amount of days and then release you. We were not told the reasons. To 
be ensured of your absolute cooperation while getting you to a safe location, we have 
injected you with a time-released, tailor-made toxin which, if not neutralized in three 
hours, will cause your death. The chance that you could escape us now, get to a clinic 
which could identify the toxin and create the antidote, is remote. Do you understand?”

Mark Hudson looked up into Brad’s eyes for the first time and then rubbed his 
arm where the needle had gone in. He nodded as Brad showed him the syringe and vial.

“We will go to a hotel room. Now remember this: you have just arrived from 
Paris. Evelyn, here, is your wife. Here are your papers, passport and other necessities, all 
of which we will not need if you follow our instructions. You will be fine, unless you 
make the slightest deviation from our routine. Should that occur, we will escape, leaving 
you there to your own fate. When we arrive at the hotel room, you will be given the 
antidote. At that time you may refresh yourself, eat, read, watch television, and do 
whatever you wish within the boundaries we set, which you will soon come to 
understand.”

Brad looked at Paula for a second. “No embarrassing statement will be required of 
you,” he continued, “and, if you cooperate, neither will you suffer any deprivation. Please 
do not touch your face until we are inside the hotel room. For some days you will be lost 
to the world of politics. You have been taken by force, but if you agree to our conditions, 
you may return to political power in a few days time.”

Mark Hudson nodded calmly, but anger showed in his eyes.
“Good,” Brad continued, “You might even enjoy it. I understand you don’t take 

many holidays. Don’t mistake us though, we will follow our orders even if you must die–
or even if we must.”

“You’ll never get away with this.”
“Mr. Hudson, we’re not trying to insult your intelligence. I have the authority to 

simply leave you to fate. Right now, you need us far more than we need you.”
“But why do this?” Hudson asked. “This will only hurt your cause. The people 

will turn against you. This isn’t going to further human rights.”
Brad helped the President to his feet. 
“Everything I’ve told you is the truth. We can talk more in the hotel room; we 

will be staying with you. Do you understand your situation? Do you understand your 
danger?” The President nodded an acknowledgment. “Not another word now,” Brad said, 
“ except those that will get us into our room unquestioned.” 

He took the handle of the luggage cart in one hand and motioned to Mark Hudson 
to walk ahead of him. The President shrugged and started to follow Paula, who led the 
way up to the concourse and then to the hotel lobby.

Chapter Three - Europa

July 16 -The Jukebox, Summerset
“Are you okay, boss?” Cheryl walked in the front door and over to the table 

where Sam was sitting, lost in thought.
He looked up and sighed. “I’m fine; just daydreaming. You’re early.”
She shrugged. “Where’s this room you’ve secured?”



“Back there.” He pointed with his thumb, sat back and took a sip from his mug. 
Four days had passed since the murder of Jerry Holmes. 

Cheryl turned up the lights and fixed herself a cup of coffee at the bar. The 
florescent light picked up the glint of soft gold stripes on the gray walls. “Would you like 
a refill?”

Sam shook his head, no. He watched her as she walked heavily to the back of the 
restaurant, coffee in hand. She disappeared inside the small room, then came back out. 

“I’ll get maintenance to install locks,” Sam said.
“I think that’ll do.” Cheryl sat at the table and yawned. “I’m tired,” she said, “and 

I feel like a tank.”
“You look fine,” he lied – she looked overweight and too pregnant to be out 

working, “but I guess you’d rather be at home resting.” 
“No; anywhere but there. Really, I feel all right. What about you? Ready for a 

Caribbean holiday yet?”
Sam smiled. “You know, as long as I can remember, I’ve wanted to live in a 

warm climate.” 
“Boy, did you get on the wrong shuttle.” 
Sam grinned. “Somehow, the cold seems colder these days.”
“That makes sense, boss, it really is colder.” There was a sarcastic edge to her 

tone. Her abrupt manner and flippant humor often rubbed people the wrong way, but her 
value to Sam as a secretary outweighed those traits and he ignored them.

“So, tell me again,” she said. “Why did you come here?” Cheryl’s eyes sparkled 
with mischief. “You came because of sweet Jane, but the fish aren’t exactly jumping into 
her nets on Europa. If there was ever any life on this oversized iceberg, they were frozen 
solid long ago.”

He shrugged, he wasn’t so sure, but his wife and the whole team of Exobiologists 
might have to bore all the way to near the hot rocky mantle core to be sure whether there 
was biological marine organisms. “I know, but she’s pretty widely respected in marine 
biology circles back on Earth, and the challenges make great copy.”

Cheryl raised her brows. “Shit, I guess it’s true love.” She reached over and gave 
Sam a playful poke in the arm. “That woman must have something pretty special going 
for her, even at -160 ̊ she melts your heart.” 

“You could be right; I’m under her spell.” Sam laughed good naturedly. “But you 
know what, I’m happy to be.”

Cheryl put her coffee on the table and sat down slowly. “You gave up your 
chance in the sun to be with Jane here, and you know what? I have to admire you for 
that.”

“Was I wrong?” 
“I’m here, too. And with a real loser. At least you have Jane, and she’s as lovely 

as they come.”
“What? Are you jealous?”
She laughed. “A little.”
“After a while this place gets under your skin.” 
“If it doesn’t kill you first.” 
Sam looked toward the door – it was too early to laugh at a joke like that. 

“There’s Bob.” He waved. “Grab yourself a coffee,” he called.



Dorrie White came into the room as Bob Hamlyn was filling a large mug. “Oh 
good,” she said; “hot coffee.”

“Have a seat,” Sam said to them. “We’ll hear from Talmouth headquarters in 
Montevale tomorrow. They’ve only got the first transmission so far. Still, they’ll have 
some expectations about a murder inquiry. This investigation hits us just when 
temperatures have fallen to dangerous lows. The sudden winds and dissipation of the 
oxygen layer at Summerset’s surface area is discomforting, but the lowering temperatures 
around the whole moon is outright alarming.”

“It’s like Europa has turned on us,” Dorrie interjected, “but remember, Mouth told 
us this might happen when we were in True Lockstep on The Dark Side.”

Bob had a worried look on his face, but Sam knew that Dorrie was a hundred 
percent right. Even though Summerset never really had genuine darkness–they were on 
the Jovian latitudinal light band at the equator of Europa–they were often out of the sun 
for more than a day and half, and even though it was only one fourth the brightness than 
from earth, when it was gone, it wasn’t just colder, it was gloomier. “I don’t have to tell 
you that morale in Summerset has collapsed,” he said. “Worse still, rumors of a crisis on 
Earth are coming in on an illegal Bright Torch. These smuggled transmissions are a 
nuisance, but it’s always possible there’s some truth to them. Anyway, we’re here about 
Jerry Holmes’ murder. Let’s go over the facts. Can you start, Dorrie?”

Sam and Bob pulled out pocket verifiers while Cheryl fished hers out of her bag. 
Dorrie placed hers on the table, pushed her blond hair away from her face and started to 
speak rapidly, while her fingers and hands made quick, little illustrative movements.

“Let me state for the record, I’m an astro-physicist, not a criminologist. As you 
can see on your screens, there were no fingerprints, no samples of hair, no clothing fibers, 
and not much of anything else, other than what belonged to Jerry Holmes, that I could 
find and time-date to the murder.” She paused and darted a glance around the table. 

“The only unusual thing were significant traces of synchrotron radiation in the 
immediate area of the death. This was caused by a rapidly diminishing half-life of a cold 
radioactive compound I haven’t identified yet, but there was a tremendous volume of it in 
Jerry’s blood. We’ll know the exact amount in a few days.”

They sat in silence for a few minutes, discouraged. Finally, Sam said, “Let’s go 
on to something else. First, you all know that the results of your individual Cavanaugh 
counter-deception tests by Helmut Willem were affirmative. Next, it would be 
worthwhile to get certain matters out of the way. I believe we’re obliged to sign 
agreements to maintain absolute secrecy in all aspects of the investigation. We’ve agreed 
verbally, but I think it ought be on record.” 

He passed out the documents. “If you have second thoughts, if you want out of 
this investigation, the best time to say so is now. Otherwise, sign at the bottom.”

Sam signed his form and sat back in his chair, deep in thought, while they read 
through the documents. They signed them without comment and placed them in front of 
him.

“Cavanaugh test results handled by experts are considered infallible,” he said, 
“and, although he isn’t formally licensed, Helmut is an expert. He’ll be coming by 
tonight to explain more about the procedure. I haven’t received the results of the tests 
done by Mii Wong and Betty Lim yet, but we may know that later tonight as well. For the 
time being, we should not let anyone else know that we have the equipment and the 



expert to administer the tests. In any case, it’s a miracle that we have either and I hope 
we’ll be allowed to make full use of them.”

“I can’t see why not,” Dorrie said.
“Legal reasons,” Cheryl said. “Human Rights. Ever heard of the concept?” 
Dorrie blushed, but did not respond. “There’s Helmut,” she said. 
Standing in the doorway, a little under two meters tall, robust and dressed in neat 

casual clothes, Helmut nodded a greeting. Sam rose and joined him. Helmut handed him 
a file folder.

“Thanks,” Sam said quietly. “Any surprises?”
“They both passed.”
“I know it’s not necessary to remind you, Helmut, but not a word outside our 

group.”
“You’re right,” Helmut said with a slight smile. “It’s not necessary.”
“What I meant was that the person responsible for Jerry’s death would be 

disturbed to learn of the apparatus, and that could pose a threat to you. We’ll let him 
know about it on our terms, and not until we’ve trained others how to use it.” Helmut 
nodded, unconcerned. Sam came back to the table and glanced at his watch. “I hadn’t 
expected Helmut to be so quick with Betty and Mii’s results. Just give me a minute.”

He touched his verifier, then spoke in a clear voice. “Mouth, locate Betty Lai Lim 
and Mii Wong. Ask them to please join us.”

Dorrie asked, “Helmut, why do you have this Cavanaugh equipment on Europa?”
Helmut glanced at Sam for some indication of whether or not he should answer 

and Sam nodded. 
Helmut walked over to the table. “Well, I can’t stay long,” he said, pulling up a 

chair, “but I’ll give you the short version. On Earth, I was in charge of hiring for 
accounting and payroll employees for a multinational conglomerate based in Mexico, 
where such tests were routine and legal. I learned the technique and was impressed with 
the results. I became an ardent enthusiast and was able to get the latest in technological 
innovation. However, I’ve never been part of a criminal investigation so, outside of the 
testing procedures, I don’t know if I’ll be much help.”

Sam handed Cheryl the printouts of the test results for Mii and Betty. She slid 
them into another folder.

“You’re welcome to sit in on any of our meetings, Helmut,” Sam said, “but you 
should sign these first.” 

Helmut took a brief glance at the forms while he rose to his feet. “I’m on duty 
tonight; I can’t stay. I’ll sign these later and get back to you.” He turned and walked 
quickly toward the door.

“I’ll see you later, then,” Sam called after him, then turned back to the group. 
“There’s another thing I should mention. We can’t secure files inside of Mouth. Nothing 
about the case should be kept there. If someone knows there’s a secret, then it’s sure to be 
found.”

The others nodded and continued making notes until Betty and Mii arrived, a few 
minutes later. Sam rose and shook their hands. Mii and Betty were the same height and 
both had short black hair and brown eyes, but the resemblance ended there. Betty had the 
prettiness of youth, fine features and a gaze that assessed everything around her, while 
neat and well-dressed, Mii’s intelligent face – though warmed by kindness – was plain.



“Mii is an astrophysicist, a chemist and a lawyer,” Sam said by way of 
introduction, “and Betty works as a nuclear physicist for Ben’s and Ed’s teams.” 

Both women nodded and gave inscrutable smiles. Sam thought Betty was a little 
nervous and that Mii was more laid-back. “Please sit down.” he smiled reassuringly. 
“Thank you for coming. Here are the documents you will both have to read and sign if 
you wish to participate in the investigation. Take a few minutes to do that and then read 
Dorrie’s report on what she found at the scene.”

Sam fixed himself another coffee and returned to his seat. He rubbed his temples 
and yawned. Mii and Betty handed him the signed documents and he passed them to 
Cheryl. 

“Dorrie’s report shows that there’s little in the way of evidence, so far,” he said. 
“It’s pretty obvious that it wasn’t a crime of passion, but we have to find out who Jerry 
worked with, who he socialized with and who he slept with, what activities he was 
involved in, and whatever it was that he didn’t want anyone to know about. Cheryl, 
you’re elected.”

She gave him a wry look. “Now’s not a good time to complain, right?” 
Sam half-frowned and ignored her. “We know that murder is often committed by 

family members or close associates, so we have to rule out those obvious choices. Who 
were his friends? Who knew his secrets? Did he have any lovers or family here?”

“There’s something I want to know,” Cheryl said crisply. “Why not a crime of 
passion? If I decided to kill Mark, which I may yet, I wouldn’t leave any blood or hair, or 
any other DNA signatures.”

Sam smiled and gave a noncommittal shrug. “Whoever the murderer was, he 
didn’t leave us much to work with, so I assume it wasn’t on the spur of the moment. And 
if you kill Mark, it’ll probably be from overworking him in the kitchen.” Dorrie’s 
laughter rose above the others while Cheryl grinned, obviously not offended by the joke. 
“Jerry was shot with a kouger-twin, twenty clip automatic. It was the legal pistol on 
board Europa-Six and there are dozens of them but none are supposed to be in 
circulation. Who has access to the armory? Then, some time after he was shot, his throat 
was slit with a sharp knife. Can anyone explain this? The knife could have been from the 
kitchen at, One Stop, The General Store, or The Jukebox. Are any missing?”

“Excuse me,” Bob said. “Was Jerry also poisoned? I heard something like that.”
“More on that in a moment,” Sam said. “First, we have to ask these questions: 

Was the murderer one of Captain Loeke’s guards with access to an official kouger-twin? 
Is the weapon Talmouth issue or smuggled? Why did the killer use Enjo to tip us off so 
boldly? Was she a decoy for something else that was happening, something we haven’t 
discovered yet? Should Enjo herself be a suspect?”

“Enjo’s presence there might be incidental,” Betty offered. “Let’s say that a 
client, acting on impulse, phones her to meet in a spragge location, goes down to Outer 
Summerset in the public garage to get everything prepared, sees Jerry’s body and runs. 
Or, better still, witnesses the actual murder.”

“Yes, that would be possible, and I thought of it as well, but why keep hiding? 
There are more than six thousand of us and only one murderer. I doubt that’s what 
happened here, but we do need to talk to Enjo again and see a complete list of her 
clients.” Sam looked across the table. “Bob?”

Bob looked flustered and everyone laughed.



“Here,” Sam said. “We need to know the substance in Jerry’s blood. I think it may 
have been used by the killer because the synchrotron radiation distorts the time-date 
reading of DNA samples.” He picked up a small pile of papers and handed them around. 
“This is a refinement of what I found on Jerry’s computer,” he said. “It’s part of a 
running cryptic scramble that Mouth decoded under an emergency directive. The last 
entry was made the night of Jerry’s death. Much of his personal computer store was kept 
outside of Mouth though, and some of it can’t be unscrambled yet, even by Mouth, but 
I’ll make arrangements so you can have access to his files.” 

Sam pointed to the sheet of paper. “This was the thing that jumped out at me. I 
edited and printed it for you to look at tonight and then highlighted the most important 
points, as I see them, and left out the chemical formulas and symbols.”

The highlights of the single page read:

EXCERPTED FROM FULL TEXT. SUBJECT: VYRA

[FIRST ENTRY]16\12\2110 Vyra meteorite rock-arbtrite graphite igneous ice-
impacted, extracted at Comogourd; active chemical compound, vyralithium, (VYR.). The 
graphic atomic weight to component VYR. is 35. Why have we been asked to extract 
this? 

[NEXT ENTRY...] 04\02\2110 Vyra rock is a vitreous, translucent mineral and 
appears white to the naked eye. It is soft, malleable, and soluble with heat and water. It 
imparts a blue flame to regular fire. Vyra seems to be everywhere in the slate rock below 
permafrost tundra depth and appears to be part of the regular surface crust of the moon. 
This begs a question, though. Why has Talmouth ordered ten tons of unprocessed Vyra 
rock?

 
[...] 29\04\2110 After many attempts I have found that if vyralithium is fused after 

a regular triturated sulphur eight solution, in liquid form with water, it will dissolve in 
muriatic acid. I came upon this when I realized that the purified crystal of vyralithium 
looks and behaves similarly to a rare, semi-medical substance on Earth called scoffal 
(Scofpromazine alkaloid diethylametabolite), processed from the hard granite tundra 
known as False Lava. Scof-lava is rare and found only on subarctic Siberian and Upper 
American land masses. 

Scoffal is no longer used because of adverse indications in liver disease. 
However, for a time it was widely used by American nuclear submarine crews to help 
deal with confinement depression during lengthy trips. Scoffal has been replaced by the 
safer, but less effective, Calbole (Calbolic Panolithic Sulphate). Scoffal was swallowed or 
injected in conservative amounts. Its effects, according to the medical officers I served 
with on board the USS Serpentine, were immediate and lasted over a period of some 
weeks, in most cases. It appears that symptoms of paranoia and severe depression were 
relieved for a considerable time and regular appetite returned.

[...] 15\05\2110 The triturated substance which I will now call Vyralithium Three 
has some interesting qualities. I have compiled results from routine tests and alteration, 
and, so far, the following have succeeded. If Vyra Three is combined with freeze dried 



sulphuric acid, then purified by a hot water-ascorbic solution of isotonic sodium chloride, 
and processed in a Ceby’s globe agitator, it produces the purest substance yet from Vyra 
Three: V³³ .

V³³  floats in solution. I’ve been able to siphon it in small amounts. Soon I will  
present my findings to Sullivan’s teams and see what they think. Pure Vyra Three, if 
fused and electrolyzed with strontium dioxide, is crimson in its liquid form (Litonolium 
Actinium). 

V³³  is gray-silver in its solid, crystallized form (Chrome Panonuium Nitrate).  
This leads to a heavy gas which is pink in color and volatile when mixed with water 
(Palladium Cobalt Gas). However, it is the apparently nonlethal liquid form, Liton Actin, 
which shows the most startling potential to be dangerous. I seem to have stumbled across 
an important biochemical link to DNA formulating and tracing.

[Last entry] 06\26\2110 It appears that I have guessed right. Tomorrow I will 
meet Walter Sullivan and Ray Chow. The most interesting thing about Vyra Three is that 
it produces actinium radiate lactose, whose half-life is unstable in its liquid form (Liton 
Actin). Like the substance produced from the plant, foxglove (sodium diogenes 
pentothal), it can be modified with a solution of catalase agents and tracers to DNA 
specifiers such as blood. This is unnerving and I have a strange sense of foreboding. The 
isotopic tracer is radioactive and can be picked up on a simple spectrometer enhanced 
with a neutron tracker.

“Jerry seems to be hinting that somebody at Talmouth, or somebody paying 
Talmouth, is interested in the Vyra rock for any number of unstated reasons,” Sam said 
when everyone had read it. “Anyone interested in sifting through Jerry’s notes, logs and 
experiments, what we have of them, is welcome to it.” 

Sam looked up and cleared his throat. “I have to make it absolutely clear that even 
though this is scientific information, it must be kept from public scrutiny. And take extra 
care if you go through his laboratory. Vyra Three can be transformed into a dangerous 
gas. It can just as easily be made into a serum for nonlethal injections used for DNA 
tracing. In its crystal form, it can do . . . God knows what. We don’t know yet. I don’t 
think Jerry got that far.”

“Was he prevented from doing that?” Betty asked.
“That’s something we need to know. The answers could be in Jerry’s encoded 

files that Mouth can’t unscramble. The last entry worries me. It looks like he might have 
found what he was searching for and was murdered for it— ”

“Or it means nothing,” Cheryl interrupted sharply, “and it’s just going to be a wild 
goose chase.”

“I’ll take a guess that the substance Dorrie hasn’t yet identified in his blood is 
Liton Actin,” Sam said. “Dorrie and Betty, this is where you can start.”

“Mii, I have a list of possible actions we can take and I need to know if they’re 
legal. That includes whether we can administer the Cavanaugh lie detector test to 
everyone on Europa, even against their wishes, and I’d like your opinion on whether or 
not we should.”



Chapter Four - Earth

July 23 - Room 4142, Boghe Tower Hotel, Washington, D.C.
“There is still no word on the President of the United States,” the computer monitor 
blared. “The Rising Sign has claimed responsibility for the kidnaping, and issued a 
statement today that President Hudson was still alive. In New York City, the International 
Front continues to insist that interim President Brian Arbour call an immediate election.”

“When asked about hints to the media by certain groups, to the effect that an 
election announcement would guarantee President Hudson’s safe release, Mr. Arbour 
said he would make no such announcement now or in the foreseeable future, and the 
Front should take care to avoid any attempt to benefit from this crisis. When questioned 
further, he said that although the Front is considered a legal organization at present, its 
status could change quickly.” 

“In California, Libertarian Green Party head, Susan Moore, declared herself the 
real interim President by virtue of popular support, and demanded that elections be called 
for Monday, August sixteenth. The Conference of Governors has called an emergency 
meeting–”

With a grunt, Mark Hudson turned off the console and looked around the room. 
The walls were covered in a gold and maroon pattern, while the ceiling was an expanse 
of plain white. A second door at the back of the room obviously led to another hallway. 
He knew, even before he tried it, that it was locked. There was no verifier, phone, or any 
other communication device, with the exception of a glass peephole in the door and a 
large two-way monitor that his captors kept tuned to a news channel. He laid down on the 
bed and stared up at the ceiling for about half an hour, until he heard a faint knock at the 
outer door of the suite. He rose and put his eye to the peephole. He saw Paula Pryte walk 
cautiously to the door, a kouger was tucked behind her back.

“Excuse me. Room service.” Hudson could hear a man’s voice, but couldn’t see 
him. Paula’s response was a nod of acknowledgment. Hudson focused to hear what was 
said. “Your meal was ready a little early,” the voice said, “so I brought it up while it was 
hot.”

Hudson could see Paula step back and wave someone in. He went back to the bed, 
started to lie down, then rose quickly to look through the peephole again. The waiter 
looked familiar. The athletic build, the unobtrusive way he had observed the layout of the 
suite, and something else – something he couldn’t quite put his finger on – but the man 
was an ISA agent. He was a well-built blond young man with a baby-faced appearance – 
disguised as though just a teenager. The agent set two places at the dining table, set the 
covered trays and stood waiting for his tip. Hudson could see the agent’s head turn 
toward the back rooms and he even remembered his name, Rick Everett, then Paula 
handed  him some loose change. He gave her a quick half-bow and left. Hudson walked 
to the couch and sat down, then it hit him and he rose in joy; finally, they’d found him. 
Paula unlocked the bedroom door and the President came into the outer room. He 
breathed slowly, calmly, controlling his excitement. He knew they’d let him stay in this 
room just long enough to eat. He sat at the table in silence. 

“Brad,” Paula called, “dinner’s here.”



Wearing black jeans and barechested except for his gold crucifix, Brad came out 
of the bathroom. Flecks of shaving foam still clung to his face. His hand, wrapped around 
a heavy kouger, hung at his side.

“It’s early, isn’t it?” he asked, with a note of surprise. “Sudden efficiency?” 
Paula shrugged, then she started to look nervous. 
Brad walked to the outer door and looked out through the peephole to the 

hallway. “Did you recognize the waiter? Was he here any of the other days?”
“No,” Paula answered, “but it was just a kid.”
 She rose, reached for her automatic Thompson-Meisser, and plugged it into the 

clip slung around her shoulder, underneath her jacket. The clip no longer contained ice 
slugs.  “What is it?” Brad looked at the table and then at Mark Hudson. 

Hudson removed the cover from the plate in front of him and lifted a fork. He 
kept his eyes down and remained silent. He could see that Brad knew it was all over, 
now, but the girl didn’t believe it yet. He hoped they’d have the sense to surrender 
without a fight. The silence stretched into a full minute. 

“Our time is up, Paula,” Brad said, still looking at Hudson. 
Paula looked stunned. “What?”
“Look at our friend here. It’s finished.” Brad scanned the room carefully, then 

stepped to the table. He felt underneath the tabletop until his fingers felt a small device. 
He wrenched it out, threw it on the floor and smashed it underfoot. “We can try to leave 
through the bedroom and run for it, but we won’t make it to the elevator.”

“But why? We still have the President as a hostage.”
Brad shrugged. “No, this is as far as we can go without somebody getting killed. 

There was always a chance they’d find us. After all, the whole world is looking for him.”
“What can we do?” Paula asked.
“We can surrender,” he suggested. He looked at her with a surprisingly gentle 

smile.
“Brad, they’ll torture us!”
“No, they won’t,” Hudson interrupted. “I give my word on it. I’ll get you loose. 

As soon as the paper work is done.”
“Then they are here,” Paula said with a resigned note. “What do you mean, paper 

work?”
“If you surrender to them,” Hudson said, “I can’t very well turn around and say, 

‘Let them go.’ They’ll assume that you’re forcing me to say it or even worse, that you’ve 
snapped me, and they might shoot you on the spot.”

“Agreed,” Brad said and shook his head at Paula’s protest, “Let’s make a run for 
it. We’ll let fate decide. If we’re stopped, we’ll call it no contest – hands up! Agreed?”

Hudson nodded and, for the first time in three days, he smiled, prompted by the 
thought of Brad Damile as the first assignment for Rick Everett, an ISA agent so out 
there in Never-Never Land that Brad and his sidekick might as well already be dead from 
a slow torturous death.

—
 
July 24 - Relux Tower Hilton, Washington, DC
“What to do?” Rick Everett asked the unconscious teenager, whose head was on 

his lap. “What should I do with you?” 



He was seated on a bed, naked, under a print of a Cubist painting, Man in 
Thought. A small plaque at the bottom of the frame was inscribed with a quotation: When 
men are pure, laws are useless. When men are corrupt, laws are broken – Benjamin 
Disraeli.

“You’re a liability now,” he whispered to the pretty broken teenager. He thought 
about it for a while “There’s too much hanging in the balance now – yesterday changed 
everything.” He shook his head in resignation. “But it’s not for my own pleasure, nothing 
personal, no, but, you see, the others weren’t beaten this bad; you’re half dead already.” 
His voice was just a mumble. “Besides, you’re only fourteen and that makes it worse if 
anybody finds out.”

He sat up. His fists were sore from beating her. He curled and uncurled them, and 
began the debate again. She was a real beauty and he had beaten her ugly, satisfying 
himself in the process many times. It was a shame to kill her, she was as cute as could be 
– of course not now. She hadn’t even resisted or fought back, but there was no way he 
could let her go. It was wasteful, but . . . 

“Hell, you don’t even know who I am. Still, I’m moving up now and you’re sure 
to see my face somewhere, at some point.” He knew that no one forgot his face once 
they’d dealt with him. “I can’t cause a scandal to the Hudson Administration. It would 
get me killed.” The words were delivered as a quiet and reasonable explanation, but in a 
tone of complaint, almost a whine.

Too much was hanging in the balance. She wasn’t even a prostitute, just a street 
kid, and somebody was bound to believe her if she fingered him. He had to be careful, 
and to hide the body well – he had just the place in mind. He sat on the edge of the bed 
and thought some more. Gradually, resentment replaced the empty, depressed feeling that 
had come over him. The girl, whose name was Jean Pitney Carter, moaned lightly. His 
anger flared. 

“Well, then, let’s finish it, you little bitch!”
Breathing rapidly, he lifted her limp head and cradled it in the crook of his left 

arm. Then he put his other hand around her chin. As she moaned again, he twisted the 
chin with a hard, swift movement, until her neck made a loud snap and he knew she was 
dead. He shuddered convulsively and gasped, then sat there until his breathing returned to 
normal. He laid the body on the bed while he filled the bath, and then he placed the slight 
body face down in the tub. While it lay soaking in the warm water, he misted the bed 
with a substance that removed stains and destroyed time-date DNA data.

He tried to recall similar events, but couldn’t. He had killed before, several times, 
but what made this so different? He stopped to consider the thought. Vaguely, he 
understood that he’d crossed some kind of line. This was the first time he had killed just 
for his own sake. He considered a while longer, shook his head and chuckled softly, then 
started to work. At the end of an hour he had cleaned the blood and semen stains and 
straightened the room, wiped for fingerprints and checked thoroughly for other traces. He 
took the girl’s body out of the tub and placed her face down on the floor on a white hotel 
towel. Then he took a long hot shower.

As he toweled himself dry, he looked up at the painting and read the quotation.
“What a load of crap”



Everett looked down at the remains of Jean Pitney Carter and sighed. “Life is 
complicated,” he told her. “Now I have to go out and find a suitcase large enough to get 
you out of here without being noticed.”

—

July 26 -The Oval Office, Washington, D.C.
Mark Hudson rose and came around his desk. “A pleasure to see you again,” he said, 
extending his hand to Rick Everett.

With a look of intense pride on his face, Everett shook the hand of the President 
of the United States. Don Chilling, the head of The Internal Security Agency, and Jake 
Bedford, a veteran FBI chief and now an assistant to the Oval Office, stood respectfully 
but comfortably a few paces in front of his desk, together with Bill Green and Daniel 
Washburn, two other close advisors to the President. Hudson gave them a solemn look, 
then his gaze settled on Everett. He made his usual rapid and accurate assessment – Rick 
Everett was dangerous, true enough, but there was no doubt he would come to heel. He 
allowed the younger man a brief smile and then turned to the others.

“It’s time for complete frankness,” he said. “Can we survive this kidnaping 
debacle? In the last two days we’ve taken a beating. You all know the Libertarian Green 
Party is committed to dissolving the ISA, CIA and FBI. The Rising Sign has succeeded in 
kidnaping the President of this nation without a single fatality, and during the time I was 
in their hands they did no more than call for elections. They have made the agencies look 
like fools.

“Now, where do you suppose this leaves me in the people’s eyes? Old. And alive. 
No martyr at all, not even a benevolent despot. Just a weak dictator. He watched their 
faces for any change of expression. He glanced at Everett and saw a fanatical glint in his 
eyes. He made a mental note of the impression. We still have the problems we had before 
the kidnaping, and the usual media frenzy will soon end our recess there. The way things 
are right now, two months down the road Green Power will be set to win an election. I 
might add that I find it particularly frustrating that the South Americans are helping to 
fund the Rising Sign.”

Jake Bedford nodded. “Yes, but there’s no arms to twist there,” he said. “When 
Bosworth came to power, we should have done to him what they did to Allende, way 
back when.”

“They’re just doing to us what we’ve always done to them.” The President smiled 
wryly. “It’s dog eat dog.” The smile disappeared. “It’s that Moore woman I’d like to shut 
up. She condemns The Rising Sign’s criminal actions, but we know she’s advising them.” 
He sat back and surveyed the faces in front of him.

“It’s time for a bold step. We’ll let Brad Damile and Paula Pryte loose – just as I 
promised. Mr. Everett will see to it that they carry vyra tracers in their blood.”

Everett interjected, “We have enough tracers to do thirty-five candidates. That 
might break the back of the Rising Sign for the entire Northeast. With luck, maybe we 
can cripple the whole movement. Vyra gives us about five or six weeks of clear signal to 
check anyone they come into contact with. We’ve lived with terrorism long enough to 
deal with these new devils. If the good old US of A could bring the Islamists to yield, I 
think some freak idealists for human rights shouldn’t present us with any major 
problems.” 



President Hudson looked at their expressions. “Good.” He returned to his desk. 
“We want ISA people on this. No one else. Absolute secrecy. Mr. Everett will be in 
charge and his game plan will be followed to the letter. No arrests until we meet again. 
Any questions?”

He watched their shocked faces for a moment, then continued. “Now, on to other 
business. Mr. Everett, it’s been a pleasure to see you again.” 

Rick Everett made a deferential movement that was half nod, half bow, backed 
away a couple of steps, then turned and left. 

The President’s eyes rested on Don Chilling. He hoped Chilling wasn’t going to 
put on any more weight, he nearly looked obese. He turned his gaze to the rest of his 
advisors.

“There’s trouble on Europa,” he said. “A murder. Did anyone here authorize a 
termination?” He looked at the four men standing in front of him. Each shook his head or 
murmured denial.

“The victim’s name is Jerry Holmes. Start digging. He must be one of theirs. Jake, 
can you take the time?”

Jake looked at the President. “As you well know, I don’t have any men on 
Europa.”

“Under a Presidential emergency recall,” the President continued, “we could have 
Europa-Six back to Earth in less than two years. Nine tons of unprocessed Vyra crystal 
are in the hold and it’s now government property. I want your input on its use. The 
possibilities are endless. Law enforcement, for example. With more vyra-DNA tracers, 
we can clean up our streets in no time. Bill, I want you to pull together some basic data 
and possibilities. Daniel, check the pulse of the media on a decision to recall Europa-
Six.”

“Will the public tolerate DNA tracers?”
Hudson ignored the question. “We could identify and trace Libertarian Greens. 

Every convicted criminal in America could be traced. Think of it.”
“The world courts would outlaw such a thing, Mr. President,” Don Chilling gave 

him a direct look.
He nodded. “We have to move fast if we introduce it on that scale. Still, we could 

clean up the whole country in no time. We can comply with a world court decision later.” 
He returned Chilling’s look of concern with one of slow assessment. “One last thing. I 
want the mastermind behind the kidnaping. As soon as we know for sure who it is, he 
goes.” They nodded in unison.

 
Chapter Five -Europa

July 28, East Comogourd Mining Site, 15 km from Summerset
Ben Blackwell was only thirty-five, but he was in charge of all mining operations on 
Europa – this rich meteorite site, some 1.5 kilometers under the ice was one of three 
major sites. His career had begun as a junior engineer in the field, and he still preferred to 
work there rather than behind a desk – a pattern well established during several years of 
mining in the arctic regions of Earth, and for a short spot, on the now abandoned site on 
another Jupiter moon, Ganymede. It, however, had been nothing like Summerset. He 
adjusted the heater controls on his atmosphere suit. From his present angle he could see 



Jupiter which appeared in the sky twenty-four times larger than the moon from the 
Earth’s surface. He could also see Jupiter’s Big Red Spot–a perpetual storm on the giant 
planet–and as well, the sun, which was maybe one third or one fourth as bright as on 
Earth but still gave a lot of light. Far off between Europa and Jupiter, he could see the 
volcanic moon of Io, closer to Jupiter than the moon was to Earth.

“They swear these suits stay warm for three hours,” he said. His voice was 
distorted by the echo of the suit’s speaker and he could hear the wind whistle through the 
giant robotic machines nearby, and back into the expanse of icy whiteness it came from.

“It’s -139 ̊C,” John Tomlinson, the crew boss, said. “A record low. In this cold, 
they’ll hold the heat less than that.”

Ben turned toward the enormous carrier-haille that loomed behind him like a wall. 
Though it seemed his movements should be awkward in the bulky suit, they looked 
smooth and graceful. Gravity was about the same as the Earth’s moon. His eyes were 
drawn to the low glacial peaks in the distance and the long running crisscrossing natural 
ridges – which made getting from one mining site to another, a breeze – then he looked to 
the left of the carrier where smaller hailles fussed about, preparing a depot for the present 
work site.

“Is something wrong?” Tomlinson asked.
“No; it looks good. One more test.”
“It’s like old times, open-pit mining in permafrost again. Remember?”
Ben checked the downward grade. “This stage’ll be a piece of cake. You’re right; 

it’s like arctic mining on Earth, but the kimberlite pipes here have to take a lot more 
abuse. It’s a rich find. Let’s hope we can extract it.” He looked out over the snowy plain. 
“Who’d have guessed that a crude anthratic diamond crystal could fuel the world?”

Tomlinson nodded. “The white ones aren’t bad, either. But it’s the Vyra crystal I 
don’t understand. I’ve never heard of it anywhere else. Why do they want that?”

“Politics,” Ben said wryly. “At heart, it’s all poison.”
“Makes you want to declare independence and stay up here for good.”
Ben looked up at the giant gas ball, and followed this, as he often did, with a look 

in the opposite direction at the far away sun, then bent to the job at hand. “We’re 
beginning to sound like a cult,” he whispered to himself, and straightened up. “Inspection 
passed,” he announced. “We’re ready to start the next shift. Pass it along and let’s pack 
up and go. Don’t forget to lock up the sheds.”

“Here? Why?” 
“Procedure, my man; good standard procedure. I’ll be in the big haille.” 
He started to walk away, then turned. “Here’s another rule to remember: From 

now on everyone leaves together.”
He made his way into the gigantic all-terrain carrier. They were only fifteen to 

twenty kilometers from Summerset, but the ridge wasn’t machine-smoothed yet and it 
would take hours to return over the deceptively smooth ice and crusty snow that covered 
the rough terrain. He threw off his suit in the outer cab, looked into a small mirror and 
smoothed his thinning brown hair. As he headed to his desk, he passed his chief of staff, 
Omar Butera.

“I swore that this bald spot grows bigger every day,” Ben grinned and leaned over 
to show him.



Omar placed a stack of papers on his desk and stretched. “Boss, you’re so ugly, it 
doesn’t matter – I thought for a second you were showing me your butt there.” His wide 
brown eyes twinkled as he rose and followed along behind Ben. “How did the inspection 
go?”

“Everything looks fine.” Ben sat down with a tired sigh. “You’re not still 
planning to drag me to Sam’s speech tonight, are you?”

“You have to go. Next to Sam, you’re in charge down here.”
“It’ll be Sam playing all the angles. Don’t we get enough of that playing poker 

with him? Besides, the important thing is that we find the killer. You know, I liked Jerry. 
He was a hard worker with good mining sense.” Ben picked up a pen and toyed with it. 
“Did you know that Jerry’s wife and daughter were both killed on Earth?” Omar looked 
shocked. “And now, he’s been killed here. Omar, this place was such a good thing.” He 
gave a dispirited sigh. “We had nothing but trusted friends and hard working people. But 
now? Why?” 

“You mean we’re not your friends anymore?”
Ben grunted. “Don’t be a clown. What I’m saying is that I feel so . . . ” His blue 

eyes clouded. “I’m in love with Martha and I’m in love with Summerset, and I didn’t care 
if I ever went back. Now, the dream’s over.”

Omar’s dark face became serious. “Why does Jerry’s death have to mean the 
end?”

Ben cleared his throat. “I can’t spell it out, Omar, but it somehow does. Let’s get 
back to work before I get depressed. If the people here can’t live without violence, how 
does Earth have a chance?” 

He turned his attention to the papers in front of him. “Even more than the 
government, Talmouth loves paperwork. Look at this – these K-4s, the work order 
invoices, the yellow ones. Why are they higher than I projected?”

“We’re days ahead of schedule and they’re not that much higher.”
“For the first time in my life,” Ben said with a pensive look on his face, “I’m 

running a project where laziness and incompetence don’t have to be dealt with. Not one 
pay detention. No reprimands, no discipline problems. No unions to deal with, no 
grumbling, no slackers, and – the most important thing – no politicians to pay off.”

“Then let’s enjoy it while we can,” Omar said. “Look, the crew is here.”
The men and women preparing the giant haille for its trip back to Summerset 

started to arrive in the main cabin. They were laughing and calling out to each other 
while they got out of their insulation suits. Ben watched them for a while. Nobody would 
ever believe one of these people could be a murderer. Every candidate for the trip was 
screened over and over with medical and psychological evaluations, and every single one 
was cleared.

His phone beeped. “Okay, Ben.” It was the haille leader. “Everyone’s here. Let’s 
go.” 

Ben could see the leader at the helm in the register loft. He nodded to her and shut 
the phone off. As a matter of routine, he looked at the outside temperature. It was already 
settling down to -141̊C. Europa’s surface had been monitored at Summerset for two 
decades before construction began, and Ben knew that not one of those years at this site 
had been as severe as this one, but at least the last few days had be comparatively mild, 
with today being exceptional. They made their way carefully. The hard-packed snow 



looked level and safe, but there was always the danger of a deep rut or huge hole under 
the surface – once there was even a huge boulder which broke one of the haille’s huge 
pogue bars.

“Take Muskrat Lane from the site, please,” Ben called to the leader. 
Disappointed moans filled the cabin. The trip to Summerset took almost an hour 

longer by the route dubbed Muskrat Lane. 
“Sorry,” Ben called. “Until we get a proper ice road in, this way’s safer.”
The grumbling was good natured, but when the haille arrived at Summerset, the 

crew scrambled out as fast as they could.
“The waste rock and samples will be unloaded later tonight for crushing,” Omar 

told Ben as they were leaving. “The inside crews are getting ready for the game.”
“I’ll be glad when we get a crusher installed at the site so we can get the roads in 

faster. Then, as soon as we finish clearing the debris out of the meteorite bed and get 
ventilator shafts down to preserve the integrity of the ridges, we can start bringing home 
the pay dirt. Are you finished in the bays?”

“Well, everyone’s out, if that’s what you mean. Can you stop by the Jukebox for a 
while?”

“I’ll meet you there. I have to feed the turtles and pop in on Martha. I think the 
game will be delayed.”

“It’s starting to ice-fog.” Omar pointed toward the huge, overhead doors, which 
were just then closing. A gust of wind blew the foggy ice-pellets all the way to the back 
of the motor bays. “If I miss you at the Jukebox,” he called as he left, “I’ll save you a seat 
at the game.”

Ben walked out of the haille garage a few minutes later and headed home. It was 
always cold under the Outer Summerset dome, and often below zero in the work bays and 
holders – still balmy compared to outside the dome. The smaller dome of Summerset 
proper had huge buffer walls and tremendous heat output, which, between them, 
managed to keep the temperature around 10 to 15̊C. 

Ben ran the few steps to a door and refuge from the cold. He unbuttoned his coat 
as he walked along the cold, gray corridors to his quarters. He passed a line of neatly 
crypted graffiti, Every need has an eagle to feed. It seemed a stupid thing for someone to 
print, and it had been up for a month now. Nobody knew what it was supposed to mean 
or why it had been painted in an out-of-the-way corridor in Outer Summerset, where 
nobody but mining staff would ever see it. He wondered why somebody didn’t get rid of 
it. It might have made some sense if it said, Every Need has An Ego to Feed. Then it 
could refer to human aggression. But an eagle?

Something else caught his eye. He stopped and looked around in a complete 
circle. He shook his head, puzzled. Something was different, but what? Then he spotted a 
camera in the background. He looked closer and saw another one. They were small, 
almost undetectable, and he saw more of them as he walked along. They were 
everywhere. They weren’t expensive viewer monitors, just chip cameras tripped by 
motion detectors. Sam must have changed his mind about privacy. Ben just hoped they’d 
find the murderer and put all this behind them.

The automatic doors opened and he stepped inside the inner city. There was a 
marked difference in temperature. The corridor was well lit and warmer with each step. 
He soon came to a carpeted hallway, decorated with slender evergreen trees. He took off 



his coat and sweater, but he still had on a few layers of clothing. The door to his 
apartment was unlocked and it occurred to him that he should start locking it. His unit 
was a large, divided room with a compact arrangement of appliances and furniture. He 
dropped his stuff on the floor and looked at the untidy chaos. He shook his head and 
vowed silently to do something about the mess – tomorrow, for sure. Right now, he had 
to shower, change and get to his roster job. 

This month, his assigned task was to feed three huge Galapagos tortoises in 
Europa’s large marina. It was stocked with salmon, cod, lobster, and hundreds of other 
species from Earth’s seas, including four sizeable bottleneck dolphins – salt water being 
the one thing in abundance on Europa. When he got to Turtle Row, he prepared the 
tortoises’ food. Tonight, it was apples from the marina’s stores and cactus stem from the 
desert garden in the terrarium. Racquel, the eldest, was the first to plop off her rock in the 
shallow lagoon. 

“Come on, you know why I’m here,” he called. “I can’t stay long, tonight.” 
She looked up at him patiently, as if she understood his words. He spotted the 

swirl of the dolphins. Electronic borders kept them and the tortoises from encroaching on 
the fish stocks whose water they shared. The invisible fences were there primarily to 
protect the salmon, since cod was the dolphins’ main dish. When he had finished, Ben put 
away the feeding equipment, then rang Martha’s number. When she didn’t respond, he 
left a message and headed to the Jukebox.

—

Omar and Michelle Newton were at a table with a tall black woman, who was 
talking to Enjo. Ben hadn’t seen Enjo for several weeks and was struck, as always, by her 
seductiveness. She was as attractive as any woman he’d ever seen.

“Hi,” Ben smiled and walked to their table. “You’re drinking wine?”
“Yes,” Omar said, holding out a glass. “Here.”
“No, thanks, I’ll have a beer.” He put a finger to the menu touchpad at the center 

of the table. “What’s new?”
“Michelle was telling me about the Holmes murder.”
“I was saying I heard that Jerry was poisoned, and shot, and had his throat slit,” 

Michelle continued, with a small shudder.
Enjo rose. Her fingers brushed the hair off her forehead. “No offense,” she said, 

“but I don’t want to hear any more about this. I found him, remember?” She shivered, 
then smiled in farewell. “Besides,” she added with a mischievous, almost  elfish, grin, “I 
have an appointment.”

She walked away and every head in the restaurant turned to watch her go. 
A waitress brought Ben’s mug of draft beer. “Thanks, Sharon,” he said.
“Somebody wanted Jerry very dead,” Omar said.
“Poisoned, shot and stabbed?” Ben’s face was incredulous. “That sounds absurd.”
“If this was New York,” Michelle said, “people would assume it was a political 

killing. The murder wouldn’t even get reported. But here? No one can shut up about it, 
including me.” Her smile was a bit forced as she caught Ben’s glance. “I like this wine. 
You should try some.”

Ben raised his beer in salute, “Next time,” he said.



“An anonymous memo got passed around in our office,” Michelle continued. “It 
says the chances of catching a murderer in a known, closed population of six thousand 
and twenty-eight is one hundred percent. They based this on the percentage of solved 
cases on Earth, in population centers over five million. It seems to make some sense.”

“A memo?” Ben asked and looked at the menu choices. “Who wrote it?”
“I said it was anonymous.”
“Not much of a selection tonight, is there?” Ben said.
“Only snacks,” Omar agreed, “and stew or chili.” Ben ordered stew and looked at 

Michelle with a smile.
“It wasn’t a memo, really,” Michelle said. “Nothing official.”
“I don’t believe it,” Ben countered.
She shrugged and refilled her glass. “Have it your way, Ben. Omar believes me – 

he believes everything I say.” 
Omar smiled and looked at Ben. “It’s true. I believe everything she says.”
“In vino veritas?”
“You better believe it!” Omar laughed, and his teeth looked white against his dark 

skin. “Go on Michelle,” he urged, “I’m fully focused.”
“Well, someone among us is a murderer, unless one of Ben’s turtles did it.” She 

paused. “There’s already a rumor that a certain party killed Jerry in this bizarre fashion to 
obscure the real reason. But that’s just hearsay.” She sipped her wine thoughtfully. “Ask 
yourselves, though, how many of us here would, or could, have the background for a 
brutal calculated killing?” She leaned forward; her voice dropped to almost to a whisper. 
“I’ve got a theory; it has to be the ISA.”

“There’s another rumor I’ve heard,” Omar said, nodding sagely. “It goes that 
Jerry Holmes had an affair with a married woman. Her husband found out and took 
revenge.”

“I’ve even heard,” Michelle said, “that Jerry poisoned himself, realized what he 
had done, cut his own jugular to prevent a horrible death by poison, and then put the gun 
to his head and pulled the trigger.” 

Ben shook his head in disbelief. “Is that even possible?” he asked with a skeptical 
smile.

“Of course,” she said, archly. “Everything in the universe is possible. I heard of a 
woman in Denver who jumped off the roof of a sky block tower and shot herself on the 
way down. It takes all kinds.”

—

July 30 - Sam Windsor’s Office, Summerset
Sam leaned back in his office chair, just far enough to see Cheryl at her desk. “How 
many transmissions does that make since the murder?” he called over his shoulder.

“Eight.” She rose slowly from her desk and walked to the doorway of his office.
“I’ve had to look at Troy’s face on the viewer that many times. When she got 

herself appointed as our direct liaison from Montevale, I nearly choked. I knew her from 
before Europa-Six.”

Cheryl shrugged. “So?”
He shrugged noncommittally. “She wants us to solve the murder using the current 

legislation governing similar investigations on Earth. She’s a nincompoop.”



Cheryl laughed. “Aren’t they all?”
“She kept reminding me to make sure any suspect is given a lawyer and that no 

official trial be held until they’ve returned.”
“That’s exceedingly liberal of her.”
Sam smiled. “At least she’s remained civil.”
“Lovely.”
“How can you be sarcastic every minute of every day?”
“Ha! You forget who I live with. Anyway, I’ve got to run. See you at the game?”
“You bet.”
Sam returned to his work, then Cheryl came back to his door. “You know Enjo’s 

due here for her interview?”
Sam looked up at her in surprise. “I forgot about that. You better not go just yet. I 

can’t have an interview with a spragge, without a witness.”
“Sorry, boss, I can’t stay; the kids are waiting. You’ll have to use the verifier.” 
Sam finished editing his speech. Through the tall windows, he could see the sun. 

From Europa’s surface, it appeared as though a supernova in a far off galaxy. Soon it was 
sinking over the snow-covered hills. There was a biting wind outside that he could almost 
feel through the insulated glass. It wasn’t that the wind was powerful, it was just that it 
pushed the -140̊C to over -160̊C. It was beautiful, though, even at quarter the solar effect 
of Earth’s sun.

Sam decided to reschedule the interview with Enjo. He started to clear his desk, 
but the door to his office opened and Enjo walked in. With a bright smile, she said, 
“Hello Sam.”

“Hi Enjo,” he grinned at her in spite of himself. “You’re early.”
“Maybe I couldn’t wait to see you,” she said, with the sly lift of an eyebrow and a 

smile. “Alone by accident?”
He frowned and made a point of pressing the video recording button so that Enjo 

saw him do it.
“I don’t mind meeting with you, you know,” she said, her voice slow and soft. “I 

don’t know what you’ve been told, but it’s all the same to me. I’d sit and talk to you any 
time, Sam.” 

Her eyes sparkled with mischief, and he heard the double meaning in all her 
words. She’d always flirted with him this way.

“You know you can trust me to be discreet,” she added in a whisper. Enjo sat 
down in a chair on the other side of his desk with a languid, graceful movement, leaning 
forward to show her half-covered breasts. “But to be honest with you,” she continued, 
“I’ve told Bob Hamlyn everything I remember. He’s seen the list of my known 
customers. What else would you like?” 

She laughed lightly, and it was like the giggle of a teenage girl. Her spontaneity 
reminded Sam of his own adolescent passions. He nodded and rose again, turning to the 
windows to hide a flushed face. He looked out at the rolling white ridges of the graying 
day and tried to breathe normally. He could still feel her magnetism.

“I’ve asked you here to help us verify your statements,” he said, and turned back 
to face her.

“How will you do that?” She smiled again.



Sam was growing nervous. He could smell her perfume. She was teasing him, 
playing with him. He was aroused and she knew it. He sat down, embarrassed by his own 
defenselessness. 

“We have a fail-safe truth audit with us on Europa,” he said gruffly.
“You don’t believe me, Sam?” she giggled again, but her eyes had changed from 

mirthful to inviting.
She rose, came around the desk and stood directly in front of him. She touched his 

arm, bent over and kissed him on the mouth. She remained motionless. He could smell 
her breath, fresh as the dew. She placed a hand at his waist, unbuttoning his pants. She 
folded herself around him and unbuttoned his shirt, rubbing her palms over his chest. 
Sam picked her up in his arms. He leaned over and balanced her on his desk, feeling 
aggressive, guilty, foolish, and lustful – all of these emotions and more. She finessed this 
awkwardness with expert ease, and in what seemed like seconds, it was over.

He cursed himself silently. Ecstasy and humiliation had taken their course, but he 
looked into her eyes without shame. “You are truly beautiful,” he said.

“Thank you.” She kissed him on the mouth. “No charge. But you still owe me.” 
She laughed and let him pull away so that she sat directly before him on the desk. She 
smoothed her skirt down. 

“And yes, Sam. I will verify my statements to anybody you wish, any time, any 
place, and even with a Cavanaugh test.” 

Enjo rose, tidied herself and left his office.
Sam pulled himself back to reality and looked at the clock. The game had started. 

He made himself presentable, reached for his coat and hurried out. His body was tingling 
all over. His mood sobered as he walked through the colder air of the hallways of Outer 
Summerset. He wondered why Enjo had done that. There had to be more behind it than 
an ego trip. He was a damn fool and chastised himself.

He passed another graffiti slogan, Every group virtue in its true heart is a wolf 
pack roving to bleed. Who was writing these? Somebody deranged? A prankster? Or 
could they be important? This one was as stupid as the other, so it had to be the same 
person. Or maybe it was just a group of kids playing a game. He heard the crowd 
cheering from the holder. He nodded and waved to friends and neighbors as he passed the 
bleachers. His heart lifted when he saw Jane. He repressed a wave of guilt and gave her a 
broad smile. 

Almost Sam’s height, Jane managed to be slender yet voluptuous at the same 
time. Her eyes were large, blue and intelligent, her hair was long and brown, and her face 
warmed with a fond smile when she saw him. “Hi,” she said as he sat down beside her 
and took her hand. “The Miners are beating the Caretakers. The game is near the halfway 
point.” She leaned over and kissed him.

Suddenly, Sam remembered the verifier in his office. “Oh, hell!” With a sick 
feeling, he stood up. “I forgot something at the office. I’ll be back in a few minutes.”

As soon as he was out of sight, he ran the rest of the way to his office, fumbled 
hastily to open the door, then shoved it closed behind him and went to the verifier. It was 
turned off, yet it should have been on, because he’d forgotten it completely. He sat at his 
desk and tried to remember if he’d checked to make sure there was a disk in the machine 
when he turned it on. He did remember pressing the record button, because he made sure 
Enjo saw him do it. He turned to the console. The green light glowed on the small panel. 



To make sure there was no malfunction he took a disk and placed it into the slot in the 
console. It slid in easily. There was no disk inside. That was the answer – there’d been no 
verifier disc in the first place. The episode with Enjo hadn’t been recorded. Relieved, he 
rose to leave and then felt a sudden, eerie sensation. He looked around the room. 

“Cheryl?” he called out.
Someone was watching him; he was certain of it. He could feel it in his gut – and 

it was the murderer! He knew it. He took a deep breath and forced himself to settle down 
and be calm. Then another wave of panic rose and he was certain that the killer was 
somewhere near, watching him.

He rushed out of his office and locked the door behind him. His hands were 
trembling. He reached over Cheryl’s desk and turned on the verifier at her comstation. 
The light turned green. This simple action clarified his thoughts – he’d been wrong. A 
video disk had indeed been in the slot on his console when he was with Enjo. Cautiously, 
he checked the nearby rooms and closets. Nothing. He drew a breath and stood there, 
thinking. He felt nauseous, but the feeling of being watched was gone. Yet he knew he’d 
locked his office door. If there had been somebody in there, they couldn’t have got out. 
Confused, he stared at the door.

He gathered up his courage, went back into his office, and looked through the 
closets. He found nothing. Maybe he was wrong about the disk. He stopped trying to 
make sense of it; he just wasn’t thinking clearly right now. Why had he done it? He loved 
Jane. Suddenly he hated Enjo. Damn her! Thoroughly confused, he headed back to the 
game, but he turned around several times to check that no one was following him. 

“Is everything okay?” Jane asked, with concern. “You look pale.”
“I thought somebody was in my office just now. I got spooked.” Jane looked at 

him with a worried frown. “It’s okay,” Sam said, “Don’t worry. At a full run, 
Christopher’s less than a minute away.”

“You read my mind. Christopher doesn’t seem as secure as before. I feel like 
telling you to call the police. Except that’s ridiculous. You are the police.” 

He corrected her, “We have no police.”
In the second half, Sam fidgeted and worried until the buzzer sounded to end the 

game. He rose. “Are you staying for my speech?”
“I wouldn’t miss it for the world.”
“I was hoping you might not stay.”
“Don’t be silly. Your speech will be an inspiration.”
“Hardly.” Sam squeezed her hand and kissed her on the mouth, but pulled away 

as he remembered that she might smell Enjo’s perfume, then realized she would have 
noticed it already. He looked around. Unlike the end of any other game, the crowd was 
increasing. 

“Are you sure that you’re okay?” Jane asked.
“Do I look nervous?”
“No, not nervous, just pale.” 
He smiled and headed to the platform. It looked as if the whole of Summerset was 

there. Cheryl came forward and led him to the podium. She placed his prepared speech 
on the lectern in front of him. Sam looked at the crowd and felt the blood rush to his face, 
in spite of the fact that it was ridiculous to be so nervous. He took a couple of deep 
breaths and waved to them.



“Good evening,” he said. “Great game. Thanks for coming. I know many of you 
start work early, so this will be brief.” He cleared his throat. “A lot of rumors have been 
circulating about the murder of Jerry Holmes. First, let’s get the facts straight. Jerry 
Holmes was the victim of a homicide, that is true. His jugular vein was slit and he died 
from loss of blood.” 

Sam looked at faces in the audience to see if they believed his boldfaced lie. 
“Jerry was not hung. He was not poisoned, or shot, or mutilated.” A ripple of 

murmurs ran through the crowd. “A five-man investigation team has been assigned to 
find out how it happened. Evidence, which cannot be made public yet, suggests that Jerry 
Holmes was not the victim of random violence. In other words, there was a motive, so 
you can rest assured that there is no psychopath running loose in Summerset.”

The audience seemed to accept that, but it wasn’t altogether true, either.
“Anyone who has any information, or who can support a theory about Jerry’s 

death, please help the investigating team by coming forward and speaking with us. 
Anonymity is guaranteed. We’ll all feel safer when the killer is in closed quarters on 
board Europa-Six. To help bring this about, we are asking every citizen to cooperate. We 
need new DNA samples from everyone. Mouth has determined that traces found at the 
scene do not match our collected sample records, and we believe that the records may 
have been tampered with.”

He gave the crowd a reassuring smile. In fact, no samples of anything had been 
found at the crime scene, except Jerry Holmes’ own traces, but who knew what a check 
might uncover?

“The other news is that we have Cavanaugh Truth Audit experts here with us and 
they have the equipment to administer the tests, which will begin immediately.” 

That disclosure got a ripple of response. He knew the statement could make life 
dangerous for Helmut, Betty and Mii, but it was a card he had to play. Sam gave another 
reassuring smile. 

“We’ll be in touch with each of you, to make the appointments. Please allow two 
hours for the tests. Comprehensive scans, including DNA, will be made at the same time. 
We expect to have everyone tested by July eighteenth. It is obvious that failure to 
cooperate will not be in anyone’s best interests.”

Except for the investigation team, the Jukebox was empty when Sam walked in.
“You gave them a real choke on the chain tonight,” Dorrie grinned. Her cheeks 

were flushed. Beside her, Betty looked somber and said nothing. 
“But people know that Jerry was shot and stabbed and poisoned,” Dorrie 

continued. “You can’t change those hard facts with a speech.”
“They won’t believe it any more,” Helmut countered. “We all have faith in Sam; 

he had his reasons.”
Betty spoke up. “Dorrie, you’d agree that we have to stop the rumors and find out 

if there’s a common source. If there is, I think we’ll discover the murderer then. We’ve 
made him nervous; why else would he be trying to muddy the waters?”

Dorrie smiled and nodded slowly. Mii and Bob brought coffee and sandwiches 
from the kitchen. The team sat and ate in silence for a while. 



“Let’s deal with these leaks first,” Sam said. “Please, don’t discuss this case with 
anyone outside the team. That means anyone and everyone you know. In your quarters, 
make sure none of the work on the investigation is left unsecured. Start locking your 
doors when you leave your quarters. We all have to give our full and absolute 
cooperation. There’s never been a murder in a space venture before, and it’s up to us to 
solve it. We have to.”

They sat quietly for a while, then Sam spoke again. “Enjo has given her consent 
to the Cavanaugh test. Helmut, let’s go as far with it as we can. In the hypnotic stage, ask 
her who she thinks called her the evening of the murder and everything she remembers 
about the call. It may be a wild shot, but who knows? Take in any subjective information 
you can think of using.” He thought for a minute. “Make sure you have a witness with 
you when you test Enjo. I’m sure Cheryl would help, right?”

Cheryl looked up. “We’re interviewing candidates for my children’s caregiver 
tonight.” 

“Can you do it, Dorrie?” he asked.
“No trouble,” she answered.
Sam reached for the small, box-like case he’d brought. “It may not look like 

we’ve made progress,” Sam continued, “but I think we have.” He took out six identical 
handguns. They were small, jet-black kouger-twins made of agulic graphite, with a ten-
clip charge. He passed one to each member of the team.

“Europa’s not safe for us any more. We are now the police. The closer we come 
to solving this, the closer we are to becoming the murderer’s next targets.” 

Nobody said anything; they just looked at the little guns and frowned. 
“I’ll repeat what I asked at our first meeting: Does anybody want out?” Everyone 

shook their heads. “Thanks; I’m grateful,” Sam said, glad that they were all on board. 
Maybe he was making more headway than he thought.

 
Chapter Six - Earth

August 1 - Police Headquarters, 51st Precinct, Washington, D.C.
“Are you sure you don’t mind?” Shirley Kidd paused on her way out of the office. 
“There’s an awful lot of people waiting to see us.” 

Roger smiled broadly as he lifted his six-foot frame out of the chair. “No. If you 
have to go, that’s fine. I’ll get some help from one of the crew.” 

She was younger than his forty-three years by half a decade, her eyes were blue, 
and the top of her blond head barely reached to his chin. “Okay, Rog. Thanks. I owe 
you.” She flashed him a smile, but it faded instantly. “Did you know there was another 
family killed last night? Six this time.”

“I heard. Jack Turgot’s team has been assigned to it. I think that makes fourteen 
detectives on it. It’s high profile. Once again, I had to beg off for us.”

“Right; we just can’t handle any more. Okay, handsome. See you.” She stood on 
tiptoe, kissed him on the lips and whispered, “I love you.” She turned and gave him a 
wink as she hurried out the door.

Roger stretched. He listened to Shirley’s high heels click rapidly down the 
hallway and smiled again, then checked the verifier to be sure that it was working. He 



opened the door and glanced at the half dozen people waiting in the corridor. They 
looked like lost sheep. “Sara Pitney?” he called.

“I’m Sara.” A small, attractive woman with dark hair rose and came into his 
office. He closed the door behind her. Her face was strained and it was difficult to guess 
her age. 

“Please sit down,” he said. “It says here that you’re the mother of a missing 
fourteen-year-old.”

“Yes.” She sat tensely on the edge of the chair facing his desk. Her hands clasped 
and unclasped in her lap. 

“Do you have ID?”
She handed him her national security card; he swiped it in the console slot. His 

verifier screen showed her holographic image and listed her blood type, DNA fingerprint, 
address, birthplace, eye color, weight and a dozen other such things, including the facts 
that her parents were English and she was twenty-nine. 

“You had your daughter when you were young.” 
“Yes, I did.”
“You live outside Washington, near Claymount. Why are you in this precinct?”
“My husband died recently. I have another child, a son much younger than Jean, 

and . . . .” Her voice trailed to a stop. She blinked and looked at her hands, still clasping 
and unclasping on her lap.

“Jean Pitney Carter is your missing daughter?”
“Yes, but Chad, my late husband, was not Jean’s father. I’ve been living with my 

sister in High Park. After Chad died, there was some confusion about Jean, between me 
and my first husband – about where she’d stay, I mean. I was living with relatives. I just 
couldn’t face the house. Do you understand?”

Roger nodded, although he didn’t really know what she meant. “Go on.”
“Jean was supposed to live with her father for several weeks after the funeral. It 

was three days before I was able to check up on her. When she didn’t arrive at Lance’s – 
that’s her father – he thought I’d changed my mind and kept her with me. Then he went 
away on business. I thought she was with him.”

“He just took off without checking with you?”
“Maybe it’s partly my fault. I often change my mind about letting her visit him 

and then I forget to phone. And we aren’t on good terms. I don’t like to talk to him and he 
knows it.”

“Your fault?” His tone was skeptical. “What does Lance do?”
“He’s an administrator at the University of Washington.”
Roger took down the contact information regarding Lance Carter. He poured 

coffee for them both and sat back in his swivel chair. “Sara, tell me about Jean.”
“Before he died, my husband was seriously ill for months. Looking after him took 

a lot of my time and energy, and that put a strain on the relationship between Jean and 
me. She’s a good girl, but she started to stay out later than I allowed; she wore makeup 
and her clothes were too tight. She started to look like a . . . “ Sara paused and let the 
sentence hang, then she added a rush of words, “She skipped classes at school. There 
wasn’t a day that passed where we didn’t fight, and especially about her friends. I started 
to realize that every one of them was . . . what they call dashers.”

“None of them lived at home?” he interrupted.



“None I’ve talked to.”
“Have you checked with them, perhaps–”
“Yes, of course I did,” she interrupted. “She’s missing. Everyone who knows her 

is looking. I’m afraid. Every day it seems more hopeless.”
Roger knew that if there’d been no word of her by now, the girl wasn’t going to 

be easy to find. He glanced quickly at Sara’s face, then shifted uncomfortably in his 
chair. “Do you have written details?”

“Yes.” She pulled a folder from her bag and passed it to him. Her fingers were 
trembling. 

He hoped she wasn’t going to start crying. He glanced through the documents. 
“Good; your Cavanaugh test is here. Will Jean’s father take one?”

“He already has. It’s in there.” 
He looked more carefully through the papers. “Okay. There’s enough information 

in the file to get a good start.” One by one, Roger put the documents through the scanner 
and stored them. He handed the file folder back to her and saw that she had started to cry. 
Awkwardly, he asked, “Are you going to be okay?”

“Why has it taken so long for the police to take me seriously?”
“Our present work load is overwhelming,” Roger said, not unkindly. He worked 

in silence for a few minutes, cross referencing Jean Pitney Carter’s friends against the 
crime records of the city, until one of her friends showed up on an active vice file; 
specifically, dashing – street prostitution out in the open, usually down alleyways or 
inside Block Tower public washrooms. He said nothing, but he had dealings with that 
teenager’s pimp before. He might be able to negotiate some information, with Shirley’s 
help. She was good at dealing with those bastards. He gave Sara Pitney a small, 
sympathetic smile. He kept his thoughts to himself when he’d finished his preliminary 
work. He pitied her. He knew that it would be a miracle if her daughter was still alive.

—

August 3 - River Beach Park, Manhattan
“What are you reading now?” Steve Geigh asked.
Brad pulled his attention away from the book and looked up to see the shoreline 

growing closer. They were in a small four-seater craft, nearing Manhattan. “It’s called 
Twisted Tongue. It’s about the history of the use and abuse of language by groups vying 
for political power.”

“You’re always reading something deep. I don’t know where you find them.”
Brad shrugged. “They’re hard to come by. Where did I see that the percentage of 

people reading books has fallen to under five percent?”
“No wonder. Where can you get real books?”
He held the volume up to show Steve its perfect condition, then put a finger to his 

lips to indicate that it was a secret. Steve nodded and a moment later turned the quiet little 
vessel toward the dock. An automatic mooring device drew the boat into a slot at the 
public docks of Riverside Beach Park on Manhattan Island. As soon as the boat touched 
the operating pull beams, Brad vaulted onto the pier and stepped onto the boardwalk. He 
gave Steve a small wave of the hand and headed along the pier as the boat eased into 
place. The piers merged into steps leading up a steep, earthy incline between two banks 
of summer flowers. Climbing higher, he looked out over the park. Family groups moved 



around; children played. Music was coming from somewhere to his right. He recognized 
the song, but couldn’t remember its name. At the top of the incline he looked back at 
Steve, still sitting in the boat.

Brad walked at a casual pace until he reached a park bench half a kilometer away. 
He chose a shaded spot, sat, opened his book, and began reading a chapter about the 
“Oppressor and Oppressed.” Movement caught his eye and he looked up to see a young 
couple with an infant, putting down mats and setting out a picnic, ten yards from him. He 
slid his hand under his coat and touched his kouger. 

He knew that everyone involved with the kidnaping of Hudson had been picked 
up, questioned but not tortured, and released, which made him more careful than ever. 
For a few minutes, he studied the people moving in and out of his view. At a distance, he 
saw Ryan coming from the other direction, and bent his head toward his book. He was 
disconcerted to see Ryan walk by him without a pause or a glance, and keep walking 
until he was out of sight. That signalled trouble. Brad sat back and looked around 
carefully. Within a couple of minutes, he knew he was being watched. They were at least 
a couple of hundred yards away, but he spotted three agents perhaps using electronic 
binoculars. He realized he’d made a mistake, appearing in public with Steve. Ryan’s cell 
could have been exposed, it was obviously too late for Brad’s. 

After several minutes, Brad spotted a promising decoy walking through the park. 
Sixty or so, the stranger clung stubbornly to a long-ago skinhead image, with a dirty 
muscle shirt, a dozen empty piercings for rings, and a swastika tattooed on one shoulder.

“Excuse me,” Brad said and stepped up to him from behind. “I think this fifty 
dollar bill just fell out of your pocket.” 

The man stopped and looked, first at the bill, and then at Brad. 
“I just found it on the path here.” Brad looked back at him, innocently.
The man flicked Brad a look of contempt, reached over and snapped the fifty out 

of his hand, then hurried away. Brad looked after him, a small but cynical smile on his 
face. Now the ISA agents would follow and detain that worthless swine. 

Brad pressed a couple of touch pads on his phone to signal Steve to take the boat 
and try to escape. He thought about the other members of his cell and then it dawned on 
him that it wasn’t Steve they’d spotted, it was him – the ISA had him pegged from the 
beginning. With a rush of guilt and fear, he headed for the crowded city streets.

While Brad was trying to lose himself in the crowds of New York City, Ryan entered the 
Rockefeller Block Tower. He walked quickly through the concourse, focusing on his 
situation and watching carefully around him. How could they have had that many agents 
in the park? When that many ISA agents were following you, it meant they were tracking 
everyone you came into contact with. What did it mean for him? It meant that his cover 
was in jeopardy.

He took a convoluted, random path through a maze of corridors before he sat 
down on a bench outside a restaurant in the main concourse, as though waiting for 
someone, while he reviewed his position. He had never been linked to the Rising Sign, 
not even by his closest friends. So far as they knew, his political activities were limited to 
writing polemic opinions, and no one, outside of a couple of trusted cell members knew 



that he was the originator of Cato’s faction. He took a careful look in all directions, then 
went inside the busy restaurant and found a recently vacated table. “I’ll have a cold draft 
and a burger,” he said to the waitress. He glanced at the faces around the tables. Nothing 
seemed out of place. 

He reproached himself for letting this happen. He’d known the Hudson regime’s 
pretense of forgiveness was a lie. The ISA had been watching Brad all along and Ryan 
should have anticipated that. His meal was placed before him. He looked carefully at the 
young girl who served it and then gave her a casual nod of thanks when she looked back 
at him. She looked genuine enough. While he ate, he thought about his options and the 
best course to take. In the end, he decided it was time to go underground. He could use 
the house in Houston for a while. His pocket computer confirmed that the house was free 
for the next three weeks. That might give him enough time to get reorganized. He would 
be out of reach, where none of his Agorist contacts could find him – at least until he got 
to the bottom of this. 

He sipped his beer, unobtrusively surveying every direction. He’d have to come 
back to New York to check on his mother, and he needed to figure out a good cover to 
manage that. For now, he’d leave enough money to see her through.

Without finishing his meal, he rose and left.
—

Top Floor, Homeland Security 
Federal Justice Block. Washington, D.C.
Donald Chilling, the Director of the ISA, was a large, plain man with a face full 

of stress. He was clearing off his desk, waiting for Rick Everett, but when he looked up, 
he saw Everett already standing there, unannounced. 

“What can I do for you?” Chilling asked with a frown and watched Everett 
casually sit down in front of his desk. He wondered if the day would ever come when 
Everett waited to be asked before he took a seat.

“I need to take care of some business for Jake,” Everett said, “but things are 
unfolding so fast with the Vyra project that I hate to just pack up and go without the 
proper person in charge, if you know what I mean.”

“I think I do.” Chilling looked into his eyes, tried to smile and failed, so that for a 
second his dislike showed. 

They were on the top floor in the ISA Block which housed the FBI, CIA and IRS-
Statepol. Large skylights admitted plenty of light and, for the first time, Chilling had no 
difficulty understanding why some in the Bureau referred privately to Everett as a baby-
faced psycho. “Who do you have in mind?”

“There’s a woman working for Billy Bernhardt on Hudson’s personal security 
team. She was one of the few who wasn’t sacked after the kidnaping. She was away at 
the time.”

“Where do you know her from?”
“The old days. We were at the Bureau together on special assignment before the 

ISA.”
“Are you talking about Gail Molloy?”
“You know her?”



“Indeed I do. She’s your gal, all right.” His tone just missed sounding patronizing. 
“Are you sure she’s up to it?”

“She’s just back from a transfusion sabbatical. It’s her first. She’ll be dynamite 
for a few years.”

Chilling forced a laugh. “After my first complete transfusion, I arrived home with 
fire in my veins. Speaking of which, Gail Molloy is a fine looking woman, but I guess 
you know that.”

“It’s got nothing to do with that. She’s got the spunk I need for the job.”
“I hear you. There should be no problem, as long as she isn’t one of Hudson’s 

women.” Chilling was quite sure she was exactly that. He brushed his palm over his 
forehead. “I’ll do what I can, but some of us wondered why she was kept on after the 
kidnaping. They pretty much cleaned house.”

“As I said, she was on sabbatical.”
“Nothing wrong with my hearing, Mr. Everett, but if she’s doing the Pres, there’s 

nothing we can do for you.”
“You’ve heard something?”
“No; just deduction. He loves women; she’s a great looking gal.” He smiled and 

again their eyes met. 
Everett looked angrily away. “I see.”
“Leave it with me, though.”
“Let me know.” Everett rose to leave.
“By the way, what is it you’re doing for Jake?”
“Susan Moore’s touring Argentina.” 
Chilling looked at him in surprise. Could Hudson be getting that desperate? 

Would he order a hit against Susan Moore? 
“Be careful down there,” he said. “The Argentinians don’t like the ISA.”
Everett laughed. “When I get off that plane in South America, my own mother 

wouldn’t recognize me.”
Chilling rose. With a trace of contempt still in his eyes, he looked Everett over 

one last time and stopped himself from suggesting the probability that Everett had 
already killed his own mother. 

“So, good luck,” he offered.
Everett returned his gaze with a bland smile, then went out and closed the door 

behind him. Chilling’s frown deepened.
 

Chapter Seven - Europa

August 5 - Betty Lim’s Quarters, Summerset
A beep sounded at Betty’s door. She looked up at the kitchen monitor and saw the face of 
Alnurah Johnston. A bit nervously, she paused to check the appearance of the apartment 
she’d spent two hours cleaning and tidying. Reassured that her home was presentable, she 
opened the door.

“Thanks for coming.” She said, smiling. “You’re right on time.”
Alnurah was taller by half a foot than Betty, her hair was dark and her face 

handsome, although angular features lent it some severity. She was wearing a black 



pantsuit and a white, silky blouse, and she was meticulously groomed. Betty was doubly 
thankful she’d housecleaned. She closed and locked the door. 

“Please have a seat and I’ll fix coffee.”
Alnurah’s eyes swept around the room. “No; nothing, thanks. Now; is this about 

the Jerry Holmes investigation?” 
“It is. Since I’m part of the investigation team, it takes up almost all my time 

now.” Betty sat across from her. “You’re aware that the verifier is on?” She nodded. “The 
first woman I talked to was a spragge named Harper. Do you know her?”

“Jerry was fond of her.”
“You knew Jerry well?”
“I was his friend, and I consider that a compliment. In my opinion, he was one 

fine person.”
“Harper told me that he slept with other women. I . . . ” Betty’s voice faltered. 

“I’m sorry I have to ask you about this, Dr. Johnston, but she thought that you were one 
of them.”

Alnurah’s mouth tightened for an uncomfortable few seconds, then she heaved a 
small sigh. “It’s really a simple matter of the truth, isn’t it?” She sat back and looked 
directly at Betty. “It’s true that he was my friend. He was my friend, and sometimes my 
lover.”

“You’re one of the most respected scientists on Europa and I hate to even bring 
this up, but Harper said there were other women. I don’t mean to embarrass you or–” 

“No,” she broke in. “As I do, you deal in facts.” Her face took on a calm, 
detached expression. “It’s more than likely there were others. Jerry was an excellent 
lover.” Again their eyes met. “You look shocked.” 

“Forgive me, but it puzzles me that a woman of your stature, and so attractive and 
intelligent, would seek out someone like that,” Betty answered. “I mean no offense, but to 
my eye, and others, he wasn’t good-looking.” 

Alnurah laughed softly and her face lost its severity. “You could say he was 
cuddly.” 

Flustered, Betty took a deep breath. “I can see I’m being intrusive, but to be 
honest, he seemed to lack some of the social graces as well. Sorry.” 

“Did Harper tell you that she never charged him?” 
Surprised, Betty said, “No. I never thought of asking that. I just took it for granted 

she did.”
“Jerry was a genius. You can’t believe that a woman would desire a man for his 

intelligence? Especially a spragge?” Alnurah laughed again, as briefly as the first time, 
but more warmly. “It’s hard to explain. He was spiritual. No; that’s not the right word. He 
was an exceptionally decent man, but he was fun to be with, too – a great sense of 
humor.”

“Could you suggest anyone else I could talk to about this?”
The severe aspect returned to her face. “You mean women he was sleeping with?”
“Well, yes.”
“I don’t have the slightest idea. I knew of Harper and she knew of me. That’s the 

extent of my knowledge.”
“Is there anything else you’re aware of that might help in the investigation?”
“I’ll think about it. Is that all?”



Betty rose. “Thank you for coming. I’d appreciate it if you’d please keep our 
meeting to yourself. And if you think of anything else that might help, please contact me. 
I assure you I’ll do my best to keep it confidential.”

As soon as Alnurah left, Betty locked her comstation and reached for her pocket 
verifier. She had another interview in a few minutes, with a woman named Charmine 
Nector, but it was to be in Ben’s office. She made her way there through Inner 
Summerset’s maze of halls and the woman was waiting when she arrived. Betty offered 
her hand. “Hi, Charmine. I’m not sure if we’ve ever met.”

Charmine took her hand and shook it. “I don’t think so.” She spoke with a slight 
accent. 

“Let’s have some coffee,” Betty said and began to prepare it.
“A cup of coffee would be nice,” Charmine returned.
She wore jeans and a non-descript sweat shirt. She was plain, with long black hair 

drawn back carelessly into a pony tail. Betty thought she could understand why this 
woman might have a relationship with Jerry Holmes, but Alnurah puzzled her. 

“Just in from work?” she asked.
“No. I had to drop the day.” 
Charmine sounded disappointed, but that made sense, everyone here, no matter 

their faults, had a work-ethic times two, even the young people it seemed. “I’m sorry for 
the inconvenience,” she added. “I guess I’ll be seeing you twice today. You’re scheduled 
for the Cavanaugh test, too?”

Charmine nodded. “Yes. Ben insists that his people get it out of the way. He said 
he’ll let me make up the time. Best to get them both out of the way at once.”

They sat across from each other at Ben’s desk. Charmine’s face remained 
friendly. “I knew this would eventually happen,” she said. 

Betty’s eyebrows raised suspiciously. “What do you mean?”
“Certain people knew I was seeing Jerry.”
“Before we start, I’m obliged to inform you that this interview is in regard to the 

murder of Jerry Holmes, and that it will be verified.”
Charmine seemed lost in thought for a minute. “What do you need to know? I 

might be more careful with my answers if it’s being recorded. Do you see what I mean?”
“No; I’m not sure.”
“Am I a suspect?”
“Not that I know of. Should you be?” 
Charmine gave a good-hearted chuckle. “My mom used to say I shouldn’t go 

anywhere without a lawyer or I’d get myself hung. No, I shouldn’t be a suspect. All I’m 
saying is if the verifier wasn’t on, I’d be more comfortable talking.”

Betty reached for her pocket computer and commanded a complete shutdown of 
the verifier system. “Okay, it’s off the record.”

“You won’t try to broadside me at the Cavanaugh today?”
“I wouldn’t do that.”
“I believe you. They told me you’re nice. As I’ll prove to you at the test, I didn’t 

kill Jerry. We were friends, and occasionally we had sex when we got really plastered, 
but we never fought. In fact, he never said an unkind word to me the whole time I knew 
him.”



“Is it true that you and your friend, Rashida, had full financial assistance from 
Ben to get here?”

“Yes; that’s true.”
“You’ve been with Rashida for a number of years?”
“A decade.”
“Would your relationship with Jerry have caused Rashida some difficulty?”
“Relationships like the one Jerry and I had were allowed in our arrangement, but 

Rashida and I never talked about it and she doesn’t know the details.” Charmine paused. 
“I’m a bit stumped by that question. Rashida can be jealous, sometimes, but she’s 
certainly not violent.”

“You never met him at your place?”
“Always at his place.”
“Did you ever see anything unusual there?”
“Yes, I did. For one thing, he has a secret library hidden behind the wall that 

holds his regular bookshelves. I figured at first that it was for gosh literature and porn. 
Being a scientist with a reputation to protect, he’d surely want to keep that hidden. But 
then I found out it was a collection of Agorist treatises. Rare ones; most were first 
editions and originals, and I guess they’d be worth something. I can’t imagine how he got 
them on board Europa-Six. When I first saw the stuff was when I began to suspect he 
might be working for the Rising Sign.”

Betty’s eyes went wide. “Good heavens! Rising Sign?”
“Yes. How he passed the tests and fooled all the auditors is beyond me. He was a 

brilliant man, though. Another thing about him. He told me he was working on some 
conspiracy and he was close to solving it. He seemed to be getting anxious about it. He’d 
say things like, “My God, they’ll kill them all if I don’t get to the bottom of it.” Another 
time he made a joke that, “They” whoever “They” were, were on to him. I’d ask him to 
tell me more, but he’d go quiet. I started to think he was cracking, but now I see he was 
right. Poor Jerry.”

“What do you mean, he was right?”
“Nobody would have killed Jerry for a personal reason. He was a loner, but he 

was kind and considerate. He made me feel special whenever we were together. I think I 
was his closest woman friend.”

“You’re saying there’s no reason to believe he was killed by an act of passion?”
“The women in his life were friends first, not primarily lovers. I knew about them. 

Jerry told me everything.”
“I see. Who were these other woman?”
“The two that come to mind are the spragges, Enjo and Harper. There was 

Alnurah Johnson, and Tammy Butonmore, and I think Jane Nist–”
“Jane Nist-Windsor?” Betty asked, shocked. “Do you think Sam knows that?”
“I doubt it and I don’t see any reason he should.”
“This is a murder investigation.” Betty was finding it increasingly difficult to 

maintain a professional viewpoint. 
“Look other places for the murderer. Besides, maybe Jerry and Jane weren’t 

lovers. He never told me about that, although he did tell me things about Jane’s 
relationship with Sam that only a close confidante would so, I assumed they were.”

“How sure are you about these other women?”



“He told me they were special friends. He never lied, not that I know of. Not to 
me anyway.”

“Is there anything else you can tell me?”
“Well, yes. For one thing, Jerry had an illegal Bright Torch on Summerset. He 

wasn’t the only one using it, either. I think it’s still in use.” 
Betty clung desperately to her composure. She felt she’d just hit the mother-lode, 

but it only made the puzzle more ominous and perplexing than ever. She thought for a 
minute, then asked, “Where’s it being used?”

“I don’t know where, but I’m sure somebody’s using it. I saw some off-wire 
material and bulletins first-hand. He told me he’d randomized the thing and had a device 
at the location to tip him off if it was discovered. Believe it or not, it was tracked down 
twice.”

“Who found it?”
“If he knew, he never said. He told me I was one of the two people who knew 

about it. He had dozens of receivers, and the Torch itself was never at its source, or so he 
said. It worked on the Galilean Timetable when Europa was sunside and had direct 
transmission paths to Mar’s Mission Station, the Lunar NASA Station, or the United 
Space-Station.”

“He used the three moons in Lockstep?”
“Can you imagine? He was a genius.”
“Yet, somebody was on to him. None of the other female friends knew about any 

of this?”
“Apparently not. Maybe Jane.”
“How did he get on with others?”
“I don’t know of any problems. He could be socially awkward sometimes, but I 

found him natural and gentle. He never talked down to anyone.”
“Did he ever hint of extortion or blackmail?
“I suspected something, but it was only a guess. And there’s something else. For 

whatever reason, he was convinced that there were two ISA agents on the Europa-Six 
project. I think he suspected people in the mining department, but he never mentioned 
anyone by name.”

—
 
August 8 - Nist-Windsor Quarters, Summerset
Jane bent down and kissed eight-month-old Christopher, who had just been put in 

his crib for his morning nap. “Love you, sweetie-pie.”
He smiled sleepily and covered and uncovered his eyes with his small hands.
Jane laughed. “You’re so cute. Now go to sleep. Mommy will see you when you 

wake up.” 
He produced a sound which Jane interpreted as “mommy,” then his eyes closed. 

She looked at him with a delighted smile, tiptoed out of the room and closed the door, 
with Go to Sleep chiming in the background and the baby mobile spinning slowly to the 
music. 

She fixed herself a cup of coffee and reached for a verifier disk she’d inexplicably 
found in her purse that morning. She put it into the console and flicked on the monitor. 
On the screen, Enjo was sitting on Sam’s lap, gyrating, then he picked her up, placed her 



on his desk and moved over her with urgent force. Jane rose abruptly, knocking the hot 
coffee onto the floor. She hit the off button savagely, then nausea washed over her. She 
sat down slowly and she began to cry as she got a cloth, getting to her hands and knees to 
clean up the coffee spill. 

“The bastard!” she sobbed with a whisper. “The bitch!” She sat down on the floor 
and calmed herself, as she’d been trained to do. When she had regained control, she 
pulled the disk from the monitor. “I’ll kill her!” she muttered.

She walked into the bathroom and looked in the mirror. She pulled her hair away 
from her face, took a critical look, and decided that, after only one child, she was no 
longer attractive. The only other man she’d ever cared for was Brad Damile, her first 
love. They were both young, they had grown in different ways and eventually separated, 
in part because his religious views were incompatible with her scientific ones, but he was 
a man with deep moral convictions and she was sure that he would never have done this 
to her. 

She hid the disk in her personal lockbox, and tried to figure out where to go from 
here. She knew that Sam loved her. And, to Enjo, sex was just a cash transaction; she was 
a whore. But Sam had betrayed her. He’d broken faith with her, broken their vows, and 
there was no turning back. He could no longer be trusted. She thought about the secrets 
she’d been obliged to keep and was thankful she hadn’t succumbed to the temptation of 
sharing everything with him. She picked up the phone and asked Sharon Devhender to 
baby-sit for a couple of hours. There was work she must do, and now that Jerry was dead, 
she’d have to do it alone.

—

Cheryl leaned against the door to Sam’s office. “I’m nearly finished for the day 
and the transmission from Montevale will be ready in two minutes.”

He passed his hand through his hair. “Do you know we’ve audited over two 
thousand people so far?”

“Yeah? Did you know that Ben Blackwell has already been excused twice?”
He nodded. “In his case, it’s understandable.” 
“Why? Is he the only one who’s busy?”
He sighed. “I’ll set up an evening appointment for him.”
“Okay.” She pointed to his console. “Try it now.”
“Thanks.” He turned and watched the cold imperturbable face of Talmouth’s VP 

in charge of the Europa-Six project, Troy Benodonte, appear on the screen, wearing her 
customary forced smile. 

“Hello, Sam. This is our three hundred and twenty-eighth transmission. I do not 
have to remind you that it has been over a month since the murder of–”

Sam hit the fast forward button. He found the woman annoying and her voice 
grated on his ears.

“Elsworth was surprised to hear from me that it was still an ongoing 
investigation.” Again Sam fast forwarded. 

“Talmouth has been informed by Captain Loeke that you are testing everyone 
with a Cavanaugh Audit. The Company absolutely forbids this proced–”

Once again he speeded up the recording. 



“The Company wants only results appropriate to U.S. law. We do not want to risk 
litigation–”

And again. 
“There is a persistent rumor here that there will be an emergency recall under 

section 139, subsection 18.”
Surprised, he played the last part over. Then he sat in stunned silence. He had no 

idea what had happened back on Earth to make them consider pulling the plug. Ten 
murders wouldn’t affect Talmouth’s profit and loss on the project. Something like a 
fracture in one of the outer walls of Summerset would be a more valid reason. He 
considered this for a while and realized there must be something he couldn’t see. Why 
would Troy mention a recall as only a rumor, and then quote the exact section of law the 
company would use? He reached for Talmouth’s Europa guidelines and flipped through 
to section 139. 

In the event of any emergency which poses a serious threat of peril to personnel 
involved in the Europa-Six project, including the population of both the ship and of 
Europa, and either on the ship or in the shelter, it may be decided by the Captain and/or 
the Chief Administrator to return to the ship, or to Earth. 

He looked for number 18. 

The Company reserves the right to determine what constitutes an emergency and 
may invoke a recall at any time it deems necessary, without prior notice.

“There it is,” he whispered to himself, “spelled out. They’re going to use the 
murder as an excuse to recall Europa-Six. But why?” His mind began searching for 
answers.

—

August 10 - Maintenance Area, Outer Summerset
A stocky, gray-haired mechanic stood in one of Summerset’s outer machine rooms with a 
puzzled look on his middle-aged face and an odd silvery-gray cylinder in his blunt hands. 
He stared silently at the device that he’d just pulled from the overhead piping inside a 
storage locker room. It was a metal container with diodes and a magnetic field strong 
enough that it took a good pull to get it away from the metal fitting it clung to. He 
couldn’t tell what it was. Geoff McNicol was a maintenance man for the heating systems. 
Whatever the thing was, it wasn’t regulation issue, but he had his instructions. He picked 
it up gingerly and carried it to Keyline Section G, on the border between Inner and Outer 
Summerset, where he placed it behind a partition at the back of a large, unused machine 
room. 

He stretched to get a kink out of his back and wiped his hands on his coveralls. 
Geoff was often scheduled to work in this section, but never this late, and seldom alone. 
He wondered if he should be more curious about this unusual assignment. He thought 
about it for a while, then shook his head in silent denial. But what if it was a bomb? He 
thought about that for a while, too, then decided it could as easily be something else, 
maybe some new security device, what with the murder and all. 



Reassured, he moved his hand toward the activation arm, then stopped, beginning 
to doubt his orders. ISA or not, orders or not, did he want to be responsible for something 
so far from normal routine? He had been instructed to get the device from its hiding 
place, bring it here and activate it. But he had no way of knowing who issued the 
instructions, or why. What if it was a Rising Sign double cross? Every week he went to 
his mailbox for orders from the Agency and, every time, the box had been empty. Until 
now. He’d always followed instructions to the letter, he’d kept a low profile, and his 
work record was good.

He scratched his head and turned away. Why wasn’t his mailbox empty this time? 
And why had this fallen to him? He was a plain working man, only a minor operative, not 
a career Internal Security man. But if it was a bomb? What if it killed or injured 
somebody? He thought for a while longer, then made his decision. It was no Rising Sign 
double cross. Whether it was a tracking device or an explosive device, he’d been ordered 
to deploy it, and he was a good agent, and a good agent followed orders.

—

August 11 - Recreation Area, Summerset
Dorrie reached for a glass of some pink concoction and stepped awkwardly into the big 
whirlpool. “That’s hot.” She sank down into the water and got herself seated between 
Martha Mercley and Omar Butera.

“We’re discussing the best alternative to Summerset that might exist on Earth,” 
Martha said, with a welcoming smile.

“Who’d want to return to Earth after this?” Omar asked. 
Michelle Newton added, “The best we could think of on Earth is Switzerland.”
“I lived in Switzerland,” Ben responded. “Summerset puts it to shame.”
Dorrie downed half of her drink in one swallow. “But they’re the only ones in the 

whole world who always had enough sense to manage their own affairs and leave 
everybody else alone. And you have to admit they do have a summer.”

“I agree,” Martha said with a little laugh. “The US does it all wrong. All they’ve 
done is make the world safer and easier to exploit by the world market oligarchy.”

 John Tomlinson stood up, a resolute look on his face. “I don’t think we should 
talk about Earth, it’s depressing. Besides, I still like America.” He reached for another 
beer from a cooler at the side of the whirlpool. “Even if the entire Earth has turned to 
play dough.”

“Do you mean Plato?” Martha asked, teasing. 
“I didn’t know you were a closet philosopher,” Michelle said.
“Let’s enjoy Europa while we’ve still got it,” Ben said. “It won’t last long 

enough, in my books.”
A loud crash in a room down a hallway was followed by a burst of laughter. 

Another group had congregated there, near the wet bar and billiard tables. 
“Goodness, what’s happening over there?” Martha asked.
“Who cares?” Dorrie’s words were a little slurred. “Let’s break open 

backgammon. I feel lucky tonight.” 
Ben glanced at her face and smiled. “Whirlpool backgammon? Okay, I’m ready to 

take your money.”
“I’m in the mood for gambling,” Martha said. “I feel lucky, too.”



“I’ve got a feeling Ben’s serious about taking our money tonight,” Omar said.
“He’ll behave,” Martha added. “Won’t you, Ben?”
He kissed her cheek. “You know I always let you win.”
 Omar looked at him with a raised eyebrow. “When it comes to gambling, nobody 

wins against you.”
“The buffet’s open,” Tomlinson said.
“I heard that both bands are playing tonight,” Michelle said.
“You heard right,” Ben grinned at them. “After another week of being ahead of 

schedule, everyone deserves a real party.”
“To life here on Summerset,” Martha said. “Let’s hope its lasts a while yet.”
“Let’s drink to that,” Ben said, and raised his glass in a toast of which everyone 

within earshot joined in.

Chapter Eight - Earth

August 13 - The White House Lawn
“Good morning, Mr. President.” Tall, heavyset and wearing an expensive suit, Connor 
Casey leaned forward and held out a big hand. 

The President shook it. “I’m glad you could join me for brunch, Connor,” he said. 
He motioned the larger man to a seat and nodded to a pair of security men. They moved 
away from the gazebo, out of earshot.

 “You went down the wrong road in Zaire,” Hudson said. “I’m telling you now, 
it’s the last time the army’s going to cover for you.”

Connor shrugged. “Let’s just call it the fortunes of war,” he said.
 “By the way, what’s the situation with Elsworth Collins?”
“For the time being, he’s beyond my reach, Mr. President, but rest assured his day 

will come. And soon. Just see that the Pentagon stops billing Talmouth for the Zaire 
pullout. They want a billion dollars!”

The President nodded a casual affirmation, but Connor gave him a searching look. 
Hudson smiled. “You’re one of the most powerful men in the country, Connor. 

You’ve done well – with the help of influential people.”
“Do you intend that as criticism, sir?”
The President’s smile took on a sardonic cast. “I’ve been told that you’ve taken 

old ladies’ holdings, diverted employee pension funds, indulged in arms-length insider 
trading, and found all sorts of inventive, if questionable, ways to improve your financial 
standing. But that’s only what I’ve been told, and one has to discount rumor. On the other 
hand, I do know that you have frequently begged the government for, and received, 
guaranteed loans and bailout packages for the very companies you were busy 
dismantling.” 

Connor could feel his face start to lose its color. He pulled out a silk handkerchief 
and wiped a sudden film of perspiration from his face.

“So, here we are,” Hudson continued, calmly. “You’re one of the richest people in 
the world and you’ve dismantled three of America’s largest companies. Now why would 
you do that? Why would you clean out every cent you could find, then sell off every 
component of those companies? Well, Connor, my theory is that you’ve done that for the 
singular pleasure of buying even larger companies, to play the same game with bigger 



stakes. To say nothing of siphoning off substantial amounts of cash in the process.” 
Hudson laughed. “You know, my friend, if I put my mind to it, I could have you executed 
for treason.” 

The President appeared vastly amused, however Connor was not. On the contrary, 
he was nervous and, for once, unsure of himself. Nonetheless, he made an effort to join in 
the President’s congenial laughter. Hudson smiled quietly for a while, apparently 
enjoying Connor’s discomfiture.

“Don’t worry,” he said, “Connor, I doubt I’ll really have you executed; the media 
outlets you own might make the repercussions a bit too uncomfortable. Can’t touch the 
press, you know!” He laughed again. “By the way, I enjoyed your column on the 
weekend. ‘Fundamental principles of management work by merit alone.’ That one in 
particular, I found amusing. Especially so, as I remembered the hundreds of management 
staff laid off at Talmouth last year. But by far the best line was, ‘Employees steal 
constantly from their employers.’ That was definitely over the top.” Still smiling, he gave 
Connor a narrow, appraising look.

Connor wiped his face again, with a hand that trembled a little. 
“The reason I’m telling you all this, Connor, is that I have to make sure you 

understand that the ability to steal from old ladies, or union pensions, or even 
governments, shouldn’t be misconstrued as genius. When you come right down to it, 
you’ve never produced one single thing by way of your own ability. That’s not a good 
track record, Connor. Not good at all. However, I want you to know that if you make a 
sacrifice now and then, the public will forgive you for your greed. And so will I, Connor, 
so will I.”

Connor tried to force a smile, but it felt stiff and unnatural. “Of course, Mr. 
President.”

The President gazed out over the sunlit grounds. “Nothing like summer flowers. 
The lawns are in good shape, this year, too, even though, I’m one hundred percent 
impressed with their effect.” There was no reply. “Come on, Connor, no need to get 
depressed. Put it into perspective; we’re all paper chasers in the last days of constitutional 
democracy.”

Still worried by the word ‘sacrifice,’ Connor took the opportunity to change the 
subject. “The purselo virus is sweeping across Africa from the Sudan at an alarming 
rate,” he said. “There are persistent rumors that the CIA is responsible. I’ve heard they 
did it to reduce grass roots support for the Libertarian Greens in the rural areas where 
their popularity is strong.”

“The libertarians are paranoid. Our boys would never do such a thing. Besides, 
African support for the Libertarian Greens isn’t likely to affect the US to any great extent, 
so why would they?”

“I wish they’d find a cure for it. Who knows where it could spread?”
Hudson pressed a button, and household staff brought covered dishes of food and 

fresh coffee. Connor was still a little unsettled, but slowly relaxed as the conversation 
turned in a lighter direction during their meal. They sat back to enjoy a final cup of 
coffee. 

Out of the blue, Hudson said, “Connor, have Elsworth recall Europa-Six.”
Connor’s cup clattered onto its saucer. There could be only one reason for that 

order – the President had decided to use the Vyra crystal. “But that’s not possible, Mr. 



President,” he said, trying to keep the dismay out of his voice. “Not because of a single 
murder. At least not now; something of that magnitude could cost me control of 
Talmouth.”

Hudson stopped smiling. “You’re not talking to one of your flunkeys.” There was 
a hard edge to his voice. “Blackwell’s got enough out of the ground by now to turn a 
profit. We know it, and you know it. A recall will cost them some of the rarer metals, but 
that’s only for those who think some nitwit Libertarian Green government somewhere is 
going to revert to antiquated market standards and use metals as a reserve.” 

As powerful as he was, Connor had to concede that he was minor league 
compared to the President of the United States. He sat and waited silently for Hudson to 
continue.

The hardness ebbed from Hudson’s eyes and his voice. His tone became 
conciliatory. “We’ll throw in some compensation, besides the cleanup in Zaire. How 
about letting Talmouth construct the Syff Project?” Connor frowned slightly. “All right, 
then. How about the Transatlantic Overhead? You even have a bid in for that one.”

Connor’s suddenly felt better. Mega-projects like this were rich pickings, indeed. 
“Full monopoly until completion,” he said. 

The President nodded affirmation. 
“There’s another thing though,” Connor added. “There’ll have to be an accident 

on Europa. I meant what I said, before. I can’t recall Europa-Six because of a single 
murder.”

“An accident?”
“I’m assuming you have some of your people there.”
“I understand what you’re asking. Yes, Connor, we are in a position to take 

certain actions there.”
“I thought that would be the case. As the situation stands, we’ve hinted to the 

Chief Administrator at Summerset that a recall is possible if the murder isn’t solved soon, 
but that was a bluff.” 

“And?” the President asked.
Connor inspected his manicured nails. “I realize, Mr. President, that the 

compensation to Talmouth we just discussed is to be considered a gratuity. Thank you.”
“That’s fine, but answer this: Do we want this murder solved?”
Connor shrugged, sat back and, for the first time during the conversation, relaxed. 

“Did you order a termination?” he asked. “I didn’t.”
The President looked up. “Certainly not directly. However, I think we have to 

bear in mind that some of my people are excitable. They see Agorism behind every door. 
As for the need to have the culprit caught . . . well, it doesn’t really matter one way or the 
other.” 

Connor nodded. “I suppose not. We have an investigation on the go there, and 
that will end in its own due course. Mr.  President, thank you for inviting me here today. 
It’s gratifying to know that you haven’t forgotten our friendship. You may rest assured of 
my continued loyalty and cooperation.”

“You and I go back a long way, Connor. I’m pleased that our relationship is going 
to continue.”

Connor suspected a veiled threat behind the President’s words.
—



August 14 – The Uressé Valley, on the border between
Paraguay and Argentina, United South America.
Her face defined itself more by an underlying expression of resolve and dedication than 
by any of its attractive, slightly ascetic, features. The combination, abetted by an unusual 
degree of intelligence, had helped Susan Moore develop an ability to appeal to 
disenfranchised conservatives on the one hand, and, on the other, to uncommitted and 
dissatisfied organized labor blocks. Her hair was ash blond and she wore it shoulder 
length. Her skin was correspondingly fair; she was slender and an inch or so above 
average height. Her family had a long history of military service and owned a property on 
the Maine seacoast that was still one of her favorite places.

 Presently, she walked in the bright yellow sunlight of a South American valley–
the Uressé Valley–wearing a protective, environmental-hazard suit. It looked like a 
silvery spacesuit, with its visor, breathing device, and built-in communication unit. The 
dignitaries and journalists from Argentina and Paraguay who surrounded her were 
dressed similarly. If not for terrain and temperature, they could have been mistaken for a 
group of miners on Europa. She stopped at the top of a small rise and turned to speak to 
them. 

“This is a sad and strange spectacle, indeed,” she said gravely. “Here we are, 
gathered inside the boundaries of a fifty-year-old toxic waste site, perhaps the most 
infamous in the world. Seventy years ago, American businessmen paid private 
Paraguayan cartels to bury lethal toxins midway between Concepción and Asunción. And 
now? Leaching, coupled with complete neglect of the site, has led to total contamination 
of this area. Toxic seepage has poisoned the Pilcomayo River and turned Asunción from 
a thriving capital city, a renowned cultural center, into a ghost town.”

“The jungle is reclaiming the area in a most desperate manner. Trees grow, not as 
straight shafts reaching up to the sun, but bent by earthbound oppression. Their foliage 
has adapted so that it clings to the rubble of cement structures, grows along crumbling 
roads, blocks off the entrances to Asunción and creeps over its broken roofs. The jungle 
has begun to swallow what is left of the city, as if, in shame, it tries to hide and consume 
the maimed, poisoned wasteland caused by the folly and greed of humans.”

She stopped speaking and turned in a slow circle, from horizon to horizon and 
back again. Silently, the others followed her gaze, in witness to the blighted landscape. 
After a while, Susan continued her speech.

“Years of implicit–sometimes overt–partnerships between business and 
government has left the environment reeling from the blows of a century of over-
development. The Libertarian Greens are dedicated to the urgent need for environmental 
conservation. We intend to establish and enforce legal procedures to seize assets of 
polluters, by way of fines or levies, to pay for cleaning up the–”

A pinpoint of light from higher up, somewhere in the hills to the north, caught her 
eye at the same instant a searing pain erupted in her chest. An invisible force knocked her 
back. Blood gushed and she knew it was hers. The pain and the heat combined and she 
felt as if her body was rising up slowly, floating gently up into the air, dissolving away. 



Miles from the spot, watching through electronic binoculars, Rick Everett 
watched her go down. “Fine shot,” he said approvingly.

 The sharpshooter, Randy Eaves, raised his thumb into the air. Exultant, he spun 
around, threw the rifle in the back seat of the vehicle and jumped in. Everett took the 
wheel and they sped away.

Within five minutes they were off the back roads and onto the transcontinental 
highway. They drove to a service area and switched to a waiting car. By then, Randy had 
dismantled his weapon and put it into its small black case, to be disposed of later.

They headed northeast to Puerto Alegre on the southern coast of Brazil. News of 
the shooting soon came over the radio, but Susan Moore’s death was not yet confirmed. 

“The reports don’t say she’s dead,” Everett said.
Randy turned pale. “Maybe the bullet didn’t explode.” Everett cursed under his 

breath. “Those poison bullets are worthless,” Randy whispered desperately. “Shit! You 
saw I got her, though. You saw it, right?”

“There’s nothing we can do about it now. There’ll be no change in procedure. At 
PP rto Alegre, I’m taking a chartered aircraft to California. After we land, I’ll ditch the  
disguise and destroy the false ID. You’ll rent a car at Puerto Alegre, head north to Sao 
Paulo and from there fly to New York. And destroy your ID papers. Clear?”

“Yeah, it’s clear.” Randy said and lapsed into a disgruntled silence.
Everett replayed in his mind the instant Susan Moore took the bullet, how it 

knocked her from her feet and threw her down to the ground. Even if she didn’t die, this 
would mark his rise inside the Hudson regime. Then, when Hudson took total power, he, 
Rick Everett, would be at the very top, right there beside him. He thought again about the 
sound Jean Pitney Carter’s neck made when it snapped in his bare hands. He breathed an 
almost inaudible sound, like a low moan, then he smiled again.

—

August 16 - Washington, DC
Shirley Kidd parked the cruiser on Wyler Street and stepped out onto the sidewalk. Roger 
got out the other side. They converged on a flashily dressed, rotund little man named 
Mike Palmer who stood, flanked by bodyguards, in the center of a dozen shabbily dressed 
young men vying for his attention. 

Palmer recognized them. “Look here,” he said sarcastically to his hangers-on. “If 
it isn’t the two dumbest cops in Washington.” He motioned to one of his bodyguards to 
put away a small kouger-laser. The boys pressed forward, hooting and jeering at the 
detectives.

“We need to talk,” Roger said coldly. “Alone!” He walked past Mike’s entourage 
to a bench ten yards away, sat down and waited. 

Shirley approached Mike and leaned into his ear. “It would pay to talk to us.” She 
looked at him for a few seconds, then turned away and moved behind Roger. “ Did you 
see his eyes?” she whispered.

Roger nodded. “Bloodshot.”
“He doesn’t look like a drug addict, though, and he seems calm enough.”
“He’s scum like the rest of them.”
“He has a reputation for treating the kids okay. They say he never beats them. It’s 

relative, but compared to the others, he’s okay.”



“Sure.”
After making them wait a few minutes, Palmer came over and sat down on the 

other end of the bench. Shirley walked around to the front, produced a photograph of 
Jean Pitney Carter and held it out in front of him.

He studied it for a while. “What about her?”
“She’s a friend of Amy Petch, and is missing.”
He shrugged. “Why the hell should I help you?”
Roger kept silent and let Shirley handle this her way, but his face showed he was 

having difficulty doing so.
“We’re willing to buy a favor,” Shirley said. “We’ll drop charges against Lee Ann 

Mowat and Maria Serary in return for relevant information.”
“I don’t know them ladies. But now I understand why they’re in jail.”
“We’re not interested in them – or you, right now. No one has seen her since the 

night before she went missing.” 
“This girl,” Palmer said, and leaned back casually against the bench. “This girl, 

what’s her name?”
“Jean Pitney Carter.”
“Yeah. She’s a looker. I remember her. Amy asked me to get her work, but she 

wasn’t one of the regulars, just a middle-class greeny who hung with some young cash 
and dash. She come’n asked me in person, though, so I checked her out and gave her a 
break, but after her first night I never seen her again.” 

Shirley sat down slowly, between the two men. She couldn’t tell how much of the 
pimp’s story was true. It was unlikely that Jean had come begging him for work, but it 
was probably true that he never saw her after that first night. More and more, it looked 
like Roger had been right all along, and Jean Pitney Carter was dead. Shirley looked 
through her notes for a while. 

“What happened on that night?” she asked. “July tenth.”
“If it’s the same night she came to work for me, then I was watching her to make 

sure no creeps picked her up. You know, like I said, she was a greeny. I wanted to make 
sure she went one on one first time out, maybe some guy with a bit of class, a nice car, 
not too young.” He shook his head. “The young ones got no respect for the girls and 
boys.” Palmer seemed quite comfortable now, and more than willing to tell his side of the 
story. “I was lookin’ for a customer who wasn’t too old either. The old ones can be pretty 
disgusting; they can turn off a teenager; you know? She was real young, too. She coulda 
been turned into a real money maker. You know, the first trick can be bad for any girl or 
boy, no matter how streetwise they figure they are, and she was as soft as they come. See 
what I mean?”

Shirley nodded and kept her face from showing any expression.
“When she didn’t come back, I just figured she split on me and that was that. She 

wasn’t one of my girls yet, so I didn’t go huntin’ for her. Maybe I shoulda.”
Shirley sat quietly for a few minutes, then stood up. “Anything else that you can 

tell us that might help find her?”
“I never seen her again. Maybe the Kaze Cultists got her. They got an office just 

down the street.”
“Thanks, we already checked.”



“The car she got into was a real big stretch limousine. Government, maybe. Does 
that help?”

“Would you recognize a face?” 
He shrugged. “All I seen when she got in was that he was a white guy in a suit, 

for sure, but I didn’t get a real good look at him. It was night; it was dark. Know what I 
mean?”

“What color was the limousine?” Roger said from the other side of him.
Palmer looked at him in mock surprise. “Whadda you know? It talks,” he said. 

“Gold. A big stretch limousine with eight doors and all the gadgets. The best. I figured 
she was as safe as can be.”

 Shirley nodded and thanked him as politely as she could manage. They left him 
sitting on the bench with a virtuous look on his face. 

“Well?” Shirley asked, when they were back in the cruiser. 
“Let’s check Gold Coach Limousine Service,” he answered, “We’ll try to find the 

driver. It’s a long shot. I still say she’s dead.”
They learned that one hundred and thirty-eight Gold Limousines existed, and 

eighty-seven of them were in use on the night of July tenth. They also learned that the 
service was run privately, but subsidized by the White House, the Senate and the 
Congress, and there were always a dozen of the limousines waiting in the wings, 
earmarked for government use. They pulled up the records and began the process of 
elimination.

“For the time being,” Roger said, “I think we should contact only the chauffeurs. 
As soon as any of the government agencies are contacted about a homicide or missing 
persons investigation that’s connected to anybody in the government . . . .” 

Shirley nodded “I know. It’s leaked to the media in two seconds flat.”

Chapter Nine - Europa

August 17 - Betty Lim’s Quarters, Summerset
Mii Wong signalled at the door of Betty’s apartment. “How are you doing?” she asked 
with a soft voice and a warm smile when Betty answered.

“I don’t know . . . well, I’m sort of cut off from everything right now.” She 
managed a bright smile though.

“Aren’t you going to invite me in?”
Betty shrugged. “It’s not a pretty sight.” 
Mii laughed. “You should see my place.” 
“You’re being tactful; it couldn’t possibly be this bad.” She swung the door open. 

“Come in and find somewhere to sit. Do you want a coffee? I’ve just made some.”
“Sure; that’s why I’m here.” Mii sat on the couch.
“You came for my horrible coffee?”
“That’s right. And to bring a message.”
“What message?” 
“Betty, the team says it’s not safe for you to work on your own so much. That 

includes Sam. I’ve been assigned.”
“Assigned?” Betty reached up into a cupboard and brought out two delicate 

antique cups and saucers. They looked incongruous on the cluttered counter.



“Yes. Well, no, not really. Anyway, let’s have a coffee and you can show me 
where you are in your investigation.” 

Betty gave her a wry grin. “Yes, then no. No, then yes. You sound like me.”
Betty handed one of the fragile cups to Mii, then noticed something suspiciously 

like a dead bug on the floor. She surreptitiously nudged it under the couch with her foot 
and sat down beside Mii.

“You’ll get nothing from me if you’re going to report it back to the team.”
“Why?” Mii asked, puzzled.
“I don’t know why; it’s just instinct. For now, I’m working alone. Okay?”
“But I have to tell them something, Betty.” 
“Yes, tell them something. Tell them I’m going nowhere fast. At least that’s 

partly honest.
“I understand,” Mii said, but she looked puzzled.
“Okay, Mii; I’ve always trusted you.” Betty sipped her coffee and thought for a 

minute. “First, let me give you my general impression of Jerry. He was a humanitarian 
who worked for several causes back on Earth. Here in Summerset, at last count, he had 
six, maybe seven, lovers, including some accomplished women. This is really strange, 
because he was unattractive and socially inept – at least in my opinion.” She looked at 
Mii and grinned. “Get that look off your face; I’m not going to tell you who the women 
are.” 

Mii’s laugh was light and quick. 
“According to everyone I’ve talked to, Jerry was a brilliant engineer and a 

respected scientist and mathematician. But all of a sudden it’s beginning to look like he 
was an out-and-out subversive.”

“Are you suggesting he might have belonged to the Rising Sign?”
“That’s the biggest game in town. He always seemed to be this quiet, polite, 

conservative guy, and now his secret library tells me he was in favor of the RS notion that 
there should be absolutely no government. They call it The most radical doctrine of 
liberty. Mii, I’ve been sifting through his things and I don’t think anyone else has seen 
them. I haven’t found any sort of journal, but there are handwritten notes on slips of 
paper in every single one of his books. Do you want to know what I think?

“Jerry’s ugly and his secret library has radical books and the books have slips of 
paper.”

Betty laughed. “That’s the truth, too, but there are three hundred of these books 
and I’m positive the slips of paper hold clues to unscrambling columns of computer code 
in his SVZ8 programs.”

“But . . . ” Mii looked puzzled again. 
“Jerry protected his information from Mouth with its own help. He indexed 

information with his decipher and the decode sequence was tied to his literature on 
Agorism. I think I’m close to unlocking the scramble.”

“I don’t get it,” Mii said.
“Jerry used the master computer, but encrypted his files so even Mouth itself 

couldn’t unlock them. I think, if I get his files unlocked, I’ll find out who killed him.”
“But you don’t know for sure?”
“Let me tell you a little more and you’ll see what I’m talking about. To 

understand his scramble, you have to realize his accomplishment. He took word 



processing data, and moved it manually into a graphic manipulation mode, inside a 
micromap format, then put it inside the SVZ8.”

“What’s a micromap format?”
“It’s like a holographic map program. It’s a difficult thing to do manually, but it 

provided absolute protection from descrambling by Mouth or anyone else.”
“Why would somebody want to go beyond the initial facade Jerry used to hide his 

outlets?”
“Yes; you’re with me! Someone like an ISA agent.”
Mii placed her cup on the cluttered table. “The ISA is here, too?”
“Why would Jerry go to this much trouble if they weren’t? By the time he’d 

finished creating and merging the scramble, he wouldn’t have been able to unlock it 
himself without the handwritten manual decoding sequence.” Mii shook her head in 
confusion. “You know,” Betty explained; “the slips of paper.”

“In the books?”
“Yes. As far as I can see, he had mapped out, in SVZ8 sequence, the location of 

coded objects in his room or library.”
Mii started to laugh, then said, “Sorry.”
With a trace of impatience, Betty said, “It’s true. The way the books were placed 

is related to unlocking the scramble.” 
Mii rose and rubbed her hands over her eyes. “I’m sorry I laughed. I’m tired and 

that’s when I get giddy. I think I should go and get some rest. I can see you’ve done a lot 
of work.”

“Believe me, Jerry was brilliant. But somebody here kept one step ahead of him 
until he got too close to something. Listen to me – whoever that person is, he’s still out 
there, watching us. That’s why you mustn’t tell anyone!”

“Yes, I understand. I’ll tell the team that you’re getting nowhere.”
“That’s the safest way for us all.”
“Am I welcome back for a second installment?”
“Yes, of course. But I still won’t give you the names of Jerry’s lovers.” She 

laughed and went to the door with Mii. 
After Mii left, Betty poured herself another coffee and smiled at Mii’s comment 

about getting giddy when she got sleepy. Betty accepted the fact that she, herself, was 
more inclined to babble too, when she was tired. She went to her work station, turned on 
her recorder and began to speak. 

“There was one book I came across, this morning – Constitution of No Authority 
– that broke the pattern of the annotated slips of paper in the other books. This one is by 
American anarchist Lysander Spooner. A note on the cover says, ‘See page eighteen.’ 
There, a line reads, ‘The payment of taxes, being compulsory, of course furnishes no 
evidence that anyone voluntarily supports the Constitution.’ Under that, a formula is 
written in tiny print: ‘SVZ8 #16POS 77OPT9F3-1-(3).’ I flipped through the book and a 
scrap of paper fell out. It read, ‘T=X, n, other than T#2, is BOX2BAY#6, 
Interior2Locker#5,2B, alt, confirm in file JerWorld, see Inner Summerset, present 
running 0-600.’ 

Betty looked down at her notes. “End recording.” She turned to her console. With 
a code sequence and her personal security pass, she connected to Mouth and entered the 
code contained in the note.



Mouth’s reply appeared on the screen: Approximate time lapse for finding the 
location of ‘T=X, n, other than T#2, is BOX2BAY#6, Interior2Locker#5,2B, alt,’ in 
Summerset, with present running at 0-600 is 00.15:18.

While Betty waited for Mouth to find the location, she dug out the hidden file 
JerWorld. It contained a single phrase, possibly a title: The Practical Applications of 
Anarchy for the Body Politic. She remembered something. One of the articles she’d 
indexed had this title. She picked up her pocket verifier, threw on a coat and walked 
quickly to Jerry’s apartment. The door unlocked silently; she entered the dark apartment, 
closed the door and activated the lights. She knew the place was just as she’d left it and, 
despite its orderliness, she also knew that every piece of permanent furniture and each 
appliance in Jerry’s apartment was assembled in exactly the reverse pattern of her own. 
The master control panel was on the west wall, just off the kitchenette. She entered a 
sequence of numbers and letters. Noiselessly, a false panel slid open to reveal shelves of 
books – Jerry’s private library. To protect his scramble from anyone else who might wish 
to do the same as she was doing now, Betty had slightly altered the order of Jerry’s 
Agorist collection. She pulled out, The Practical Applications of Anarchy for the Body 
Politic, a pamphlet written by a Scandinavian, Birtch Thorg. There were no handwritten 
notations inside the thin booklet.

“Darn!” She kept turning the pages slowly while she put her pocket-unit on the 
bare coffee table and connected to Mouth. Mouth had found the requested location in the 
underground hallways of Outer Summerset: Boiler room number six. Inside Innerways at 
section eight, biway two, locker four. On the inner west wall, boiler B, interior. At first, it 
made no sense. Again she picked up Birtch Thorg’s pamphlet and read the first sentence. 

In the eighteenth century when socialism was the ruling ideology, so to speak, it 
was deemed inferred that the wage of labor accounted for the full and just price of a 
commodity and that interest, rent, or profit there from constituted unwonted usury.

She closed the pamphlet and sat looking at it, puzzled. Then she saw it – it was 
the name! The name Birtch Thorg was an anagram for Bright Torch. She had found the 
location of Jerry Holmes’ Bright Torch. Excited, she jumped to her feet, then another 
thought stopped her. There was a secondary decoy for Bright Torch. She thought about 
that for a while, then shook her head. No, this was the real one, not the decoy. Still, she’d 
have to confirm it in person before she told Sam.

—

The Jukebox, Summerset
“Jane, I want to tell you something,” Sam said across the table at the Jukebox. 

She looked at him coolly and turned her eyes away. 
“I have . . . I . . . Jane, I feel lucky to have you as my partner,” he said. “You’re 

the best wife and the best mom.” He turned to the baby, “Right, Puddin’?” 
Christopher looked up at his father and decided to wave bye-bye, the one routine 

he had down pat. That wasn’t a good sign, but Sam rubbed his head and tried to stay 
focused on Jane and what was troubling her. Their table was near the back of the 
restaurant. Two women were having dinner and chatting quietly several tables away. A 



couple near the front had just come in. One of them held a cigarette and was smoking it 
openly. 

“Where are they getting those?” Jane asked in an aloof tone. “They’re totally 
contraband. Doesn’t anybody in this place care about what’s right?” Her face was calm 
and controlled but her eyes were dark with suppressed anger. 

Sam shrugged. He felt uncomfortable and confused. “I don’t know where they get 
them,” he said. “This is one of the few places you can smoke. Ernie broke all the 
detectors.” He waited for her to say something, but she remained aloof. “Jane, what’s 
wrong? You have to talk to me.”

She looked at him and he saw a momentary well of tears in her eyes. “I told you, 
nothing is wrong,” She turned away again. 

He tried to take her hand, but she pulled it away. He sat quietly for a while, 
playing with Christopher’s hand, then he sat back. “Somebody sent you a verifier disk,” 
he whispered.

She remained silent while a slow flush crept over her cheeks. “Yes, I have the 
disk.” Her tone was flat and icy.

Sam tried to think of something to say. Finally, he blurted out, “Why would 
anyone do such a thing? Extortion or blackmail I’d understand, but this seems like 
outright revenge. Jane, I–” 

“Ready to order here?” the waitress interrupted.
“Hi Sharon,” Sam said. “No. Please give us a few more minutes.”
Sharon nodded and walked away. “Jane, I know it looks bad, but it was a setup. 

Someone’s trying to get to us.” 
Jane looked at him in disbelief. “What?”
“Someone’s trying to get revenge against us.”
“Revenge?” she repeated, incredulous.
“What else could it be?”
Jane rose abruptly and picked Christopher up. “I trusted you. It isn’t just the 

infidelity that hurts, but the disrespect it shows for me, for our son, and our whole 
relationship.” She started to walk away, then turned back and spoke in a low voice that 
trembled. “If something had been wrong at home, if there had been any indication of a 
problem, I might be able to understand. You spend all your time away from me and 
Christopher. You don’t even talk to us every day, or eat with us regularly, or do all the 
family things other husbands and fathers do. And then you choose to betray the faith of 
the two people in the whole world who love you the most.” 

She walked quickly out of the room with Christopher in her arms. Sam rose to 
stop her, then sat back down. After a few minutes, he got up and walked over to the 
couple near the door.

“Hi, Garth” he said. 
The man was young, portly, and bearded. He smiled and returned the greeting.
“I need a cigarette,” Sam said without further preliminaries.
“Sure thing.” Garth handed him several. 
Sam went back to his table and sat, thinking. He smoked one of the cigarettes, 

sipped his wine and wondered about the disk. Enjo had been at the murder scene and now 
she was connected to this nasty business. It had to be a setup, but it didn’t make sense. 
Still, there was a connection somewhere and the only way he could figure it out was to 



talk to Enjo. He smoked another of the contraband cigarettes. He knew Enjo had passed 
the Cavanaugh Audit with a score of plus thirty, maximum truthfulness, and this fact 
worried him. The test was supposed to be infallible – maybe Helmut wasn’t the expert 
he’d concluded. He had another glass of wine and called a phone number. All of a 
sudden, he was beginning to sour on the whole damned colony. 

“Where are you?” Sam asked Enjo when she answered. He kept his voice calm.
“On my way to a client,” she answered. Men vastly outnumbered women on 

Europa and a spragge’s status was considered the same as that of other workers. Enjo was 
one of the busiest. 

“I see,” Sam said. “I need to see you tonight. Something’s come up.” 
“You want to see me,” she teased. “ ‘Something’s come up.’ That sounds 

promising.”
“It’s not for anything like that. It’s about our investigation. Will you meet me?” 
Her voice became serious. “Sure, Sam.”
“Can you be at the Jukebox by eight-thirty?”
She agreed and Sam rang off and returned to his seat. He had more wine while he 

waited. He kept seeing the look on Jane’s face. At nine o’clock, he phoned home. After 
listening to it ring for a minute or so, he hung up without leaving a message. He felt like 
crying. Instead, he phoned Helmut, who answered and turned on the viewer screen. Sam 
could see he’d already turned in for the night.

“How are you, Sam?” Helmut said, with his slight accent. 
Sam lowered his voice. “Can you meet me at the Jukebox? With that portable 

Cavanaugh?” 
Helmut was already out of bed. “I’ll be there in a few minutes.”
Sam returned to his table. It was after nine; where was Enjo? Ernie came over 

with some cold Dutch beer and a package of American cigarettes. He sat down and 
pushed the cigarettes over to Sam.

“How did these get onto Europa?” Sam asked casually.
Ernie raised his heavy eyebrows. “That’s a strange question for you to ask.”
“I know. Don’t answer. Just forget I asked.”
“Listen, Sam, if something’s wrong, I want you to know I’m here for you.” Sam 

looked away, uncomfortable. “You’re responsible for diverting my uninspired life 
towards better things. On Earth, I failed in business, I failed as a husband, and probably 
as a father. When my two teenage daughters walked out and went back to their mother, 
my life was a mess. Until you brought me here. I owe you, Sam. You can talk to me.”

“I’ve had a little too much wine to drink, but I will tell you something, Ernie. This 
is awkward. I’m not the kind of administrator who wants to play king, and I’ve been 
happy to serve at Summerset. It’s been heaven compared to any place I ever ran. But 
now, Jane thinks I’ve betrayed her and our relationship. I’m pretty ashamed to admit it, 
but I used a spragge and Jane found out. I never thought I’d live to see the day when–”

“Are we staying in here?” Helmut called from the entrance. His head nearly 
touched the top of the door frame. 

“No,” Sam answered and stood up. He gave Ernie’s shoulder a brief pat and 
putting his fingers to his lips. “Thanks for the smokes. I’ll see you later.” 

In a few minutes, Sam and Helmut were waiting at the door of Enjo’s apartment.
“Let’s go in,” Sam said, “We can’t wait all night.”



Helmut tried the door. “It’s unlocked.” 
An acrid smell met them. “Enjo?” Sam called. He went to the open bedroom door 

and stopped suddenly. “My God!” he whispered.
Enjo was lying on her bed, naked. Half her head was blown off into the sheets. 

The bed was covered with gore. On the wall, someone had used her blood to write, Every 
ethic but the damsel dragon to steed. Sam’s gut wrenched. He shook himself and stepped 
back from the sight, then took a deep breath. When he was calm enough, he went over to 
the bed and touched what was left of Enjo’s forehead. It was cold. She’d been dead for 
some time.

“She was one of the most beautiful women I ever met. And a minute ago I 
thought she was connected to Jerry’s murder,” he said. 

“This might prove she was,” Helmut interjected.
Sam walked out of the bedroom. He thought of Jane watching him and Enjo on 

the verifier screen. Now he was certain someone had paid Enjo to set him up. But who? 
And why? 

“Sam? Are you okay?” Helmut’s usually unreadable face showed concern.
“Sure. Of course. Let’s get the team down here. Use the private phone codes.” 

Sam turned back to the bedroom. A strange question strayed across his mind – was it 
possible that Jane could have done this? No, that was ludicrous. Still, it had to be ruled 
out. She’d have to be put through another Cavanaugh audit. 

“Mouth?” he called out, “This is Sam Windsor. Confirm.” 
The simulated voice replied, as though coming out of the walls, “Confirmed.”
“I am authorizing an emergency override from the Concords section of the 

Europan Constitution,” Sam said.
“Responding.”
“Scan apartment 1229 as fully as possible. Then . . . ” Sam hesitated, thinking.
“Yes.” The voice paused. “Waiting for further inquiry.”
“Find the following lines in modern literature. Cover the past sixty years, English 

only, prose or poetry. First line: Every need has an eagle to feed. Second line: Every 
group virtue in its true heart is a wolf-pack roving to bleed. The third line is: Every ethic 
but a damsel dragon to steed. Next inquiry is, ‘Were you alive in this general area in the 
last hour?’ ”

“Please wait.” There was a short pause. “Yes.”
“Is there immediate identification of who murdered Enjo?”
“No.” The artificial voice was toneless.
“Okay. Verify what you have, give it priority, and I’ll view it later.”
“Confirmed.”
“Mouth, secure access to your motor bays and put full security on your live 

terminals. Access to be restricted to Captain Loeke and myself. Notify Captain Loeke 
that there has been another murder.”

“Confirmed.”
“Next, focus detectors on the murder scene. Contrast and compare it to the 

information you have on the murder of Jerry Holmes. Make a list of possible suspects.”
“Please wait,” Mouth said. There was another pause. “No result is available. 

There is no pattern.” 
“Speculate if it could be the same murderer in both first and the second killing.” 



Mouth answered: “Clarify. The second one or this incident?” 
“What do you mean?”
“There may be three murders.”
 Sam felt a chill. “There’s a third murder?” 
“There has been an assault; it appears to be a murder.”
“It happened before this one? Who is the victim?”
“Yes. The subject is not identified. I have no verifier sensors in that area, only 

active video cameras.”
 Helmut was standing at the bedroom door. “Name the location,” he said to 

Mouth.
“The subject is to be found on the floor, the lower machine room, biway two, 

inside Inner Summerset. They are the rooms next to locker room number four.”
“How have you come to discover this?” Sam asked.
“I was investigating the area by live video sequence at the time of the assault. The 

scientist, Betty Lim, had asked about that location only minutes before.”
“Is the subject Betty Lim?”
“I cannot yet confirm this deduction. However, the indications are positive.”
“You said ‘may’ – could the subject be alive?”
“Yes.” 
Sam ran out of Enjo’s quarters while Helmut continued to question Mouth. He 

passed Cheryl in the hallway and stopped. “Cheryl, take over the murder scene here,” he 
said rapidly. “Helmut’s inside; he’ll give you the details. Get a medical team to meet me 
down at the lower machine rooms, section two, locker four. I’ll be on live contact. It’s an 
emergency.”

“Mouth,” he called out as he started to run, “why have you not notified anyone of 
this emergency?”

“I was prevented from doing so,” the simulated voice echoed down the corridors 
after Sam.

Sam pivoted to a stop. “Who prevented you?”
“I cannot answer that; there is a memory gap. You overrode the lower command 

with the present concord. I had no administrative directive to proceed with conflicting 
commands.”

Sam raced out of the living-quarter sector, his heart pounding. “Please, please,” he 
prayed, “let her be alive.”

Chapter Ten - Earth

August 19 - New York City General Hospital
“Hi,” a pleasant male voice said from the doorway. “How are you?”
Susan Moore looked up from her hospital bed and saw John Yates smiling at her. 

A tall, black man, intelligent and soft-spoken, Yates was the chief strategist for the 
Libertarian Greens. He was also a political ally and friend of twelve years’ standing. His 
smile didn’t hide the sober assessment in his eyes. She was glad to see him, and glad he’d 
come alone.

“Get me out of here,” she said.



He laughed. “Feeling better, are we?” 
“Yes, I’m starting to feel better. But tell me what’s happening; I’m anxious to 

know.”
He kissed her cheek lightly, then sat on the chair beside the bed. “As soon as you 

were out of the woods, Hudson announced a presidential election. But that was three days 
ago, so you must have heard that much. The partial suspension of duties of both the 
Senate and the House of Representatives ended this morning. “And guess what else?” 

She shrugged, then winced with pain. “Ouch,” she said. “I keep forgetting.”
“The Senate is negotiating with the administration to see how much legislative 

power they can retain. The House has already reached an ‘understanding’ with the 
President’s people. The overall state of emergency is ended. Do you see the picture?” She 
nodded. “You really started something, Susan.”

“I know I did.” She looked at him soberly. “John, I’m certain that Hudson himself 
ordered my death.” Neither spoke for a minute, then she said, “The election is on.”

“Ready or not.” 
“Even if the picture isn’t quite clear, when you’ve been in the arena as long as I 

have you know when you’ve been dealt a political death blow.”
“Well, I don’t know about that. Surely it’s a temporary setback.”
“John, the damage to my right arm has left it with no feeling. There’ll be years of 

therapy unless the doctors come up with a miracle. They’re trying stem cell implant, but 
I’m not optimistic. I’ll have to focus on physical rehabilitation.”

“I’m sorry about your injury – and angry, too. But it’ll be fine; I know it will.” 
His affectionate tone held a hint of disappointment. “We’re already considered the front-
runners, under your leadership. I’m worried because this election call gives us less than 
two months to pick a leader and start campaigning.” 

“The electorate’s expectations will be high . . . ” Her voice trailed off. 
“That’s right. And without an experienced campaigner – without your help, Susan 

– the party can’t win a decisive vote in November.”
“That’s why Hudson’s called the election.” 
“Of course. We have fifty representatives in the House and thirty-two in the 

Senate. I can’t think of one with enough popular appeal to win the presidency.”
“The surprise is that our chances of winning are good,” she said. “Both the 

Liberals and the Conservatives have supported Hudson’s legislative decisions, and I 
believe that weakens their positions. But there’s a danger – a partial victory would be 
worse than losing. We can win in the House and we should carry a sizable gain in the 
Senate, but we can still lose the presidency. The long-term consequences, to us and to 
Agorism all over the world, will be disastrous.”

“Yes; we’d accomplish nothing and be blamed for everything.”
“Of course. However, we might have one good shot before the Rising Sign sparks 

anarchy and civil war throughout the country, but I’m not sure what we can do.” 
John sighed. “Well. . . .” He gave her a meaningful look.
“Don’t even think it. I’m not going to jeopardize the use of my hand. The wound 

is healing well, but it’ll take a long time to regain mobility.” She tried to move the hand, 
but it wouldn’t respond. She shook her head. “Did I tell you I was hit with a brack bullet? 
The poison should have been released on impact, but it didn’t explode.”

 “Thank heaven for that.”



A knock sounded at the door and a contingent of six people, all from the upper 
echelons of the Libertarian Green Party, entered. A handful of reporters followed them in. 
Lights flashed; Susan looked up and pretended surprise, then smiled. She gave them a 
small wave with her good hand and sat up straighter, praying they wouldn’t stay long. 
Susan’s personal secretary, Mary Yang, hurried in with the crisp announcement that there 
would be no questions from reporters. She was a small woman but her bearing and her 
tone of voice assured every reporter in the room that there would be no exception. The 
news people took their pictures and everyone else watched in silence. The Party’s 
security team conducted a routine check after the reporters left, but found nothing. Susan 
watched it all with calm detachment; her gaze moving from face to face. She hadn’t seen 
many of her friends and political confederates for weeks. 

A dark stocky man left the contingent and came closer. “Bob, how are you?” she 
asked. 

His brown eyes crinkled into a smile that brought his face alive. “Permit me to 
speak for everyone at this time and say we are thankful that you are alive.”

“Thank you,” Susan said.
 “We have all spoken together and Mr. Yates will relay our political assessments. 

I must tell you also that President Ganpaty is concerned that the assassins have escaped 
from Argentina. His intelligence services have confirmed their arrival and the fact that 
they departed from Brazil. He sends word that they are two Caucasian American males, 
likely ISA. There is no positive identification match yet, but his people will continue to 
search. Certain investigators have suggested that the shooter is a well known American 
Bureau mechanic named Randy Eaves, also sometimes known as ‘Easy’.”

Her eyes narrowed. “Is that a fact?” 
“Ms. Moore, they do not have a written confession or anything close to that, but 

they’re in a position already to . . . how shall I say it? . . . deal with this individual.”
“Then you’re not sure?” Susan’s eyebrows drew together into a frown. “Who was 

the driver and who ordered it? We must continue to look.”
“That’s exactly what we shall do.”
She noticed a fair-haired young man in a light blue shirt and a university jacket. 

He had been hidden by the cluster of party members and now he was backing gingerly 
towards the door. “Chuck, are you sneaking out on me?” she asked.

Her son smiled shyly and walked over to her. “Hi, Mom. How are you feeling?”
“Fine. You won’t stay?”
“I’m sorry; I’ve got to go. Chase and I came by for the photo ops. Chase just had 

to run. I’ll bring her back tonight after supper.” 
Susan looked at him with a skeptical expression.
He grinned. “Don’t worry, Mom, we’ll be here. I’m so proud of you,” he 

whispered as he bent down and kissed her cheek. “Bye.”
His faint scent of cologne reminded her of earlier times, when the family had been 

at home together. She looked at him fondly as he started to leave, then came back and 
bent close to her ear. “Mom, I forgot,” he said, almost in a whisper, “Dad comes in 
tonight from Kent and he wants to drop by here tomorrow to see you. He says he has his 
sense of humor back and would like to help the Libertarian Greens get elected.”

A broad smile came over Susan’s face. “Remind your Dad it was our marriage 
that gave me my sense of humor.” Chuck frowned slightly. Susan erased the smile from 



her face. “I was joking, Chuck. He’s welcome to visit,” she said. Chuck nodded and gave 
her a half-smile as he left.

“It must be difficult for you,” John said, “not having Brent with you, through all 
this.”

“My political career didn’t leave much time for a marriage, John. Brent’s a good 
man. And yes, I guess I miss him.”

The libertarians were chatting quietly among themselves. Bob Khoun detached 
himself from the group and wished Susan well on their behalf, then they went on their 
way, ushered out by Mary Yang. Aside from John and Susan herself, the only person left 
in the room was Jacqueline Kachatang, a young Asian woman with long, straight black 
hair pulled back from a sad face.

“Dr. Kachatang couldn’t come?” Susan asked.
The woman came forward with a quick, nervous smile. “Ms. Moore, my father is 

ill, but he sends you a message. He says that he will abide by whatever you wish for the 
next four years. He also says he is saddened by your misfortune, but you must be sure to 
issue no news release or make any public statement suggesting that he might be a 
successor. Father is ill; he does not have the energy to deal with the press at this 
moment.” Without waiting for a reply, she turned and left the room. 

“It’s as if the reality of circumstance is blocking the path of liberty,” she 
murmured, and closed her eyes. Her mind drifted back into the past.

“Susan?”
She opened her eyes and gazed at her wounded hand. “I was just thinking back to 

a Christmas at my parents’ place in Maine,” she said quietly. “Dad was home then; I was 
still in my teens. The snow was falling, making a huge, soft blanket outside the windows, 
and it made everything still. He’d piled logs in the fireplace and the scent of pine filled 
the room. The fire made it warm and I felt so cared for and cherished. He was talking to 
me about liberty; he said it was the secret spirit of life. Those words took hold of my 
imagination. So, you see, liberty is what enticed me into politics. Did I ever tell you 
that?”

“No, but I suspected something like that.”
“My father taught me that no law can force a person to be virtuous. He said laws 

don’t bring forth virtue, merely obedience. He helped me see that politics can be either a 
vehicle to enforce obedience or a pathway to liberty.” 

She shifted her back against the pillow. “Our party’s political fortunes have 
changed, John. I can sense the people’s sympathy growing. They can see that the country 
is overwhelmed by political corruption.”

“They trust you, Susan. They’d elect you.”
“Another chance might come someday. But what can we do now?”
“It’s a shame about Kachatang.”
“I doubt he could win an election, but he may be the best chance we have right 

now.”
“Susan, where will you head from here? Oregon or Maine?” 
“I’ve decided where I’m going, have I?”
John gave her a cheerful smile. “Well, either Oregon or Maine would be quiet 

right now.” 
“What?” She looked at him warily. “You’ve something to tell me?”



“Can you guess who we want you to endorse?”
“Could it be less appropriate than a sick, old man?” She thought about the 

choices. “You’re not thinking of Sally Shrudder?” 
John’s face confirmed her guess.
Susan shook her head in disbelief. “Sally? That’s outrageous.”
“Susan, relax, don’t get upset. ”
“That woman would do any–”
“She’s young and pretty. She could use your advice.”
“Over my dead body!”
“Somebody just tried that.”
Susan’s opened her mouth to speak, then laughed instead. She reached for John’s 

hand and pressed it lightly. 
“It hurts to laugh,” she whispered and laid back for a moment. “I’ve lost my 

window of opportunity to become the President of the United States. Now, please tell me 
you’re joking about Sally Shrudder.”

“It wouldn’t mean the end for you. Sally has the backing, the looks, and the 
money, and there isn’t enough time for a national convention. If you coach her, first by 
phone or viewer, and then in person near the end of the campaign when you’re stronger, 
we might just win. Then you can pick and choose issues. Through her, you can lead the 
party, and the country. But she needs your endorsement to even get off the ground.”

She sighed. “Who’d have thought it would ever come to this?”
—

August 21 — Talmouth Headquarters, 
CSSI Block Tower, Montevale, New Jersey
Connor Casey discovered a cash-clip in his breast pocket. It was a considerable amount. 
He looked at it and started to laugh.

“What’s so funny?” Monty asked. 
Connor held the card up for his brother to see. “Look what was in my pocket! The 

last time I wore this jacket, Marie Anne and I went out celebrating. I wondered where all 
the money had gone, but we had such a good time I figured we just blew it.” 

Connor smoothed the pocket of his brown cashmere jacket. The jacket, with the 
tan slacks he wore, was one of his favorite outfits. He was sitting comfortably behind a 
desk in a luxurious Talmouth office. A long table, ten matching chairs, and a few 
monitors positioned on the table managed to nearly fill the room. Connor was nearly two 
meters tall, large-boned and solidly built. Monty was a head shorter, with a stocky frame 
that tended to plumpness. His clothes reflected his taste for the finer things, but his bland 
expression revealed no hint of Connor’s shrewd mind or determination. They both had 
straight, dark brown hair and, while their eyes were the same shade of light brown, 
Connor’s showed an icy glint absent from Monty’s.

“Why don’t we have our own office here?” Monty asked off-handedly.
“It’s Elsworth Collins’ territory. I stay out of it as much as possible.”
“Where is he? He’s got his nerve keeping us waiting!” 
Connor was mildly amused by his brother’s impatience, but only for a moment. “I 

wish we could unload him, but we can’t afford a public showdown right now. We’d win, 
but it would be embarrassing.”



“He thinks that because he turns a profit he’s indispensable.”
“If he only knew.” 
Monty smiled and nodded. “Anyway, in five years, Talmouth will be scattered to 

the winds,” Connor continued. “What does it matter? This is the same as the rest of our 
holdings. I’ve no love for this one or any other. I’ve got my own priorities, Monty – my 
wife, my son, and you. The rest? Well, they’re a long way down the list. People like 
Elsworth can be replaced. In the end it always comes down to slice and dice.” 

“But Elsworth has such a high profile we can’t just ditch him.”
“And he knows it. He does everything he can think of to weaken our control of 

Talmouth. If we fired him outright, the market price of shares would drop like a stone. 
And the bastard won’t be bought out at any reasonable price.” Connor leaned forward. 
“You know what bugs me the worst about him?”

“What?”
“They all think he’s some kind of holy guru! In all my years of pruning these 

companies before we sell them, I’ve never seen such collective lower management 
resistance to us. They’re devoted to him, in spite of the fact that he’s an uncultured 
jackass. Sometimes I wonder if we should have him eliminated.”

His brother looked at him grimly for a second, then shrugged. “Keep me out of 
that.” 

There was a knock at the door and Elsworth Collins entered the room. He was as 
tall as Connor, but lean and angular. His dark hair was streaked with gray and overdue for 
a trim. A light tan made his eyes look a brighter blue than they were and his grin was 
almost boyish, although he was a man of fifty. He was dressed in a slightly rumpled gray 
business suit; the jacket was unbuttoned and his shirt collar open. He nodded to the 
brothers.

 “Monty, Connor. How are things going?”
Connor looked at him impassively. “Fine.” He turned on the public verifier. 

“Let’s get down to business. We’re here to talk to you in person about Europa. First, have 
we started to turn a profit yet?” 

Elsworth lit a cigarette and inhaled deeply. Connor scowled angrily but said 
nothing. 

“Couldn’t we have done this over the phone?” Elsworth said, as ashes began 
drifting down to the carpet. 

“No,” Connor said, tight-lipped.
Elsworth chuckled. “You’re a card, Connor. What do you really want?”
“I want figures, with a public statement from you that they are up to date and 

verifiable.” 
“On Europa’s extraction tonnage?” Connor nodded. Elsworth reached over to a 

monitor and in less than a minute tossed a small disk across the desk. “There you go; it’s 
up to date. They keep moving up the mining schedules. I assume somebody knows 
something that I don’t about this ill-advised project – their quotas are way ahead of 
schedule.” He was watching their faces closely.

Connor looked back at him with barely concealed contempt . “Yes,” he said, 
“confusing, isn’t it?”

“There’s something you should know,” Elsworth added. “I’ve received word that 
there’s been another murder on Europa. I believe someone has been injured, too. I didn’t 



recognize the name. Mind you, that was three days ago. Maybe I’ll know more, later 
today.”

Connor shook his head in mock concern, but his frown was real. There had been 
no mention of an explosion yet. He wondered if something had gone wrong.

“Thank you for your help,” he said, coolly, and rose. He was surprised to see 
Elsworth smile and offer his hand. Connor ignored the outstretched hand and walked out 
of the room, with Monty at his heels.

—

Downtown Washington, D.C. 
A stocky chauffeur leaned back against the gold-colored limousine and raised both hands 
to shade his eyes from the sun while he looked at something in the distance. His uniform 
was impeccable and his thick, dark hair was combed neatly under his cap. It was about 
one o’clock on the hazy Friday afternoon of a long, hot weekend.

Roger Dunram walked toward him and smiled. “Hi. You’re Smale Yasinski, 
right?” The chauffeur nodded, and Roger handed him his police photo ID and a printout 
explaining the investigation.

Smale looked at the ID. “A cop?”
“Homicide.” Roger showed his badge. 
“Yeah? What can I do you for?”
“Your office said you worked on July tenth?”
“I’d have to check. My memory’s in the glove compartment.” Roger grinned. “I’ll 

need a minute,” Smale said, pulling out his record book. “Most drivers keep notes.” He 
started flipping the pages. “The rental agency books the government rides – the Freebies 
– and there’s often arguments about them.”

“I know,” Roger said. “So far today, six leads have turned into dead ends. 
Someone’s abusing the system.” He pulled out a photograph of Jean Pitney Carter. “Have 
you ever seen this kid?”

Smale took the picture and looked at it. “A street kid?”
“Yes, maybe. What makes you ask?”
“Well, you know – look, can I call you Roger?”
This brought a spontaneous smile to Roger’s face. “Sure, Roger’s fine.”
“Well, Roger, I’m sure I seen her before. She was with a bigwig from the CIA or 

something. I recognized him, a young guy, dark glasses. I forget his name. He uses 
prostitutes all the time, underage ones at that, and boys, too. I took him and this kid to a 
hotel. “ He riffled through his notes. “Here it is. Yep, it’s the same date.” 

Smale showed Roger his notes, or rather, his scribbling. Under:  ‘A 07/10/10/845 
pm,’ they read: ‘052PenE789, B:0943-5A, CanW, Patches, ISA, Hilton Relux, E21, No-
R, -12.’ “What does it mean?” he asked.

“Well Roger, at 8:45 on July tenth, I took an ISA agent from the first of the 
Intelligence Building causeways at Pennsylvania Street to Canal West where we picked 
up a guest at a dance club called Patches. Then we went to the Hilton Relux downtown at 
F Street and 21st. No return fare, and his tip was good. His badge number wasn’t 
provided, which is normal for a B security clearance. The document pass number was 
0943.” 



Roger gazed up for a moment, lost in thought. A few thin, wispy clouds stretched 
out above the horizon, but the rest of the sky was clear and bright. He blinked and looked 
around. About a hundred yards away a small, open mall and a burger restaurant were 
being dwarfed by a high-rise tower under construction. The tower was half built already. 
He sighed. It seemed that everywhere he went these days, the landscape changed. 
Everyday, his job was filled with real-life challenges and it coursed by like a fast-flowing 
river. If only there was more time. Time went so quickly. He had to get this case sorted 
out and fast. He turned to go back to his car. “I’ll be right back,” he said. 

From the verifier in his cruiser, he pulled the file pictures of government 
personnel with B security clearance. Smale picked one out immediately. Roger 
recognized Rick Everett.

“Thanks,” he said. “Appreciate your help.” He held out his hand and Smale shook 
it.

“Any time. Just get the bastard.” He touched his hand to his cap in a sort of salute 
and leaned back against the gold limousine.

Roger headed back to his office. It took a few seconds for Rick Everett’s picture, 
background and status to reach his desk. Shirley walked in as Roger picked up the 
documents. He studied them, one by one, and shoved them across the desk toward her.

“What, no kiss?” she said.
He sat back in his chair. A faintly sheepish smile flitted across his mouth before 

he blew her a kiss. “There, that’s on account. Look at this fellow’s file – it’s something 
else. If he didn’t kill this kid and dispose of her body in the Potomac, then I’ve been in 
this job too long. He did it; I know it in my bones.” 

“It’s all deleted entries.”
“But look at the dates and the places, and check out the sidebars.”
“My God, he’s a . . . .” She stopped in mid-sentence and read through the report. 

“Roger, should we open this can of worms? I mean, could we even get an interview with 
this so-called ‘versatile highly classified’ agent?” Roger shrugged. “The driver’s sure?” 
she said.

“No hesitation. I put it all on verifier; you can see it later. I’m sure he doesn’t 
understand he might be in danger himself. He’s a good guy, that’s for sure.”

“Do you think there’s any possibility we’re off base on it?”
 “We don’t have a body, but still . . . ”
“Let’s see what Haveryck says. Maybe he’ll do us a favor and take us off this case 

now that we know who we are dealing with. I don’t like it. These ISA agents are . . .” She 
shook her head.

“Crazy?” he offered.
“At the very least. Did you hear? Another family took it last night.”
“Yes, the wife was eight months pregnant. They shot her in the stomach. Makes 

you want to puke.” 
Shirley turned away without answering. “But one of the kids is going to make it.” 

She turned back to Roger. There was uncharacteristic anger in her expression. “ISA? Do 
you think we can get him?” 

“We damn well better! If we can’t get the ones on this side of the law, how can 
we expect to get the ones on the other, anyway, I swear it won’t be for lack of trying.”

—



 
August 22 - The Oval Office, The White House
President Hudson frowned in concentration as he read the document on his desk. He 
looked up when he realized someone was standing in front of him. It was Jake Bedford, 
the chief of White House security. 

“Thanks for coming over on such short notice,” he said and returned to the 
document. “Please have a seat, Jake,” he added.

He read a few more pages, put them aside and leaned back, with his hands on the 
arms of his chair. “I’ve heard some disturbing news from Don Chilling. He’s finished his 
initial check into the Moore matter.”

Jake had settled, rather stiffly, into a chair that cost as much as he earned in a 
month.

“They’ve confirmed what the Argentinians have been alleging about an assassin 
called Easy,” the President said. “I want you to find out who the second man was and 
who ordered it.” As an afterthought, he added, “I sure as hell didn’t.” 

“We’ve been investigating.” Bedford hesitated, watching the President’s face 
closely. “I wouldn’t be surprised if it was Rick Everett.”

Hudson looked back at him for a while, “We’ve been friends a long time,” he said 
slowly after a moment. “We were in the army together and we fought against the Islamic 
terrorists in Chad. You started moving up in the Bureau; I left for a political career. Now, 
here we are – I’m the President of the United States of America; you’re my personal 
assistant. We’re old friends, we trust one another.” He looked straight into Jake’s eyes. “I 
didn’t order it, Jake.”

Jake shifted in his chair. “Like I said, it looks like Everett might have acted on his 
own.”

“Let’s hope it wasn’t Rick Everett,” he said. “He’s useful, and he’s worked hard 
to help us fight this Rising Sign menace.” Jake looked at him quizzically. Hudson picked 
up a glass of water from a small tray. “You see what I mean.” He took a sip, watching 
Jake over the rim of the glass.

Jake nodded. “Yes, Mr. President, we understand one another . . . and a little 
imagination goes a long way. Yes, of course. Is there anything else, Mr. President? 
They’ve been flashing for you since I got here.” 

Hudson glanced at his watch. “The First Lady is waiting for me. We have a dinner 
to attend.” He rose. “No, Jake, that’s all I had to speak to you about. “

Jake lifted himself from his seat. “What if I find that . . . well, what if it can’t be 
fixed?”

The President shrugged. “For a starter, if it’s an ISA agent get him out of the 
country.” He moved around the desk and towards the door, then stopped. “Wait a minute, 
wasn’t there a group of fundamentalists who threatened to kill Susan Moore in the name 
of decency or something?”

“The Brotherhood. But that was only if she ever got elected.”
“There must be some loose canons there. Yes, it might have been a religious 

zealot. And, if not, perhaps some ISA assassin did take matters into his own hands. In 
which case, of course he’ll have to pay – if there’s no alternative. But get back to me 
first.”

“Yes, Mr. President. Yes, of course, sir.”



Jake stood half at attention as the President left the Oval Office, then followed 
him out.

—

August 23 - Federal Reform Institute
and Holding Cells Upper New York State 
An unkempt, middle-aged man he’d never seen before sat down next to Brad Damile. 
The man’s black, curly hair was disheveled and he kept looking around wildly. His white 
shirt was open at the collar and looked grimy. Brad wondered if his appearance was some 
sort of cover or if the man was simply deranged. The man offered Brad an opened pack 
of cigarettes with a hand that shook. 

“Would you like a smoke?” 
Brad took a cigarette, lit it and drew smoke into his lungs. “I haven’t had a 

cigarette in ten years,” he whispered, more to himself than to the odd figure beside him. 
“Thanks,” he added.

Both of them were being held with dozens of others who appeared to be members 
of the Rising Sign. He knew only the few from his own cell, such as Steve Geigh. The 
holding cell was large and not overcrowded, but there ended its single comfort. It was 
damp and dirty, the toilets were inadequate and there were no beds, some of the prisoners 
had lice, other, scabies, fortunately, so far, he had neither.

The man looked frightened. “What do you think they’ll do with us?” he said.
“Why ask me?” Brad replied, but then he started to turn the question over in his 

own mind. The cell system had been infiltrated; some new tracing technology must have 
been developed and Rising Sign had missed detecting it. It hit him all of a sudden that 
their dream of revolution had suffered a mortal blow. He felt numb.

“How can you be so calm?” There was a desperate note in the man’s voice.
Brad shrugged. “What will they do to us?” he repeated. “They let murderers and 

rapists walk the streets without a second thought, but we belong to an outlawed 
subversive group. I don’t know; I wonder what they can do to us. Maybe they’ll put us in 
different prisons and try to keep delaying a public trial. What they can do to anyone they 
label, Terrorist, is simply amazing. ”

“So we’ll be moved?”
“How can I say?” Brad’s voice was calm, expressionless. “Yes, I suppose we’ll be 

moved. They’ll keep us on the move so none of our allies can rally. On the other hand, 
they’ve broken nearly every law in the book, so who can say? Maybe they’ll shoot us. 
Anything is possible.”

“I wonder how many they’ve got?”
“Never mind that; the real question is, how did they get us?”
“Somebody betrayed us; somebody big.” The man shifted his eyes around, 

nervously.
“No. A single person, even at the highest levels, couldn’t turn over more than a 

dozen people. I belong to a longtime, three-member cell. One of us wasn’t tagged. As far 
as his sister cell goes, they might still be free.” 

Brad was lost in thought for a while, thinking of Ryan Silone, then he spoke, as if 
to himself, “But no, that’s not it. It’s something else, something terrible, and I don’t know 
what it is.”



Chapter Eleven - Europa

August 24 - Maintenance Area, Outer Summerset
“Why didn’t the device work?”
Geoff McNicol spun around. His eyes searched the blackness at the back of the 

machine room. How long had somebody been watching him? The hair rose on the back 
of his neck and he started to tremble. If only he’d brought his kouger; but no – nobody 
was supposed to know he had it. The voice was probably electronically disguised and he 
didn’t know whether that was a good or a bad sign. Probably a good one. 

He ventured a question. “What was that device, anyhow?”
There was a flicker of movement in the shadows. “For an ISA agent, you seem to 

be short on obedience.”
“It was a bomb?”
“What’s your point? You disarmed it?”
“It would have been suicide to arm that thing. Who instructed you to destroy 

Summerset? And why?”
“No such instructions were given. That was not my intention. An emergency 

recall without loss of life – that was all. I didn’t ask how, and I didn’t ask why. I obeyed 
my orders, as you should have obeyed yours.”

“Summerset is our home. I couldn’t— ”
“You’ve become impotent. You’ve lost your nerve! We have to fight the Agorists 

wherever they are, at home or on some godforsaken Jovian moon.”
“This is a wonderful place! We built it by ourselves.”
“Where’s the device?”
“With me, here.” Geoff reached behind him for his bag. 
“Don’t move another muscle. A bracket kouger’s aimed at your chest.” 
Geoff’s body froze, his arm still extended halfway to the bag. The machine room 

was at the edge of Summerset and he knew no help would come. When he saw the red 
dot of light come to rest on his chest, sweat broke out on his forehead. 

“I was only reaching for the device,” he said. He tried to play for time. “Why are 
they recalling us?” he stammered.

“Shut up!”
“But, look, you can understand. There’s never been a place like this.” Geoff took 

a tentative step towards the shadows to try to catch a glimpse of the man speaking, but 
the huge gray machines blocked his view. 

“Stop right there!”
“It was you! You’re the one who killed Jerry Holmes!”
“He was Rising Sign. It’s in my charter. Orders are to protect the Vyra secret at 

all cost.”
“I can’t believe that.”
“Can’t you?” The alteration of the voice couldn’t disguise its heavy sarcasm. 

“Can’t you, indeed?” 
There was a low popping sound which was hardly a noise at all. Then another 

identical one. Geoff clawed at his chest and fell in a heap. The ISA agent came out of the 
darkness and placed a box beside him on the cold cement floor. Geoff tried to focus on 



the retreating figure but he saw no more than a moving shadow. Numbness crept through 
his body. He’d been an agent long enough to know he’d been shot with a brack bullet. 
The pain in his chest started to recede. He struggled to turn on his beacon box. Then, as 
he moved his head toward the device beside him, the ticking stopped. There was a flash 
of light and a terrible noise in his ears, like a roar of wind. The explosion set off alarms in 
every section of Summerset. 

The noise startled Sam from a sound sleep. He sat up and stumbled from the 
couch, groping for the light. “Jane,” he called as he struggled into his clothes, then once 
again louder.

She came running from the bedroom, her robe in one hand.
“Pack one bag,” he said, “then take Christopher and go to the Crossholder. 

There’s been an explosion of some sort.”
“An explosion?” She pulled her robe on absently. She looked confused and 

frightened. He wanted to hug and reassure her, but hesitated. 
She closed her eyes and breathed deeply. Then, to Sam’s surprise, she placed a 

hand gently on his arm. “Be careful,” she said, and brushed his cheek with her lips.
Sam hurried out. He looked back for a moment, sure now, that she still cared for 

him. The warning lights in the outer hall showed that Summerset was on Code Red. That 
meant a general evacuation. It also meant there was a good chance of general panic. He 
stopped and made himself breathe calmly. He wondered if the life they’d had on 
Summerset had been an illusion, anyway. Without hunger, disease, old age, poverty, or 
even crime until now, it was no reflection of the reality back on Earth. He made an effort 
to gather his thoughts and concentrate on the present emergency

He looked around and called, “Mouth?” The hallway was filling with people. 
Some were still half asleep and yawning, some looked frightened, others stared at Sam 
with concern, waiting for him to tell them something. “Mouth, this is Sam Windsor. Are 
you on line here?”

The familiar disembodied voice said, “I verify Sam Windsor outside his quarters, 
Inner Summerset.”

“This is an emergency override, WINDSOR35186. Full surveillance in all 
quarters. Prepare analysis and report. Notify the Emergency Task Force and notify 
Captain Loeke. Respond, start now.”

A few seconds passed and Mouth responded, “There has been an atrixbratic nitro-
based explosion in the Inner/Outer border at Keyline, section G, Hard-hold. Structural 
damage is registered in the outer wall and is containable within acceptable time limit, if 
specifications are followed, when current Code Red will be downgraded to Yellow.”

“It can be fixed, right?”
“With full emergency procedures, it could be repaired in twenty-four hours. The 

time before complete collapse without intervention is forty-eight hours.”
“Survey for suspicious behavior and devices or dubious objects of any nature, in 

and around the Keylines. All alarms off. Start now.” 
Sam hurried back to his apartment and pulled the door open. “Jane?” 
She came toward him with Christopher in her arms, his blond head asleep on her 

shoulder. He rubbed his cheek – he was so beautiful – God how he loved him.



“There’s been an explosion,” he said. “It was set deliberately. A structural fault 
occurred in Outer Summerset near the second furthest exit. It can be repaired and the 
emergency is being geared down to Yellow. Follow the Yellow protocol. There’ll be 
further instructions from the emergency task force on the FM band.” 

He hesitated, wanting to say something personal but not knowing what. “Let 
Christopher sleep, then,” he said.

He turned back into the corridor. The cameras and verifiers were on. He headed 
toward his office, talking as he went. “Mouth, close inner functions, except present 
emergency concerns.” He started to walk faster. “Something else – is there any data on 
further injuries from the explosion?”

“I believe there has been another death. There is no positive identification yet.”
When he got to his office, Sam was surprised to find Cheryl at her desk. Her chair 

was pushed back from the desk to make room for her round abdomen. He hadn’t realized 
her pregnancy was so advanced.

“You’re not going to have the baby tonight or anything like that?” he asked 
nervously.

She smiled wryly. “No, there’s another month yet,” she said. “Captain Loeke is 
on hold.”

“Do you know if the task force has started yet?” he asked.
She nodded. “They found a body. Geoff McNicol.”
“Get me his file, Cheryl.” He gave a dispirited shrug. “Three murders, an assault 

and a bombing, all inside a month. When they get wind of this, the next transmission will 
be a recall.”

“Really?”
“You can bet your life on it – that’s what somebody’s trying to achieve.” 
He walked into his office and placed his finger on a verifier touch point. “Hello, 

John,” he said. 
Captain John Loeke’s dignified face appeared on the screen. The regularity of his 

features was emphasized by neatly combed graying hair and clear blue eyes. “Sam, I’ve 
read the synopsis. Do you need any of my crew?” 

Sam shook his head, “No, at least not for now, but I appreciate the offer.” 
“Well, this puts the cap on it.”
“I’m afraid you’re right, John. Cheryl will keep you informed.”
Loeke shook his head sadly. “Is there anything I can do?”
“No,” Sam answered. “But thanks.” The image faded and Sam said, “Mouth, get 

me Ben Blackwell.”
Ben’s face came into view. He was working to clean up the mess left by the 

explosion and looked weary. In the background, Sam could see that the crew had already 
cleared away most of the debris.

“Ben, I can’t leave here; can you give me the essentials?”
“We’ve lost Geoff McNicol, a maintenance man for this area. The explosion 

occurred just meters from him. Geoff was a mechanical engineer and worked on the 
Gilan project. He was second mate on the ship, too. Dorrie and Helmut have collected the 
remains and taken them to the lab. They’ll be able to give you more details.” 

“And the damage to the area?” Sam asked.



“The embrasure has a nonfatal structural fault. I can have it permanently repaired 
in forty hours.”

“Mouth said twenty-four.”
“That’s nice of Mouth, but it will take forty hours. There is some temperature 

seepage here.”
“Thanks, Ben. Use whatever you need to fix it.” 
Sam signed off and tried to assess the consequences of the explosion. It was a safe 

bet that transmission delays would give them seven or eight days before being ordered 
home, so at least there’d be time to put things in reasonable order. He looked at the stack 
of files on his desk and then rested his head in his hands and tried to think of some clue, 
some forgotten fact, that might help trace the unknown assassin.

“You sneaky son of a bitch,” he muttered to himself. “You think you’re so bloody 
clever, but we’ll find you. Here or there – Summerset or Earth – we’ll find you.” He got 
up and went to the door. “Cheryl, please check on Betty. If she’s conscious, see if she can 
have a visitor. Then downscale our emergency to Blue.” He handed her a slip of paper. 
“And please have this emergency transmission ready to go on the next slot.”

He walked back into his office and flicked off the transmission equipment. He 
wondered if somehow, someday, they could ever come back here. He wanted Christopher 
to grow up knowing it was possible to live in peace. Even if an assassin managed to end 
it all now, that had been achieved here on Summerset for some number of years. 

He needed to know if Betty had found the secret she was looking for in Jerry’s 
apartment. If she had, now she’d become a threat to the murderer. He walked back to 
Cheryl’s desk. “Can Betty have a visitor?” She nodded. Sam hurried out and headed for 
the medical quarters. When he got to her room, Betty was asleep. He whispered her name 
and she opened her eyes and smiled. She sat up and pulled the sheets up over her 
shoulders like some schoolgirl. She looked fragile and vulnerable.

“Are you all right?” he said.
“Donna says the blood clot has passed. I’m on monasalidine for one more week, 

and aside from being monitored for another week, that should be it. But right now my 
blood is thinner than water.”

Obviously, she didn’t know about the explosion. “Have you talked to anyone 
about what happened to you?” Sam asked.

“Donna said nobody was supposed to talk to me about the incident until I was 
debriefed. Of course I heard about Enjo’s death.” 

Sam hesitated, then said, “There’s been another murder – Geoff McNicol was 
killed by an explosion in Outer Summerset less than half an hour ago.”

“Oh no.”
“You can see why we need you back on your feet as soon as possible.” She 

managed a wan smile. “Tell me what happened the night you were attacked,” he said.
“I found out about Jerry. He has a secret library with a collection of original 

editions of outlawed Agorist literature. In each book, he has notations that unscramble 
enormous chains of ‘tough to break’ codes. I assumed those codes would get me through 
to his comp-scramble. His program is a tailored SVZ8 system modified to a hand-tailored 
micromap. He used wizardly topographic cartography to help him decode the SVZ8. The 
whole contraption is at least that complicated. I might eventually have been able to work 
it out, but that’s as much as I managed to solve. I was going through the first editions 



when I found one that showed the location of his Bright Torch, so I went straight there – 
the machine room beside locker five. And that was where you found me. I bet there was 
no Bright Torch there?” Sam shook his head. “Well, there was when I got there. I could 
get access to it by leaning over a couple of big pipes. I was reaching behind them when I 
was struck from behind. That’s all I remember.” 

“You didn’t see anything?”
“No. But the answers to our questions are right there in Jerry’s first editions. It 

has something to do with that Vyra-DNA tracer theory he worked on.”
“I have bad news on that front. His library was cleaned out before we could get 

there. That night, between your close call and Enjo’s murder, everybody had their hands 
full. Cheryl was to go there, but she couldn’t until the next morning, and by then . . .” He 
spread his hands in exasperation.

What little color there had been in her face was gone. “Sam, I can’t talk any more, 
I’m tired. I’ll be up as soon as I can.”

“Rest, then, Betty. And no more solo adventures. The killer seems to be getting 
desperate. We must be closer to the truth than we realize.” 

He wasn’t sure she’d even heard the end of his sentence. She was asleep again. 
He watched her for a few seconds before he left, admiring both her beauty and her inner 
strength. He’d forgotten to ask how she discovered Jerry’s secret library in the first place.

—

August 28 - The Jukebox, Summerset
Ernie tossed his poker hand down in disgust. Sam folded his cards, too, and watched Ben 
smile broadly, although it seemed an effort. Ben laid down his hand and swept in the pile 
of chips. “Excuse me,” he said. “Winning so much makes me sweat.” He laughed and 
wiped his forehead, then rose and headed to the washroom. 

“He’s won every hand,” Ernie said when he was out of earshot. “How’s that 
possible?”

“I’ve won a few and so has Sam,” Omar said. “You’re the real loser. I told you he 
always wins at straight poker. We should mix it up a bit.”

Sam yawned and finished his glass of wine. This was their last poker night at 
Summerset but he couldn’t get into a festive mood. The shutdown of operations was 
going as well as could be expected, the tension between himself and Jane had eased, but 
he was still worried about the unfinished investigation and about leaving Summerset.

“We’re fools to play with Ben,” he joked. “And straight poker’s all he’ll play. 
He’s a pain in the ass and he won’t give an inch, not even at our farewell poker party.”

“How about another bottle, Ernie?” Omar asked. “We’re supposed to be getting 
drunk.” 

Sam stopped shuffling the cards. “It’s been three long, hard days since the 
explosion and I thought a couple of bottles would knock us all out. I guess I 
underestimated just what kind of drunks we really are.” 

They laughed and Sam began to deal another hand. Ernie rose to get a bottle. “I 
never thought I’d see the day mining would come to a halt. Hell, even the murder 
investigation is on hold. It’s all over except for Talmouth’s official declaration.” 

“The place is in a real slump,” Omar added.
Ernie filled four glasses. They sat and waited for Ben.



“What’s taking him so long?” Sam asked after a while, then he shouted, “Ben, are 
you dying in there?” 

Omar rose and headed toward the door of the washroom. “Ben, are you all right?”
Sam got up and followed him, then Ernie. There was no sign of Ben, but one stall 

door was closed. Sam pulled it open. Ben was on the floor, face up. The three men looked 
at him, stunned, then Sam bent and felt his neck for a pulse. 

“He’s alive,” Sam said. He rushed out of the washroom. “Mouth,” he called, 
“locate Donna Phillips. Get her to the medical clinic. Have their emergency medical staff 
get down here. Code Red, heart attack.” He went back inside.

 “Okay,” he said, “let’s pick him up. Ernie, there’s a stretcher here?” Ernie 
nodded but didn’t move. “Get it, please,” Sam snapped at him. “Omar, get his shirt off.” 

Ernie stopped staring at Ben’s still form, turned to Sam, then hurried to get the 
stretcher.

When they turned Ben over to the medical team, Donna Phillips thanked them 
crisply for their efforts and said they could go. On his way to his quarters, Sam shoved 
his hands into his pockets. His fingers encountered a folded sheet of paper. It was the 
printout of the poem Mouth had traced, after bits of it were found on the walls of Inner 
Summerset and at the scene of Enjo’s murder. It was titled, What the Devil Is Due, and 
the author was Priya Toberen. He stopped in a lighted area and read it again.

Sweet chirps are the scream of a black void,
For the bird stuck to stucco-roof gargoyles.

Every moral from kitten to cat recoils;
A tiger sprang from every grace destroyed.

Every need has an eagle to feed,
And swoops down and tears it apart.

Any group virtue in its true heart,
Is a wolf pack which roves to bleed.

The damage done by the sacred wine;
The damned duty-bound dance of God.

Every ethic but a backwash of fraud,
In nature’s sewer; pearls for swine.

The fresh-shaven priest holds the reins.
His cloistered souls have the house mice code.

I am the raven at the side of the road,
I watch while they scurry by in their chains.

And myth rolls on, ‘Call forth the creed.’
Every human need has an ego to feed,
True virtue, a hero destined to bleed,

Any ethic, but the damsel dragon to steed.



Could it have anything to do with the murders? Maybe it had some connection to 
the victims, but then what? He couldn’t make any sense of it and wondered if he should 
even bother showing it to the investigation team.

—
 

August 29 - Hangar No. 1, Landing Area, Summerset
Sam saw Martha Mercley the day after Ben’s heart attack. They were standing in 
Summerset’ largest hangar, amid the bustle of the mass departure to Europa-Six. 
Martha’s light blond hair had been long and pulled back the last time he’d seen her; it 
was different now, short and wavy, and it suited her angular face. Her blue eyes were 
angry.

“How is Ben?” he asked. 
She shrugged. “He’s pretty shaken.” She held out her hand to her three-year-old 

daughter. “Anna, stay right here.” 
The child came forward, gave Sam a cheerful smile and took her mother’s hand. 

Martha brushed the child’s curls back from her face.
“The lift will be bad for his heart,” Martha said, “and breaking orbit will be no 

better. In-flight fusion boosters won’t help either.” 
Sam wondered if she was trying to make him feel guilty. He bent down and 

offered Anna his closed fist. Her little fingers opened his to reveal a miniature toy figure 
that glowed faintly. 

“How is he doing right now, Martha?”
Martha watched the delight on Anna’s face and her expression softened. “Donna 

says he’s on the road to recovery. No cigars, no booze, no more late nights with the boys. 
Right?”

“Say hello for me, and tell him that I’ll be busy with the departure, but we’ll 
spend time together on board.” 

Sam watched them walk toward the departure reception area. He watched until 
they disappeared as they mixed into the next group to be transported to Europa-Six. 
Cheryl was working her way through the crowd and coming toward him. He waved to 
her. “Do you know where Jane and Christopher are?” he asked when she got within 
earshot.

She gave him a quick little smile. “Christopher and your wife are suited up and 
outside Summerset.” 

“You’re kidding, aren’t you?” 
Cheryl gave him a look he couldn’t fathom, but it hinted at condescension. 

“Check the monitors if you don’t believe me.”
Sam frowned and called, “Mouth?” 
The computer responded at once; its simulated voice went straight to Sam. He 

wondered how he would ever manage to run an another organization again without it. 
“Are Jane and Christopher Nist-Windsor on the surface?”
“Affirmative,” the computer replied. 
“What is her beacon number?” 
Mouth directed him to a nearby monitor and pinpointed a position north of a large 

holder bay in Outer Summerset.



The large screen showed two suited human forms, one normal and one toddler-
size, standing in the bitterly cold ice-ridged landscape. In the distance, low in the sky, all 
three Europa’s sibling Galilean moons could be seen from the surface with the naked eye. 
Ganymede and Callisto could be seen in profile looking toward the sun. Europa was on a 
direct straight line from Ganymede to Io, the golden volcanic moon which was like a 
bright star on the far upper dark left of Jupiter’s north pole if you looked the other way. It 
was perhaps eight or nine hundred thousand kilometers away. 

“That almost never happens,” he whispered.
Cheryl walked up behind him. “It’s the only time when you can see the three 

sister Galilean moons, the Sun, the Earth, and Jupiter, all from the same spot. It happens 
once a year when all the angles are right.”

“Leave it to Jane to check it out in person.”

Jane and Christopher stood side by side just a few hundred meters beyond the 
walls of Summerset. She crouched down and looked into his visor. He was smiling. She 
checked his suit’s control panel – everything was fine. He pointed to the open ice-cruiser 
beside them. She shook her head, “No,” then added, “In a minute.”

 Outside the protected city the elements were dangerous enough for adults, let 
alone a two-year-old, but they would be out there no more than a few minutes and were 
in a safe ridge which hadn’t seen salt water eruptions for thousands of year. 

Excited, Christopher started to laugh and run. The atmosphere suit hampered his 
small legs and it was easy for Jane to catch him. “Stay close to Mommy,” she said.

She looked at the immense structure of Summerset behind her and felt a rush of 
homesickness, even though they hadn’t left it yet. “The ISA,” she muttered. “They killed 
Jerry! Those bastards have destroyed everything!” 

Behind her in the distance a huge blackish lander-shuttle lifted from the surface of 
the moon. “Oh! Look, Christopher!” Jane pointed to it as it began its ponderous ascent. 

The child stared at it with his eyes and mouth wide open. She wanted to pick him 
up and hug him, but the suits made that almost impossible. She patted his back instead. In 
one hand, Jane had a small metal box that held a book and a few other mementos. The 
book was one of Jerry’s original editions, her favorite, Wolff’s In Defense of Anarchism.

“Okay Sweetie, you stand back. Mommy’s going to shoot the spear now.”
She lifted Christopher and sat him on the snow-cruiser. Confined by his 

atmosphere suit, he could do little more than watch. With an anchor pistol borrowed from 
one of the hailles, she fired the twenty-four inch spear at the ground in front of her. The 
force knocked her back and she almost fell. She turned to Christopher and waved 
reassuringly. Next, she chained the beacon box to a loophole at the end of the spear, 
about six inches above the ice. Then she climbed onto the cruiser behind her son and 
headed back to Summerset.

Inside, she went to the change room and returned the gear. The almost-empty 
room seemed damp and gloomy. Usually, it was loaded with equipment and so busy no 
one noticed the dull gray walls, let alone anything else. She picked up the boy and 
cuddled him, then swung him onto her hip and walked out into the bay area, unbuttoning 
her coat as she went. She heard the light sound of a string ensemble ahead. It seemed 
incongruous in the gloomy surroundings. She walked on for a minute or so, then stopped.



Standing on the path in front of her was Helmut Willem. He was coatless, but he 
had on a thick, green turtleneck sweater and insulated pants. He was holding a small disk 
player in his hand. He looked nervous. Jane wondered if his heavy clothing concealed a 
weapon. She looked behind him and could see no one else, although the bright lights had 
been removed and it was so dim that the shadows cast by the big cement columns and the 
parked vehicles were not clearly defined. Further back she could see the giant oxygen 
converters. 

“What is it?” she asked.
He held the disk player out towards her and opened it just long enough so she 

could see that it disguised a jamming device. He reached over and gave Christopher’s 
hand a little shake, then made a comical face. Helmut had such a large frame – he stood 
at least a foot taller than Jane – that she was afraid Christopher would start to cry, but he 
laughed at the funny face instead. Helmut offered him the disk player. Christopher took 
it, studied it, gave it a good shake, and laughed again.

“We aren’t completely safe talking here,” Helmut said, “but with the confusion of 
the departure, I thought it better now than on board.” He pointed to the device in 
Christopher’s hands. “This is old technology, but it still works.”

“Go on.”
“Our anchor knew who had arranged for us to be here.”
“And that was?”
Helmut raised his right hand to indicate the very top of a pile. This didn’t surprise 

Jane too much, she was aware of Elsworth Collins’ reservations about the Europa-Six 
project, although he was certainly no Rising Sign. 

Christopher was tired of the new toy now and Jane relieved him of it just as he 
was about to throw it away. “Mommy,” he said, and she kissed his cheek. He decided to 
watch the large man in front of them.

 “Is there a reason I should know this?” Jane asked as she handed the device back 
to Helmut.

“Your old flame is being held incognito in the New York State Penitentiary.”
She frowned. “Is he in danger?”
“From what’s happening back home, we all are.”
“Damn them! Have you been in touch recently?” 
He nodded and took a quick look behind him, as though he’d heard something. He 

looked around and listened for a moment, then turned back to her. “One more thing,” he 
said. “As the reserve agent here, I don’t have access to our internal mail, so . . .” He 
shrugged. 

“I’ll take a look at it. You seem awfully nervous.”
“They’ve killed our anchor, and back home our mates are all being rounded up. 

You and I are both expendable. The ISA want to–”
She put a finger to her lips and held Christopher out to Helmut. He took the boy 

and made soft little sounds to distract him. Jane moved quickly into the open bay area 
toward the Lander hangar and passed a giant exchanger, a turbine which took the 
unbreathable oxygen of the surface and converted it into Summerset’s oxygen-rich air. 

In seconds, her kouger was in her hand. She’d seen something flicker in the 
shadows. She saw it again, receding. She raced towards it. She heard the sound of a door 
opening and the bright light of the departure center flooded into the bay.



“Damn!” She put the gun away and slowed to a walk. The departure center was 
crowded with people. By the time she stepped through the door, there was nothing 
suspicious to be seen. Helmut caught up to her and she held her arms out for the child.

“Did you see who it was?”
She shook her head. “No. Disappeared into the crowd.”
“I’ll stay behind a minute.”
“No, let’s have tea at the booth. We’ve been seen together now and we’d better 

agree on an explanation.” She looked at Christopher. “Are you hungry, honey?” she 
asked.

Chapter Twelve - Earth

September 16 - New York City Penitentiary
A moan of pain came from a cell one level down, in Brad’s direct line of vision through 
the center of the silo-shaped cell block. He saw a bone-thin black prisoner slump to his 
knees and vomit blood into the toilet. The scene was almost unbearable, yet he couldn’t 
turn away. Blood was trickling from the man’s eyes and ears. He was not Rising Sign like 
almost all the others here, but, according to rumor, a drug dealer from Mombasa.

“Somebody’s sick!” his cellmates shouted. “He’s dying. Help him!”
The whole place had grown uneasily quiet except for the cries for help. The 

prisoners who could see or hear the dying man were obviously frightened, and with good 
reason. The prison guards had walked out because of an outbreak of fever and the army 
was ordered in, but the soldiers were few and far between and they stayed ominously 
silent. In spite of the risk, two of the sick prisoner’s cellmates washed the man’s face and 
tried to comfort him.

“Rising Sign,” Brad said with a whisper. “They’re willing to die for others.” 
Steve Geigh moved beside him to look through the bars. He was a haggard 

shadow of the tanned, trim urbanite he’d been at the time of the Hudson kidnaping. He 
watched for a minute, then turned away. 

“At first I didn’t believe the talk about fever,” he said, “but last week the man 
from Nairobi and now this one. Others are coming down with it, too.”

“They told us there was no contagious disease,” Brad said. “They said the two 
men were in the throes of vedder withdrawal. Does that look like vedder withdrawal?”

The man from Mombasa was retching continuously now.
Steve shook his head, “No. They even tried to claim this was some part of an 

international sting against the drug smuggling cartels.”
Brad grunted. “That’s as farfetched as it gets, but the danger to Rising Sign scares 

me. The prisoners have been confined to their cells since the beginning of the guards’ 
strike. If it is purselo, it’ll spread fast.”

Brad shared a four-man cell with five other prisoners, all Rising Sign. So far, 
none of them had contracted the disease. Non-political criminals had been transferred out 
of the penitentiary weeks ago, but it was still badly overcrowded and conditions 
deteriorated daily.

“He’ll be dead soon,” Steve said.
Brad made the sign of the cross and said a silent prayer for the man. 
“They say twelve died so far,” Steve added, “including that guard.”



Purselo can kill in less than forty-eight hours, but that man’s been sick for three 
days,” Brad said. His voice took on an edge of anger. “They’ve done this on purpose!”

“I hope not.” Steve looked worried, then he gave his head a shake and grinned. 
“What I’d do for a beer,” he said.

“All the other non-politicals were transferred out. Why do you think these drug 
dealers are here?”

Steve came back to stand beside Brad. “Look, there are the medics,” he said.
A medical team was in the black man’s cell. They placed him on a Gurney and 

wheeled him away.
“We’re all going to die,” a grim voice said. 
It was Hibar Patterson, a massive Jamaican who looked more like a professional 

athlete than a scholar, yet he was a professor of political science at NYCU. As a student, 
Brad had attended his famous lectures Rational Anarchy called, The Yellow Disc Notes. 
Hibar’s statements were usually accepted without question, but not this time. The others 
shook their heads or murmured denials. They looked to Brad for reassurance, but he 
couldn’t give them any.

“I don’t believe it.” Nick Anderson rose from one of the cots. As thin as any of 
his cellmates, he was dark-haired, in his early thirties and a quiet man who seldom spoke 
but usually managed to be around when something needed doing. He hesitated. “I mean, 
they can’t just kill us.” 

The overhead speakers pinged. “Attention all prisoners. The New York City 
Penitentiary has been placed under quarantine by the Governor’s Office. Guards on the 
four o’clock shift have agreed to return on condition that extra security precautions are 
taken against transmission of a viral infection that has affected some prisoners. 

“While quarantine is in effect, and to help reduce further infection, food and 
clothing will be supplied by private companies. If you feel hot, feverish or nauseous, 
please notify the doctors who will come to each cell within the next hour.” Another ping 
sounded. 

Brad couldn’t see much farther than two floors down, but the grapevine murmurs 
verified that medical teams were already in the ground floor corridors. 

“If they’re killing us on purpose,” he whispered, “medical intervention makes no 
sense.”

“Unless it’s already too late to stop the infections here,” Hibar answered, “but not 
too late to prevent it from spreading outside the prison.” He sounded uneasy.

A few days earlier, the grapevine had passed the news that Paula Pryte, Steve’s 
partner, had died from the virus. Brad thought about his own girlfriend, Lianne, and his 
parents. They’d be worried sick. He touched his crucifix. There was no doubt in his mind 
that the entire prison population would be wiped out in a matter of days. A half hour later 
a white-suited medical team arrived, escorted by two soldiers and a man in an 
administrator’s gray protective suit. They all wore mask-like breathing devices.

“Any fever here in 914?” The question came routinely from the doctor. What 
could be seen of her around the white mask and coveralls showed that she was fair-
skinned and probably in her thirties.

“No,” Hibar said.
The doctor’s eyes assessed them, one by one. “Clothes, sheets and food will arrive 

within the next hour,” she said. “Each of you will receive an emergency decontamination 



kit. Follow the instructions. Strip completely and cleanse as instructed. The cleansing 
cloths, which you will find in each kit, contain chemicals that kill the infectious virus on 
contact. Your kit will contain extra cleansing cloths, aerosol containers and a set of clean, 
sterile prison clothes. Follow the instructions. Spray the bedding and the cell itself – 
ceiling, floors and walls – before you dress. The aerosol is nontoxic. After you have 
finished, gather up your old clothes and place them in the garbage bags with the sheets 
and cleansing cloths. Squeeze the bags through the bars, into the corridor. Put on the 
clean clothes and remake your beds with the clean sheets. This should be completed in 
less than an hour and a half. The garbage will be then removed from the prison corridors. 
At three o’clock, lunch will be distributed.” The medical team did not wait for questions, 
but moved on. 

Brad called after them, “Does anyone have a smoke? Please.”
The man in the gray administrator’s suit came back and, even though his face was 

hidden behind a breathing device and a visor, Brad knew at once that he was ISA. 
“Smoking is not permitted in this institution, sir.” His voice was full of contempt.
Brad grabbed at him, but he jumped out of reach. With a derisive laugh, he moved 

back to the others at the next cell. The paraphernalia arrived within an hour and quiet 
descended while the naked prisoners cleaned themselves and sprayed their cells. 

“What a spectacle we are!” Steve said. “Look at us!”
Hibar grunted, but the others laughed softly. Naked as they were on their hands 

and knees wiping the floor, their spirits had been lifted by the simple act of cleansing 
their bodies and their surroundings. Brad looked at his cellmates, pitied them and himself, 
and prayed for strength. It was one o’clock when Ian Cole started to cough. Ian was a 
middle-aged man whose stocky build had wasted to gauntness. Pale and sweating, he 
stopped cleaning and began to pace the cell distractedly. After a few minutes, he laid 
down on his bed. The sober mood returned as the others continued cleaning. Still 
coughing, Ian moaned softly from time to time. 

Steve stood up and looked intently at Ian. “He’s got it,” he said. 
Ian stood up shakily and nearly lost his balance. “No! I’m fine!” 
His cellmates looked at each other helplessly. They didn’t want to believe this any 

more than he did.
“They’re deliberately killing us,” Brad said, just loud enough for the rest to hear. 

“I’ll bet the decontamination kits have been sent to us hours too late, deliberately. Or 
maybe the clothes they gave us are infected. How do we know? Ian’s the first, but we’re 
all in the same boat.” They looked at each other. No one spoke for a while, then Brad 
said, “Listen to me.” His words were quiet but rapid. “Their strike ends at four. This shift 
is doing double duty. They’re understaffed and they believe they have a prison full of 
cooperative politicals. They’re vulnerable. Let’s call the medics for Ian. Then, when they 
come, we’ll overpower them and release our people.” 

The men looked at each other.
“Better to die from a bullet than purselo!” Brad added. 
Hibar looked thoughtful for a minute, then spoke with slow deliberation. “I 

believe you have only been drawn to the obvious. Insurrection sounds good to rebels. Yet 
if we escape we’ll spread the plague, won’t we? Let us die like true fighters, yes, but let’s 
not be responsible for the deaths of thousands of people who do not like this corrupt 
system any more than you or I.”



With a sigh, Brad nodded agreement. He put a hand to Ian’s forehead. “He’s 
burning up,” he said, pulled the sheets off his own cot, and covered Ian with them. He 
stroked Ian’s forehead gently, as a parent might soothe a child.

He turned to Hibar. “I can’t argue with that, but I’ll die right now rather than go 
without a fight.” He went to the bars. “Somebody has the fever in 914,” he shouted at the 
top of his voice. “Pass it down. Hurry!”

The silence was broken as the refrain passed from cell to cell, “Fever in 914! Pass 
it down. Hurry!” 

Brad moved back from the bars and kept his voice low. “Hibar is right,” he said, 
“but somebody has to act. Listen to me. We can take the control room and the gate 
room.” No one spoke. “How many will get past the prison walls?” he asked. “One? Two? 
And who will survive here if we do nothing? Not a single one of us.” Brad looked from 
face to face. “Who’ll tell the world what they’re doing? Remember the Bolsheviks! They 
hid their monstrous crimes from the world for over fifty years.” His words were still 
quiet, but increasingly urgent. “Say you’re with me! Someone has to escape to bear 
witness!”

Steve and Wilbur Reynolds, a man almost as big as Hibar, though ten years 
younger, nodded immediately. Nick frowned thoughtfully and Hibar gave his head a 
doubtful shake. Brad gave them a minute to think. Their eyes were fixed on his, waiting 
for him to continue.

“We don’t have much time. We have to take the entire medical team down – 
without any alarms going off. We have to get them inside the cell. After that, I’d say 
we’ve got two minutes. When we move, we hit swift and hard. We’ll use their masks and 
suits to get to the outer facilities. Let’s try to find enough weapons before we move to the 
gate room.” His body was taut with energy and he was breathing faster. “Once we’re 
outside the automatic lockdown area, you must follow my orders to the letter. The place 
is ripe for a breakout, but we’ll need courage – there’s no room for fear. We can release 
everyone from the cells. If we die, we’ll die fighting, but it will be worth it if even one of 
us gets out to tell about this. Now, are you with me?” His eyes flashed at them.

“Yes, I believe we can accomplish this,” Hibar said. 
Brad held out his arm and each man placed his hand on the one underneath. 
From his bed, Ian whispered, “Yes,” and raised his arm.
“Get dressed,” Brad said, pulling the new prison uniform out of his kit.
Nick picked up his kit, then stopped and frowned. “What if they’re watching the 

monitor?” he asked.
“If a guard is watching the monitor and the alarms go off, then the game is up and 

we’ll have to use the medics as hostages. The hostages will become instantly expendable, 
and we’ll be back to zero. But they’re so short-staffed I doubt any more than a few tired 
soldiers will be minding dozens of monitors. So take heart, we’ve got a chance.”

The medical team came into view. It was the same team – the doctor, two 
orderlies and an assistant, all in white masks and protective suits, escorted by two soldiers 
in heavy protective gear, and the civilian in gray – the ISA agent who’d refused Brad a 
cigarette. 

“There are seven of them,” Brad whispered. “That’s too many. We’ll have to take 
two of them with us if we’re going to pass for this team.” Sliding his back along the bars, 
he edged to the open doorway. 



The doctor bent over Ian but he pulled away from her and started flinging his 
arms about. She was nearly Brad’s height and sturdy, but Ian was making it as difficult as 
possible to get near him. She called for assistance. An orderly and the two soldiers came 
to the doctor’s aid, but Ian struggled and thrashed about so wildly it was all the four of 
them could manage to lift him from the cot. He threw an arm around the doctor’s neck 
and held on tight while the others tried to pry him loose. In the confusion, Hibar and 
Steve eased to the doorway beside Brad. The three of them stood with their backs to the 
corridor for a few seconds, glanced quickly at each other, then hurled themselves out of 
the cell. 

Brad charged the ISA agent just as he pulled out a small pistol and fired point-
blank at Brad’s chest, but nothing happened. There was no bullet. Brad slammed his fist 
at the agent’s head. Dazed, the man fell to the floor. Brad grabbed him by an arm and 
half-dragged, half-threw him inside. He tried to get to his feet, but Wilbur’s fist hit him 
with a blow as hard as Brad’s and the agent slumped to the floor, unconscious. 

Nick crouched down beside him, pried the kouger-twin pistol from his fingers and 
handed it to Brad. Pinned by Hibar and Steve, the two soldiers looked at the pistol. 
Apparently they hadn’t heard the empty click. They decided not to push the odds, and 
raised their hands. The confused medical team were still struggling to control Ian.

“Okay, Ian. It’s okay,” Brad said. “We can take it from here.”
Ian’s arm dropped away from the doctor’s neck and he stopped struggling. He lay 

still, breathing raggedly and coughing. The doctor’s protective suit was left untouched, as 
was that of the older man who identified himself as her assistant. The RS men stripped 
the suits off the other five, bound and gagged them with the homemade ropes made from 
the sheets, then lifted them onto the cots and covered them with blankets. Brad slipped 
the extra ropes into the gurney with Ian. Struggling into one of the protective suits, he 
looked at the doctor’s identification badge.

”Joan Welsley?” he said. She gave him a curt nod. He could see little of the face 
behind the visor, except frightened blue eyes. “You have the auto-security card?”

“Please,” she said, nervously. “Please listen to me. You’re infected with purselo. 
You’re incubators. I beg you to reconsider what you’re doing. You’re not common 
criminals, you’re Rising Sign – I know you care about other people.” Brad took the 
security card from her and raised a warning finger to his lips. He signaled to his cellmates 
to push the gurney out to the corridor, but the doctor stepped in front of them. “Don’t 
leave the prison,” she said. “You could start a plague in New York City and kill millions 
of innocent people.”

“Not another word,” Brad ordered. “We know we’re infected. As for you, you 
still have your mask, but if you want to keep breathing sterilized air, do exactly as I say.” 
He lifted the pistol and she recoiled a step.

“Yes, we’re Rising Sign, and we know the purselo virus was planted in this 
prison. And about the innocent people – they elected Hudson and he’s up to his neck in 
this. You figure it out.”

He tied his belt to the doctor’s waist and held it firmly, keeping her close to him, 
while his other hand held onto the gurney. To anyone who saw them, it looked as if the 
doctor led the group while Brad helped transport Ian. He pushed her in front of him along 
the corridor toward the elevators. The other prisoners watched silently from the cells.



As they neared the first checkpoint, Brad whispered, “Doctor Welsley, if you try 
anything I’ll shoot you. Don’t doubt it.” His body was close beside hers, hiding the belt 
that held her. “Tell him your name. Nothing else,” he muttered. He felt detached, 
emotionless, yet he had a strong sense of the woman’s femininity. He glanced around. 
The others looked as calm and controlled as he was.

“We–” She started to speak, then stopped suddenly when Brad gave the belt a tug. 
“Joan Welsley,” she continued. She held up her ID badge. 

The soldier watched a computer screen for a minute, then looked at the group. 
“Dr. Welsley. Seven in your team?” He actually manually counted them. “Yes, that’s 
correct. And one patient. Proceed.”

At the second and third checkpoints, the medical team was expected and they 
were waved through. So far, only one soldier was posted at each gate.

“I can’t believe it,” Brad said. “I expected we’d die in a shootout before we got 
this far.”

No cells lined the corridors now, only storage and utility rooms, and an occasional 
side corridor leading off somewhere. He had no idea of the layout of the prison except the 
little he’d seen on his way into it, but he knew they had to find weapons before they 
could release the rest of the prisoners. Joan Welsley walked in front of them toward the 
medical clinic while Brad prayed for an opportunity. 

Moments later, two administrators in protective suits passed them, walking 
quickly and engrossed in their conversation. They paid no attention to the group. Brad 
turned and gave a small signal to Steve and Hibar. Both pivoted and jumped the twosome 
from behind, clasped a hand over each mouth, and dragged the struggling pair to the 
nearest of the doors, about six meters away. Pistol at the ready, Brad flung the door open, 
but it was empty and bare except for a dozen or so boxes piled against the back wall. He 
stood back and waved the others into the room, waited until Ian was wheeled in, then 
gripped the doctor’s arm and followed. 

“Shut the door,” he said to Nick, and moved in front of the two administrators. He 
held the kouger handgun in front of their faces. “Where are the nearest weapons?” 

The first man hesitated. Brad let go of the doctor and ripped off the man’s 
breathing apparatus. 

“No,” the man cried. Brad held it at arm’s length and pushed the gun against his 
face. “Where is the emergency issue kept?”

“They’re everywhere,” he said. “It’s the bullets that are hard to get.”
“Where are they kept?” 
Again the man hesitated. Brad pushed the metal barrel harder into his face. 

“Hurry.”
“Stop, I’ll show you!” The man wiped blood from his mouth. “Please! My mask!”
Brad shoved the apparatus at him. “Steve,” he said, “you and Wilbur go with him. 

If it takes more than five minutes, come back and I’ll deal with him.”
“Hibar,” Brad said, after they were gone. “Better keep an eye on them. If they get 

caught, come straight back.”
As they waited in silence, Brad looked at the doctor. “To bear witness to what the 

ISA – and, I’m convinced, the Hudson administration itself – has ordered is more 
important than our lives.” 



He could hear her breathing through the mask and there was a flicker of response 
in her eyes, but she said nothing. Brad thought of his family and imagined what they’d 
think if they could see him now. They’d always teased him about being an Agorist, but he 
could count on their loyalty. He knew they’d tried to reach him and been turned away, 
and he could only guess at the roadblocks the ISA had put up to prevent contact. In less 
than the allotted five minutes, Wilbur, Steve and their captive returned with half a dozen 
kouger rifles and as much ammunition as they could carry. 

“Where’s Hibar?” Wilbur asked.
“Casing the place,” Brad said. He took one of the automatic rifles and loaded it. 

“Tie that man to the others and let’s go.” 
Hibar returned seconds later. “The control room and the communications room 

will be easy. If you give me Steve, we can take down the verifier and the monitors. 
They’re short-staffed.”

“Okay, let’s try to take both at the same time. Tie up the doctor with the others.”
Hibar took an automatic rifle and a pocket full of clips, and was gone. With 

Wilbur and Nick at his heels, Brad started for the door. 
“Brad,” Ian called, “don’t leave me like this.”
“We’ll come back for you.”
“No. Don’t leave me alive.” 
Ian was shivering so violently his teeth chattered and sweat was rolling off him. 

Brad turned back. “Ian,” he said, “purselo doesn’t kill everyone. You have a chance.”
“I can’t stand the pain.”
“Here,” Brad loaded the kouger-twin pistol and handed it to him. He turned to the 

doctor. “Do you have any pain killers?”
She shook her head. “No, no more.” 
“This was done on purpose, Doctor,” Brad said angrily. “The people you work for 

did this.”
He bent over Ian. “Try to hang on. We’ll be back for you.”
He opened the door, looked both ways, then led Wilbur and Nick down the 

corridor. The entire area appeared abandoned.
“The control room isn’t far,” Nick said.
“Wilbur, you go around the side,” Brad said. “Nick and I’ll take the front.”
A large clock in the hallway showed three-thirty. Staying close to the wall, Brad 

approached the control room slowly. An armed guard was sitting beside a soft drink 
machine, trying to apply a stretch of duct tape to a tear in his protective suit. 

Brad yanked the door open, aimed his scope at the guard and walked up to him. 
“Drop your weapon and lie face down on the floor.” The soldier lowered himself 
clumsily. Brad kicked away his weapon and searched him for others. He picked up the 
roll of tape and wound it over the man’s mouth. “Put your hands behind your back,” he 
said. “Cross your wrists.” He wrapped tape around them. He was just starting to tape the 
soldier’s ankles together when he heard rapid footsteps approaching. He made a couple of 
quick turns of the tape, left the roll dangling, and jumped into the corridor. Soldiers were 
running toward them, less than a hundred meters away. Suddenly, one of them crumpled, 
then another. He looked around and saw Wilbur lower his rifle. 

“Make sure they don’t lock us out,” Nick called, and raced ahead of Brad. When 
they got within ten yards of the last checkpoint, the high-pitched alarms started to wail. 



Brad caught up with him and they started firing as they ran in the direction of the control 
room. 

“Cover me,” Brad shouted, and lunged for the door. It was pulled open from the 
inside before he got to it and he nearly fell, but caught hold of the edge of the door frame 
as two army guards filed out of the control room with their hands raised. Brad signaled to 
Nick not to shoot. 

“Take them as hostages,” he said, but bullets ripped into both soldiers before the 
words were out of his mouth. They fell silently and lay bleeding from half a dozen 
wounds apiece. He didn’t have to look to know that Wilbur had fired the shots.

“Jesus, forgive us,” Brad whispered over them.
A series of popping sounds erupted like a string of firecrackers and Wilbur 

pitched forward. Two more soldiers were coming at them, guns raised. Brad fired wildly 
at them. One dropped. He kept firing until the other crumpled and fell back, arms 
outstretched on the corridor floor. Brad rushed to where Wilbur lay bleeding, face down 
on the cement, and knelt beside him.

“Is he okay?” Nick called, running toward them. His face was alive with 
excitement.

“He’s dead. God have mercy on his soul.” Brad made the sign of the cross before 
he rose. “Let’s take over the control room.” 

Everything was quiet again. There were no shots, no sound of voices or running 
feet. They checked their weapons and moved quickly into the booth. In less a minute, 
giving silent thanks to Ryan Silone for his training, Brad made sense of the control 
console. 

“Okay,” he said. “We’re a single button from release.” The alarms stopped. 
“Good,” he said. “That means Hibar and Steve have taken the communications room.” 

Brad activated the public address system, the pings sounded, and he shouted into 
the microphone, “Brothers of the Rising Sign, this is Brad Damile. We’ve won your 
release!” He hit the button that released the cell locks and the main armory. 

“Nick, let’s get to the guards’ locker room and find some clothes, then we’ll split 
up. One of us might make it. I’ll try to get to the loading area, you try for the employee 
exit.”

They discarded the environmental suits and took what clothes they could find in 
the guards’ change room. There was little to choose from but Brad found a long, well-
worn coat his broad frame could barely struggle into. Nick grabbed the first coat he saw, 
threw it on and left. 

“Good luck,” he called, as he headed down the hall. 
Brad waved. “God be with you,” he added quietly to himself.
The only sound now was the distant one of feet running toward the cell block. The 

loading area was unguarded and the last sentry booth empty. 
Brad slipped past it to the driveway, over the front lawns of the prison property, 

and out to the street. 
The city streets were busy, the air was cool, and he heard sirens, still distant but 

approaching from all directions. He wondered how, without cash, he’d even make it past 
the nearest subway entrance. 

—
 



September 25 - The White House, Washington, D.C.
President Hudson and the First Lady were sharing a leisurely, late breakfast in a small 
gazebo tucked away in a corner near the South Portico of the White House. The President 
gazed out at the venerable oaks and the carefully tended flower beds.

“I thought the grounds would be filled with color this year,” he said softly to his 
wife. There should be masses of vivid flowers to dazzle the eye. I’m disappointed.” 

The First Lady was a slender, perfectly groomed woman with dark hair and eyes, 
and a graceful way of moving. “Really, Mark?” She sounded faintly surprised. “The 
colors are softer than last year, but I think it’s lovely. And the fragrance is wonderful.” 
She took an apple from a white bowl on the table between them and started to cut it.

“It’s just that I expected the colors to be richer. And the trees should be taller. 
Those oaks should reflect the history of the White House. They’re . . . well, it’s 
disappointing.” 

“Would you like some music?” she asked.
He smiled. “Music would be nice, but Jake is due in a few minutes.” He reached 

over and touched her forearm lightly. “I’m sorry there’s so little time for us, Berscha but 
it’s the middle of the campaign and there’s pressing business.”

“After you’re re-elected we’ll get away by ourselves for a while.” She put her 
other hand on top of his. “Let’s go to the Keys.” 

He smiled at her. “Thank you.”
“For what?”
“For everything, my dear.”
The White House Lawn Captain stood waiting, a short distance away. The 

President nodded to him. “Mr. President, Jake Bedford has arrived. Shall I bring him 
here?”

“Yes, in a few minutes. It’s a beautiful morning, Harold.”
“Indeed it is, Mr. President. The temperature is expected to go to 78ºC today.”
Berscha rose. “I’ll leave you to Jake. Be sure to allow enough time to get ready 

for tonight’s dinner; it’s an important one.” She kissed his cheek. “I’ll see you later.” 
He gave her a wave as she turned and walked toward the gardens, then he 

watched Jake Bedford’s hurried, rather ungainly approach from the South Wing. 
Briefcase in hand, Jake stood tensely in front of the President and gave him a tight smile. 
He looked older than his fifty-five years.

“How are you, Jake?” Hudson said. “Please, have a seat.” He sat down 
tentatively, in the chair next to the President. “You asked to see me.”

“Yes, thank you, Mr. President. We know who did the Moore hit. I thought you 
should know right away.”

“How did you find out?”
“Randy Eaves – the late Randy Eaves – told us everything. Rick Everett is 

responsible. However, with Eaves out of the picture, Everett seems safe from being 
implicated and there’s probably no need to . . . . Well, after all, he’s done us all a really 
big favor.”

“I see. All right; pay him off and get him away from the White House until the 
inquiries are over.”

“No problem there. He’s on the Vyra campaign.”
“Of course. Is the prison problem under control?”



“Yes. The press calls it the Brad Damile affair.” 
“To hell with the press. Is there anything else?” Jake hesitated. “Go ahead.”
“Everett did do us an enormous favor, and we need to keep him under our wing 

while he’s working to put the Brad Damile thing behind us.” 
“Yes. I said pay him off. You can be generous.” Hudson’s tone was slightly 

impatient.
“Well, I mean . . . it would help me deal with him if he knew the appreciation 

came straight from the top.”
“No. I’m not going to be compromised by any direct dealings with him.”
“Mr. President, you misunderstand me, sir. All I meant was you could personalize 

an ordinary photograph. It would mean a lot to him.” Jake opened his briefcase.
Hudson shifted in his chair and frowned. Jake held out a souvenir photograph of 

the President and the First Lady standing in the White House grounds with the front of 
the structure in the background. Hudson took the photograph and held his hand out for a 
pen. Jake fumbled in his pockets until he found one, handing it to the President 

“Is there anything else you’d like to discuss?” Hudson asked. 
 “Sir, there are electoral areas we control where the Greens are going to walk right 

up the middle between us and the conservatives.” He looked slyly at the president. “We 
could do some fishing. We could do some audits, get some charges laid against their 
contributors and have it broadcast. I mean, there isn’t a libertarian alive who doesn’t 
believe it’s their sworn duty to cheat on taxes. ‘Taxation is theft’ is even one of their 
slogans.”

“I’m afraid you’ll catch some liberals and conservatives as well. It sounds like a 
worthwhile exercise, though. Be sure you keep a low profile on anything you do. No ISA. 
They’re overexposed right now.” 

“Yes Mr. President.” 
Hudson passed the photograph back to Jake. It bore the words, “To our friend, 

Rick Everett, with sincere appreciation, from Berscha and Mark Hudson.”
“Anything else?” he said.
“One more thing, sir. Is Gail Molloy available?”
“No.” 
“Thanks for giving me your time, Mr. President,” Jake said. He bent his head in a 

formal nod, then walked back across the White House lawn with the same quick, 
awkward gait. The President’s eyes followed him thoughtfully.

Chapter Thirteen - Europa

September 25 - Europa-Six Medical Quarters
Ben held tightly to Martha’s hand while Donna Philips strapped him into the narrow 
slanting bed that tilted his body up to a 40º angle. Her dark brown hair was rolled neatly 
at the back of her head, under a small, pale green cap that matched her uniform. Her 
expression was friendly, yet calm and professional. She began hooking up the monitors.

He closed his eyes and asked, “How much longer?”
“A few minutes yet.”



He felt a small but insistent hand pat his cheek, and opened his eyes. Martha’s 
daughter, Anna, was peering at him with a worried frown.

“It’s all right, love, Ben’s an old grump when he’s sick.”
The child laid her head against his shoulder. He brushed the fine blond hair out of 

her eyes. Ben had never had a child of his own and Anna was the closest he had ever 
come to being a father.

“I don’t want you to be sick,” she said.
“I know. It’ll be all right, honey. Don’t worry.” 
The ten-minute warning bell sounded for the approaching fusion burst. Martha 

released Ben’s hand with a squeeze and picked Anna up.
“You’d better go and get seated,” Donna said, with a cheerful smile. “Besides, I 

need his undivided attention for the last-minute stuff.”
“It’ll be better than the liftoff was,” Ben said. “Don’t worry.”
Martha bent and kissed him. “I love you. We’ll see you soon.” She turned so that 

Anna could kiss him, too. “Say good luck, Anna.”
“See you, Anna Banana,” Ben said as they left the room. Anna waved to him, 

smiling over her mother’s shoulder.
Ben looked back at Donna. “This can’t possibly be the safest cabin on Europa-

Six.”
“There’s a big improvement in all your signs. The risk readings are down across 

the board and no more surgical intervention is indicated. You’re going to be fine. And, 
yes, this is the safest place. Try to relax. I’ll come in as soon as the sirens are off.”

“Promises, promises. I’ve been such a sonofabitch you’ll stay away as long as you 
can.”

“Oh, Ben!” She laughed and rechecked the straps holding him firmly braced 
against the narrow bed. Her laugh faded into a wistful smile. “I’m going to . . . we’re all 
going to miss Summerset. We’ll never–” The five-minute warning siren sounded. “I’ve 
got to check on Cheryl Angelo and Nien Chow. I’ll be back as soon as I can.”

The minutes dragged by. Ben watched the monitors until the last siren started to 
wail, then the whole structure of Europa-Six shuddered. He braced his hands against his 
chest, a crackle went through his ears and he felt his heart beat faster as the G-forces 
maximized. Then the siren stopped and the pressure slowly eased off. All the columns on 
the monitors read normal. “By God, I made it,” he said. His tensed muscles relaxed and 
he took a deep, grateful breath. 

—

September 27 - Betty Lim’s Quarters
A tap at the door brought Betty Lim from her desk. Mii Wong stood outside, 

smiling at her.
“Hi, come in. What brings you around this time of night?”
“I was on my way to give Nien Chow a hand with her quarters. She’s having so 

much trouble with her nursing. That baby’s hungrier than the turtles. I was going to do 
maid service, but maybe I should start here?” She waved a hand at the surrounding 
clutter.



Betty laughed. “Sit down for a while. But don’t touch a thing; you’ll ruin my 
filing system.”

Mii grinned. “You’re lucky to have a place to yourself.” She shifted a couple of 
books and folders from one end of the couch and sat down. “It’s no fun out there; the 
whole ship’s full of gloomy faces.”

“Thanks to Sam, I’ve got complete privacy and my own top priority clearance to 
Mouth. It’s a little cramped but I can continue my investigation and nobody – except you, 
of course – knows what I’m doing – or what I found!” She crossed to the galley and 
looked into the fridge. “Would you like something to drink? I’ve got orange juice. Is that 
okay?”

“That’s fine, but what do you mean? What have you found?”
“I’ve broken into Jerry’s micromaps.”
“Betty, that’s amazing!” Mii looked suitably impressed. “You’re brilliant!”
“Actually, after trying for days to break it, I gave up and had Mouth do it.” She 

grinned wryly as she moved the books and folders from the couch to her desk and sat 
beside Mii.

Mii laughed. “Well, that was brilliant, too.” Turning serious, she said, “Betty, did 
you know that Sam and Captain Loeke are trying to get the truth audit done on everyone 
before the general turndown? I’m sure that goes against a Talmouth directive.”

“Oh, yes, the turndown. You know, I really hate inanimate sleep. The dream-
states make me feel so helpless.”

Betty moved to her desk and switched on a screen. “I guess the Cavanaugh testing 
puts me in some kind of a race to find the killer. I’ve been working around the clock as it 
is, to crack Jerry’s SVZ8 code and get into his diary. I’m sure a link to the murderer is 
there. If I can just crack the porch code . . . .” She turned on three more screen panels and 
entered some key sequences. “Look, Mii. I’ll show you where I am.”

“How close are you?” Betty hesitated. “It’s all right,” Mii said. “I promised you 
I’d keep this between us.”

“I’ve moved Jerry’s code tables and the handwritten notes from his library books 
into my private files. The code tables aren’t at all like Jerry’s general files. They could 
even be a red herring, he was so paranoid about protecting his secrets.”

“What’s a porch code?” Mii was looking at the screens.
“That’s what I call the present scramble problem. Here, I’ll show you.” She called 

up a file. “Welcome to JerWorld, Mii.”
“It doesn’t mean anything to me. Just a jumble of letters.”
“That’s right. I tried a linear decode, like the constellation maps. See, it’s neither 

anagramic nor tiered in alphabetical order, but an ‘A=B, C=D, Z=A’ type, where ‘AZC’ 
would equal ‘BAD.’ I finally decided that the notations are the key to breaking in. If it’s 
something else, I don’t have a hope. I have a partial list of the books and notations and I 
entered the notes in the SVZ8 decoder system. Watch this.” She scrolled down the main 
screen. “Here they are – the markers of Jerry’s homemade micromaps.”

Neo-Colonialism, Lewis H. Gann, SVZ8#48POS75O PT9F3-2-(3)
Capitalism and the Historians, F. A. Hayek, editor, SVZ8# 23POS711PT8F3 (2)
The Ego and His Own, by Max Stirner SVZ8#111 POS71OPT8F3, 1, (3)



‟And here,” she said, ‟these others came up without SVZ8 positions because of a 
lack of notation.”

The Gray Wolf’s Account of What Really Happened; The Story of the Slaughter 
of Seventy Million North American Natives, by Jack F. Handman

How AIDS Killed the First Agorist Society, by Kenneth Manchester.
The Libertarian Alternative, by T. R. Machan, editor.

‟And now . . . there it is.” 
A single line moved up.

A tiger sprang from every grace destroyed.

“That one doesn’t make any sense at all,” Betty said. “It doesn’t refer to any book. 
And here’s another one that doesn’t add up.” 

The total wealth created by one individual is greater, within society, than if it 
were produced by that same individual, without society. This is the result of the division 
of labor.

“But what’s it all about?”
“That might have come from any one of the books and pamphlets in his 

collection, but I haven’t found it. Anyway, I’ve tried to unlock them one by one with the 
information I have, but I’m not getting any further. I’m getting discouraged, Mii.”

“You need to start looking after yourself. Start eating properly and get out of 
these quarters once in a while for some exercise and a change of pace. Why don’t you 
come out for volleyball?”

Betty sighed. “Oh, I know you’re right, Mii, it’s just that I’m sure there’s a simple 
code to this and it’s driving me crazy. I know I’m getting close.”

“It’s late, I have to go. Get some sleep, Betty. What about the volleyball?”
“I’ll think about it. The change might help me focus.”
“Sure it will; it’ll clear your mind.” She started toward the door, then stopped. 

“Oh! It just dawned on me – that line about the tiger – it’s from the poem Sam gave us to 
read. The one connected to the graffiti.”

After Mii left, Betty ransacked her quarters for twenty minutes before she found 
her copy of the poem. She looked for the lines connected to the graffiti and found another 
one:

Any group virtue in its true heart is a wolf pack which roves to bleed.
She remembered the graffiti just past the haille garage: Every need has an eagle to 

feed. But how did that fit in? Or the other one, the line on the hallway in Outer 
Summerset? Jerry had to be the one responsible for the graffiti and the murderer knew 
that, and must have seen the poem, too, to have written the line in blood above Enjo’s 
body. Or did that make sense?

She thought about the poem’s patterns for a while. Then she tried counting five 
lines and eliminating duplicate letters. In the end, twenty-six letters remained. After 
working with it a while longer, she tried using unduplicated initial letters of the words, 
and there it was – a simple alphabetic sequence of A=A, T=B, S=C, and so on. Now that 
she was on the right track, it was relatively easy to unscramble the porch code and break 



into the Jerry’s SVZ8. It would take days to decipher the main document, but this was the 
breakthrough! She stretched and looked up at the time. 

“It can’t be!” She rose, shocked that five hours had flashed by.
She thought about food, decided she was more tired than hungry, crawled into bed 

and fell asleep instantly.
—

September 29 - Europa-Six, Aft Storage Area
Locker room 10-1461 was two levels below the lander bays and six floors below the 
main helm. Jane and Helmut stood outside it for a few seconds and looked around, 
checking, but there was no one in the area. Jane slipped inside, then Helmut. He locked 
the door behind them

“Would you look at that,” he said, took a few steps forward, and stood looking at 
a silver-colored lockbox the size of a small coffin. 

A large cockroach scurried from underneath the box and raced to disappear 
among the dust balls in the far corner. Jane put down the verifier case she’d brought with 
her and unlocked it with her personal security card. Warning beeps sounded and small 
dots of red light flashed. 

“Jane Nist. September 29, 2110,” she said. The beeps and lights stopped. “It’s 
finally come to this,” she murmured. She placed her verifier to fit exactly into the 
lockbox, then entered a sequence of letters and numbers into the keypad. Series of lights 
in the lockbox lit up and the tiny screen came to life. A wave of apprehension washed 
over her. “It’s working,” she said quietly, perhaps more disappointed than not.

“Can I read Jerry’s letter before we go any further?” Helmut asked. She pulled a 
thick envelope from a side pocket and handed it to him. “You picked this up yesterday 
from your private mailbox?” he asked. She nodded and Helmut began to read the letter in 
a quiet voice.

I came to Europa-Six to develop a fail-safe plan to destroy the Vyra crystal should 
it have gotten this far and been already stored on board. If I am dead and an emergency 
recall is in effect, and, most important of all, if the ten tons of Vyra crystal aboard 
Europa-Six haven’t been destroyed, then you must take action. The enclosed key is to 
locker 1461 in holder bay #10 in the lower deck where the Vyra crystal is stored. You 
will find a nuclear lockbox there. The booby trap will be disarmed by your voice. 

Place the verifier I’ve left for you into the box and set the time coordinates. The 
instructions are there. Do not move the box from locker #10, and handle everything with 
extreme care. The substances produce plutonium seven. A mistake could be disastrous. 
You must activate the mechanism, which will release proton-enriched liquid thorium into 
the plutonium seven. In turn, this will release an isotope gas into the lower deck where 
the Vyra is stored. Vyra crystal can be combined with muriatic acid and mixed with 
triturated sulphur-eight solution to become an odorless, tasteless and clear liquid that is 
an isotonic radiate actinium. 



The tests and details are in the folder and the disks that I have also left in the 
storage box. For the reasons set out on the disk, I have called Vyra 3 Litonolium 
Actinium (Liton). With catalyzing agents it can add map tracers to specified human 
DNA. Through radiation, Liton marks genetic codes without destroying the DNA chain it 
is attached to. Also, it can identify individual DNA codes which can be monitored by 
computer-enhanced television and radio frequencies, or even an adapted viewer, since a 
radioactive imprint emission occurs once the agent is present in a living individual’s 
cells. It marks a person for a kind of prototype scanning. The DNA fingerprinting can be 
monitored by others without the subject’s knowledge. Furthermore, the radiation is toxic. 
In some cases, it may kill infectious athreptic viruses in–

Jane touched his arm and he stopped. She drew her kouger and stood, listening. 
“Did you hear that?” she whispered. “Someone’s out there in the corridor.” She turned 
off the lights.

“I don’t hear anything,” Helmut whispered back.
She listened again for a while. “Maybe I was mistaken.” She turned on the lights. 

“Let’s do this and get out of here. Take the letter with you and destroy it when you’ve 
finished reading it. Jerry said the ship has to be inside either the Jupiter system proper or 
beyond Jupiter’s gravity altogether. In other words, the detonation can be before or after 
the two main fusion bursts, but it must not be between them.”

“Where did he get this stuff?”
“The letter explains it.”
“My God,” Helmut said. “It’s led us to outright sabotage.”
“It’s all finally hitting me.” Jane busied herself checking the verifier. “How I wish 

I’d never heard of Brad Damile,” she grunted.
“Brad Damile?”
“Never mind, it’s not important. What is important is what this could do to Sam if 

he ever finds out.”
“Let’s hope that never happens.”
“Helmut, I’m going to arm this, but I reserve the right to deactivate it. Would you 

like the same prerogative?”
He shrugged, then thought for a moment before he answered. “Jane, I don’t know 

what to say. I don’t want to be responsible, but, well, why else were we brought here? It 
was to forestall any threat, even one as dangerous as the Vyra crystal, wasn’t it?”

“For contingencies.” Jane shook her head slowly. “Yes, Helmut. I guess it was.”
—

October 5 – Europa-Six, Main Hall
It was two days before the final burst to leave the gravity attraction of the Jupiter System. 
Cheryl Angelo stood at the front of the hall near the dais and looked around at the crowd 
of four thousand people. On the other side of the platform, Ben Blackwell stood beside 
Martha Mercley and Anna. Behind Cheryl, Sharon Devhender held little Christopher 
Windsor and Ernie helped Cheryl’s husband, Mark, with the twins, Bruce and Kyle. 
Characteristically, Bruce fussed while Kyle, the larger of the two, remained stoically 
quiet.

“I hope Captain Loeke’s not going to be long. My feet are tired,” Cheryl said.



“We could go to the back and sit in the bleachers,” Ernie suggested.
“No, it’s too far. Besides, I told Sam I’d be up front. Look, there’s the Captain.”
She watched John Loeke cross the room and ascend to the microphone. His 

uniform emphasized the compelling quality of his presence.
“Good evening, my friends – my comrades – from Summerset,” he said.
The noise of conversation fell away and the crowd watched him attentively.
“The people who travel on this journey have made history, but we created 

something in Summerset that is best left un-chronicled. If any of you try to describe the 
mutual respect and affection, the familial sense of belonging, that we have shared as a 
community, you’ll be deemed a teller of tall tales. Nevertheless, we all know it’s true. 

“Except for the rare metals, we’ve made our mining quotas, and I suppose, 
Europa-Six will return to Earth surrounded more by myth than truth. Perhaps we can’t 
explain why or how, but for a time we had a paradise built by our own endeavors. We’ll 
not see the likes of it again in our lifetimes.” He paused, then smiled. “ I wish each one of 
you a safe journey home, and I’m here to make sure you get it. Thank you for coming to 
my party.”

A swell of applause surrounded him as he stepped down from the dais.
Cheryl turned to Mark. “Help Ernie with the boys,” she said sharply. “I’ll be back 

in a minute. Don’t let them run off!” 
She looked around for the Captain’s girlfriend, Lieutenant Cally Long, but 

couldn’t spot her. She pushed her way through the crowd to Captain Loeke. 
“Captain,” she said, “Sam asked me to tell you he’ll be here within the hour, and 

to apologize.”
“My goodness, Cheryl, you look . . . ”
“Past due?”
He smiled. “Well, the time must be near.”
She glanced at him with a trace of admiration. “I’ll be induced tomorrow if 

nothing has happened by then. I feel like I’m going to–”
A tremor shuddered through the ship and the emergency alarms wailed. Captain 

Loeke turned and moved swiftly through the crowd to the closest corridor to the helm.

When Jane arrived at the helm a few minutes later, John Loeke and Sam were at 
the lower communication station. She counted eight crew members. “Do you know 
what’s wrong?” she asked Sam, knowing perfectly well what was wrong.

“What are you doing here?”
“Christopher’s with Sharon and Ernie – I had to come.”
“John says it’s some sort of radiation leak, but Mouth’s not communicating 

anything.”
Jane’s eyes widened in feigned surprise. 
“Don’t be fooled, Jane,” Loeke said quietly. “It’s serious, whatever it is. I said it 

was a radiation leak, but that’s just my guess.”
“It looks like Mouth has sealed a large area.”
“There are at least seven crew members inside.”



“But everyone was supposed to be at the gathering. Crew were working down 
there?” she asked.

“There are always people there,” the captain returned without looking at her.
Jane was genuinely shocked.
“Captain Loeke,” Mouth said. “Damage report is ready. Hold Bay has suffered an 

anathratic gas explosion resulting in the air bound spread of radioactive plutonium seven. 
Holder Bay Ten did not seal according to design specification. Areas affected are: Holder 
Bay Eleven, Holder Bay Twelve, Quarter Locker A, General Maintenance Room, Spare 
Medic Apartment, Public Sleeper Area D and the Bay Holder for Lander Seven. These 
sealed areas are Block Subsection C on the emergency graphs on the monitor in front of 
you. Radiation contaminants, air bound, are PU94-7. The Spare Medic is the lowest of 
Subsection C. Seventy-eight people are gathered there, directed by REC.”

“Seventy-eight,” Loeke said with a worried look. 
Jane caught her breath in shock. What had she done?
“There has been one near-fatality as well as two serious radiation exposures. 

Radiation figures for the victims are currently being updated on your monitors. At the 
present levels, life expectancy for the seventy-eight people in Subsection C is four days. 
However, their removal can be effected in fifteen minutes at the bay holder for Lander 
Six where a temporary decontamination center can be constructed. Lander Six is on the 
flight strip. The ship sustained no structural damage. Deliberate contamination of the 
Vyra crystal stored in Bay B and C in Holder Ten has occurred. It is in common 
nomenclature called, a Dirty Bomb. The radiation seepage beyond sealed areas is two 
percent of total volume for a one-week period. At the present rate of unsealed 
transmission, unacceptable levels will be reached throughout the ship within two hours, 
therefore, the ship must be abandoned within two hours.”

“Oh, dear God!” Jane whispered. Her knees started to buckle, then she regained 
her balance.

The Captain appeared perfectly calm as he walked to the main helm area, 
although his bearing was more formal than usual and the outer corners of his eyes 
twitched slightly from time to time. Jane tried to stop her hands from shaking. Guilt was 
washing over her.

Loeke returned. “Mouth, can transmission of PU94-7 be deterred by any other 
intervention?”

“No. Medical quarantine must be effected for the seventy-eight individuals inside 
Block Subsection C.”

“Mouth,” Jane called, “are there medical personnel among them?”
“Dr. Donna Philips is among them.”
“Who is the individual exposed to a direct radiation burn?” Loeke asked.
“Lieutenant Cally Long.”
His face turned white and he sat down abruptly.
Jane walked to his side and put her hand on his shoulder. “John, I’m so sorry.” 
Loeke said nothing. Sam placed a hand briefly on his other shoulder and looked at 

Jane.
“Christopher,” she whispered. “Sam. What will happen?”
“He’ll be all right,” he whispered back. “He’s with Ernie and they’re just a few 

doors down.”



She bent and spoke to Loeke with a shaking voice. “John, we need to start the 
decontamination procedures.”

Loeke rose, looked her over with an inscrutable gaze, and gave the order to 
Mouth. Jane turned away; unable to watch the pain she knew to be in John Loeke’s heart, 
and which she’d unwittingly placed there. She saw the crew staring at them.

“Procedures to abandon ship should begin at once,” Mouth said.
The Captain looked around the helm. He didn’t say a word, but every crew 

member returned to work. Jane felt tears prick at her eyelids.
“Are we supposed to float around the Jupiter System until we starve?” Loeke 

muttered with an uncharacteristic reflection of defeatism.
“Mouth, how far are we from Europa?” Jane asked.
“Approximately, seventy million kilometers.”
“How quickly, in days, would it take Europa-Six to return?”
“With a full fusion burst, approximately eight days.”
“The shuttles can’t make it that far without Europa-Six,” she said to Sam. “ 

Mouth, could we be towed to Europa by Europa-Six, if the ship was operated by a suited 
skeleton staff?” A spark of hope appeared in John Loeke’s eyes. He started to speak, but 
Mouth’s reply interrupted. “Yes. The lander-shuttles have adaptable cables for two 
moderate fusion bursts. Crew minimum for Europa-Six is ten.”

“Would your function be affected by the radiation leak?” the Captain asked.
“Within a week to ten days.”
“Mouth, what would the main dangers be while we towed the lander-shuttles?”
“Even with moderate bursts, the risk of the tow lines being disconnected is great, 

with the most pressure on the last burst and the last tow line. If the cables severed, 
massive damage to the lander-shuttle would occur, which would might result in the death 
of the personnel inside the affected lander-shuttle.”

“With two moderate bursts, how long would it take to get to Europa while towing 
the lander-shuttles?”

“Length of time to Europa with two fusion bursts while Europa-Six tows the 
shuttles, approximately eighteen days.”

Jane sighed. “That’s too long.”
Loeke nodded. “Mouth, how long with three bursts?”
“That is against the advisory. Ten days.”
“Mouth, if we did it in ten, would you have the capabilities to transfer yourself to 

Summerset?”
“That is unlikely without the Urostyle housing, which would be damaged by the 

radiation. My capacity would be diminished.”
“The housing can be transferred to a lander,” Jane said. “I bet we could do it in a 

few hours with full crews.”
“Captain,” Mouth said, “all seventy-eight have been taken into the 

decontamination area. Lieutenant Long is dead. I have resealed the doors.”
Loeke’s face froze; he returned to his seat and covered his face with his hands.
Jane put out a comforting hand. Then she said, in a firm voice, “It’s all right, 

John, I’ll do it.” Her eyes darted to her husband’s surprised face.



“Mouth,” she said, “T minus two hours and counting. Announce abandon ship 
procedures. Calculate the lander-shuttles’ occupants without Lander Six. The seventy-
eight radiation victims will have it to themselves.”

 
Forty-five minutes later, a blunt finger pressed a sequence of numbers and 

overrode the viewer functions to Helmut Willem’s onboard apartment, then rang the bell 
and Helmut opened the door. “Come in,” he said. “Just give me a second. I’ll be right 
with you.” Helmut returned to his packing. “Two hours to get it all together,” he said. 
“It’s not much time. Have you finished already?” He walked into the bathroom and bent 
to pick up the toiletries kit sitting next to the bathroom sink.

A barely audible pop sounded and a shot slammed into the back of his head. He 
fell forward against the sink and then slid into a heap, face up, on the floor. Two more 
shots thudded into Helmut’s body; one in the mouth, the other in the heart. The ISA agent 
reached down to verify that there was no pulse, then rose and looked at the calm, 
expressionless face in the mirror. 

He wondered how the hell they got two, maybe three, Rising Sign terrorists on 
board? The ISA couldn’t get more than two of its people on. Someone in the very upper 
echelons of Talmouth must have been involved. 

“I have to let them know,” the agent whispered to the reflection.
Not that it was going to matter now – they had destroyed the Vyra.
The reflection showed a mixture of anger and defeat.
“Maybe I shouldn’t have killed Geoff McNicol.” One corner of the agent’s mouth 

lifted in a wry smile. “But the coward deserved it.”
The killer turned to look for the Cavanaugh equipment. Its large metal box sat 

next to the door. The unlocked lid swung up easily. A small glass container smashed 
against the detector, the agent let the lid go and jumped back to avoid the wave of acrid 
fumes that flooded out. The lid banged down. 

“Bloody Hell! I hate sulphuric acid!” 
The ISA operative hurried out and slammed the door shut, then leaned against it, 

coughing and wiping away tears, for a few seconds. Emergency lights flashed on and off 
in the corridor and people hurried in both directions. Head down, looking at no one, the 
agent passed through them and went directly to the lander bays.

Chapter Fourteen - Earth

November 4 -Silone Mansion, Houston, Texas
It was nine o’clock in the morning and Ryan had just finished shaving when the door bell 
rang. He threw on a shirt and came down the spiral staircase to the front foyer, where he 
stopped to check the monitors. A trim gray-haired woman was standing outside the front 
door. She was well-dressed, about fifty, and she seemed to him nervous. The woman 
looked vaguely familiar, but he couldn’t place her. He walked quickly to the den, 
retrieved a fist-sized kouger from behind a book and slid it under the back of his belt. He 
pulled a sports jacked from a closet, slipped into it and returned to the monitors. Where 
had he seen her?



The bell rang again. He opened the door and then it came to him – he recognized 
her. It was Bob Hartop’s wife. “Jessica,” he said. “What a pleasant surprise.” His eyes 
checked the area beyond her.

“I’m alone.” She gave him a small, quick smile. “I hope this isn’t too early for 
you.”

“Come in.” He stepped aside, his internal radar was activated and his mental 
reconnaissance was focusing – it was even as though his ears pricked up. “I was sorry to 
hear about your husband.”

“Thank you, Ryan. Bob was already dead by the time Brad freed the other 
prisoners. We couldn’t even claim the body for a proper funeral because of the purselo 
fever. They burned his remains along with the others.” She looked away from him for a 
few seconds before she continued. “Previous to his arrest, he made a public statement that 
the Hudson Administration was funding the counter-insurrection in Zaire against the 
ruling Libertarians. You can imagine how he was treated by the ISA once they got their 
claws into him.”

He studied her carefully. Was she wired? He was half-ashamed of his suspicion, 
but he couldn’t be sure. “I’ll take your coat.” As he put the coat away, he asked, “You 
came by car?”

“By cab. I got out a little way down the road and walked in. Your property is 
huge.”

“It’s bigger than it looks from the front. Come and see the back.” They walked to 
the den and looked out through a double doorway onto grounds that sloped down to a 
treed ravine. He pointed to the right. “It’s private. My neighbor on that side is in Italy for 
the season. The one on the other side is elderly, and more in the hospital than out. Across 
the way, at the front, a conservation area runs for kilometers to the north. As you see, I’m 
quite alone here.” 

He sensed that she felt uncomfortable. “Please have a seat,” he said further. 
“Would you like tea?” She nodded. Ryan went to the kitchen and prepared the tea tray. 
While the water boiled, he made sure the security system was on and then went to the 
monitors to check the windows and doors. He placed the tray on the table between them, 
sat across from her and poured the tea. She still seemed nervous. “How can I help you?” 
he asked. 

She put down her cup before she answered. “Did you – have you ever – received 
a message from Europa-Six?”

He kept his expression neutral and put his finger to his lips, rose and went to a 
large wall cabinet behind her. He pulled a small key from his pocket, unlocked the 
cabinet and began turning on the equipment inside. Three small monitors, one with sound 
graphs, rose and began transmitting data. Ryan took a thin black wand from one of the 
machines and brought it up and down each side of his visitor, then studied the monitors. 

“One more thing,” he said. “Then we can talk safely.”
He swung out a small oval-shaped satellite dish and faced it towards the middle of 

the room where they were sitting. He studied the graphs and monitors for another minute 
before he resumed his seat and picked up his cup. “Go ahead.”

“I asked you whether you had received any message . . . .”
“There was a Bright Torch about a year ago. It was anonymous and I dismissed it. 

At the time, I thought it was some nonsense. You know there are a lot of conspiracy 



theorists in Rising Sign. I called them The Cuckoo Faction. The gist was that Europa-Six 
was mining Vyra and could use the crystal to commit all kinds of unimaginable, 
subversive tricks. It sounded ridiculous, but now, since the mass arrests, I’ve been 
rethinking it. Why did you ask?”

“Because it’s all true.”
He gave her a piercing look. Neither spoke for a while, then he asked, “How did 

you find me?”
“Brad Damile.”
“Brad? He’s still alive?”
“I spoke with him just two days ago. He told me you might be here or at your new 

home in South America, or in New York City at your mother’s. I came here first. He 
asked me to convey his apology for contacting you, but he needs to see you. He says he’s 
figured out a way to counteract the method used to detect the New England Rising Sign 
members.”

Ryan leaned forward attentively. “How?”
“Lead. He uses laboratory coats interlined with a film made with lead.”
“Where is he?”
“He couldn’t give me an exact address, of course, but he said he’ll be in Cape 

May by the end of the week and he’ll watch for you there.”
It was good to know that Brad was alive. Overall, Ryan’s response was positive, 

but he was still troubled that Jessica might have been followed. 
“Thank you,” he said. “I don’t want to appear ungrateful, but I’ll have to move at 

once.”
She rose. “Of course. You see, I’m alone now and I had to guess at the best thing 

to do.”
“Coming here was right. I’m grateful to you.” He smiled and walked her to the 

door.
“I won’t call a cab until I’m away from the property,” she said, and gave him a 

quick kiss on the cheek. “Good luck, Ryan.”
When she’d gone, he raced up the stairs to his bedroom and began packing.

—
 

November 5 - Shrudder Campaign Headquarters
Central Block Towers, New York City
Susan Moore cast a somber look over the balcony railing at the huge hall below where 
the decorations were almost completed. No crowds had arrived yet, only the volunteer 
workers from the Green and Libertarian organizations. The crowds would come 
tomorrow, after the election. On the balcony, a few people came and went. The bar had 
only two customers, Susan and Sally Shrudder, the Libertarian-Green Party candidate for 
President of the United States. Sally’s face was youthful, with a small, straight nose 
above generous lips, and her eyes were blue, round and mesmerizing. During the 
campaign, the press had seen only that, her stunning looks. It annoyed Susan that they 
ignored everything else, even the issues. Sally was not quite as tall as Susan, her body’s 
curves were fuller and her face had a softer, more rounded aspect. Tonight, her fair hair 
was drawn behind her head and released in a cascade of tousled curls.



To their right, a huge poster hung from the ceiling. It showed Sally holding a baby 
in her arms. The caption read, Shrudder for your future. Or Hudson, for more of the past! 
On top of the bar, Sally’s face adorned the front of the most popular magazine in the 
country. The caption beside it read, Why the most beautiful politician in America doesn’t 
stand a chance against the mean Hudson machine. 

It was one of the rare assessments made in the press which had come even close 
to reality and one of the few leading magazines which had endorsed Sally. Susan’s 
wounded hand rested in a sling tucked inside her business jacket. The light was low and 
no one was within earshot. With her good hand, Susan picked up her drink and took a sip. 
Sally glanced around to make sure no one was watching, then kissed Susan on the cheek.

Susan frowned. “Be careful.”
“Why? What are they going to do tomorrow, vote against me twice?”
Susan mustered a smile. “The world’s not ending tomorrow. And you wouldn’t 

want to ruin my future career.”
“Ha! If I ruin your career, that might save your hide. He’ll win big and that’ll 

make him more brazen than ever. He’s going to come after you if you stay in politics.”
Susan nodded. “You, too.”
“Time for a career change?”
“I wanted so badly to believe in America the Good. How can he possibly have a 

landslide? What’s the matter with people in this country? Don’t they even care that 
they’re being taxed to death? And then lied to about where the money goes? How can 
they not see?”

“They see what they want to see and they believe what they’re told, just like every 
generation before us. Remember Richard Nixon? Things like that never change. A 
democracy especially has to be on guard against crooks in times of crisis, and if Hudson’s 
not a crook, than neither was Nixon.”

“I’m more upset by this than you are.”
“Maybe. Or maybe not.” Sally grinned and shook her head “The press has 

deconstructed me. I’m no more than a brainless flirt. And the blond jokes. Have you ever 
seen so many blond jokes in the press?”

“Well, some of them were funny.”
“No, they weren’t.” She sighed. “I’m too feminine to get the male vote and too 

sexy to get the women’s vote. I tell them Hudson and his administration haven’t acted in 
anyone’s best interests but their own since he came to power, and are they listening to 
me? No. The men are busy checking my legs and the women are busy checking to see if 
my hair has dark roots.”

“It’s the religious vote that you’ve lost, and that’s a big percentage.”
“The way we’re losing, it’s every group.”
Susan gave Sally’s arm a squeeze. “Well, at least it brought us together.”
The smile came back to Sally’s face. She leaned close against Susan. “Is that a 

hint?” she giggled.
Susan laughed. “Stop. Somebody’ll see us.” 
Sally sat back and looked at the drink between her fingers. “You want power, 

Susan. I think that’s why you came into this campaign.”
Susan’s expression sobered. “Perhaps it is.” Her eyebrows tightened in a small 

frown. “This is a bad time for America. Democratic safeguards we’ve had for centuries 



are crumbling under Hudson’s regime. He’s the one with the power, and he abuses it so 
he can gain even more power.” She gazed down at the bright decorations. “We’ll have to 
warn our families – they won’t be safe in their own country after tomorrow.”

Sally took a slow sip of her drink. “How sad is that?”
“It seems like the end of freedom for America.”

—

November 6 - Talmouth-Hazel Radisson Hotel, Philadelphia
A Salvador Dali painting and a Picasso hung as uncomfortable neighbors on the wall 
opposite a verifier screen that took up an entire wall of Connor’s suite. He stood with his 
back to them and looked at the group of people watching the screen and waiting for 
NCCD, his news station, to declare the election results. The hundred or so guests were 
some of the wealthiest people in the world, as well as some of Hudson’s staunchest 
supporters. A tall young woman with fair hair and finely chiseled features stood beside 
Connor. Her hand rested lightly on his shoulder. “I wonder how much longer,” she said.

Connor looked at his wife. “Anxious to get Eddy to bed?”
Her slender face softened into a smile. “Well, he is a handful tonight.”
“I told you not to let Hanna go home early.”
“Connor, her child’s sick.”
He frowned. “But that’s not our problem. Anyway, where is Eddy?”
“Driving Joseph nuts.”
“Joseph?” He stood up suddenly and peered around the room. “Excuse me,” he 

said and strode through the room, ignoring those around him, to the kitchen. At least 
twenty workers were making hurried last-minute preparations for the celebration. There 
was no sign of Joseph or his son, so he continued toward the back rooms. He heard 
Eddy’s voice coming from the study. “Eddy,” he called, and opened the door into a high-
ceilinged, white-carpeted room. There was no one there. Then a closet door opened and a 
thin, pale man emerged, looking somewhat discomfited.

“Where’s my son?” Connor demanded. 
Before Joseph could answer, Eddy’s head popped out from under his father’s 

rosewood desk. “Daddy, you ruined it. We’re playing hide and seek.” The boy was a tall, 
thin but healthy, eight-year-old. Under his dark blond curls, he had the fine features of his 
mother.

“Eddy, go to your mom.” 
The tone of his father’s voice sent Eddie scurrying out of the room.
Connor turned to Joseph. “I’ve told you before, stay away from my son. Now get 

back to work. I’m depending on you to make sure everything goes without a hitch 
tonight.”

Joseph’s face flushed but he left without a word. Connor returned to the reception. 
Eddy was now at his mother’s side. “Is everything all right?” she asked.

A burst of cheers almost covered the newsman’s voice on the verifier. Connor 
glanced up at the huge face. It was Joshua Ash, a political newscaster Connor had 
personally hired. 

“Everything is fine, my love,” he said to his wife. “I just can’t have Joseph 
distracted tonight. Sorry.”

“But Eddy never gets to see Joseph and he likes him.”



“Yes, Joseph’s always on the road with me.”
Anne Marie kissed Connor’s cheek before she led Eddy away through the crowd 
Monty shook his brother’s hand. “NCCD has called it. They’re the first ones. 

Hudson wins in a landside.”
“Wonderful. I mean, it’s no surprise, but during the last week . . . the way the 

purselo issue kept cropping up, I got a bit uneasy.”
“I hadn’t noticed.”
“Oh, don’t mistake that issue – it’s got legs. More and more funds and effort were 

needed to keep suspicion away from the administration, but we did it and that’s what 
counts.”

“This might be the last free election in America, anyway.”
“I wouldn’t repeat that publicly, Monty.”
“Of course not.”
Connor’s eyes searched the room until they found Joseph, then he raised a 

beckoning hand. Joseph approached and stood waiting. 
“Have Maurice open the bars and get the caterers started. Are they ready?” Joseph 

nodded. “And get Monty and me a drink. I’ll have my regular. What do you want, 
Monty?”

“A dry martini.” 
After Joseph left, Monty said, “Why do you keep him? The man so obviously 

hates you.”
Connor laughed. “So what?” He lowered his voice. “Remember. Screw your 

friends – keep your enemies employed.”
Monty smirked in reply. Anne Marie edged through the crowd behind a tearful 

Eddy who ran to his father. 
“Dad, Mom says I have to go to bed!” The child threw his arms around his 

father’s neck as Connor bent down.
“He has to go. Now.” Anne Marie’s voice was firm.
“Daddy, I love you,” Eddy said urgently. “Make Mommy let me stay up.”
Connor laughed. “Son, I can’t do that.” Eddy began to cry. “Hold on, we can at 

least ask her. Anne Marie, I’m pleading with you to let this poor abused child stay up one 
more hour.”

She shook her head. “No. He’s going to bed. He’s overtired.”
He laughed again. “Off to bed, son.” He gave Eddy a hug and a kiss. “Sleep 

tight.”
Anne Marie led Eddy away.
“You spoil Eddy, you know,” Monty said.
“I just want him to have a happy childhood and a warm home. Not like ours was.”
“Your Anne Marie sees to that.”
“I’m lucky. Now, you’ll have to excuse me.” 
Connor clapped his brother on the shoulder and walked to the center of the room. 

“Ladies and gentlemen,” he said. “I know we’re all Hudson supporters here, so let’s raise 
a glass to our candidate. He’s won, and won big!”

Cheers surrounded him while a succession of waiters carried trays around the 
room, offering crystal flutes of champagne for the toast to President Mark Hudson.

—



November 7 - Concourse,
The Washington Metro Police Force Block
About two hundred yards away, Roger watched Rick Everett walk down the steps at the 
front entrance to Metro Police Headquarters.

“There he is. He’s alone.”
“I see him,” Shirley said. “No lawyers, just a briefcase. That doesn’t look good.”
“God, he looks like a teenager.”
“That’s what they call him, The Teenage Psycho.”
“Baby-faced Psycho,” he corrected her. “Well, let’s just be careful.”
Everett walked towards them. They stood waiting until he stopped in front of 

them.
“Thank you for coming,” Shirley said. “I’m Detective Kidd. This is my partner, 

Roger Dunram.” Without waiting for an acknowledgment, she started walking back to the 
building. “Come this way, please.” 

Roger dropped slightly behind Everett as Shirley led the way through a maze of 
busy corridors, through the offices of Fraud Investigations, the regular detective offices 
and the DNA labs of the main precinct, to her office in Homicide. This was a well 
thought out strategy, from Roger, in the hopes to put Rick Everett off balance.

“Coffee?” Roger asked after Everett sat down.
He shook his head. Roger sat facing him. “Let’s begin, then,” he said. “I wonder 

why it’s taken so long to hold this interview.”
“Detective, you are talking to a man who has been given one of the highest 

security clearances this great country of ours can bestow. I assure you I was detained for 
valid reasons and any delay there might have been did not arise from reluctance on my 
part.”

Roger glanced at Shirley, sitting behind her desk. He’d guessed that the tone of 
the conversation would be confrontational, but he hadn’t expected a salvo of polit-speak 
on the first question.

“We’re a little frustrated by the ISA’s response to our requests,” Shirley said. 
“We need your help before we can pursue other avenues in this murder investigation.”

“I thought it was a missing persons case. In any event, the delay was unavoidable. 
I was not available – not for any reason, nor to anyone except the President himself.” He 
reached over, opened his briefcase and removed a large brown envelope. Carefully, he 
pulled out a photograph of President Hudson and the First Lady, then handed it to Roger. 
Roger checked the time-date on the photo. It was September of this year. He read the 
handwritten inscription from the President, frowned and passed it to Shirley. He leaned 
forward in his chair, watching Everett’s face closely. Was this just going to be 
impossible?

“Someone identified you with Jean Pitney Carter on the night of her 
disappearance,” he said. “Someone else puts you in a hotel room with her. A third 
witness at the hotel has sworn an affidavit that you left alone.”

Everett flushed. “You assume she’s dead.”
“You’re admitting–”
“Nothing! You think I’ve killed a young woman in cold blood? Why would I do 

that?”



“Her name was Jean Pitney Carter. She was an underage street girl.”
“Okay. So a prostitute is missing and you two geniuses want to pin a murder on 

me?” He took back the picture and returned it to his briefcase. “You don’t have a body. 
You don’t have a motive. You’ve got nothing!”

“I wouldn’t call what we’ve got, nothing,” Shirley said.
“You haven’t told us if you knew her,” Roger said.
“To solicit sex with a minor is a felony,” Everett said frowning. “Now, do you 

want my help or not?”
“We want your cooperation,” Shirley said.
“Then send me a dossier on Jean Pitney Carter and I’ll have the agency do a 

nationwide search for her.”
“Would you be willing to take a Cavanaugh test?” Roger asked.
Everett’s eyes flashed with anger. “I’ll send a list of restrictions to your office. I 

will have to take the test without Sodium Pentothal or any drug. ISA lawyers will also 
have to attend if I obtain permission.”

Puzzled by Everett’s willingness to be tested, Roger began tapping his foot, then 
noticed it and sat back. “You need permission to take a lie-detector test?”

“I don’t know who you think you are, but there’s no way on earth you could 
compel me to take a Cavanaugh. Nevertheless, I’m a career professional and I do not 
want to risk criticism in any way for not cooperating fully with a police investigation of a 
missing person.” 

“It’s a murder investigation.”
“We’ll see.” He rose. “Are we through?”
Roger rose. “You’ll take the test, then?”
Everett nodded. “You’ll send me the dossier of Jean Pitney Carter?” Roger 

nodded. “That’s it, then.” He picked up his briefcase and left.
“Phew,” Shirley said when he was gone. “Could you sense it? Fear – he almost 

reeked of fear.”
“Fear? No, that was pure evil.”
Roger stood up and put an arm around Shirley’s shoulder. “Well, now we know 

two things for sure. Jean Pitney Carter is dead and Rick Everett killed her.”
—

November 7 - Clement’s Social Crisis Center, Atlantic City
The room was a small square box with no windows. It had an old couch, a single bed and 
a double bed, and an electric lamp on a sturdy little table. It was six o’clock in the 
evening, and Brad stood in front of the bathroom mirror, looking closely at his reflection. 
He hadn’t shaved since his escape and his beard was thick and bristly. His eyes looked 
tired but his body was in good shape, in spite of losing nearly forty pounds in prison. For 
the first time since his escape, he’d been out of the uncomfortable lab coat for more than 
a few minutes. He’d just soaked in a hot bath and tonight he had clean clothes to wear. 
He pulled his gold chain and crucifix from the soapy water they’d been soaking in, dried 
them and put the chain around his neck. He heard a tap on the door and moved to it 
silently. 

“Al?” he asked softly.
“Yeah, let me in.”



Al Clements was a heavy man with a rounded abdomen, but his weight was 
spread over a good deal of height. His eyes were the kindest Brad had ever seen and they 
were set in a large, wrinkled face, above an ample nose. He held up a plastic takeout box. 

“I brought dinner for you and a bottle of wine for us. Go ahead, you must be 
starved.” He handed Brad the box and poured some wine. “I only have an hour, so talk 
while you eat.”

“I can tell you everything, but not in an hour,” Brad said, filling his mouth.
“You should stay tomorrow.” 
“No, I have to leave.” Brad shoved a chunk of bread in his mouth, which muffled 

his words. “A couple of days ago, I got brave enough to contact Jessica Hartop. Just 
before I phoned here.”

“You knew Bob was dead?”
Brad nodded. “Everybody’s dead. Bob was arrested with us but I lost track of him 

inside. They figured he was a big shot and separated him from the rest of us. Jessica 
promised me she’d get through to an old friend of mine from CATO and I’m to watch for 
him at my next destination. That’s one of the reasons I have to hurry.”

“How’d you ever make it off the prison grounds?”
“It was like a miracle. And we had prison security collars.”
“But they were tracking you. How–”
“Yeah, let me explain. I grabbed a coat in the visitors’ room. It had a couple of 

subway chips in a pocket.”
“No shit!”
“There were a lot of other things that happened, too. I know I was being watched 

over, even on the inside. From the subway, I went straight to River Street and looked up 
our buddy, Dave Talbot. He was at work, and he was all alone. When I got there, Dave 
had this equipment that picks up readings of synchrotron radiation.”

“Like security collar signals?”
“Yeah. So he gave me his lab coat. It’s got a film of lead inside it and the readings 

can’t be picked up when you’ve got it on.”
“I see what you mean.”
“Then he got me identification papers and some cash. He’s a Godsend.”
Al looked puzzled. “Oh . . . you haven’t heard. Gosh, I’m sorry, Brad; Dave’s 

dead. Purselo fever, three days ago. That’s where I was, at his funeral, well, not funeral, 
ceremony – they’re burning the bodies.”

Shocked, Brad put his fork down.
“Sorry. You know, a lot of people up there have gotten it since the prison break.”
“But I don’t have it.”
“I know, but several others made it out of the prison grounds before they got 

picked up. I think more got out than the authorities are letting on.”
“Maybe they traced me there and killed him for helping me.”
“Maybe, maybe not. I think they’ve stopped using purselo to kill their opposition, 

though.”
“That prison doctor was right.”
“What about?”
“She said if we escaped we’d start a plague. And now we have.”



Chapter Fifteen - Europa

November 7 - Lander Five, population 1228
Angry voices came from the aft section of Lander Five. One of them was Ernie’s. Sam 
ducked under a makeshift clothesline and ran toward the area.

“Don’t call me stupid!” Ernie was shouting at Sol Harcourt, the tall black man 
confronting him. 

“Ernie, keep it down,” Sam said in a low voice, placing himself between the two 
men. He looked at Sol. “What is it?”

Sol pointed to a makeshift tent at the stern. “My baby boy’s under that tarp crying 
from hunger. I’m just asking for a few soda crackers or arrowroot cookies or anything at 
all!”

Sam nodded. “Fine.” He looked towards the throng of people in the main holder 
bay. A few heads had turned to look but, for the most part, the antagonists were out of 
their direct line of view.

“Sol, please go back to your family. I’ll bring something over for your boy.” Sam 
placed a comradely hand on the taller man’s arm. “His name’s Mark, right?”

Sol nodded and touched Sam’s shoulder lightly. “Thanks.” He turned to Ernie. 
“Sorry.” Ernie looked away as Sol left. 

“Ernie, let’s get to Summerset without any hard feelings. It’ll be rough enough 
when we land back on Europa, without any bitterness to put behind us.”

“I’m sorry, Sam. There’s lots of hunger and lots of skinny kids, and Sol knows the 
rules. The single food-processing center goes around the clock. Besides, they’ve got the 
nutrition patches to supplement rations.” 

Sam looked back at the main hall. The green leaves of huge potted tropical plants 
provided the only relief from the monotonous grey walls. Groups of people talked among 
themselves or watched their personal monitors. No one was watching him and Ernie now. 
The strung-up blankets, the pieces of enclosed canvas, the hushed voices and the feeling 
of danger made it seem like the refugee camps he’d seen in Texas after the Mexican 
Revolution in 2094. He turned back to Ernie. “The nutrition patches help the adults out, 
but they’re no good that way for the younger children,” he said. “They still feel hungry.”

“I didn’t know that; nobody told me.” Ernie’s face turned noticeably paler. “My 
God, we’ll find something they can eat.”

“It’s not your fault, it’s mine. I took it for granted you knew. Ask a couple of the 
mothers to help you figure out what you can give them and distribute it. Look, Ernie, 
you’re my right-hand man here, and I need all the backup you can give me. For starters, 
you can’t raise your voice to people, even if they call you stupid or if they’re completely 
unreasonable.”

“How can you stay so calm all the time?” 
“Training. Listen to me, Ernie. Aside from Ben’s, we’re the only shuttle with no 

misconduct incidents. John Loeke gave away his radiation suit on Europa-Six and now 
he’s ill. He’s barely able to focus. If we don’t hold it together for everyone, who will? I 
know being in charge of rations is a difficult job and I’m depending on you. We’ve got 
two fusion bursts behind us, but the bad one’s yet to come. We’re seven days down, but 
we’ve got five hard ones to go. We have to stay alert. And remember that everyone’s 
scared and on edge.”



The makeshift kitchens and storeroom were behind Sam. He could smell garlic 
and his empty stomach rumbled. Food preparation went on day and night but there was 
never enough. Provisions were adequate but the facilities were far from equal to the 
situation. “So, for now, I need a couple of cookies,” Sam said with a smile. Ernie nodded. 
“And Ernie, a bottle of wine to every family tonight. Can we cook up that rice and bean 
deal that you did before? You know, with the pita bread?”

“So we can all eat together again?” Sam nodded. “Well, we have the pita ready, 
but the rest is a problem. I was planning it for tomorrow. If we do it tonight, I’ll need 
some help.”

“That’s the ticket. I’ll get you some help. We’ll get the patio lanterns out, and 
let’s all dress up.”

“We’ll have a party.”
“Exactly.” They grinned at each other and shook hands.
“Now, let’s have those cookies for Mark Harcourt and I’ll go and put out that 

fire.”
—

November 10 - Europa-Six, population seven
John Loeke rose at the knock on his door, took a step towards it, then put his hand on the 
desk for support. He was dressed in full uniform and it hung loosely on him. Severe 
weight loss had left him haggard. He called for First Mate Chan Arnhem to let himself in. 
His voice was weak and hoarse. A radiation suit hid most of Chan’s face, but not the 
sympathetic brown eyes that assessed Loeke.

“I brought you a nutrishake,” Chan said. “It was just delivered from Lander Three 
and it’s still cold.”

Loeke took it and sat down slowly. “Stay for a while, Chan.”
Chan took Loeke’s left arm, pushed up the sleeve and attached a wristband. He 

waited for the readings and then released a small syringe of medication into a vein.
“Morphine derivative,” he said.
The Captain looked up and sighed. “Thanks, that’s better.” He sipped his drink 

and pulled down his sleeve, then touched the large screen in front of him. It showed a 
dozen different ship locations that changed at his touch.

“Chan, you’re all set for the last fusion?” His first mate nodded. 
“Good. I see that Roy and Vasc were rummaging around 4118 again. First, the 

radiation down there is higher than in the helm and, second, Helmut’s apartment isn’t to 
be disturbed. There might be evidence there to help the investigation of his murder.”

Chan nodded again. “I’ll talk to them. I don’t know how they find time for any 
rummaging with only seven of us here, running on no sleep. Is everything else okay?”

“I told you I felt the first severe effects of radiation sickness several days ago. 
Now I have it all – fatigue, fever, diarrhea. There’s little time left.”

“We might have done it with six crew.”
“Mouth said ten minimum; it was a miracle we’ve managed with seven. There 

were only six undamaged suits, but no matter. Speaking of Mouth, let’s check in. 
Mouth?”

“Yes, Captain?” The voice sounded far away and the speakers crackled.
“Is the countdown on schedule?”



“Yes.”
Loeke turned back to Chan. “There. You see? Everything’s fine.”
“We’ve been together on three missions, John. Forgive me for being personal, but 

I know how devastating it must have been – the plutonium leak and losing Cally.”
“Nothing has ever affected me so much as Cally’s death. I’d never imagined 

suffering like this.” He sat in silence for a moment, then continued thoughtfully. “My 
goal has been to get everybody back to Europa. The third fusion burst is in a few minutes 
and everything looks fine, but I can’t go on much longer, Chan. The pain is almost 
overwhelming.” He finished the drink and watched the screen. “Cally and I met in high-
school. Did you know that?”

“How did you meet?”
“At a dance. I’d watched her all night. I’d have given anything to dance with her, 

but I couldn’t muster the courage to ask. The night was ending, though, so I had to try. I 
walked up to her, but then I couldn’t say anything. I just stood there like an idiot.

“She giggled and asked me if I’d like to dance. I was so nervous I could hardly 
move my feet.” He coughed and started to choke, but recovered himself. 

“We danced and then she did the most unexpected thing – she kissed me. I was 
amazed, and that one kiss changed everything in my world.”

There was a knock at the door. Roy Croft stuck his head inside. His face was 
almost concealed by mist on the inside of his visor. “Excuse me, Captain, ten minutes to 
go.”

“Thank you, Lieutenant,” Loeke said.
Both men rose. “Chan, go build a better world on Europa.”
Chan nodded. “You won’t need a hand strapping in?”
The Captain shook his head, “No.”
Chan nodded. With a frown of concern, he walked out and closed the door gently 

behind him.
Loeke sat back behind his desk. In a quiet voice, he said, “After the lightning 

flash one is blinded.” He tried to recall who said it, but couldn’t. 
At that moment, he felt as if his life had been so short that it had been a flash of 

lightning. The fusion alarms wailed and the ship shuddered. The ringing of the alarm in 
his ears became muffled and he felt a crushing weight force the air from his lungs. The 
chair was flung back to the wall and he hit his head. Blood gushed over his face. From his 
vest pocket, he took a small yellow pill and swallowed it. A feeling of serenity eased over 
him as his body was forced up to the ceiling. The last thing he saw was the viewer screen. 
It was on an angle. Then the stars blurred into a crash of light.

“Cally,” he said.
–-

November 11 - Lander Six, population 73
Donna Philips looked at Dorrie White and smiled, then her eyes returned to the 
laboratory kit. It was no larger than a pocket verifier. The small room was the only self-
contained, completely private place on the lander-shuttle.

After a minute, Donna muttered, “Good.”
“What?”



“You’ve continued to lower your readings. You’re the lowest so far in this round 
of tests.”

Dorrie smiled. “It’s all the water I’ve been drinking. Four liters a day. So, how are 
your own readings?”

“Everyone’s is down, but the trouble is that the reading for the bulkhead itself is 
increasing.”

“Why?”
Donna shrugged. “I wish I knew, but the faster we get off this shuttle, the better.”
“They said we’ll be in tow for ten days, maybe less. How’s the baby?”
“Everything checked out on Shakker’s ultrasound, but . . . .” She let the thought 

trail off.
“That’s reassuring. But you’ll still have to explain the how, won’t you?”
“Oh, they can’t find that out yet, I’d lose my credibility. And I don’t know what 

Warren’s parents might do. Once we’re settled back in Summerset, we’ll see. When I 
have my hydroponic herbal farm up and running, who cares what anybody thinks?”

“Everyone is saying Sam will quarantine us. How will you manage that?”
Donna put down her pen and closed the laboratory kit. “I think they’ll just put 

restrictions on where we sleep and where we’re housed. He has to do that much. Once 
our readings fall further – well, it’s like anything else, it’ll pass.”

“Well that’s good news. Can I tell the others that?”
“No, not yet.”
“You must be pretty excited. Or are you worried that you won’t be able to carry 

the baby to term?”
“No,” Donna answered. “I always wanted a baby and now . . . well, I am older, 

and the father’s a teenage boy, and it wasn’t planned, and I have this radiation problem . . 
. .” She laughed nervously. “But still, I’m happy. You don’t feel guilty bringing a baby 
into a world like Summerset.”

“You promised me the grisly details about Warren.”
Donna looked at her watch. “Okay. Let’s have tea.” She set a container of water 

to boil. “I heard there was a near mutiny on Lander Two.”
“My gosh! Just imagine; over a thousand people. Seventy-three is bad enough. 

They’re probably feeling sorry for us because we’re last in tow and have all these 
radiation problems, the skin rashes and so on. Thank goodness for the privacy and 
space.”

Donna pressed her lips together, frowned and busied herself preparing the tea. 
Since the radiation leak, stress had begun to show more and more on her face, as it had on 
Dorrie’s. 

“Let me get on with my story.” She poured the tea. “Warren came to the clinic 
one day and I examined him and found nothing wrong. Then several days later, he came 
back. 

“We sat and talked. The chemistry between us was obvious. His presence was . . . 
I don’t know how to describe it . . . compelling, I guess. He started to come to see me 
almost every day.

“Then one time I went into the room and he was standing there naked. He was 
relaxed, with one hand on the bed, one on his hip.”

Dorrie giggled. “Good Lord!”



Donna’s face was grim. “It looks bad, doesn’t it?”
“You were his doctor, he’s underage, his parents are Greek Orthodox . . . . But no, 

go on.”
Donna’s mouth bent grudgingly into a wry grin. “Well, he’d covered the viewer 

with a cloth and he was just standing there, looking at me. His body’s marvelously 
formed for someone so young. He could have posed for Michelangelo. You know, there 
isn’t a single hair on his chest.”

Dorrie giggled again. “You sound smitten.”
“He locked the door and took me in his arms. I’d never felt such a physical 

attraction to anyone.”
“You’re just getting old.”
“No, Dorrie, that’s not it at all. I’m in love – and so is he.”

—

November 12 - Lander Three, population 1023
The crowd gathered around the monitors. Most were smiling with relief, and some were 
singing an old song called, Grace Lasts Forever.

Mii hugged Betty. “One more day! I can’t wait.” They sat on top of Betty’s cases 
and watched the white shiny surface of Europa grow steadily clearer and closer, the 
gargantuan striped Jovian planet in the background. This close, dull orangish patches 
could be discerned on the surface of the ice moon and the giant red spot on Jupiter was 
like a bright swirl.

“Those were the slowest, most dangerous days we’ll ever see.”
“I just hope they save Mouth. Our life will be hard without him.”
“The worst of it was those first hours after the third fusion burst. The Captain’s 

death and then Mouth collapsing.”
“As though he was dying, too.” Betty nodded. Mii looked toward the kitchens at 

the stern. “Look, they’re serving the tea biscuits and juice now. They’re not taking 
stamps today; I’ll go for us before there’s a big lineup.”

She returned in a few minutes, smiling triumphantly, and handed Betty some juice 
and a biscuit. They ate hungrily. Both women had been thin to begin with; by now they 
were gaunt. Mii nodded towards a tall, bare-chested boy passing nearby. He was talking 
animatedly with young Sharon Devhender. “Look at Warren Popodopolous showing off. 
You never see him with a shirt on.”

Betty appraised the youth. “Pretty, though.”
“Yeah, and he knows it.”
“You think that about him, but I wonder what everyone’s thinking about you and 

me.”
“What do you mean?”
“We’ve more or less slept and lived with my locked cases, like a pair of misers.”
“Oh, that. Yeah, they probably think it’s pretty small-minded. They don’t know 

it’s only books and equipment.”
“But I don’t care.” Betty lowered her voice to a whisper. “I’m certain the killer is 

on this lander-shuttle and we’re not going to let her discover where I am in my 
investigation.”



Mii whispered back. “Her? You think the murderer’s a woman?” Betty nodded. 
“When did you figure that out?”

“A while ago. Remember I said Jerry had a partner, and that person caused the 
radiation leak?”

“And you thought it was Helmut.” 
“I did. Then.”
“Have you told anyone else?”
“Under these conditions?”
Mii sighed. “No, I guess not. So?”
“There were two agents from the ISA. One of them was Geoff McNicol. The 

other is the killer, and it’s a woman.”
“I don’t follow you.”
“Jerry and Helmut were Rising Sign agents. And I think Geoff was killed for 

refusing to set off the bomb that would have provoked the recall–”
“But a woman?” Mii’s face was still incredulous.
“Shhh,” Betty said. “Just let me explain my theory. First, the Rising Sign agents 

were placed here by someone high up in Talmouth.”
“Or maybe they weren’t RS at all and were killed for some other reason.”
“What reason?”
“Well, I don’t know. I’m just saying.”
“The Vyra crystal shipment was ordered by the Hudson administration.”
“You’ve been reading too much of the stuff in Jerry’s library. And what about 

Enjo?”
Betty’s dark eyebrows drew into a small frown. “I don’t know yet, but Jerry 

Holmes was certain that the ISA team was a man and a woman. The man’s dead. It’s 
surely a woman.” 

She moved closer to Mii and spoke quietly. “At the time of Helmut’s murder, four 
thousand, seven hundred and seventy-one of us had been truth-audited. That leaves one 
thousand, four hundred and fifty-three left, and six hundred and three are women. You 
see? The odds are shifting in my favor.”

“Six hundred suspects are still a lot.”
Betty shrugged. “It’s better than six thousand.”

—

November 13 - Summerset/Europa
The day was clear and the sky held a thin film of Europa’s wispy oxygen rich ice-fog. 
Two shuttles had already touched down safely, including the radiation-contaminated 
Lander Six, which sat on a makeshift landing pad well away from Summerset. Jane stood 
just inside the largest of the holder bays, Number Nine, and watched Lander Four touch 
down. She glanced at her clipboard. Its population was nine hundred and ninety-four. The 
ordeal was almost at an end. Her atmosphere suit was fully charged, although the 
temperature outside was -145ºC, and probably no more than -20ºC where she stood inside 
the hanger.

“How are you?” Ben said, approaching from behind.



Jane turned and smiled. “I never thought we’d see this moment. I came in on the 
first one, and Six is out of harm’s way.”

“How long’s it taking?”
“It takes about an hour to descend and empty. The crew’s coming with the last 

one. The crew will set Europa-Six into a stable orbit.”
“Europa will have a satellite. That seems a fitting memorial to Loeke and the 

others who died.” Ben adjusted the internal temperature dial on his suit. “I never wanted 
to leave in the first place, and I’m glad we’re back.” 

The outside work crews had hitched Lander Four to the auto-haille and now it 
began its determined crawl towards the walls of Outer Summerset.

“I see your engineers have already started putting the place in order,” she said.
“They’ve worked hard on this; they’re glad to get back to it. And the architects 

have designed an all-new Summerset. When it’s finished, it’ll be astonishing.”
“I guess we’ll need it.” 
The excitement on his face started to fade and she added, quickly, “I mean, you’re 

right. It’s a testament to the resilience of the human spirit.”
He gave her a broad smile. “Where’s Christopher?”
“Kelly and Sharon have the kids.”
“I heard that Sullivan had a rough time keeping order on Lander Two.”
“Yes, that’s what Sharon said. Being a good manager is sometimes difficult for a 

bright-scientist type.”
“They said there were actual scuffles.”
“Well, at least we didn’t have anything like that.”
“Mind you, the people on our lander-shuttle are almost all mining staff, so they’re 

used to being bossed around by me. I heard that Sam held several parties. Can you 
imagine? Parties no less. No fights, no serious complaints, and his lander-shuttle had the 
highest population. He’s a good leader–a genius–Jane.”

She looked away. “We did pretty well. Ben, I know Sam sent me with you just in 
case you weren’t well.” 

“You don’t have to spare my feelings. He sent you with me in case I died.”
She looked back in time to catch a grin on his face. “You’re a natural leader, 

yourself, Ben. I got the chance to do nothing but sleep and play with Christopher, for ten 
days.”

“I didn’t see you much, at that. But everyone said you seemed depressed.” Jane 
watched Lander Four’s progress to its parking spot in one of the motor bays. The 
assessment was true. She was riddled with guilt and it had taken any joy out of her life. 
Ben’s face had turned serious. “Jane, what is it? What’s wrong?”

She looked at him coolly. She always found it slightly annoying that he assumed, 
because he was Sam’s friend, he was also hers. Still, she knew his intentions were good 
and his concern honest. “The murder of Jerry Holmes,” she said softly. “That was the 
start of it. He was a good friend of mine. Then I was sent a disk of Sam with a spragge.”

“What?”
“Yes, your good old buddy, Sam.” She raised her hand to cut off his expression of 

sympathy. “And it’s the other murders, and the recall, the radiation leak, John Loeke’s 
sacrifice of his life, and the seventy-eight people contaminated. Heavens, isn’t that 
enough?”



“Is that why you avoided me on the lander-shuttle – you’re angry with me 
because Sam was with a spragge?”

“You’re his friend, and boys will be boys.”
“I thought you and I were friends, too.” 
Jane hesitated. He gave her a hurt look, then walked away quickly. Her eyes 

followed him. If he was the ISA agent, he hid it well.

Chapter Sixteen - Earth

November 13 - Top Floor, Homeland Security
Federal Justice Block Tower, Washington, D.C.
Don Chilling’s desk was the single most impressive thing in his office. Its top was a long, 
polished rectangle of marble lacquer. When conditions were right, clouds passing above 
the skylight directly overhead appeared to float across the desk’s surface. It was usually 
kept cleared to encourage this effect, but today it was covered with classified reports and 
newspapers. A severe expression had settled on the ISA director’s square, jowled face as 
he concentrated on the paper in his hand. A brisk knock on the door failed to divert his 
attention from the clutter in front of him. Rick Everett pushed the door open and strolled 
casually to the desk. Everett seated himself in the chair directly opposite him. 

“Just a minute.” Chilling continued to read the report in front of him, hiding his 
annoyance over the fact that Everett constantly entered his office without appointments 
and sat always before he was bidden. He finally lifted his head. “The President wants to 
know when the Brad Damile thing will end.”

Everett’s cheeks flushed and he took out a cigarette.
“Don’t smoke in here, please.” Irritation crossed Chilling’s face, but only for a 

second. “They’ll want a scapegoat for this.”
Everett shrugged impatiently. “What is it that’s driving everyone nuts? The 

epidemic will go away. We got them, didn’t we? That’s what everybody wanted.”
Incredulous, Chilling stared at him, then took a breath before he replied. “There’s 

panic throughout New York State and it’s spreading down the East Coast. We can’t keep 
the lid on this much longer.” Exasperated, he swept a blunt hand over his nearly bald 
head. “Have you gone nuts?”

“Brad Damile has found a way to block the readings,” Rick said, ignoring the 
question, “but I’ll get him, don’t worry.”

“The administration is spending a considerable sum to lay the blame on the 
Agorists, especially Rising Sign, but the press is drawing the opposite conclusion.”

“The press? So what?”
“My name keeps coming up, and so does yours.”
“I’m on it, I said. I’ll get him.”
“You do that, or we’ll look like dogshit.” Everett stiffened angrily for a second, 

then bit back his retort. “And if we don’t stop it soon,” Chilling continued, “they’re going 
to set the wolves on us.”

Everett shrugged again. “He’s somewhere near Cape May, but I don’t want to 
spook him with the heavy artillery. Tell the Pres, it’ll be two weeks at the most.”

“Two weeks?”



“Earlier.” Everett rose and strolled out of the room in the same casual way he’d 
entered it.

“For our sakes, I hope you’re right,” Chilling called after him.
Everett kept walking, as if he hadn’t heard.

—

November 13 - Potomac River
Reclamation Project, Washington D.C.
Glen Rossetti was tall, with a full, dark beard, and his brown work uniform was filthy. It 
smelled of swamp water. He stood on the bank of the river, inside a small area 
completely fenced off by a high chain-link fence. The area belonged to a section of the 
Reclamation Project that no one else wanted to work, but he didn’t mind it. The pay was 
good. With a pair of drop-grip pliers, he flipped the grate from a large maintenance hole 
and climbed down an eight-foot ladder. It was damp and smelled moldy. He turned on his 
flashlight, crouched down and crawled into a gloomy recess where he changed the filter 
and emptied several collection baskets into the refuse bags he’d brought with him. He 
shone his light around. The beam picked out a large object tangled against the screen-
shields. He flashed the light directly on it and maneuvered his way closer.

“My God! A girl!”
The body was pale and bloated. Her arms and chest appeared covered with black 

grease marks.
“Bruises,” he whispered. “She’s been beaten to death.”
He made the sign of the cross then raced back up the ladder, reached for his cell 

phone and called the Washington Police Department.
—

November 14 - New York City Emergency Hospital
68th East and York Avenue
With his mother in his arms, Ryan entered the throng of people in the reception area. To 
his surprise, a large black woman immediately rolled a wheelchair to him. The name tag 
on her environmental suit read Doctor Emma Green. 

“This is your mother?” 
He nodded. “Yes, her name is Connie Silone.”
“She has the fever?”
“I don’t know.”
“Could I see her papers, please?”
Ryan lowered his mother into the wheelchair and handed over her documents. 

The doctor glanced at them and then bent over Ryan’s sick mother. Her dark, gray-
streaked hair hung loose and her thin body shivered although the air was warm. She 
appeared barely conscious.

“Can you hear me, Ms. Silone?” Dr. Green said. There was no response. “How 
old is she?”

“Sixty-four.”
“Is this her regular weight?”
“Pretty much. She’s always been slim.”
“Would you push the wheelchair and follow me, please?”



They left the crowds at Admitting and went down a quieter corridor. Dr. Green 
stopped and opened the door to an unoccupied room. 

“I’ll take her from here. You have to be tested. Do you understand?” 
He nodded. “She’ll be okay?”
She pointed to another door. “Wait in there, please. I’ll talk to you as soon as I’ve 

done my tests here. I’ll be a half hour at most.”
Ryan opened the door the doctor had indicated. Again he was surprised to see a 

nurse waiting for him.
“I’m Daisy Chandler,” the young woman said, and smiled at him. “Please put 

your hand on the pad of our little machine.”
Ryan placed his palm on the computerized blood analyzer. He felt a little prick in 

his index finger.
“That’s all. Follow me and I’ll find a safe, sterile room for you. Dr. Green will be 

with you in a couple of minutes.”
She led him to a tiny room that smelled of antiseptic. He sat on the bed, then he 

remembered his mother’s Cocker Spaniel, Trousers. He phoned his mother’s landlord, 
Ms. Ossen, and asked her to look after the dog.

After a few minutes, Dr. Green came in. She no longer wore her environmental 
suit. “You are lucky you didn’t get the fever from your mother.”

“I was afraid she had it, but . . .”
“She has to stay with us until she’s cured. Here’s my card, you can phone either 

number any time. Key in your activation code, follow the instructions, and you’ll receive 
the vital stats. We update the recordings hourly. Your mother is patient 4026, Room 204, 
Emergency Viral Unit, York Wing. It’s all here. You can leave now, Mr. Silone.”

“Not before I see her.”
“I’m sorry; that’s not possible now. It’s forbidden by law and it would be unwise 

in any case. As I said, you were exceedingly luck–your immune system must be good. 
You don’t live with her, do you?”

Ryan did not reply. Instead, he asked, “Will you take a note to her?”
“I’d be happy to do that.”
He scribbled a message and handed it to the doctor. “What chance does my 

mother have?”
The doctor frowned. “It kills both young and old, especially both the youngest 

and the oldest. Your mother is not too old, but we can’t predict recovery.”
“How many does it kill?”
“Sixty-seven percent.” She turned and left.
He blinked back tears, and Brad Damile came to mind. Indirectly, Brad was 

responsible for his mother’s infection – the prison breakout had started the epidemic.
Ryan knew he should be in Cape May, but he couldn’t leave his mother now. “If 

she dies,” he vowed, “the agents responsible for spreading purselo will die too!”
November 15 - Vurlecs Restaurant, Montevale, New Jersey
Elsworth Collins walked through the cosy bar, past a few small, perfectly-groomed 
orange trees, to a reception area with a large fountain in the center. He had four national 
newspapers in a bag in one hand and his briefcase in the other. An impeccably dressed 
young maitre d’ came to meet him. “This way, Mr. Collins.” He led Elsworth to his usual 
table, near the back of the restaurant. “How are you, sir?”



“Where’s your dad, Ken?”
“He’s under the weather, sir. Nothing serious.”
“Good. I’m more tired than hungry tonight, but I’ll have the usual, salad and soup. 

No rush. I need to go through the financial sections, so I’ll have a draft first. I’ve been on 
the go all day.”

The purselo epidemic continued to be the front page story in every paper. He 
didn’t read these articles. He’d heard that the epidemic’s rate of increase had fallen for 
three days straight. It appeared that the fever wasn’t going to overrun the world, after all. 
On the other hand, Europa-Six had missed two transmissions, but thanks to the purselo 
scare the Talmouth Corporation had been able to keep the media coverage subdued. Ken 
brought the beer and some fresh bread.

“I’ll be back with your meal a little later. There’s a gentleman in the bar asking to 
see you. There, by the entrance.”

Elsworth looked over toward the door. “The tall, gangly fellow?” Ken nodded. 
“Send him along.”

A man in a well-tailored coat walked across the room. Silent and expressionless, 
he seated himself in the chair across from Elsworth. He slid a pistol-kouger out of his 
coat, and fired it point blank at Elsworth. From pure reflex, Elsworth threw himself back 
against the seat, but there was no explosion; only a click. The kouger had not fired.

“My God!” Horrified, Elsworth jumped up to make a dash for it.
The gunman held out the weapon, butt first. “See how easy that was?”
Shaking, Elsworth stared at the kouger, then reached out and slid it under the 

papers. He sat back in his seat.
The maitre d’ appeared at his side. “Is everything all right, Mr. Collins?”
Elsworth forced himself to smile. “Everything’s fine, Ken. Just an old friend 

playing a practical joke on me.” He took a minute to compose himself. He noticed an 
intense glitter in the gunman’s eyes and Collins knew it had been no joke. 

“What the hell do you think you’re doing?” he muttered.
“Saving your life.”
“Who are you?”
“Joseph Bauer. I’m Connor Casey’s personal assistant.”
Elsworth eyes widened in surprise. “That’s where I’ve seen you!”
Joseph reached into his pocket, took out a tiny recorder. “Listen,” he said, and 

pressed a button. The recorded voice was matter-of-fact. 

“Is it clear then? An accident or a robbery. The thing mustn’t look like a hit, that 
would compromise me.”

 Elsworth knew the voice – it was Connor Casey. Another voice answered. 

“These people don’t make mistakes, but payment must be made in full within 
forty-eight hours after the work is completed. Otherwise, your safety could be in 
jeopardy.”

Joseph turned off the recorder and slipped it back into his pocket. “You’re the 
subject under discussion, but the deposit hasn’t been paid yet.”



“Damn that sonofabitch! He knows I’m going to stop him from slicing up 
Talmouth. There’s a shareholders’ vote coming up soon; I thought he might try to 
ambush me then.”

“He can’t. Talmouth’s losses are the result of his mistakes and his association 
with Mark Hudson. He can’t get rid of you by accusing you of mismanagement, so he 
intends to remove you the surest way he knows. As I see it, you have a number of 
alternatives. He’s never removed an enemy this way before and he’s nervous. You could 
bargain.

“How the hell can I trust you?” Elsworth asked, perhaps frustrated, maybe 
overwhelmed.

Joseph shrugged. “Normally, he uses blackmail – that’s how he’s got me trapped 
– but you haven’t given him the opportunity. Or you could ask for a transfer to a sub-
banner of Talmouth. But not the Transatlantic Overhead – the Hudson Administration is 
pulling out of that one as soon as Casey finishes unloading Talmouth.”

Elsworth was trying to assess the man. Should he trust him? Then again, how 
much choice did he have?

“If those ideas don’t suit you,” Joseph continued, “there is a more radical 
alternative.”

Elsworth was watching the other man’s eyes carefully, trying to discern either 
honesty or treachery. Joseph’s face remained expressionless. 

“I’ve been after Connor since he destroyed my company,” he continued. “I can 
take care of him for you. For both of us. Once he’s destroyed, Talmouth’s core holding 
company will revert to Surgasa Trust, under Anne Marie Casey’s control. She’s a decent 
person.”

“I’m ashamed to entertain this idea.” Elsworth said, and thought for a while. 
“How much?” he asked.

“Five hundred thousand dollars.”
“For what? Some elaborate trap?”
Joseph reached into his pocket and handed a verifier disk to Elsworth. “It’s date-

confirmed. It’s Connor, talking to Charles Haluka, a go-between for a freelancer from the 
Basalla Syndicate. I’m sure you have the resources to check it out.” He returned 
Elsworth’s measuring look. “I’m ready to move instantly. All you have to do afterwards 
is get me to Uruguay on a Talmouth jet.”

“How did you get this disk?”
“Connor had the meeting in his New York City suite. All it needed was the touch 

of a switch to record it with his own equipment. It’s been a long wait, but now I can see 
the light at the end of the tunnel.”

“Can you contact me tomorrow?”
“We can’t meet again.” He looked at the newspapers on the table. “I see you read 

the Times. That’ll do.” He took out a folded sheet of paper. “These are the instructions. If 
you give the go ahead, I’ll answer with the next set of instructions in the following day’s 
Times. Please have the jet fueled and waiting. I’ll disguise my appearance, but we still 
require a pilot who will be discreet.” 

Joseph rose and offered his hand. Elsworth took it with a firm grip. 
“He deserves to die, Mr. Collins,” Joseph said, in a soft, perfectly rational tone. 

“He’s destroyed many lives, including mine. If you have second thoughts, then so be it. 



In the end I’ll kill him anyway, but I don’t plan to go to jail for it. With the money and 
the jet, I can accomplish it now.”

—

November 16 - Anajuzst Village near Zurich, Switzerland
Book in hand, Susan Moore sat in front of a brick fireplace ablaze with orange flames. 
She turned to watch her son enter the room. On the other side of a small table that held 
two drinks, Sally Shrudder was calmly brushing her hair.

“Chase and I were thinking of going out for a walk,” Chuck said. “Would you like 
to come with us?”

“We were out cross-country skiing early this morning.”
“I’m impressed,” he said. “What are you reading?”
She held the book up.
“The Secret Agent,” he read. “Conrad. That’s ancient.”
“It’s still a masterpiece, but the Nineteenth Century slant on anarchists was pretty 

black-and-white. Like Dostoevsky’s The Devils, where the revolutionaries are no more 
than nihilists. Conrad’s anarchists are crooks and the police are creeps. I know he 
exaggerated to make his point, but it seems one-dimensional now.”

“I already took that lecture at university, Mom. It’s beautiful outside. We’ll see 
you later.” He hurried out.

Sally sat up. “You seem restless, maybe we should go with them.”
“What’s making me restless is the political situation back home – we should be 

there.”
“They haven’t forgotten us yet, they . . . .” Sally stared at her. “Look! You’re 

holding your drink with your bad hand!”
Susan gave a little chuckle. “Well, well. If I’m tough enough to heal so quickly, 

I’m tough enough to go home.”
“Sure, if you have a death wish.”
“I can see to it that the bureaucracy is stripped of its absurd control over the 

market and–”
“Wait, I know this part. ‘’The state must be trimmed away, not as a future 

objective, but now!’ ”
“Funny girl.”
Sally raised her eyebrows and smiled. “You’re going to ask me to help you 

again?”
Susan raised her book and read aloud. 

‘What is it you are after yourself?’
‘A perfect detonator,’ was the peremptory answer.

She gave Sally a pointed look and resumed reading from the page.

‘The terrorist and the policeman both come from the same basket. Revolution, 
legality – counter moves in the same game; forms of idleness at bottom identical.’

She glanced up again to see Sally’s reaction.



‘I’ve the grit to work alone . . . I’ve worked alone for years.’
Ossipon’s face had turned dusky red.
‘At the perfect detonator - eh?’ he sneered, very low.
‘Yes,’ retorted the other.

Susan looked out the window. Huge snowflakes were falling softly on the woods 
outside the chalet. As softly, Sally’s hand came to rest on her own.

Chapter Seventeen - Europa

November 16 - Cold Life Radiation Room, Outer Summerset
Sam slid his kouger out. “Are we ready?” His voice was quiet but urgent. Betty Lim and 
Bob Hamlyn positioned themselves slightly behind him at the door and held their kougers 
pointed upwards, set to drop and fire. Sam lifted a small communication device to his lips 
and whispered into it. “Mouth, unscramble the lock now.”

The lock clicked immediately. Surprised, he cast a warning look at his 
companions. “That was too fast. Mouth, when did you unscramble this?”

“Yesterday at ten hundred hours.” The computer’s answer was barely audible 
through the device.

“Only I can give authorization to unscramble this lock.”
There was a slight hesitation. “Captain Loeke authorized it.”
“Were you monitoring live down here at the time?” He still spoke in a hushed 

voice. 
“No.”
“Mouth, why have you not deleted John Loeke’s authorization codes?”
“I have been prevented from doing so.”
“By who?”
“Jane Nist.”
“Jane?” 
Bob gave a wry smile. “Our murderer got hold of your wife’s codes as well.”
“Has Jane taken the Cavanaugh?” Betty asked. Sam gave her a sharp look. “Oh, I 

didn’t mean that,” she said quickly, “I’m . . .”
He waved a hand at her, dismissing the need for apology. “It’s okay,” he said, 

then whispered into the device. “Mouth, can you confirm that Jane Nist has taken the 
Cavanaugh?”

“I confirm it by live verifier memory.”
“Good. Delete John Loeke’s codes now. What set off the alarms down here?”
“The motion detectors.”
He sighed and lowered his kouger. “Let’s go check it out.”
They entered the room quietly. It was warmer than the hallway and glowed with 

blue electric light. They heard muffled sounds some distance away and crept silently 
towards the source until they spotted the intruders – a young couple, naked and in the 
midst of having intercourse on a blanket laid out on the cement floor.

Sam walked up to them. “What the hell are you doing in here?” he demanded.



The boy jumped away from his partner, a petite Chinese girl. A look of 
embarrassed recognition crossed his face.

“Warren,” Sam said. Both teenagers began to scramble into their clothes. 
Sam spoke sharply. “How did you get in here?”
Warren glanced at Betty, then looked back at Sam. “Could you please put away 

your kougers?”
Sam holstered his gun but the anger remained on his face.
Blushing, the girl pointed to a metal shaft. “We came in through there.” She 

fastened a last button and smoothed her hair with her hands.
Betty put away her weapon and walked over to the shaft. A ladder ran up the 

inside, straight to an open hatch and the surface of Outer Summerset. 
She glanced again at the black-haired girl. “You’re Na Li Chow?” The girl 

nodded. “That hatch was open?”
“There was no lock or sign or anything. We just wanted a place to be alone.”
“That goes up to the park, but it locks from inside,” Sam said. “Bob, care to do 

the honors?”
“Yeah, I’ll go get a flashlight and a secure lock.” He shook his head a couple of 

times as he walked away.
Sam’s eyes caught Na Li’s. “How old are you?” She looked away.
“She’s old enough,” Warren answered.
“Did either of you touch anything?”
They shook their heads. Sam’s eyebrows pulled into a frown as he puzzled about 

the open hatch. 
“You can go,” he said.
He began a methodical search of the equipment. Immediately, he saw that the 

main communication panel had been opened. He picked up the lock from the floor. 
“Damn,” he said. “Somebody has complete access to everything. Even I wouldn’t 

know where to find the key to this.”
“Is something missing?” Bob reappeared with a flashlight in one hand and a 

sizeable padlock in the other.
Sam studied the panel further. “Two laser-chip discs are gone. The kuband is one 

of them.”
“What’s that?” Betty asked.
“It boosts and directs local satellite microwave networks.” 
He put his hand in the panel and counted the levels down from the top. “The 

meridian disc is the other. It activates to help Mouth track the receiver nets between here 
and the Mar’s Mission Station. Without it, transmission to Earth will be impossible.”

“They’ll think we’re dead.”
Sam sighed. “You were right, Betty. We shouldn’t have waited for an alarm 

before we secured this room.”
“I’m sorry. I shouldn’t have said that.”
“And now we find two naked teenagers instead of the murderer!” 
“Maybe the murderer wanted us to find them,” Betty said. “Maybe he or she’s 

teasing us, playing with us, and even laughing at us. And why the kuband?” 
“Someone could do that just to make our lives miserable,” Bob offered.
“Or to slow communications if they were planning something.” Betty added.



“Yes, that’s right,” Sam said. “But planning what?”
—

November 19- Turtle Row, Summerset
Ben strolled into a gradually widening corridor and a flow of warm, humid air. He took 
off his jacket and sweater. The place smelled of marsh and fertilizer, odors that came 
from manmade pools and the muddy, rocky area where Martha was feeding the turtles.

“Hello, my love,” he called.
Martha turned and walked towards him, stepping gingerly to avoid slipping on the 

mud. “I didn’t see you come in,” she said, and held her face up for a kiss. “Ben, you look 
awfully tired. And it’s only been six days since we got back.”

“I’ll go to bed early tonight. All the mining and engineering people and all 
Sullivan’s non-essential staff are working full-time on the renovation, so you can guess 
what it’s like. Plus, the break we’re getting with the temperature won’t last.”

Martha sighed. “I don’t care about all that. I see how much you’re doing. You 
don’t have to do it alone, Ben.”

“I’ll stop tonight.” He met her eyes. “Right now.” He took out his phone and 
turned it off.

“I’ll take that.”
He passed it to her. “See? I’m cooperating completely.” 
When she didn’t return his smile, he added, “I’ll stay the night and sleep in 

tomorrow morning.” Relenting, she nodded. “It looks like they’re finished down here,” 
he said.

“Everybody says I got special treatment.”
He hugged her and then took her head in his hands, his fingers full of her soft, fair 

hair. “They can see the obvious.”
“You admit favoritism?”
He looked behind her at the twenty-five hydroponic seedling ponds. The 

engineers had already doubled the water capacity of Turtle Row; soon it would be tripled. 
On Europa, water was no problem, nor oxygen, nor dirt. In fact mining the ice-ridges for 
dirt and mineral deposits was the easiest mining on Europa – only heat was a concern. 
Two teenage girls were working on the pools from the crosswalk bridges. 

“I’ll tell you a secret. Everyone’s happy to be back, but now we make it or perish. 
Hell, at this rate of production we’ll have Turtle Row connected to the gardens in two 
weeks. I’ve never seen everybody work so hard.”

“Where’s the park going to be?”
“It’s staying right where it is now. I showed Sam my plans for the orchard. We 

start on it tomorrow.”
“What happens when all the mega-projects are done and everyone realizes that 

we’re safe, that we have plenty of food and fuel and everything else we need – and that 
we’re marooned?”

“Then we’ll be miserable.”
She smiled at him fondly. “You and Sam are like a couple of mad scientists 

rushing to complete an experiment that can only end in doom.”
He laughed. “Love, I have to admit Sam’s right – you say the damnedest things.”

—



November 19 - Betty Lim’s Temporary Quarters, Summerset
Betty was angry. “Tell me again what he said!”

Mii sat across from her, on a small couch. “He said he wouldn’t deal with it any 
more, that there was too much work to do, and that the investigation was over.”

Betty rose and stepped carefully around the clutter on the floor. “I can tell you it’s 
not over!” She looked around, searching for something.

“I can see his point,” Mii said. “Maybe it is time to put it behind us.”
“Since I’ve come back, everything seems changed.” Betty plucked a file from a 

box on the floor beside her desk. “There it is.” She looked through the file. “Remember I 
told you I’d reduced the number of suspects?” Mii nodded. “I’ve reduced the number 
again. I had Mouth provide alibis with live verifier memory for everyone who could be 
accounted for at the time of each murder: Jerry, Enjo, and Helmut.”

“That was a good idea.”
“It was a big list, five hundred and seventy-three. Forty-eight had been checked 

out on the larger list and that reduced it to five hundred and twenty-five, then I repeated 
the procedure for the thief of the clip-disks, and that reduced the possible suspects to four 
hundred and eighty-nine.”

“What you’re doing is dangerous.” Concern colored Mii’s voice.
“Don’t worry,” Betty said, and returned to her seat. “I take a kouger with me 

everywhere. There’s a murderer among us, it’s a woman, and she’s going to kill again if I 
don’t find her.”

“It’ll be safer when we all get our new quarters.”
Betty’s face broke into a wide smile. “I can’t wait! They’re going to be eleven 

hundred square meters – a mansion!”
Mii smiled softly in response. “Nien Chow told me Sharon Devhender comes 

over every day with lunch.”
“That started several days ago. Sam put the Jukebox staff up to it. You know, Get 

the poor girl a hot lunch. ” Mii smiled again. “Sharon has it bad for Ernie,” Betty said. 
“That’s all she talks about.”

“When I was her age, I fell for an older man.” Mii’s eyes gazed into the past. “But 
he was married,” she said with a rueful shrug.

Betty turned to the file and began to look through it, focusing on the lists.
Mii rose. “I’ll come tomorrow morning. I have to run.”
Betty put the file down and followed Mii to the door.
“Don’t mention anything to Sam about the gun,” she said.

—

November 20 - Temporary Medical Clinic
When Jane walked into the doctor’s office, she was surprised to see Donna Philip 
standing beside her desk, wearing a low-cut black dress, with the top button 
provocatively unfastened. Disappointment flitted across her face when she saw Jane.

“What’s wrong?” Jane said.
“I was expecting someone else. I’m sorry.”
“Sam asked me to pick up the radiation stats.”
“Of course, I forgot he wanted them today.”



“He wants to be in a position to end the quarantine.”
“Tell him the results couldn’t be better.” She lifted a disk and a file folder from 

her desk and handed them to Jane.
“That’s great. Thanks. Bye.”
Jane started to open the door just as someone knocked. She pulled it open and 

came face to face with Warren Popodopolous.
Looking confused, Warren averted his eyes and said nothing.
Jane passed him. “Excuse me,” she said.
She looked back over her shoulder as the door was closing and saw Warren and 

Donna embrace.
“How absurd,” she thought, then stood there for a moment, wondering about the 

implications. “There’s something suspicious there. I wonder . . . could Donna be the 
one?” She walked away, thinking it over. 

“On the other hand,” she offered, “maybe she’s just gone nuts.”

Chapter Eighteen - Earth

November 20 - 51st District Police Headquarters, Washington
Shirley Kidd turned off the inter-precinct channels and sat down behind her desk. Facing 
her was Jean Pitney’s father. He was a small, plain man with thinning hair and small 
brown eyes set in a shapeless, sagging face. Except for the brightness of his eyes and the 
intense scrutiny they gave her, his appearance was so unremarkable she would have 
found it difficult to write up his description.

She leaned forward and placed her forearms on the desk. Its surface was clear 
except for a single, unlabeled file folder and a pencil. “What can I do for you, Mr. 
Carter?”

“I was informed yesterday that Jean’s case is going to be changed to inactive 
status. I wanted to protest that decision in person.”

“I sympathize with you, Mr. Carter, but Detective Dunram and I see little hope of 
progress without some shift in the government’s current position.”

“What do you mean by that?” He glared at her accusingly.
“Nothing. It was just an opinion.” She turned and looked behind her to make sure 

the public verifier was dated and timed correctly. “Mr. Carter, can I ask where you’ve 
been all these months?”

He shrugged off the question. “What does that matter?”
“Your wife was in contact with us daily. She worked with us.”
He looked down and shook his head slowly, sighed and looked back at Shirley. “I 

was hoping you were wrong and Jean would show up. In denial, I guess. But then they 
found her body and I fell apart.” Tears welled into his eyes. “Like I told you on the 
phone, I had a breakdown. Jeannie was everything to me.”

Shirley’s expression softened. “I’m sorry for your loss.” She waited until he was 
composed, then said, “Mr. Carter, our prime suspect is a man who was with Jean the 
night she disappeared. A live verifier-record confirms they were both in the Hilton Hotel 
and that he left alone. I can tell you that there are no other suspects.” He started to say 
something, but she interrupted him. “We’re confident that eventually he’ll be brought to 
justice.” She realized her voice didn’t sound convincing.



Carter jumped to his feet. “My daughter, a beautiful young girl, was brutally 
beaten to death, and for some reason–”

“Please, Mr. Carter. Please sit down.” Shirley waited until he calmed himself. 
“There’s a question of national security.”

“Why?”
“The person we suspect has citations from the very top.”
“The White House?”
She toyed absently with the pencil. “I’m not in a position to confirm that. 

However, we believe that the suspect cannot be charged at the present time.”
“Are you saying he’s ISA?”
She shrugged. “All I can tell you is that the suspect is a person with special 

privileges. Now, if there’s nothing else, I have–”
“But my ex-wife says the evidence is overwhelming!”
She rose. “Unfortunately, that depends on the perspective. To your wife, it’s 

overwhelming. I may agree with her, Roger may as well, but there are others who don’t.” 
She offered her hand. “Good luck to you, Mr. Carter.”

He got to his feet, shook her hand and walked out of the room hesitantly, as if he 
wasn’t ready to leave. Shirley turned off the verifier and followed him out. She closed the 
door behind her, then strolled casually to a nearby coffee maker. It was set up behind a 
partition just high enough to hide her from view, but, by craning her neck a bit, she was 
still able to keep her eyes on her office door while she keyed in her selection. In less than 
a minute, Lance Carter reappeared in front of her office, looked up and down the hallway, 
then slipped inside. He came back out almost immediately and closed the door behind 
him. He closed it too quickly and it made a slight slam. He rushed down the hallway 
toward the front lobby of the precinct.

“Now, what would you be hurrying off with, Mr. Carter?” Shirley murmured as 
she returned to her office. The pencil still lay on the desk, but the file was gone. She 
gathered up her things, locked her office and headed to the sub-basement parking lot. She 
reached into her purse and pulled out the black security card, then jumped into the front 
seat of Roger’s cruiser and turned the key. A spectacular eruption of flame and black 
smoke enshrouded the car and consumed it in the second before a massive explosion 
blew a smoking hole, some six meters in diameter into the concrete floor.

—

November 21-The residence of Rhonda and Fred Stoker
Cape May, New Jersey
Brad pushed aside a plate of untouched pasta that had grown cold. He had no idea how 
long he’d been sitting there. A dark, hand-carved wooden crucifix hung on the wall 
opposite him. The light was low and a pop tune drifted softly out of the spare bedroom 
where he’d stayed for the last few days. His bag was ready by the door, but he didn’t 
know where to go. If only Ryan had come – he’d know what to do. In the five days Brad 
had been here, ten new cases of purselo had been reported. He had been in contact with 
nearly all of those stricken and today Rhonda Stoker, his girlfriend’s sister, had been 
hospitalized with the fever. It was then that he finally realized he was a purselo carrier. 
He knew now that he was responsible for the death of Dave Talbot, the friend who saved 
him after the prison breakout. He wondered if Al Clements was still alive. 



Brad lowered his head and prayed silently, “Dear Jesus, help me to do your will. 
Since I escaped, I’ve submitted to your plan, but it seems now that you have used me as 
an instrument of my own punishment. I’m lost. Help me, please.” He was weary of the 
lab coats, weary of being on the run. Tomorrow, Lianne was due to arrive in Cape May, 
but he wouldn’t be able to see her. He looked at the crucifix and whispered, “Please, 
Jesus, tell me what to do.”

Without warning, his hair was grabbed and his head yanked back. The barrel of a 
kouger smashed into his face, the gun fired and the pellet broke his front teeth with an 
eerie crunching sound. Part of his brain splashed over the floor behind him and his head 
was pushed forward onto the table where blood slowly pooled around it.

Ryan saw the police cruisers when he turned the corner a hour later. He moved 
into the evening shadows at the edge of a group of pines and barren maples, and waited. 
After the cruisers left, a lanky blond man came out and locked the porch shutters. He 
guessed it was Rhonda’s husband. He crossed the street, one hand in his coat pocket and 
a finger on the trigger of his kouger, and stopped at the fence. “Excuse me, are you Fred 
Stoker?”

The man walked slowly across the yard to the fence. He regarded Ryan warily. 
“Are you a reporter?” 

“No, I’m a friend of Brad Damile.”
“Are you Rising Sign?”
“I’m an associate of Brad’s,” he said. His right hand remained curled around the 

butt of the pistol while he searched the other man’s face. His left hand reached into his 
jacket and extracted a photograph. He held it out. The picture showed him sitting beside 
Brad, in front of a large Human Rights Convention banner, wearing a broad smile, each 
had an arm around the other and a glass of beer held up in a salute to the photographer.

“That was taken thirteen years ago,” he said. “We’ve known each other a long 
time.”

Fred Stoker looked carefully at the picture, then nodded. “Looks genuine,” he 
said, and handed it back.

“I knew they were out to kill him and I wanted to help him. I knew he was in 
Cape May, but I couldn’t trace his exact location. I’ve been here for three days, trying to 
find him, but . . . . ”

“He didn’t go out at all, lately.” Fred’s shoulders lifted in a fatalistic shrug. “They 
say everything happens for a reason.” 

“Brad certainly would have believed that.”
“Did you know how he got away from them?” Fred didn’t wait for Ryan to reply. 

“X-ray protection. Lead – that does it.” His gaze drifted off for a while, then he added, 
“But I guess he didn’t get away from them after all.”

“Have they ruled it a suicide?”
Fred nodded. “I found his body. It looked like it.”
Ryan shook his head. “No. Brad was a devout believer. To him, suicide would 

endanger his immortal soul.” His hand loosened from the kouger. “Some bystanders said 
his things were packed. Is that true?”



“Yes, but what does that prove? Maybe he realized he had no place to go. 
Besides, if it was the agency, how did they find him?”

“When was your wife’s fever reported?” 
Fred looked startled. “When she was hospitalized this morning.”
“Brad didn’t know it, but he was a carrier. They followed a trail of purselo deaths. 

So far as I’ve been able to trace them, it looks like he infected every Rising Sign contact 
he made.” 

“Rhonda’s infected because we helped him?”
“If he’d known, I’m sure that he never would have come here.”

—

November 25 - Oval Office, The White House
A pot of coffee sat untouched on its tray on the President’s desk. He looked at the verifier 
screen and stifled a yawn. Even at seven in the morning, several people were waiting to 
see him. Among them was Dr. George Johnston. A renowned expert in the prevention of 
infectious diseases, Johnston had recently been appointed by the government to direct 
efforts to contain the purselo epidemic. Hudson moved aside the pile of documents facing 
him just as Gail Molloy entered from a door to his right. She was a tall, elegant woman 
and she spoke with a trace of formality and deference.

“Mr. President, we’re ready for your meeting with Dr. Johnston.”
He smiled at her. “What are you doing here?”
“Jeff Den is away today because of a family emergency.”
“Oh? What is it?”
“His father has been hospitalized with purselo.”
Hudson’s expression sobered. “Please send flowers and a card from Berscha and 

me, and make sure Jeff’s given another assignment until this is over.”
“Of course, Mr. President.”
“I have some time later this afternoon,” he said, “if you can spare a while.”
She nodded with a smile. “Shall I show Dr. Johnston in?”
“Is he alone?” 
She nodded again. “Yes, sir,” and ushered in a stocky but dignified man with a 

receding hairline and a stern expression. 
The President stood and held out his hand. “Good God, George,” he said. “Look 

at the gray in your hair. You’re aging faster than I am.”
The doctor’s expression didn’t change. He shook the proffered hand then held out 

a file folder stamped, Official State Documents – Clearance is Necessary to View.
“Here are the statistics as of midnight.”
“Please sit down, George. Are the figures good or bad?”
“The official report is five thousand, two hundred and sixty-one deaths out of 

eight thousand, six hundred and forty-five citizens affected. Purselo has spread to all the 
regions of the country.” 

“It’s still contained primarily in the Northeast. Let’s not lose focus.”
Johnston glowered at the President, but kept his voice calm. “The figures, the 

rates of incidence, and the overall cost, are large – even if the rates aren’t quite what we 
predicted.”



“The rates are down? Excellent! George, how long will it take to put this behind 
us?”

Johnston stood up abruptly. “Mr. President! We won’t be able to put this behind 
us for a long time! Even with the additional money and help that I must have 
immediately!”

Hudson gave him a cold look. “I’ll see what I can do about that. In the meantime, 
we have to tell the press something, don’t we?”

The doctor pressed his lips together tightly. He took a deep breath before he 
replied, in a monotone, “The rate of increase has fallen.”

President Hudson rose, smiling, and placed a hand on his shoulder. “That’s the 
spirit, George. Let’s go out and tell them the great news.”

—
 

November 30 - Talmouth Hotel Eclipse, Washington, D.C.
A low, pulsing beep awoke Joseph Bauer at four in the morning. He struggled out of a 
heavy sleep, sat up and swung his legs to the floor. Leaning forward, he felt for the bag at 
the side of the bed, pulled it to him in the dark, reached inside and pulled out a loaded 
kouger. He placed the weapon carefully on the dresser and felt for the clothes that lay 
waiting on a chair. For the first time in years, he dressed in blue jeans and a sweat shirt. 
He slipped his feet into running shoes, retrieved the kouger and walked silently to the 
door across the hall, where he stood and listened until he heard light, regular snores. This 
was a large suite, but only he and Connor Casey were here tonight, as happened 
frequently when Connor met with his Washington cronies.

He opened the door gently. A trace of light showed the shapeless outline of 
Connor’s large body. He was sleeping soundly, face up, with his mouth open. Joseph 
moved to the bed, lifted the kouger to Connor’s temple and turned his head away as he 
fired. The sound was no more than a pop, but blood spurted across the pillowcase. Joseph 
backed away slowly and let the gun drop near the door. He closed it behind him, gathered 
his things and left.

—

The first thing Roger Dunram saw the following morning when he walked into 
the foyer of Connor Casey’s suite, was his old police partner, Jack Turgot. Jack was a 
sturdy fifty-five-year-old with short wiry gray hair and a permanent expression of 
watchful cynicism. “Hello, Roger. Welcome back.” He greeted Roger with a quick bear 
hug. “I haven’t seen you since the funeral. How are you holding up?” Roger shrugged 
and walked across the terrazzo floor toward the living area, which was dominated by a 
huge portrait of Connor and his family. “They say that Shirley’s hit was meant for both of 
you,” Jack said quietly, behind him.

Roger frowned. “Why are you bringing that up now?”
“The way they fooled all the precinct security devices, I thought you’d be keeping 

a low profile.”
“What the hell are you talking about?”
“I thought you knew. The Feds are on this case. We were just asked to watch until 

they arrived. Your buddy’s in charge of the whole thing.”
“What buddy?”



“Rick Everett.”
“He’s coming here?”
Jack nodded. “He should be along soon.”
Roger thought for a minute. “Tell me how Connor died.”
“He took a shot in the right temple and died instantly. He was on a sleep-over. 

The only one here with him was his personal assistant, Joseph Bauer, and he’s nowhere 
to be found.” They walked into the bedroom. “The gun was found here.” Jack pointed to 
a marked spot on the floor.

They stood in front of the large bed where Connor Casey still lay. The elegant 
serenity of the room seemed unaffected by the murder. Connor’s body was still covered 
by a thick, ivory silk duvet, and only the blood-soaked pillowcase betrayed anything 
amiss.

“Did you check out the weapon?”
“Oh, yeah. It’s generic.”
“Who found the body?”
“A maid.”
“It looks pretty obvious that their man is Joseph Bauer.”
“That’s what I say.”
“Good. So we’re off the case?”
Jack nodded. “It looks like it.”
“Well then, I think I’ll leave, if you don’t mind. I’d just as soon not see our baby-

faced psycho.”
“Too late,” Jack muttered.
Roger turned to see Rick Everett standing in the bedroom doorway, staring at him 

with open contempt. 
Everett adjusted his sunglasses. “Good morning, gentlemen,” he said, and walked 

toward them with his hands in his pockets and more than the hint of a sneer on his face. 
“Nice day.”

“Not if you’re Connor Casey,” Roger said.
“Sorry to hear about your partner. What was her name?’
“You know what her name was.”
Jack took a step closer. “They say, what goes around comes around.”
“I’ll try to remember that. Why don’t you tell me what you’ve got so I won’t take 

up too much of your time?”
Jack lowered his voice. “Why don’t you tell us why the ISA is interested in a 

straightforward homicide?”
“Connor Casey was one of the President’s biggest financial backers. We think it 

was a political hit by the Rising Sign.”
“Not likely,” Roger said.
“Why not?” Everett’s expression was skeptical and his tone condescending.
“Because it looks like Connor’s personal assistant did it.”
“No, this was a professional hit.”
“How would you know that?”
“The Rising Sign had Mr. Casey under surveillance. Remember, they’re terrorists. 

They knew there were just two people here last night. Three professional assassins 
working together arrived at . . . when was the murder committed?”



“Four in the morning,” Jack said rolling his eyes.
“Arrived at four in the morning. They subdued Joseph, killed Mr. Casey, and left 

the gun so it would appear that Joseph did it.” He paused and gave them an amused and 
superior smile. “Now, guess who supports the Rising Sign and reaps huge benefits from 
Connor Casey’s death.” Roger and Jack shrugged. “Why, Elsworth Collins does. Why 
would Joseph Bauer, a trusted employee for twenty years, kill his boss? All he gets is 
unemployment. No, saying the servant acted alone is like saying Lee Harvey Oswald 
acted alone. See what I’m saying?” He smiled and adjusted his glasses again. 

Roger looked down at the polished floor. “That’s insane.”
Everett laughed contemptuously. “The question is always, who’ll benefit most 

from a murder? Remember, follow the money.”
Jack shook his head with open incredulity.
“It can only be one person,” Everett continued, “Elsworth Collins.”
“Who benefits if the ISA pins Connor Casey’s death on Elsworth Collins?” Roger 

asked in an accusatory tone.
Everett smiled and leaned forward. “You figure it out,” he whispered.
“I already have. Elsworth Collins is one of Hudson’s chief adversaries in the 

business community.”
—

 
December 2 - Maxell-Wren Block Tower, New York City
Alison Brooker sat next to Ryan in the coffee shop across the street from 

Ferguson’s Funeral Home of Manhattan. Her chestnut hair was cropped to curve just 
below her ears, her unblemished skin was creamy olive, her dark eyes shone with 
youthful vigor under improbably long eyelashes, and her black dress looked more 
seductive than funereal, in spite of its modest cut. They were reading the front page of the 
New York Times, which lay open in front of them.

“Did you read what Ian Cole said?” Alison spoke in a soft, husky voice with a 
trace of a British accent.

“No, I was reading about the disappearance of Europa-Six.” He pointed to a front 
page headline, World’s Biggest Space Ship Silent for Over Three Weeks – All Now 
Feared Dead! What did Ian Cole say?”

“That Brad Damile threatened Dr. Joan Welsley, that he was unconcerned about 
starting a plague in New York City, and said people who voted for Hudson deserved it.”

“Ian Cole is a bloody fool! I mean, I’m sorry for him and all, being illegally 
imprisoned, getting purselo, and suffering the lost of so many of his friends, but he 
should know better. All the time that we’ve spent struggling for recognition, only to have 
this kind of publicity. I wonder if somebody paid him off.”

“Did you notice that man in the corner?”
“I think he’s clean. He was here before we arrived, but he does fit the bill.”
“I wonder how many people will come?”
“I don’t know. We’re a big family and Mom had lots of friends. I think the fact 

that she died sixteen days ago makes a difference, though.”
“Everybody knows you didn’t receive her ashes until now. And people in this city 

are aware and concerned – a lot of them are going through the same thing, too.”
“Yes, they are. And eventually somebody’s going to pay.”



“This reporter, Vanier, seems to know more than he’s saying.”
Ryan read aloud from the article,

 December 2, 2110 – David Vanier – NEW YORK CITY 
Dr. Joan Welsley, the doctor who allegedly assisted the escape of Rising Sign 

members from New York City Penitentiary, today joined one of those members, Ian 
Cole, in a joint press conference outside the City Court complex in downtown Manhattan.

A committee investigating what is being referred to as the Brad Damile Affair is 
considering extending an invitation to Dr. Welsley and Mr. Cole. Social Democratic 
House Member Michael Drearden issued a statement yesterday saying that the committee 
wishes to hear from all surviving members of the purselo epidemic at New York City 
Penitentiary, and especially the mysterious ‘Man from Mombasa,’ now suspected as an 
original carrier, who has since disappeared.

Today Dr. Welsley stated that she is under Bureau investigation for helping 
Rising Sign members escape although she was aware they were infected with the purselo 
virus. In a subsequent private interview, Dr. Welsley made the following statement to this 
reporter: 

‘Think of the absurdity of it. What doctor employed by the city, knowing of the 
possibility of numerous deaths, would do that except at the point of a gun? The ISA 
statements aren’t logical, and it’s up to you people working in the press to find the truth. 
It’s there, if you dig. For instance, why were the captured Rising Sign agents all crowded 
together in unsanitary conditions for days before the suspected carriers were introduced 
into their midst? Why is there no record of these infected prisoners? The staff, the guards, 
the prisoners; they all saw them.’

Former prisoner Ian Cole, who stated he has now left the Rising Sign, is 
undergoing treatment for leukemia. Thin and haggard, he told the enthusiastic crowd of 
well-wishers that Dr. Welsley had saved his life and had, at the time of the prison break, 
pleaded with Brad Damile not to leave the prison grounds.’

“Maybe I should dust off one of my aliases and visit this David Vanier.”
Alison took his hand. “The ceremony’s going to start soon. Come, you should say 

a few words.”
Ryan looked at his watch, sat thinking for a minute, then pressed her hand. “It’ll 

be brief. I’m not in the mood to speak right now. I have more of a mind to act.”

Chapter Nineteen - Europa

December 5 - The Jukebox, Summerset
Holding Christopher by the hand, Jane stopped at the entrance to the restaurant. The 
bustle of activity surprised her, even though no one sat at the tables and only a handful of 
customers waited in line at the takeout counter. Arms loaded with box lunches, most of 
Ernie’s junior staff rushed back and forth from the side exit to the cluster of tables shoved 



together in the center of the room, while the others laughed and teased each other as they 
hovered in wait, ready to grab the boxes and deliver them to more senior staff for 
distribution. They spotted Christopher and called or waved to him. A few made funny 
faces, which the child seemed to find intriguing. The lineup moved quickly. In a few 
minutes, Jane stood in front of Ernie and handed him her family’s ticket. Ernie squeezed 
his way between two tables and hugged her. 

“You look wonderful,” he said, then bent down and kissed Christopher’s cheek. 
Christopher smiled and sneezed.

“Is he catching a cold?”
“No, it’s just a sniffle,” Jane answered, wiping the boy’s nose with a tissue.
Ernie gathered up her lunch boxes and walked along toward the entrance. “Is 

everything okay?” he asked.
Jane saw the concern on his face. For a passing moment, she regretted her 

decision to distance herself from Sam’s friends. “What you’re doing is wonderful, Ernie,” 
she said. “Sam’s lucky to have you as a friend. I used to have a friend like that, too.” She 
realized Ernie would probably think she meant Sam, not Jerry Holmes, but it didn’t 
matter. “The free hot lunch program makes Sam pretty popular,” she added.

“Yes, I’ve finally done something right.”
“Of course you have. You’ve done a wonderful job, Ernie.” She put the boxes in a 

basket at the bottom of Christopher’s stroller and held the boy’s hand up to wave 
goodbye, then made her way down the newly widened concourse. Construction was 
finished in this area and crews were installing giant potted plants–most of them almond, 
walnut, pecan, and hickory trees–and decorative overlays–much of it gilded and hand-
crafted border-friezes. She heard her name called and turned to see Ben coming towards 
her. He was thinner since his heart attack, but he looked healthy and trim. 

“Can we talk?” he asked, as he removed his hard hat and tucked a handful of 
folders under his arm. She nodded. “What do you think of the place?” he asked and bent 
to greet Christopher.

“It’s magnificent. The orchard will be fabulous. The people of Summerset owe 
you so much.”

He reclaimed his fingers from Christopher’s grip and gave Jane a serious look. 
“How are you and Sam doing?” She shrugged. “It didn’t go well the last time we talked, 
but I . . . I’ve been wondering about the disk you mentioned then.” She raised her 
eyebrows in surprise. “I mean, who would do a thing like that,” he added quickly, 
“except the person who did the killings? Maybe Sam is getting too close to the truth. Or 
maybe the murderer is an ISA agent and thought you were Rising Sign.”

She felt the blood start to leave her face. Ben knew. She bent down and adjusted 
Christopher’s safety strap. Her hair tumbled in front of her face.

“The disk came to me anonymously,” she said, with a low voice and worked at 
the strap until her expression was under control. She straightened up and brushed her hair 
back with one hand.

“I understand, and in that sense it’s not much help, but it might be valuable to 
Betty Lim.” He paused. “She’s discreet, Jane. And, after all, that’s the reason Enjo was 
killed, isn’t it? To keep her from telling who got her to compromise Sam.”

“Sam said that, too.”



Ben handed her the folders. “These are the final blueprints. Sam wanted them for 
tonight.” He took a step back as if to leave, then hesitated. “We’re close to the end,” he 
said. Jane looked down at Christopher, with the thought that Ben’s words were more 
ominous than he realized. “I’ve never meant to be other than a friend to you, Jane,” he 
said. “I hope you know that.”

She didn’t answer for a minute. “All right, Ben,” she said, finally. “I’ll get the 
disk to Betty and we’ll see if it helps her.”

“Look, if it would make it easier for you, I could deliver it to her.” 
“No, I can do it, but thanks for the offer.” 
He nodded, turned away and walked back to where Omar Butera was talking to 

one of the painters. Jane watched him for a while, wondering why he asked for the disk, 
and why he would even mention the subject to her. A possible answer crossed her mind 
and she shook her head, then frowned thoughtfully as she reached down to stop 
Christopher from pulling off his shoe.

“No, that’s silly,” she murmured to the child, “Ben couldn’t be the ISA agent, 
could he, honey?” Her words sounded playful, but the frown still clung to her face.

—

December 7 - The Jukebox
Most of the lights were off in the restaurant and Ernie sat alone with a tattered paperback 
in front of him. He yawned and rubbed his eyes, then closed the book and looked up at 
the weather monitor above the bar. It showed little wind, a Jupiter night sky, and a 
temperature of -167 ̊C outside Summerset.

Cheryl’s bantering voice came from the doorway. “There’s the birdbrain.” She 
walked towards him. “What are you reading?”

“Mildred Pierce; an old novel from the mid-nineteen hundreds. It was a potboiler 
at the time, but it’s precious now.”

“So’s any book,” she said. She sat in the chair across from him. “You look like 
hell.” 

“I’ve been trying to work up the energy to do the tour around the new improved 
Summerset. I think everyone but me has seen it. You’re looking well. How’s the baby?”

“Fine. Sleeping his little head off, thank goodness.” She looked directly at him 
while a teasing smile hovered around her mouth. “Ernie, I’ve come bearing gossip about 
you.”

“Me? Really?”
“I picked a bad night to come. You’re tired.”
He shook his head, “No, I’m just coming down with a cold. I was thinking of 

killing it with some wine. Care for a glass?”
She glanced at the time. “I’ll see if I can keep you company for a while.” She 

checked the small screen on her phone. “All’s quiet there. Sure, let’s have some wine.”
Ernie retrieved a bottle of Chianti and filled two glasses.
“The inventory of this stuff won’t last long,” Cheryl said.
“They’re growing grapes in the orchard.”
She grinned. “Don’t you think that’ll take a bit too long?”
Ernie took a long sip from his glass, sat back and looked at her. “Okay, what’s the 

gossip?”



“They’re saying that Sharon Dehvender’s got a crush on you. So what’s that all 
about?”

Ernie gave an embarrassed laugh. “That’s crazy!” he said, but his expression was 
uncertain. “Isn’t it? Besides, she’s just a kid.”

“It could be true. I’ve watched her, she’s like a mother hen around you. 
Everybody thinks the two of you are already having an affair.”

“Of course not! Cheryl, I don’t know what to say.”
“I spent some time with the Dehvender family on Europa-Six. Her parents are on 

Sullivan’s crew. I used to stay with them for dinner often, when Mark and I were almost 
ready to split because of his extracurricular activities with Enjo.” Her face was serious 
and guarded for a few seconds, then the wry grin returned. “I got to know Sharon pretty 
well, and I believe the story.”

“I don’t know, maybe there were some things she said that could have been taken 
that way. But she’s so young. There’s twenty years difference.”

“Age difference doesn’t mean much. If you want my advice, get it while the 
getting’s good. On the other hand, look who I’m stuck with, the selfish bastard.” Her grin 
widened. “Seriously, Ernie, I believe Summerset will be good to you. If Sharon likes you, 
it’ll make things even better.”

Ernie refilled the glasses, with a thoughtful look on his face.
“Here’s to Summerset,” he said. 

—
 

December 12 - Betty Lim’s New Quarters, Summerset
The corridor was littered with broken concrete pieces and plaster dust. Empty work 
vehicles and construction equipment sat unattended beside the wall. There were no 
footprints in the dust and it was obvious that no one had been here for days. Jane turned 
to Betty’s entrance verifier and touched the identification pad. After a moment, Betty 
opened the door. 

“Forgive me for coming unannounced,” Jane said.
Betty’s hair was disheveled and her eyes were red. “It’s okay.” Her voice was soft 

and sleepy. She brushed her hair back with both hands. “I must look awful.”
Jane mustered a smile. “I won’t keep you. I’ve some information that might help 

you. And I want to say that I think you’re courageous to keep on with the investigation of 
Jerry’s murder after everything that’s happened.”

“Thanks, Jane.” Betty reached forward and squeezed her hand. “I feel I have to 
keep on with it, but I’m stuck. Maybe what you’ve got will help.”

Jane described the verified videodisc in precise and thorough detail. Her voice 
held steady and calm. Only the disciplined measure of her words betrayed the tension 
behind them.

“Nearly everybody was there the night of the convention,” Betty said, turning her 
face away for a few seconds. She brushed her hair back again and held her hand out for 
the disk. “Thanks Jane. Thanks very much. I . . . I need to check this out right away.” She 
turned and hurried inside.

“Sure. Of course.” Jane closed the door reluctantly and returned to the corridor.



By the time Betty heard the door click shut, she was already entering her override 
codes. The interval she had to work in was less than ten minutes.

“Mouth,” she said, “match the names in File 489 Suspects and find them in the 
crowds during the designated time slot.”

As Mouth correlated the suspects’ names with the people who had been in the 
hall, their names fell into place on the screen, in the order of their appearance. Soon the 
entire list moved up from the bottom of the screen until it scrolled out of view and the 
screen was left blank.

“Darn it! Mouth, how can that be?”
“The obvious alternatives are that the Cavanaugh list is incorrect,” the impersonal 

voice responded, “or the assumption that the suspect is a female is incorrect, or the 
murderer has slipped through one of the time gaps, or there is more than one murderer.”

Betty rose, confused. Her right hand was trembling. She rubbed her eyes and 
poured some juice into a glass, then set it down on the counter without touching it. Had 
she been a complete fool? Maybe it was time to put the case away, get it out of her mind 
and get on with her life. Randomly, she picked up the file folders and disks that dealt 
with the murders, shoved them into boxes and stacked them behind the door.

She showered and washed her hair, found her favorite dress – a short, silky one – 
made up her face, coaxed her hair into reasonable submission, and phoned Mii to meet 
her at the Jukebox. Betty locked the door behind her, then, for the first time since the 
murder of Jerry Holmes, she went out just to socialize.

—

December 14 - New Quarters of Jane Nist and Sam Windsor
A few precious tomatoes and green peppers, force-grown in the hydroponic pools inside 
Turtle Row, sat on the counter. Jane washed and trimmed them carefully to prepare a 
supper of pasta and vegetables. She worked quickly and tried not to think about what she 
had to do later that evening. Sam came in, holding a sleepy Christopher in his arms.

“He’s up?” Jane forced a smile.
Sam nodded and sat at the kitchen table on the other side of the island counter. He 

made a couple of cooing sounds at Christopher, who yawned and rubbed his eyes with his 
fists. 

“This kitchen’s nearly the size of the entire quarters we had.” Sam said and kissed 
the boy’s cheek. “Oh, I meant to tell you I saw Betty today. She’s returned to work. She’s 
left the investigation.”

Jane turned swiftly and looked at his face. Silently, she turned back to the pot in 
her hands and drained the pasta.

“Ben has given her a project out in Comogourd,” Sam added, “his mining 
engineers say there are metal deposits there and we’re going to need to manufacture 
trilox-steel soon.”

“Do you think Betty will be safe working alone?”
“Do you mean from the murderer?” She nodded. “Why would he risk exposure 

when she’s quit the investigation?”
Jane recalled her fleeting suspicion of Ben. “I hope you’re right.”



She put Christopher’s portion into a bowl and handed it to Sam, while she served 
their own dinner and opened a bottle of wine. Sam spooned food into the child’s mouth 
until Christopher turned his head away abruptly and the spoon stopped at his ear. 

“I think he’s had enough,” Sam said, and turned his attention to his own meal.
“I’ll give him his bath and put him to bed if you clean up,” Jane offered 
Sam nodded. “This is good,” he said. 
“It’s the fresh vegetables.” Jane ate a few mouthfuls of food, then wiped 

Christopher’s hands and face. “Such a messy boy, aren’t you, honey?” she said as she 
took him from the room.

“He went out like a light,” she said when she returned. She refilled the wine 
glasses and sat down. “Patricia Yamaguchi has resigned to become Ben’s campaign 
manager,” she said.

“Yes, I heard.”
“Don’t you think it’s a bit odd that Ben’s running against you?”
“He asked if I minded, and of course I said no. The constitutional committee has 

decided there’ll be a president and chief administrator along with the council of fifteen.”
“Why both a president and a chief administrator?”
“A bit like running a corporation. Or maybe they just liked the way Europa-Six’s 

captain and Summerset’ administrator worked together without coming to blows.”
“Are you going to actually campaign?”
“You bet. Ernie’s agreed to run it. That hot lunch thing made him an invaluable 

asset.”
She smiled slightly. “Everyone knows the constitution idea was yours. How could 

they vote for Ben, knowing that?”
“Look at our new home; it’s five times the size of the old one. That’s why.”
“Why does Ben want to be president?”
“Why does anyone? We think we’re indispensable. Don’t get me wrong, Ben’s 

my friend, but he’s a compromiser. If he wins, he’ll delay the declaration of Summerset’s 
independence.” He looked thoughtful for a while, then continued. “You know, in the eyes 
of the American Government, it could be considered treason. I’ve been thinking about the 
declaration, though. Unless we can recover the stolen disks, the election of the President 
of Summerset will be the time to try our one chance for an Earthbound transmission, to 
inform Talmouth and the American government that the new vision of Summerset is ours 
and not theirs.”

“You mean a manual transmission from Europa-Six?”
“He nodded. “It’s possible, Jane. There’s one uncontaminated suit left and we’re 

guarding it with our lives.” Jane darted a glance at the time and wished she could confide 
in him. “In the meantime,” he said in a lighter tone, “Ben’s plans for Summerset are 
developing at an incredible rate.”

“Why wouldn’t they be? You’ve put everybody at his disposal. Personally, I think 
he’s double-crossed you.”

Sam looked at her for a while before he spoke again. “It sounds like you still 
support me.”

“I never stopped loving you, Sam.” Her voice was matter-of-fact.
“Jane, I . . .” He stood up and looked at her with a mixture of contrition and 

confusion. 



“Oh, Sam,” Jane said, then she took his hand and led him silently to the bedroom.
She slipped out of her clothes and under the covers in a smooth flow of 

movement. Sam’s body was there to meet hers as soon as she slid into the bed. She put 
her arms around him and hugged him tight.

“I’ve missed you,” she whispered.
“Me, too.” He kissed her mouth. “You’re so beautiful,” he murmured, and moved 

his lips to her face. “You’re crying. Why?”
She rolled her body on top of his. “I love you.”
“Thank you for forgiving me.” His hands caressed her.
“Someday, you’ll have to try to forgive me,” she whispered, but his lips stopped 

the words before his ears could hear them. 
They came together with a special tenderness and, slowly and tentatively at first, 

re-established the familiar patterns of their lovemaking. Sam fell asleep afterwards. Jane 
gently slipped his security card from his neck-chain, then moved cautiously from the bed. 
She picked up a small pile of clothing from the top of an empty packing box, slipped into 
the bathroom and closed the door noiselessly, then quickly showered and dressed. 

With a warm jacket over her arm and carrying a pair of sturdy boots, she walked 
down the hall to Christopher’s room. Her stockinged feet made no sound. She stood over 
the little boy for a few minutes, watching him as he slept, then bowed her head as if in 
silent prayer. She touched her lips to his forehead and traced a finger along his cheek. His 
head turned, he fidgeted for a couple of seconds, then settled back into his deep sleep. 
She turned away and walked out of the room.

She passed slowly down the hall, and her eyes lingered for a while on each room 
of her new home. She closed the door carefully behind her and put on her boots. Then she 
lifted her head, straightened her back and walked with firm steps until she stood in front 
of Betty Lim’s postal drop-box. Her hand reached into a pocket, withdrew a plain white 
envelope and slid it through the opening. Construction noise came from somewhere 
ahead, then receded, and she heard music from a work site to her right. Excavation had 
been completed and construction already begun for the multilevel orchard. In less than a 
week it would be connected to Turtle Row. Soon, Summerset would be ten times its 
original size.

Jane headed for Section D of the motor bays, pausing from time to time to look 
around carefully. No one was in sight. She took a final look before she entered the locker 
room. When the light flashed on, several large black cockroaches scattered rapidly. A few 
pieces of trash were piled in the middle of the floor, but otherwise the room was empty. It 
was damp and smelled of mildew. She walked to a locker marked Small Quarter 44, B 
Type. It was locked, although most of the others in this area were open and empty and 
some had doors missing. She slid her entry card into the slot and keyed in a ten-digit 
sequence.

A verifier case covered in clear shrink-wrap sat beside a large, gray metal box. 
She took another security card from her hip-pack, unwrapped the case and activated the 
verifier. Then she used a clip key to unlock the box but, instead of opening it, she 
cautiously slid together two catches marked with arrows. A soft ping indicated that the 
booby trap had been deactivated. 

She clicked the verifier into place in the box and the screen flashed, Ready. She 
closed the lid of the box gently, pulled out its retractable wheel and handle, and left the 



area with the Bright Torch in tow. The temperature in the West Haille Section of Outer 
Summerset was at zero centigrade, which meant it was between     -160ºC and -165ºC 
below outside. She dressed in the warmest arctic coveralls she could find in the gear 
supplies and put on an atmosphere suit, then checked a multi-use jax to make sure it was 
fueled and ready to go. She used Sam’s card to exit the motor bays and enter 
contaminated Lander Six, which still sat on the landing pad, as it had since the day they’d 
returned to Europa.

As soon as she was inside, she cut off Mouth, checked the fuel and oxygen levels, 
the water supply, then the onboard computers and verifier functions, and set a short 
countdown. The countdown was not interrupted or slowed by any onboard problems, 
Mouth was silent, and no alarms were triggered. The lander-shuttle lifted off from the icy 
surface and headed towards Europa-Six. While she waited, Jane wrote a letter, then 
touched a computer record button and said, “This is Jane Nist-Windsor speaking.” Then 
she read the letter aloud.

My dearest husband, my precious child, and my wonderful friends of Europa, I 
apologize to each of you. I must tell you that it was I who was responsible for the 
plutonium leak on Europa-Six. It occurred during my attempt to destroy the Vyra crystal. 
I was also the person who stole the meridian transistor and the kuband accessory.

Now, I have taken Lander Six and come here, to the helm of Europa-Six, to send 
a message to Earth and to tell them about the place we built together and why it was so 
beautiful. I will tell them that Summerset is declaring political independence, and then 
my part in this tragic affair will end. Aside from leaving you, my only regret is that I 
cannot take the murderer with me when I go. This was the reason I’ve held on so long.

To the seventy-eight people who were contaminated as a result of my actions, I’m 
deeply sorry. I did not intend to injure anyone. I thought that the area was clear and I 
expected the section seals to work to specifications.

The murderer is still among you. To this date, he has murdered Jerry Holmes, 
Cathy Neolar, Geoff McNicol, and Helmut Willem. This person works on behalf of the 
American government and has committed murder in their name. He is also the one who 
set the explosion in Summerset, to provoke a recall. His killing spree started when he 
silenced one person who had uncovered the truth about the Vyra crystal, that it is a 
weapon with terrible potential for harm to all humankind. The people of Summerset will 
be in danger as long as this killer remains free.

Finally, I want to make it clear that my husband, Sam, knew nothing of my 
association with Jerry Holmes or Rising Sign. 

To my beloved Sam, I can say only that I understand the shock and the sense of 
betrayal you must feel at this moment. I wish my course of action could have been 
different but the cause I am committed to is for the benefit of all. Often, the interests of 
the few must be sacrificed to achieve the greatest good for the many. Hurting you has 
caused me more pain than I can express and I can only hope that some day you will find 
it in your heart to forgive me. 



Christopher, my darling son, I want you to know that your mother’s actions were 
at all times undertaken in pursuit of the truth and for the ultimate benefit of humanity. I 
love you all and I hope, in the final analysis, your lives are better because of me.

Europa-Six remained in orbit around Europa but, without the artificial gravity it 
maintained during its passage through deep space, it had started to drift. Lander Six 
reached it in just under two hours. After several failed attempts to dock, Jane managed to 
put down in Bay Twelve. She pulled on a space suit she’d taken from Lander One. The 
suit would allow her to go inside, even to work on the outside of the ship, but it wouldn’t 
protect her from the radiation. She closed her mind to that thought, activated the magnetic 
safety anchors on her boots, then took the handle of the Bright Torch and towed it behind 
her into the ghostly remains of Europa-Six. Her progress was slowed by the awkwardness 
of the boots and the lack of gravity, and Bay Twelve was a long way from the 
transmission room. A small trail of vapor from the breathing exhaust of the suit followed 
her.

The cavernous halls were lighted only by a sparse emergency system. Bits and 
pieces of debris floated everywhere. The click of Jane’s boots against the floor and a 
metallic echo returning from the walls were the only sounds that intruded into the hollow 
silence. She felt as if she were watching her surroundings and herself from a distance. 
The debris became thicker and her progress slowed as she approached the transmission 
room.

Once inside the room, she turned on the computer system and transferred the 
programs from the verifier, then went to the helm to check the parabolic alignments and 
calculate the adjustments. She swallowed a nausea suppressant and strung her suit to 
work-cables that would attach to retractable safety devices so she could work on the 
outside without the rotary gravitational support the ship had maintained when it was 
operational.

Jane left the ship through a small work portal, took a deep breath to calm herself, 
then manually closed the pressure chamber behind her. A brief hiss of air stopped 
suddenly as the panel clicked shut. She looked down at the misty white, orange and 
brown crater-spots of the moon and, for a moment, a feeling of total insignificance 
overcame her. 

“Focus, Jane,” she told herself. “Look straight ahead. Get hold of the ladder.”
In the backdrop, Jupiter swirled as a giant brownish-yellow-white gas ball. Hand 

over hand, she worked her way to the outside transmission station. She adjusted the dials 
and hand-operated cranks to the disk nets and antennas indicated by her miniature visor 
monitor and pulled herself back into the ship. The computer in the helm confirmed that 
the adjustments were correct and there was one hour remaining to a programmed 
synchronicity.

She would piggyback the transmission in an S8VZ Rising Sign code and send her 
message twice. Both times a Bright Torch would be attached and hidden in an official 
message, to avoid raising any suspicion at the Decale Satellite at Ganymede. She posted 
twelve mailboxes supplied by RS, for destinations in both the private and public domains. 
In separate, hidden files there was an account of the four murders by the ISA agent, Jerry 
Holmes’ chemical notations for Vyra crystal in its transmuted forms, the story of the 



emergency recall and its political motivation, and of Rising Sign’s involvement in the 
radiation leak on board Europa-Six.

The official message explained the plutonium radiation leak as an accident and 
provided statistics, casualties and other information regarding their return to Europa. The 
last paragraphs were the declaration of Summerset’ independence from earth, and she 
read it aloud. 

We are marooned from Earth and faced with ensuring our survival. The only 
morally acceptable option is to set our own goals and to meet them on our own terms. 
The independence of Summerset has been forced upon us by circumstance, and has led to 
this declaration of that freedom. 

Summerset cannot and will not recognize future claims concerning taxation or 
other payments, or obligations of any sort, including but not limited to mining quotas, the 
ownership of all or any part of Summerset, former agreements, or what might be 
considered part of specific legal accords while the people of Summerset maintained 
normal expectations of a return to Earth.

In return, we release the Earth, the United States Government, and the Talmouth 
Corporation from any responsibility for a rescue mission. Democratic elections will be 
held at Summerset to choose a constitution and leaders. Political leadership positions will 
be open to the citizens of Summerset, as will full democratic rights. 

At that time, any grievance which exists between the two places may be 
discussed, and required conditions negotiated. The people of America should know that 
the incident that led to this situation at Europa was the result of an attempt, stemming 
from the conflict between the Rising Sign and the Hudson Administration, to transport 
Vyra crystal to Earth sooner than scheduled. Throughout Earth’s history, political 
ideologies of left and right have been at odds, yet it lies within our power to seek peace, 
even when we disagree. I appeal to you not to turn your back on rational discourse, on 
peace, or on liberty.

The transmission light came on. Jane rose and pressed it without hesitation. She 
turned to retrieve the meridian transistor disk and its kuband accessory. Earth had no 
other deep-space craft completed which was large enough to retrieve the people of 
Summerset and it would be three years before any possible attempt of a mission to 
Europa. Just before she left the helm, she programmed the onboard verifier system to 
initiate a timed atmosphere burn and surface crash to destroy all traces of the Vyra 
crystal. The burn and crash would also destroy the radiation-contaminated remains of the 
miraculous floating ship, Europa-Six. The metallic echoes accompanied her along the 
darkened hallway to Bay Twelve. She returned to the lander and, bypassing Mouth’s 
assistance, programmed its coordinates to land on a flat ice surface not far from 
Comogourd. 

—
 

December 15 - Betty Lim’s Quarters



During breakfast, Betty read the messages retrieved from her postal drop-box. One of 
them was unsigned.

Betty, you are one of the few above suspicion. You must continue to look for the 
murderer of Jerry Holmes. He was a decent human being who deserves justice and to 
have his killer punished. I will watch over you to the best of my ability for as long as I 
can, and I pray that will be enough time for you to find the killer.

She puzzled over the note for a minute, then threw it into a drawer and left for 
work. The painting and decorating of the huge corridor was completed now and it looked 
bright and airy. When she reached the main concourse near the Jukebox, she saw the tall, 
lean figure of Dorrie White and they greeted one another.

“The concourse looks great,” Betty said. “Everyone’s done a terrific job.” 
“Thanks, I’m amazed we got it done so quickly.” Dorrie’s face crinkled into a 

smile. “Off to work? I heard Ben gave you a project.”
Betty nodded. “He asked me to work at Comogourd for two weeks.”
“Alone? That could be dangerous.”
“It sounded fascinating at first, but the job’s turned out to be dull. I pick up 

meteorite metal, soil, and rock samples in small blocks of ice and I don’t even have to 
leave the haille. Five samples, one every thousand meters, and at the end of the project, 
I’ll have seventy. The worst thing is, it’s ten kilometers out.”

“That must take forever.”
“Sometimes it seems like it. The only dangerous part is being that far away from 

Summerset, but right now I’ve got first-rate hailles with back up generators and two fully 
charged suits ready every morning, and I’m finding easier paths to Comogourd. The 
tedious part is the analysis of the samples.”

“You’ve heard about Jane Windsor?” Betty shook her head. “She took the radio-
active lander that was out on the landing pad and headed back to Europa-Six. Everybody 
says she’s dead. Poor Sam.”

Betty looked stricken. “Oh, my God! The note was from Jane.”
“What note?”
“Never mind, Dorrie, I . . . it’s nothing. I’ll see you later.” She hurried away with 

a quick wave. As soon as she reached her work station, she suited up and headed out of 
Summerset. She couldn’t keep her mind off Jane Windsor that day while she collected 
rock samples. Why would Jane take the contaminated lander-shuttle? Why go back to 
Europa-Six? Now, the note took on much greater significance. Late that afternoon, she 
returned to the motor bays, loaded the samples onto a dolly and carted them to a small 
work station set up in an enclosed area of the motor center, then returned to the bays for 
her verifier.

On her way through a motor shop east of her work station, she heard muffled 
noises. Startled, she froze. The noise was coming from beyond the main hallway. She slid 
her kouger out of her pocket and walked cautiously to the nearest security verifier. No 
one was registered in this area. She started to walk carefully towards the sounds. Harsh 
work lights glared from an open doorway. Keeping in the shadows, she raised her kouger, 
took a few cautious steps forward and looked inside the area. Warren Popodopolous was 
standing nude on a metal box, having intercourse with a thin black girl perched, legs 



apart, on a blanket on top of a steel work table, propping her naked body up with her 
arms. 

“Warren, I’m freezing,” the girl complained, her right hand on his hip, urging him 
on.

The girl was no more than fifteen years old, and Betty knew her but couldn’t think 
of her name, then it came to her–it was Alice Harcourt. Warren shuddered in pleasure and 
pulled away. Alice grabbed her clothes and struggled into them quickly, said something 
Betty couldn’t make out, then rushed out through a corridor in the opposite direction. 
Betty stood there, shocked, but fascinated and unable to turn away. The first thought to 
cross her mind was that they hadn’t even kissed goodbye. Warren had turned around and 
was facing Betty, but hadn’t noticed her in the shadows. He didn’t dress, but started to 
search through his clothes. A cigarette dangled from his mouth.

Betty stepped out of the shadows. “Aren’t you cold?”
He looked over, startled, then recognized her and smiled. He sat up on the 

blanketed table and looked at her, completely at ease. He lit his cigarette, making no 
attempt to cover up. “A bit. You were watching, weren’t you?”

“I work here now.” She took several steps toward him. “Just over there.” She 
pointed with her kouger, behind her.

“Every time I see you, you have a gun aimed at me.” She laughed softly. “Come 
closer,” he whispered.

She placed the kouger into its holster. “I think not, but if you’d like a drink, I’ve 
got some sake in my work area. I can warm it in the microwave.”

“Sounds good,” he said and pulled his clothes on. 
They sat in her temporary work station, sipping at little cups of sake, and began to 

chat. After a while, emboldened by the wine, Betty asked the question she was most 
curious about. 

“You’ve been with a lot of women on Summerset?”
“I don’t broadcast who I’ve been with–but I really like you and I know you keep 

your secrets, right?” He bent towards her with a conspiratorial air. “Yeah, sure I have. All 
kinds. Dozens. I’ve even fathered a child and have second on the way with another 
woman.” He grinned expansively. Her eyes opened wide in surprise–she really didn’t 
believe it. “It’s true,” he whispered. His grin turned into a smirk.

She thought of the women who had recently given birth, then she remembered 
Cheryl, whose white baby and black husband had raised some eyebrows in Summerset. 
“Cheryl?”

He smiled. “No one would believe it, I guess, but it’s true. Her husband was with 
Enjo every five minutes and I think I was her revenge. She’s a big woman, but wow, 
could she go!” 

He chuckled and Betty shivered, but hid her distaste. She turned away, refilled the 
cups and heated them for a few seconds. “Go on.”

“It’s a good thing she couldn’t take an audit. I think Mark would have killed me if 
he found out I was the father. Those older guys on Summerset hate me.”

“They never would have asked her that.”
“But he might have had that German guy, Helmut, do a private test with the blood 

sample or what have you. I was seeing Helmut’s girlfriend, Alnurah, and I think Helmut 
knew about it. Mark and he were tight, and Mark knew about me and Donna too.”



“Donna Phillips?”
He nodded. “Sure. And Rashida. And Ni La, and Dorrie, and  . . . well, like I said, 

all kinds.”
“You should think about finding a place of your own.”
He laughed and swallowed another mouthful of sake. “The risk keeps things 

exciting.”
“You think Cheryl didn’t take the Cavanaugh?
“I know she didn’t. She told me more than once, and it was a joke between us. 

Don’t get me wrong, I think Cheryl doesn’t care one way or the other if Mark finds out. 
But who knows?”

As far as Betty remembered, Cheryl Angelo was on the list of people who had 
taken the Cavanaugh Truth Audit. 

She rose. “Warren, you can stay and finish the bottle, but I’ve got to run. I’ve just 
remembered something. And would you do me a favor–keep this conversation between 
us?”

“Are you kidding? I could get lynched if the wrong people found out what I just 
told you.”

Inside her apartment, Betty threw off her coat and started to rifle through the 
boxes of evidence. She wanted to take a shower to get rid of the tainted feeling Warren 
had left her with, but when she found the final list of confirmed truth audits, Cheryl’s 
name was indeed included and she forgot about Warren Popodopolous and his exploits.

She realized Cheryl might not have told Warren the truth and might have taken 
the audit while pregnant, despite the drugs. That would be just like her. Her hands started 
to tremble with excitement. She called up Mouth and keyed the words, Confirm Truth 
Audit. Print lists, Betty Lim, file, cleared/with truth audit. The list printed out. Cheryl’s 
name wasn’t on it. Puzzled, she said, “Mouth, confirm this list from actual verifier 
memory records.”

Nothing happened for several seconds. Had she found the murderer or just a 
bizarre irregularity? She wondered briefly if Warren was an ISA agent and was trifling 
with her, but she discarded that notion and turned her thoughts back to Cheryl. If Cheryl 
was the agent, she’d a personal motive against Enjo. She had access to Sam’s security 
cards, his verifier disks, and the administration’s programming authority. It all fit . . . 
except. Except she was pregnant then, and a mother, a wife, an ordinary decent person. 
Betty sighed. It didn’t make any sense. 

Mouth confirmed the results: Cheryl had not taken the audit. Now Betty had no 
way to prove anything. She said, “Mouth, confirm Cavanaugh Truth Audit for Warren 
Popodopolous.”

Her mouth opened in surprise. Warren haven’t taken the audit either!
One hour later, she found herself outside Sam’s door and touched the signal 

button. After a minute or two, he opened the door. His hair was tousled and his eyes red, 
as if he’d been crying. Suddenly, she couldn’t think what to say and stood there 
awkwardly, looking at him.

“You’ve caught me at a bad time,” he said.
“I’m sorry, Sam. I didn’t mean to . . . I’ll come back another time.” She turned to 

go but stopped when he spoke. 



“I’ve been working on the speech for tonight, to announce the plebiscite results. 
They’ll expect me to say something about Jane, won’t they? But what can I say? I’m 
angry, but I love her and I’m worried sick. They think she might be dead.”

Betty blinked back her own tears. “Where’s Christopher?”
“At Cheryl’s.”
It was clear that he was in no condition to have her theories dumped in his lap, 

much less to support her conclusions. “Actually, Sam, I wanted to make sure you’re all 
right. I thought you might like someone to talk to and. . . .”

He looked at her blankly. “What?”
“I should have beeped you before coming, please pardon my thoughtlessness.”
“It’s okay. Good night.” He closed the door.
She walked away slowly. When she rounded a corner and was out of range of 

Sam’s verifier, she leaned against the wall, closed her eyes for a minute, and composed 
herself. She felt such a fool. What had seemed to fit together so simply to bolster her 
suspicion of Cheryl was now complicated. Would anyone else see any sense in her chain 
of reasoning? She opened her eyes and saw Cheryl, mere meters away, staring at her. 
Startled, Betty moved aside.

“What’s wrong?” Cheryl asked.
“I . . . I just went to see Sam.”
“How is he?” Cheryl’s tone of voice was polite but expressionless
“He couldn’t talk just then.”
“She’s destroyed him.” Cheryl’s voice filled with contempt.
“She didn’t start it.”
“Part of Europa-Six’s mission was to return with Vyra crystal. Everyone knew 

that. Who makes the decisions, if everybody’s in charge?”
“The people, I guess. We make the decisions.”
“The tyranny of the group?” Cheryl’s tone changed to sarcasm.
“But it’s only us who can safeguard our own liberty.”
“You’re one of them.”
“One of who?”
A cynical grin wiped the anger from Cheryl’s expression. “Why, nothing . . . I 

meant a philosophical type, of course. I’ll go check on Sam.”
Betty walked to the Jukebox, went inside and sat at the bar. 
“What can we help you with?” Ernie asked.
“I need a bottle of wine. To take home.”
Ernie scratched his head. “Red or white?”
“White, please.” She stood up and took the bottle he held out to her. “Ernie, you 

should go and see Sam.”
He pressed his lips together and gave a quick shrug. “He doesn’t want to talk to 

anybody. Believe me; I’ve tried several times.”
She returned to her quarters, drank a glass of wine, and half way through the 

second, fell asleep on the couch. The next morning, she woke late and had to rush to her 
work station. After a night to sleep on her conclusions, she realized how flimsy the 
evidence was against Cheryl. Without a truth audit, there was no way to prove her guilt. 
A hand-drawn picture had been left on her workplace desk. A male figure with 
exaggerated genitals was reaching for another childish figure with its legs wide open and 



large circles to indicate breasts. There was one line below it, Doing beats watching, 
followed by a little happy face and a big letter, ‘W.’

Betty ripped it to shreds and threw it in the trash along with the empty sake bottle. 
She washed her hands, packed her work equipment and headed to the service pad. The 
haille was ready. After a quick check of the systems, she settled into the driver’s seat. 
Before she set off, she paged Mii and left a message. The day was bright and there was a 
clear, soft wind from the west. Jupiter, half in sunlight, hovered over the horizon. The 
temperature was -137ºC. She checked the time, determined to make this, her fourth 
outing, the quickest. Two hours later, the haille pulled into Comogourd and Betty started 
using the robotic drills and extractors to collect the dark icy samples. An hour later, a 
warning light indicated a problem in the right middle wheel assembly.

She tabbed and hooded her suit and stepped out of the haille. The visor fogged for 
a minute, then cleared. The haille’s six huge indented wheels had sharp, slit teeth for 
traction. She could see no problem. The pogue bars and axles were all running in their 
separate, encased motor boxes. Then she noticed that the pogue bar of the middle left side 
wheel was slightly bent. She crouched and worked her way under the haille to take a 
closer look. A small metal box with a digital screen had been forced in place against the 
bar. Now it was counting down from ten.

Eight, seven, six . . . Slowly and methodically, the numbers decreased.
“Oh, my God! A bomb!”
Betty scrambled out from under the haille and raced away. The explosion 

knocked her off her feet and she flew several meters in the air before she landed in a 
small ridge of snow and ice crystals that was no more that ten meters tall. A fuel blast 
engulfed the entire vehicle in bright orange flame and then a cloud of black smoke rose 
above it. Winded, she lay there until she could breathe, then sat up and watched the ice 
cruiser writhe into a twisted skeleton. Even with the protection of the atmosphere suit, 
she could feel the heat from the blast. 

Her phone had been inside the cabin and the single suit she wore wouldn’t protect 
her for much more than half an hour. She turned on her distress beeper, but it didn’t 
respond. Sabotage was the only explanation. When the heat lessened, she approached the 
blackened wreck. Her phone, the auxiliary suit–everything was destroyed. She looked 
towards Summerset and made herself calm down. She told herself she had a chance; she 
could make it back at a quick walk.

She started to run, backtracking the path of the haille. The wind seemed to be 
rising with each step. She kept her pace as fast as she could and soon had put six 
kilometers behind her. Four more remained, but thirty minutes had already passed and 
Betty’s visor flashed the first warning. In the distance, over the highest ice ridge, she 
could just make out the sharp lines of the gigantic central pylon that kept Summerset 
anchored, and the crystal apexes of its dome. Another five minutes passed and 
Summerset was clearer now. The warning flashed an alert and quit. Immediately, she felt 
the cold. It hit her that she wasn’t going to make it; she would die out here, frozen to 
death. 

“Oh, dear God,” she whispered. Then, as if another person spoke, the words came 
out angry and loud, “No! Run! “

For eight minutes, she ran with all her might and then, exhausted, stumbled and 
fell to the ice. 



“Betty, get up! Get up!” the loud voice inside her urged. She rose to her knees but 
could no longer feel her toes and fingers. Somehow, she struggled to her feet and ran 
again. She kept running until the chill seeped into her heart and a fog of unconsciousness 
pressed through her brain. She fell again, and her fall was cushioned by a thin drift of ice 
crystals. One word remained in her fading thoughts: Cheryl. She no longer felt the cold 
and her hand started to trace the letters of the word into the drift.

Then she felt sensation. She still couldn’t feel the cold, but now it was dark. At 
first she wasn’t sure, but she seemed to be alive; she felt real. Overwhelmed by 
confusion, she sat up. Dizziness made her lie back again. She curled her hands; pain 
stung them and then she knew she was alive. But that wasn’t possible. How could she be? 
Slowly this time, she sat up. It was dark and it was warm. She must be inside. As her eyes 
became accustomed to the darkness, with the aid of her hands she could make out the 
interior of a haille. That meant she was in Outer Summerset, inside a haille, and probably 
near the motor bays. 

Her arm panel gauges glowed dimly, so that meant her power pack had been 
replaced. But who by, and why? A torch was beside her on the seat, but it didn’t work. 
Then she made out a kouger next to the torch. She picked it up and inspected it. It was 
loaded. What the hell was going on? She shoved the weapon into her belt and felt further 
along the seat of the haille. Her fingers touched a small, rigid object–a security card. She 
put it in her pocket and checked the time: three o’clock. No one would have reported her 
missing yet. 

The words of Jane’s note flashed into her mind: I’ll watch over you as long as I 
can. From the haille’s console, she tried to call up Mouth, but the console’s 
communication unit was broken or disconnected. This had to be an abandoned vehicle. 
She slid the door open and stood for a while, trying to get her bearings, then walked out 
of the area, taking care not to be observed – just in case. Near the motor bay exits, she 
chose one of the active hailles and slipped inside it. She sat there for a while, without 
moving, to be certain she hadn’t been seen, then she put down her visor and used a 
console verifier to contact Mouth.

“Ready,” the screen responded.
She keyed the words, “Mouth, who prepared triad haille number six for Betty Lim 

this morning?”
‘Identify yourself.’
She put the security card into the slot and saw that it was Jane Nist’s card.
“The person who prepared number six is Betty Lim,” Mouth responded.
“Is there live verification on triad motor bay hold number six?”
“No.”
“List the employees who signed into the motor bays this morning.”
“Authorization is required for this request.”
Betty entered her own codes. A list came up, but neither Warren nor Cheryl were 

on it.
“Has anyone entered Betty Lim’s quarters today?”
“Yes.”
“Show live verification.”



“This is not available.”
“Why.”
“Override authorization is required from the Chief Administrator.”
“Where is Sam Windsor?”
“In his quarters.”
Betty signed off, got out of her atmosphere suit, and headed for Sam’s quarters. 

Her feet and hands still hurt. 
No answer came from his verifier screen. The door was unlocked and she pushed 

it open.
“Sam,” she called softly. He was on the couch asleep under a blanket. “Sam.” She 

touched his shoulder. “Wake up.”
He didn’t move. She shook him, gently at first, then more firmly, but he didn’t 

respond. She called Summerset Hospital for an emergency crew, then walked out and left 
the door wide open behind her. 

She went back to the haille and contacted Mouth. “Has anyone besides me entered 
Sam Windsor’s quarters in the last three hours?”

“No.”
“Darn! Another stone wall.”

Some hours later, Sam opened his eyes and looked into Donna’s face. Puzzled, he 
glanced around. It was a room in the clinic and they were alone. “There’s an emergency 
crew searching for Betty Lim on the outside,” Donna said while she checked Sam’s wrist. 
“Your pulse is bouncing back nicely.”

“What happened?’
“You’ve taken an overdose of kalacodeine.”
“That’s not possible.”
“We can talk about that later. I’ll keep it to myself until we’ve discussed it.”
“Could it have killed me?”
“Yes.”
“Who found me?”
“We don’t know. The voice was female, but it could have been disguised. Mouth 

hasn’t found a match. Well, at least you’ll be all right. But, Sam, it doesn’t look good for 
Betty Lim. There’s no trace of her.”

He tried to sort out his thoughts. He knew there was something important in the 
fact that both he and Betty were in trouble at the same time, but he fell asleep.

Hours later he awoke. This time, it was past midnight and the room was dark. He 
thought about Christopher, then about Jane’s incomprehensible actions, and then he 
remembered that Betty was in trouble. 

“Mouth?”
Mouth did not respond. Then Sam became aware of someone in the room. 

“Who’s there?”



“It’s Betty,” she whispered, then carefully, she described the last forty-eight hours 
and followed that with, “When I saw Cheryl, she said she was going to see you. She gave 
you the kalacodeine?”

He nodded. “Yes, but . . . she did.” He thought for a while, then said, “You think 
Jane is alive?”

“Someone saved my life. Who else could it have been?”
“So it’s been Cheryl all along? When she thought you suspected her and had told 

me, she tried to kill us both.” He sat up. “How could I have been so stupid? First, my 
wife turns out to be a Rising Sign agent, now my secretary’s an ISA killer. What a bone-
head.”

“Sam, it’s easy to be deceived by people you trust.”
“If you’re a damned fool, it is.” He got out of the bed and struggled into his 

clothes. “Let’s go.”
“Where?”
“To arrest the murderer and then find my wife.”
“But if we arrest Cheryl, where will we hold her? We don’t have a lockup. And 

how can we try her?”
“We’ll lock her in a haille and we’ll have a trial by jury.” He headed for the door, 

then stopped. “Mouth,” he called in a sharp voice. “Where’s my son?”
“Christopher Nist-Windsor is with Sharon Dehvender.”
“Good. Call off the search for Betty Lim.”
He turned to Betty. “Hurry. We need weapons. And if my fool of a wife’s alive 

we have to get help for her quickly.”
“I have two kougers.” Betty held one out to him. “Here, I think this one’s Jane’s.”
In less than half an hour, Sam and Betty stood on Cheryl and Mark’s doorstep and 

touched the signal button. Sam had his kouger tucked away under his belt, hidden by his 
shirt. Betty held hers behind her back. In a few minutes, a sleepy-faced Mark unlocked 
the door.

“What is it, Sam?”
“Get Cheryl, please.”
“It’s two o’clock in the morning. What’s wrong?”
Cheryl came along the hall towards the door and moved into the shadows of the 

living room. She was wearing a long robe, and a kouger in her right hand pointed down at 
the floor.

“Mark, see to the kids,” she said in a sharp unfriendly voice, almost unnatural in 
its fury.

Mark looked back and saw the gun. His eyes widened. “What are you doing?”
“Mark, go! I’m sorry. Sometimes a spouse gets caught on the wrong side. Ask 

Sam, he knows.”
Mark started to say something, but Cheryl pointed the kouger straight at him and 

put a finger to her lips. “I’m giving you a chance to live. Take it, and go see to the kids.”
“She’s an ISA agent,” Sam said. 
Mark stood there stunned for several seconds then, without a word, turned and 

walked past his wife to the back bedrooms. 
“Come inside,” Cheryl said. “Move slowly and carefully into the living room. In 

the center, where I can keep an eye on you both.” She touched the light sensors and Sam 



and Cheryl were enveloped in bright light. “Well, now, here we are – the great decision 
maker himself, and Betty Lim, the voice of the people, back from the dead. But not for 
long, I can tell you. Only this time, you’ll have company and you’ll stay dead.”

Sam tried to keep his voice calm. “Cheryl, it doesn’t have to be like this.”
“You mean that you and Betty don’t have to die tonight?” She gave a quick shrug. 

“When you come right down to it, I agree. We can find another way to do this.”
“You can’t possibly win, even if you kill both of us. Are you going to kill 

everyone in Summerset?”
“That’s your wife’s department.”
Sam suppressed his glower almost completely and took an unobtrusive step to the 

right, edging out of the bright pool of light. “What do you want?”
“That’s the first sensible thing you’ve said. I want a fully fueled and stocked 

haille. Extra water, nutrition patches and dried food, and atmosphere suits. I’ll leave 
tomorrow and take my chances on the outside.”

“There’s no way you can survive out there.”
“For such a big shot, you’ve got a small brain.”
“All right, I’ll get you the haille and the supplies, but you have to leave tonight.”
“I’ll leave when I decide to leave, but tonight’s just fine.”
“Don’t do it, Sam.” Betty took a step towards Sam and her body turned just 

enough for Cheryl to see the kouger.
Cheryl lifted her gun and fired. The shot hit Betty in the right shoulder, she 

dropped the kouger and fell. With her eyes on Sam, Cheryl bent to retrieve Betty’s 
kouger from the floor.

“If you kill her,” Sam said, “I promise you, you won’t leave here alive.”
“That’s what you think.” .
“Cheryl, for God’s sake. These are people you’ve worked with, your friends. 

What the hell kind of . . . Don’t you even have any feeling for your own family?
“Don’t be so damned naive. I act on direct orders from the highest authorities in 

America – in the whole world! And who did you take orders from? Your Agorist wife? 
That subversive bitch and Jerry Holmes were the ones who started this.” She pressed her 
lips together for several seconds, then continued more quietly. “They’re no more than 
irresponsible self-serving anarchists who never learned to play by the rules. Duty and 
order have never crossed their minds, the leftist assholes.” A sly look touched her face. 
“They were lovers, you know.”

“You’re a liar!”
“I’ll tell you something else, too. My mandate here was to maintain the top level 

security classification of the Vyra crystal’s properties, and to keep secret my status as 
ISA personnel. I am authorized to use my own discretion and I’ve been able to guard 
both the real potential of Vyra and my mission. In spite of the odds, I have done exactly 
that, and for a long time.”

“I don’t believe it.”
“I was given final authority over everything here! Don’t you get it? I was always 

the one in command, not you or Loeke. I should have killed you and Jane long ago. 
Believe me, if I had to do it over again, I wouldn’t repeat that mistake. And I know that 
you and Jane took it upon yourselves to declare Summerset’s independence from Earth. 



Do you think for one minute we’ll let you away with it? Hell, my kids are smarter than 
that!” Her face and her voice were full of contempt.

Sam shook his head in dismay.
“I have to change and pack my things,” she said, “and tell Mark what’s to be done 

about the children.”
Betty’s right side was covered in blood but she struggled to a sitting position.
For the first time, Cheryl’s expression softened a little as she watched her. “Sam, 

you poor fool, in a few years you’ll be on the other side. So, get my haille ready so you 
can get Betty Sherlock Lim here to the clinic. I’ll take her with me until I’m safely on my 
way, then I’ll let you know where to pick her up.” 

Sam looked at her in disbelief. She raised a disdainful eyebrow.
“Do you expect me to let her go now? And then outfit a haille myself while you 

gather a posse of your cronies? And don’t try anything. Ben’s crews are not to do it; have 
Ernie’s Jukebox staff get the cruiser ready.”

She pulled a cloth from a tabletop and threw it to him. “Here, wrap that around 
her shoulder so she doesn’t bleed to death in the meantime.”

Sam knelt beside Betty and fixed a makeshift pressure bandage as quickly as he 
could. 

Cheryl came closer. “I’ll tell you a little secret, Mr. Windsor – you couldn’t 
manage a church bingo. You’re too worried about being liked to be a leader.

“Be packed in twenty minutes,” Sam told her, and hurried out the door. 
—

Two hours later, 3:45 am - Outside Summerset
Cheryl turned the haille so that it was parked on a rise overlooking Summerset. She could 
see the lights of the dome through gusts of biting micro ice-pellets. A stronger than 
normal wind was coming in from the west. A plan for this contingency had always been 
ready. She’d worked it out meticulously, but still she had to go over it, step by step, now 
the situation was real. All her strength, her training and discipline, would be needed to 
secure her future–in fact, her survival. The first step was to re-enter Summerset and get to 
Lander Five. Sam might have changed her codes, but she had enough override sequences 
and security cards to take care of that.

Her goal was to get to the foothills on the lee side of the Guate Ridge in the 
central belt of Europa on the light side, so in a sense, on the opposite side of the moon but 
on the same line of latitude. The ridge had been meticulously mapped and investigated 
during Talmouth’s initial exploration of the moon and, while it was more habitable than 
Summerset–at least temperature wise–there were insufficient mineral deposits to warrant 
further interest. They did leave a sizable shelter for further exploration. She could leave 
the shuttle there and use its onboard Europan-copter to rescue her children. Together, 
they could wait out the time until a ship arrived from Earth. Then she would see justice 
served. She yawned and dozed off until a low beep from her watch woke her. It was 4:30 
am, and without half-Jupiter in the sky, it would have been pitch black–they were behind 
Jupiter and Ganymede could be seen in the west sky. 

With its lights off, she nosed the haille back towards Summerset until it was on 
one of the landing strips, a hundred meters from the motor bays. She parked it there, out 
of verifier range. She took two kougers, put one inside her atmosphere suit and kept the 



other out, then double checked her power pack and jumped to the frozen ground. The 
wind was lighter now but there was still ice-pellets in the atmosphere, driving the 
temperature to near -167 ̊C–ice crystals formed against her visor. She hesitated, 
wondering if she should wait, then decided no, it was now or never, and sprinted to the 
side doors, the light gravity making the run easy.

A windscreen offered token protection while she entered codes into the gate 
verifier, and she tumbled inside the instant the doors opened. Gasping with relief, she 
unfastened the suit’s tabs and raised the visor. She hurried to Lander Five, grabbed an 
auto dolly and located a container wrapped in plain canvas and carefully hidden out of 
sight. She loaded it carefully onto the dolly. The contents would cause enough distraction 
to keep everyone busy while she got the lander out of the bays. Right now, she wished 
she was in her New York City flat with her children. Never had she hated Europa so 
much. Soon she was back in the cold semi-darkness outside Summerset with the auto 
dolly in tow. Even inside the haille, she could hear the echoing wind howl through the 
canyons of the many ice ridges which crisscrossed the surface.

An unfriendly voice on the inter-suit speaker demanded, “What are you doing?”
“What?” She reached for a kouger and looked around. A murky image appeared 

to come and go inside the dark cabin of the haille. She couldn’t see who it was, but the 
voice was Jane Nist’s. 

“No! It can’t be!” Cheryl emptied her kouger at the shifting shadow, then, as she 
fired her last shot, she took a stunning blow to the head, fell backwards and lost 
consciousness.

When she came to, it was light–the sun was low on the horizon–and the wind and 
ice-pellets had stopped. She was pinned down by krudder spikes shot through her 
atmosphere suit’s utility hooks into the ice. A jagged ridge of ice rose in front of her, but 
she seemed to be in a shallow trough at its base. She felt disoriented, and Summerset was 
no longer in sight. She strained to lift her head higher and saw a haille ten meters behind 
her. She lay still and thought for a minute. If she struggled out of her suit, she could make 
it to the cabin door. It had to be some kind of trap. She could feel the weight of the other 
kouger inside her suit. Jane was a stupid fool – she hadn’t searched her. She craned her 
neck to catch sight of her captor, but to no avail. 

Her visor showed that her power pack had been replaced by a fully charged one. 
What could that mean? Had Jane lost her mind? Or was she just grandstanding, planning 
to turn Cheryl over to Sam for a show trial? She struggled until she got her arm out of the 
sleeve and retrieved the kouger. She checked the temperature, -149̊C, that was bad, then 
loosened her tabs and put her uncovered hand into the air. She could see the skin freezing 
and pulled it back quickly. She had her snow gear on under the suit, but her face and 
hands would be exposed if she made a run for it. She forced herself to think; there had to 
be another way. But what? There was nothing else to do and it was only ten meters. 

She gripped the kouger and prepared herself for the run, then unzipped the 
atmosphere suit and jumped out of it. She pulled her hands up inside her sleeves and 
covered her face with them. She could barely see, squinting to protect her eyes, and she 
didn’t dare breathe. There was nothing but searing cold and harsh glare. The silence was 
absolute. She saw a suited figure at the back of the haille, moving towards her. She aimed 



and fired. Jane fell and Cheryl felt a flash of triumph. She gripped the haille’s door 
handle with her sleeve. It didn’t budge. 

“No!” she screamed. “No!” 
She struggled for a few precious seconds. Jane had jammed it! She raced for the 

back door. Her hands were already growing hard and her eyes and face burned. Still 
holding her breath, she ran with all her might, but her pace was slow. She reached the 
back of the haille. A hand grabbed her leg and she fell. She gasped and sucked in a breath 
of icy air. It burned like swallowed fire. She tried to rise but couldn’t. One of her fingers 
snapped off the hand holding the kouger, but no blood flowed out. She looked at it, 
uncomprehending. A low moan met an inrush of scalding, icy air. A thought flickered 
across her mind for a split second, “What will my babies do?”

Jane sat up and stared at Cheryl’s hand, then her face. Visibly, the woman was 
freezing solid. Horrified, she pulled herself to her feet. The cold was entering the hole left 
by the kouger shot. The blood at the wound had turned to ice and didn’t flow. 

The pills intended for her own death were on Lander Six, six hundred meters 
away in a snow dune. The pain from the radiation poisoning would soon become 
unbearable, but if she didn’t make it back, she wouldn’t need those pills. She smiled 
wryly at her own grim joke. 

With every bit of strength she could muster, she made it inside the heated front 
cabin. She sat in the driver’s seat and looked through the windshield at Cheryl’s body. It 
was already covered by a white shroud of thin ice.

Finally, she’d brought it all to a close. The saboteur was dead.
She wondered if she would see Christopher’s face again. 
She strapped herself into the seat and started the haille towards the lander-shuttle. 

The warmth of the cabin had thawed her wound and blood was flowing from it but the 
area was numb and she didn’t feel it.

As the ice dune that half covered Lander Six came into view, Jane sank into 
unconsciousness and the undirected haille drifted to a halt on the bright, white ice.

Chapter Twenty -Earth

December 16 -Concourse Post Office, Delta Block, Washington
Ryan felt confined in the small, gray booth. The rental communication console was too 
public for his liking, but it allowed anonymity and kept his identification codes protected. 
His hand slid nervously to his kouger each time a passerby came close. The coded 
message downloaded immediately. With a shock, he saw it originated from Europa, 
although there was no signature code. He wondered if he should decipher it now or wait. 
He had been in the news business long enough to know that if he could get it to the wire 
first, it could be the most important news day of his career, but his years with the Rising 
Sign urged caution. 

Europa-Six hadn’t been heard from in a month and most people thought they’d all 
perished. Not that they mightn’t be dead – only the message could clear that up. He 
tapped his fingers nervously against the counter, thinking, then decided it would take too 
long to enter the SVZ8 codes and decipher it now – too dangerous. He turned the console 



off, grabbed his disk and moved out into the busy communications station. His eyes went 
from face to face while he walked to the cashier’s desk. 

“I’ll pay by cash.”
“Cash?” The clerk, tall and fiftyish, stifled a sigh. “I’ll have to see a verified ID 

source.” He pulled up Ryan’s invoice and caught his breath. “My goodness, this 
transmission is from Europa. They’re alive?”

“The message is coded. I really can’t comment.”
“That’ll be $366.00. But what wonderful news!”
Ryan looked around with a worried frown, but no one was near enough to 

overhear the clerk’s remarks. “How do you know it’s good news? It might be nothing 
more than an automatic transmission.”

The clerk lost his smile. “I guess I don’t know. I was just hoping.”
Ryan relented. “So am I,” he said, then paid and left. 
His plain T-shirt, jeans and jacket blended into the crowd milling through the 

concourse. He took the Delta Block conveyor to the Meredith Sun Hotel, walked through 
three corridors to make sure no one had followed him, and then took a room. He paid 
cash in advance. The hotel had been renovated recently and it was a good bet that the 
communication stations were still secure. As soon as he entered the room, he locked the 
door and checked for unwanted public security, which recently, the ISA had come to 
directly monitor. After he was assured the room was truly private, he went directly to the 
console to decode the Bright Torch. He worked rapidly and the message became clear 
within a few minutes. He skimmed through it.

“They’re not all dead!” He looked for a signature, but there was none. “Damn!” 
He’d no idea who had written it. 

He was surprised there’d been any Rising Sign agents on Europa-Six, let alone 
three, but he was thankful they destroyed the Vyra crystal and had been able to send the 
Bright Torch message to Earth – it would change everything – if he could get the 
message out. The next hours would be the most important for that. He read the message 
again and wrote a brief introduction, then keyed his private codes into the verifier and 
sent the story to a list of two hundred media contacts. Breaking an international story like 
this would be rewarding. When certain editors saw it, he might even receive some back 
pay. On the other hand, it could complicate his life with unwelcome attention. He left the 
hotel immediately. Once he was well away from the Delta Block, his pace slowed and he 
walked aimlessly through the streets. The night was cold and clear. Bright Christmas 
lights had been up for weeks. From habit, he watched the faces of the people who passed 
by, while his mind explored and assessed the situation. 

It was almost certain Rising Sign forces would take to the streets as soon as the 
story broke. Ryan was no longer sure he wanted that to happen. What if Alison was right, 
and it turned into a revolution that backfired, as revolutions had a habit of doing? What if 
it deteriorated into rampages of killing? He was approaching the Talmouth George 
Washington Block Tower, still under construction and stretching up as if determined to 
reach the stratosphere. It was going to be the tallest and biggest block tower in the United 
States. He tried to make out the top. A young woman bumped into him and his hand 
automatically swept towards his kouger, then stopped as he realized it had been his own 
fault; he hadn’t been paying attention. 

“Sorry,” he muttered.



Alison had always opposed his involvement with the Rising Sign. She argued that 
the only successful revolution in history happened in England in 1688, and it succeeded 
because it was virtually bloodless and won the Bill of Rights. He’d had to concede her 
point. The Bright Torch strengthened his belief that his mother’s death resulted from 
deliberate acts by members of the government. Now, just when he was having doubts 
about his role in Rising Sign, he was also focusing more each day on a personal 
commitment to take down the person directly responsible.

—

December 17 - Talmouth Headquarters, Montevale, New Jersey
Elsworth Connor looked at the face on his verifier screen. It was Rick Everett, sitting in 
the outer office waiting to see him. Something about him, perhaps the combination of a 
boyish face and cold, contemptuous eyes, sent a shiver down the back of Elsworth’s 
neck. He touched an entry signal and rose as Everett came into his office. He offered his 
hand, but Everett ignored it and sat down opposite him. Elsworth sat back in his chair and 
regarded the other man coolly. “What can I help you with?” he asked.

Everett’s tone was disdainful. “As you’re aware, I’m investigating the murder of 
Connor Casey.” The coldness of his voice did nothing to improve the impression he 
made. 

“Connor was one of the President’s champions?”
Everett ignored the sarcastic question. He glanced distastefully at the full ashtray 

on the desk. “As soon as the schedules have been worked out, agents from my office will 
come here to go over the details of your alibi and administer the Cavanaugh Truth 
Audit.”

Elsworth tried to keep the shock from his voice. “An audit? You better get 
yourself a warrant first.”

“We already have one.” He made no effort to mask a sneer as he stood up, handed 
Elsworth the warrant and stared at him for a minute before he turned and left. 

Elsworth started to rise, then sat down heavily and looked at the document. He 
hadn’t expected this. As far as he was concerned Connor’s death was self-defense, but a 
court of law wasn’t likely to see it that way. Joseph Bauer knew that it was a matter of 
Connor’s life or Elsworth’s own. But now he began to wonder–had Bauer set him up, 
used him as a foil? To make matters worse, Elsworth had benefited from his enemy’s 
death and no jury in America would overlook that. He wished he’d thought more 
carefully before he got involved. Until now, he’d never thought of Connor’s death as 
murder.

The viewer beeped and he flicked a finger at the screen. Troy Benodonte was 
waiting. He’d forgotten his appointment with her. He sat back, closed his eyes for a 
minute and composed himself. The Bright Torch from Europa made clear the reason 
Connor had so actively supported the Europa-Six project. He’d had Talmouth working 
for the Hudson Administration, and Troy had known it all along–as vice-president of the 
Europa-Six project, she was the liaison between the corporation and the White House. In 
retrospect, placing three members of the Rising Sign on board Europa-Six was the best 
thing Elsworth could have done.

He signaled, the door opened and she entered his office. Troy was a small woman, 
and her conservative business suit made her look smaller still. She seemed nervous and 



less aggressive than usual. She perched uneasily on the edge of the chair Rick Everett had 
vacated and refused the offer of coffee with a barely audible “no”. 

He sat back and looked at her appraisingly. “Do you know anything about 
Machiavelli?” he said, after a minute. She shook her head, obviously puzzled. “Niccolo 
Machiavelli was the first great philosopher of the Renaissance. He wrote, The Prince. The 
main character determines that, to get and keep power, one must become a rogue, and 
then he learns that moral dexterity is the first art of a politician. Does it remind you of 
anyone?”

The color had drained from her face, but she said nothing. “You knew Connor 
bought Talmouth to drain it dry. Even though Talmouth was a vigorous company, one of 
the best in the world, he planned to break it up and sell it off for quick profits, so he could 
move on to something else and do the same thing over again, with complete disregard for 
the thousands of people involved.” He looked at her coldly. “What? No comment? Well, 
be that as it may, I’m not like Connor. My designs for Talmouth are more constructive.”

She seemed bewildered. He rose, walked around the desk and stood in front of 
her.

“When Connor was killed, his wife gave me full operational control of Talmouth. 
For a price, of course. We’ve begun to organize a cash fund to satisfy her requirements. 
Now, I’ll tell you where you come into this. You had a clear choice of loyalty to Connor 
or to me, just as every executive here did.” Her gaze faltered and she looked down at her 
hands, waiting for him to continue. “Some upper managerial buyouts are necessary, but 
you aren’t among them.”

She took a deep breath.
“Without any prompting from my office,” he continued, “the Talmouth staff has 

compiled a verifier disk that proves you have been steadily pilfering from a number of 
accounts. There’s a record of false work sheets and several unscheduled raises you gave 
yourself. That may have been standard procedure among Connor’s crew, but people here 
feel dishonesty deserves to be reported.”

He pulled a disk from his top drawer and handed it to her. “This is your severance 
package.” She looked at the disk she held. Her hands trembled. “The media clips show 
clearly that you attempted to cover up your embezzlement by destroying the paper trail. It 
would be wise to make sure no future employers ever see it.”

Troy rose, shaking. Head down, she stared at the floor.
“I have people outside waiting to escort you out of the Tower.” 
“Go to hell,” she said in a fierce whisper. Without looking at him, she hurried out 

and slammed the door behind her.
Elsworth poured himself a drink and returned to his seat. He began to consider 

what to do about Rick Everett.
—

 
December 18 - World Trade Block Tower, New York City
Despite limited space, the Manuta Eatery made a fair attempt at open airiness. Mirrors 
and decorative glass areas provided a backdrop to chrome partitions and golden pine 
floors, with fashionable arrangements of greenery to further the effect. A slow blues-jazz 
fusion with a lot of piano drifted through the hum of conversation, but Ryan could barely 
hear it from his table at the back of the room. David Vanier walked in the front door. 



Ryan recognized him from the picture above his newspaper column, Vanier’s Views. He 
was older than the picture showed, short and heavy, and a flamboyant dresser.

The reporter walked toward the bar, studying the faces as he went. After he broke 
the Europa-Six transmission story, Ryan altered his appearance. His hair was short now, 
and a temporary but convincing shade of auburn. His eyebrows were the same color as 
his hair and contact lenses turned his light brown eyes to steel gray. He had on a worn, 
checkered top with a pair of nondescript black trousers. He wondered if Vanier would 
pick him out. As he expected, the journalist studied everyone in the eatery. Eventually his 
eyes rested on Ryan, who lifted one hand in a wave.

“Martin Seymour?” Vanier asked coming up. Ryan nodded. 
Vanier sat across from him, with a small, self-conscious cough. He didn’t offer 

his hand in greeting, but did raise it towards a server to order wine and a glass of ice 
water. Finally his eyes settled on Ryan’s face. 

“What can I do for you, Seymour?” His voice was raspy.
“Like I told the secretary, I have some information–if you’re covering the real 

story of the Brad Damile affair.”
“Sure, what do you know about it?”
Ryan proceeded to tell the reporter, in minute detail, about the hospitalization and 

death of his mother. When Vanier started fidgeting, he paused and watched his face.
“I don’t mean to sound uncaring,” the reporter said, “but what does this have to 

do with me?”
Ryan had disappointed him and that was good, it would lower his expectations. 

“Will you help me?” he said.
“Help you? With what?”
“I want to bring to justice the person responsible for my mother’s death.”
Vanier raised his eyebrows and rubbed his hand over his short graying hair. His 

frustration had changed to suspicion, but that could be good as well. At least, it indicated 
intelligence. “I have no contacts with Rising Sign if that’s what you’re investigating,” 
Vanier said. “I’m not even an American, I’m Canadian.”

Then he paused, apparently rethinking his approach–perhaps he’d realized that 
Ryan was disguised. “Dr. Joan Welsley and Ian Cole passed the Cavanaugh. We 
sponsored it and I was there; it was real.” He paused again, obviously perplexed. “When 
you called my office, you said you had something important to tell me about The Brad 
Damile Affair.”

“I want a name first.”
He shook his head. “Oh, I don’t do business that way.”
Ryan frowned. “How do I know that?”
“Maybe I could get you a Rising Sign contact in Quebec, through Le Signe 

Levant.”
“I’m not ISA.”
The reporter pursed his lips in thought. “Listen. Susan Moore’s arriving from 

Zurich tomorrow. I’ll meet you at the airport and introduce you to some high-up Greens, 
maybe even Moore herself. Work for her–she’s the real thing. Why go off half-cocked on 
the other side of the law?”

Ryan nodded thoughtfully and watched Vanier’s face. The man was growing 
impatient and might walk out. 



“I’ll tell you how Brad Damile really died, how he was inoculated with Vyra 
tracers, and how he eluded his enemies for so long, after his escape. It’s front page stuff.”

“Who are you?” The fat man’s eyes narrowed. “You’re with the Sign, aren’t you? 
Damn, I should have guessed. How do you know Brad Damile?”

Ryan smiled wryly, but said nothing. 
“You know, Seymour, carrying out executions against ISA makes you as bad as 

them.”
“Give me the name or you get nothing.” Vanier still hesitated. “Besides,” Ryan 

added coolly, “who said anything about executions? I just want those responsible brought 
to justice.”

The next silence lasted longer.
“I don’t think I can help you with the name you need.” Vanier watched Ryan’s 

face carefully, obviously waiting for him to speak, but Ryan remained silent. “Maybe if 
you told me about Brad Damile first.”

This was the response for which Ryan had been waiting. Quietly, he told the 
reporter the facts that had been kept out of the press–the lead-lined lab coats, Brad’s 
execution, and how Brad had infected everybody who’d helped him.

Vanier stared at him for a long time. Then he said, “It’s Rick Everett you want. 
He’s a top feeder. They call him ‘the baby-faced psycho.’ He’s definitely beyond the long 
arm of the law, and he’s the only one who knows if, or how much, the President’s 
involved. I don’t know why he’s still on the loose–”

“Or alive?”
“No. He’s alive because he has some kind of grip on Hudson. A strong grip.”
“Like what?”
He shrugged. “I’m just putting two and two together, right? Educated guesses. 

Look back to the Labyrinth scandal, thirty years ago. Or you can go right back as far as 
Watergate.” He looked quizzically at Ryan. “You know about Labyrinth, don’t you? I 
thought they got all you East Coast Rising Sign agents.”

“That’s what I’d heard, too.”
“I’m just guessing that he might be Susan Moore’s Lee Harvey Oswald. It’s 

deduction, I’ve no confirmation. See what I mean?” Ryan nodded. Vanier shook his head 
slowly as though unsatisfied with this response. “Listen to me,” he whispered. “This is a 
serious business. Rick Everett is dangerous. If I were you, I’d stay a million kilometers 
away from him.”

Ryan lifted one eyebrow above an amused look. “If I were you, I’d make sure no 
one ever finds out about this conversation.”

—

December 19 - John F. Kennedy International Airport
As the chartered jet neared the continent, Susan’s eyes were intent on the media viewer 
above their heads. Mary Yang and Sally were seated on Susan’s left, Chuck and his 
girlfriend Chase were to her right. They watched the screen expectantly.

“The major networks are coming online for the speech,” Susan said. “Drearden 
had better come through.”

Mary nodded. “He will.”



“It’s fortunate that we arrive today,” Susan said. “Just after Drearden calls for an 
independent prosecutor, I can step off the plane and make a speech saying he didn’t go 
far enough.”

“You’re good, Mom,” Chuck laughed softly.
Sally smiled. “You do have a cold-blooded instinct for this sort of thing.”
“I don’t know about that,” Susan said. “One of our friends on the committee 

tipped us off.”
She looked fondly at the four people with her. She was excited about her return to 

America and now certain that she was destined to lead it back to greatness.
“We have to play our cards right,” Mary said, “if we don’t want to hurt our 

sources. Providence, coupled with timing, topped by savvy, is what the doctor orders.”
“Here it is.”
An owlish, gray-haired man appeared on the screen. Senator Michael Drearden 

was the longest-standing member of the Social Democrats. Surrounded by his colleagues, 
he rose and nodded to the bank of reporters hovering as near as they could get.

“I don’t know . . . ” Sally’s tone was doubtful. “In the past, he’s been a strong 
supporter of Hudson’s.

Drearden spoke for about twenty minutes. Finally, he called for an independent 
prosecutor, with full powers to investigate the Hudson administration. The jet had just 
begun its final approach. The five people on board cheered the on-screen image of 
Senator Drearden. 

When the front door opened, a crowd of reporters and party members cheered and 
waved as Susan descended, waving back. She saw John Yates among a group of her party 
stalwarts and her smile broadened. John’s security team flanked her as though she were 
already the President. She nodded to Mary, who led the way to a small dais. Susan trailed 
her, shaking hands and greeting familiar faces. Mary waved Sally and John to one side of 
Susan, then Chuck and Chase to the other. Susan saw her ex-husband, Brent, in the front 
rows and smiled. He waved. Mary moved to the front of the dais, within verifier range. 

“I am Mary Yang, personal assistant to Susan Moore. Thank you for coming out 
to greet a special person. Ms. Moore will read a short prepared text and then answer 
questions for ten minutes.” 

Susan took a few steps to the digital box. As she moved she seemed to grow taller 
and exude an aura of intensity. “The committee investigating the Brad Damile affair has 
interviewed two hundred people during closed proceedings. The transcripts must be made 
available to the public immediately. There is strong evidence that President Hudson is 
involved personally and that the committee showed bias by calling for an independent 
prosecutor instead of insisting upon immediate impeachment proceedings.” Her voice 
was strong and clear. She paused to gauge the effect of her words. “On a related topic of 
great interest to us all at the moment, some members of the press have questioned the 
authenticity of the Bright Torch from Europa. The people of America can be assured that 
it is genuine. We’ve learned today that an uncoded transmission was sent with the Bright 
Torch, through the public domain, and stopped at the Moon’s manned newswire at Lunar 
NASA Station, Decale, by the commissioner. 

“It becomes more apparent by the day, to even the most uninformed, that the 
agencies believe they are running this country. The commissioner of the ACAVT–the 
ultimate authority for what you see through the verification system–is herself a Social 



Democrat, a close personal friend of Mark Hudson, and a woman who is paid over six 
hundred thousand dollars a year. Does it strike you as reasonable that she not only takes 
your money without your vote, but decides what you can and cannot see, even in matters 
as important as the Europa-Six project?”

She looked at the crowd quietly for a minute. “The American people already 
sense that the Brad Damile affair was a conspiracy to cover up extrajudicial executions. 
Mark Hudson does not want civil conflict in the streets of our great nation. He does not 
want to go into history as the man who ended American democracy. The checks and 
balances inherent in our constitution, have been displaced or greatly weakened. The 
government has been manipulated by the agencies’ appetite for worldwide control of 
events, and our huge bureaucracy has become a technocratic, not-so-benevolent 
dictatorship. The judicial branch of the government has destroyed the essence of 
contracts between people. In America, contract law is dead–the greedy bureaucracy feeds 
on its remains.”

She looked into the cameras. “Mark Hudson must resign immediately and Vice 
President Arbour should remain only as long as it takes to ready the election process. The 
American people need to move toward a free debate of our future. The next election may 
be our last chance to decide without violence.”

She stepped back. The reporters, stunned, were quick to recover and start a 
barrage of questions. A well known reporter from one of the giant international networks 
threw the first. “Ms. Moore, do you feel safe returning to America?”

“Not at all.” She did not elaborate and waved her hand in another direction for a 
question.

“Do you agree with the Bright Torch transmission, that Mark Hudson was 
responsible for the explosion at Summerset and the recall order?”

“If he did not know of it, he has no control over the agencies. If he did know of it, 
he has committed a criminal act. Either way he must go.”

—

December 25 - Sunrise Living Section, 
Scurrie Center, Washington D.C.
Lance Carter had never raised a hand to a single soul in his whole adult life, but now he 
was prepared to do whatever it took to accomplish his objective. He moved unobtrusively 
into a group of festively dressed visitors as they entered the huge block tower and moved 
to the elevator banks serving the residential area. Being nondescript–what many of his 
detractors called homely–served him well for the first time in his life. He slipped into the 
open elevator with five other people and got off at the first stop, then backtracked down 
the stairwells. It took a long time and he had to stop and rest halfway down, but he finally 
reached the underground parking area and found Rick Everett’s parking slot in a section 
secured by verifier surveillance. That didn’t deter him; the chance was slim that the 
monitors were manned.

By way of the black sheep of the family – a cousin with an unsavory reputation 
who believed Tony Soprano was an ex-president of the United States – he’d obtained a 
stryck hook which he now used to disarm the alarm on a vehicle two spaces away. He sat 
inside it to wait for Everett and kill him. He took a photograph of his dead daughter from 
his wallet and looked at it solemnly. She was eleven in the picture and standing with him 



in front of a theater in downtown Washington. He found another picture, she was 
fourteen in this one, and again in front of a theater–they’d seen a lot of movies together. 
He blinked back tears and put the pictures back in his wallet. He knew he wasn’t a good-
looking man, but he’d fathered a daughter who was truly beautiful. And now? Now she 
was dead, murdered brutally by a psychopath who worked directly for the President of 
the United States.

No matter how much anger he felt, he was still aware of his own peril. He worried 
about it briefly and started to think about alternative ways to kill Everett, until he dozed 
off. The slam of a car door woke him an hour later. Everett had pulled into his parking 
spot and left his vehicle. Lance sat bolt upright and looked around. He spotted Everett 
standing in front of nearby elevator doors. Heart racing, Lance stepped quietly out of the 
car, and started towards his enemy. He pulled out a small kouger, raised it and aimed, but 
Everett turned, and in that second it took Lance to fire, the ISA agent dropped to the 
floor, kouger drawn, and shot Lance in the head. For an instant, Lance watched what was 
happening, as if from a distance, and with the awful pain, felt an overwhelming sadness. 
He’d failed his daughter.

—

December 27 – Washington, D.C.
Rick Everett flicked on the verifier to listen to the news while he drove through cold, 
drizzling rain. His hair had been tinted dark, almost black, as had his eyebrows and a 
newly grown mustache. Tinted lenses made his eyes look dark. He heard Don Chilling’s 
name and turned up the volume.

“ . . . the Washington Post claims that several sources maintain his death occurred 
two days ago, on Christmas Day, although the White House is not confirming this. 
However, Don Chilling, the ISA Chief, is dead by his own hand, at forty-four years of 
age.”

Everett swore softly. “So it’s true. What an asshole!” He switched off the verifier. 
The New York Times lay scattered beside him on the seat of the rental vehicle. It 

was today’s edition and a staff journalist had printed Everett’s name in it, in connection 
with the Brad Damile affair. That meant he was running out of time.

The temperature was just above freezing and the roads were slick. He changed 
lanes carefully to keep sight of a white vehicle three cars ahead. It belonged to Detective 
Roger Dunram. Dunram would go public about the Carter kid in a split second, if Hudson 
fell. Tomorrow, Everett would be safely out of the country–they’d never be able to 
extradite him on political grounds, but the murder of that Carter bitch was another matter. 
The white car turned into the Riverdale Heights Corporation, a gated private 
neighborhood. It paused briefly at the security check, then continued a short distance and 
turned in at a driveway.

Everett used a police pass card to raise the automatic gate. The surveillance 
verifiers didn’t bother him; he bore little resemblance to his official description. He 
parked in front of a small wooded area, not far from the gate, where he had a clear view 
of Roger’s driveway. Roger was retrieving groceries from the back seat of the white car 
and his back was turned to Everett. It was starting to get dark. Keeping his eyes on Roger, 
Everett eased out of his car and retrieved a sniper kouger-twin from the trunk. 



He raised the kouger slowly and concentrated on directing the laser beam up 
Roger’s back, while Roger straightened up with his arms full of grocery bags. “One more 
second.”

Roger took a step back from his vehicle. The beam from Everett’s kouger 
pinpointed the base of his skull at the same instant a sharp blow to the back of Everett’s 
head made him stagger and fall. 

Ryan stood over Everett with a billy club in his hand. He struck him once more, 
just as hard as the first time. His hands were shaking as he pulled the unconscious man 
inside the car and taped his hands together behind his back. A small amount of blood 
trickled down Everett’s head, but he didn’t appear seriously hurt. Roger had gone inside 
the house, obviously having noticed nothing amiss. Ryan shook his head slowly. It was 
hard to believe he’d taken Everett alive. He slid into the driver’s seat and moved the 
vehicle to his own – or Martin Seymour’s – rental, where he transferred three large 
suitcases into the trunk of Everett’s car, then headed towards a motel two kilometers from 
Riverdale Heights.

He heard a faint moan and turned to look. Everett was regaining consciousness. 
“Who are you?” he mumbled.

“You were getting ready to leave the country?” Ryan said with a nervous smile. 
“You just had to kill one more person before you left?” Everett passed out again. 

Ryan turned the car north and drove to Moody’s Motor Inn. The place had a 
desolate, rundown look to it, and there were no cars parked outside the units. He rented a 
room and paid cash, then went inside the unit, secured it and blocked the verifier. He 
returned to the vehicle. The icy rain was falling harder and turning to sleet. Everett was 
still unconscious, but he moaned when he was pulled out of the car and hauled inside. 
Ryan threw him on the bed and locked the door, then pulled a chair into the middle of the 
room. With a sharp pocket knife, he methodically cut away Everett’s clothing. A small 
kouger was holstered under his coat and another taped to his lower leg. Ryan slipped the 
guns into his own pockets and continued to cut the man’s clothing off. Then he taped and 
trussed the now-naked Rick Everett and tied him into the chair. 

He brought all of Everett’s things in, as well as two of his own three suitcases, 
and unpacked the Cavanaugh equipment. He injected Everett with the serum, then 
attached the audit receptors to his body and double-fastened them with tape. By the time 
he finished, the ISA agent was completely immobilized. Everett’s suitcase contained still 
another kouger, as well as an impressive collection of identification documents and 
miniature surveillance devices, while his briefcase was filled with several thousand 
dollars’ worth of cash cards.

Ryan sat on the bed for a while, pondering the best way to deal with this madman. 
If the President had authorized his murder spree – and at the very least Hudson had to 
have permitted it–and if Ryan could get the truth out of Everett, American history might 
take a new direction. He clipped a tiny device to his shirt, to disguise his voice from the 
verifier, then injected a small syringe of morphine into the agent’s body and threw a glass 
of cold water into his face to waken him.

Everett gasped and opened his eyes. “Who are you? What do you want?”



“You are in the hands of Rising Sign.” Ryan’s statement had a formal, official 
tone to it and the color drained from Everett’s face, but then his head dropped forward 
groggily. Ryan threw another glass of water into his face. Everett gasped again and raised 
his head, coughing

“I have orders to get the truth out of you – that’s the price you’ll have to pay to 
make it through this interview alive. One lie, and that’s the end.” Ryan activated the 
verifier recorder. “Let’s begin with tonight.” He turned his head towards the verifier. 
“This is a representative of the Rising Sign. The date is December 27.” He turned back to 
his captive. “Who was the man you tried to shoot earlier tonight?”

“I’m choking and my head’s exploding. I can’t answer questions,” Everett’s 
words were slurred.

The readings on the screen showed that he lied, but Ryan expected that. The 
morphine euphoria would last at least another half hour. He turned off the verifier. “I’ll 
warn you just once more. One more lie, or even a half truth, and you die. It’s immaterial 
to me, one way or the other.” 

Everett’s pale face was tense and full of hate. He was wide awake now. 
“Answer carefully and take your time,” Ryan continued. “Think about your 

answers.”
“Do you know who I am? The National Security Act says you can’t do an 

unsanctioned truth audit on me! It’ll never hold up in any court!”
“Answer the questions or die, and forget about how much trouble I’m in–the 

shoe’s on the other foot.”
Everett glared at him with contempt, but fear showed in his eyes. Ryan turned on 

the verifier. “Who was the man tonight?” Ryan clicked his kouger on, so Everett could 
hear it. 

The silence continued. After a minute, Ryan turned off the verifier. “To hell with 
it,” he said, and put the pistol to Everett’s head. 

“Wait!” Everett’s voice rose in panic. The defiance left his face and Ryan’s 
fingers uncurled from the butt of the kouger he was quite prepared to use. He flicked the 
verifier back on and repeated the question. 

Surly but frightened, Everett answered immediately. “A homicide detective from 
downtown. He tried to finger me for the murder of a street kid.” 

“Did you kill her?” 
“Yes.”
“What was her name?”
“Jean something. Carter. Pitney Carter”
“What was the detective’s name?”
“Detective Roger Dunram.” The monitors showed he hadn’t lied. 
“Why would you risk killing a police officer?”
“I killed his partner, Shirley Kidd, and he knew it. I thought he’d dropped the 

matter, but he sicced the kid’s father on me. The way the purselo thing was going, I 
figured the Hudson administration might have trouble protecting me and Dunram would 
go public, so I had to shut him up.”

“What did you have to do with the attempted assassination of Susan Moore?”
Without further prodding, Everett recounted the events.
“Who ordered the assassination?” Ryan asked. 



“President Hudson.”
“How do you know that?”
“He conveyed his wishes to me in person.”
“Do you have any knowledge of the intrigue at Europa or with Europa-Six?”
“I know the ISA wanted the raw Vyra crystal in two years, so that meant getting 

them to leave the moon at once. I’d nothing to do with that, though. That was Don 
Chilling’s department.” 

“Did you kill Don Chilling?”
“No.”
Ryan looked at his list of questions. “Tell me what you know of the Brad Damile 

affair?” 
Everett told the story from start to finish. 
“Who killed Brad Damile?”
“I did.”
“Who ordered it?”
“The President.”
“Who ordered you to introduce the purselo virus into the New York City 

Penitentiary to eliminate the members of the Rising Sign?”
“The President suggested it.”
“Who brought the man from Mombasa into the United States?”
“My men.”
“Who authorized it?”
“The President.”
So it went, for over two hours. Ryan had succeeded far beyond his hopes, but the 

truth sickened him. He made six copies of the verifier recording and the audit results, 
addressed five large envelopes, then gave Everett another shot of morphine before he 
gagged him with tape. He left Everett tied to the chair, sleeping or unconscious, then 
drove back to his own car and transferred everything from Everett’s rental, including the 
briefcase of cash, into the back seat. 

By the time he’d finished moving the things into his car, he had made up his mind 
to leave the country at once. He got behind the wheel and drove directly to the airport. 
Sitting in the parked car, at the departure terminal, he placed four of the six disks into 
envelopes addressed to Susan Moore’s Washington offices, to the Dallas Trinity verifier 
station where he’d first started as a newsman, to David Vanier of the New York Times, 
and to NCCD Verifier News. He opened the briefcase and chose a swipe card bearing the 
name of one of Rick Everett’s aliases and the matching ID. He pocketed them and walked 
into Washington International carrying the briefcase and his suitcase.

The first available flight to Central America departed in less than an hour. He 
used Everett’s card to purchase a first class ticket before he walked through the enormous 
concourse, dropping one envelope into each of four different postal outlets and using 
Everett’s swipe card for postage. He phoned his mother’s former landlady, but she was 
out. A Western Union International outlet was nearby and he sent her a cash credit for 
five thousand dollars with the message, “I got lucky in Atlantic City. Will phone soon. 
Love, Ryan. P.S., I hope Trousers is fine.” 



He lifted the phone again and started to dial Alison’s number, thought better of it 
and hung up. “Not yet,” he said quietly, “not until I know Rick Everett is put away for 
good.”

The airport verifiers flashed the five-minute call for his boarding. He slipped the 
fifth disk into the remaining envelope. It was addressed to Roger Dunram at his home. He 
added a note telling the detective where to find Everett. The envelope now contained the 
disk, the Cavanaugh results and his note. He added the key to the motel room, sealed the 
envelope and took it to an express courier counter. 

For a substantial bonus, the cashier assured him priority delivery, with 
instructions to the driver that Roger Dunram was in, that he might be sleeping, but to 
waken him to deliver the package. Again, Ryan used Everett’s alias card for the 
transaction.

 

Roger’s front door viewer woke him up at 2:00 am. He grabbed his kouger and 
his robe, then checked the front entrance from the verifier in his bedroom. A young man–
a courier–stood outside the door, holding his ID up towards the viewer. Snow was falling 
lightly in the background. He went to the door and signed for the package, without 
comment, and took it into the living room. Puzzled, he stared blankly at the contents of 
the envelope for a minute, then he played the verifier disk while he sat on the couch and 
studied the map, wondering about the significance of Moody’s Motor Inn. His attention 
shifted to the screen and the Cavanaugh Truth Audit results. He heard his name 
mentioned, then Shirley’s, and finally Jean Pitney Carter’s. Astounded, he got to his feet 
and stared at the monitor, wondering how this could have come about and who the 
interrogator was.

He sat down again and finished watching the disk, trying to make sense of it all, 
and wondering what to do next. For a while, he considered a secret visit to Moody’s 
Motor Inn to kill Everett but other copies of the disk likely had been delivered, and there 
was no telling where. Instead, he phoned his old partner, Jack Turgot, whose sleepy voice 
answered on the third ring. Without giving details, Roger asked him to come at once, then 
rang off and played the disk again as he paced the living room, waiting impatiently for 
Jack. When it ended, he went to the kitchen and made coffee. Jack arrived just as it was 
ready. Roger handed him a mug and they sat down to watch the disk together.

“Jesus, Roger,” Jack said when it finished, “that’s hot stuff.”
“Who do you think the Rising Sign agent is?” Roger asked.
Jack frowned. “Don’t recognize him. But there’s something odd about him.”
“That’s what I thought. It’s hard to tell, but I’ll bet he’s disguised.”
“You didn’t see Everett following you today at all?”
Roger shook his head. “Nor any Rising Sign agent, either. It looks like Everett 

was after me but the other guy got to him first.”
“Jesus! You nearly got killed and didn’t even know it,” Jack said, with a rueful 

shake of his head.
“Let’s call the press and go get him.” Roger’s expression was determined.
“The press?”
“For our own insurance.”



Jack considered this, nodded and rose from the couch. “But it makes you feel like 
going over there and just shooting him.” His voice was low. “Listen. If we take him 
in . . . a guy who’s that high up, he’s going to disappear, it’s going to get hushed up . . .”

Roger shrugged. “I thought about it. It’s a hell of a good idea, but we’d better do 
it by the book and get press coverage for protection. I’ll call Harp Daniel from the Post. I 
owe him a favor. We’ll meet him and his crew there.”

“You’re right,” Jack sighed regretfully. “We have to watch our backs; the ISA is 
out of control.”

Within ten minutes they were standing with the Post reporter and a camera 
woman, outside the unit at Moody’s Motor Inn. Roger unlocked the door. Just as the disk 
had shown, Everett was naked, taped and tied to a chair in the middle of the room. With a 
jerk, Jack pulled the tape off his mouth. Everett screamed in pain. Roger grinned and let 
out a satisfied chuckle but Everett just glared at him. 

“Get me out of these bonds,” he ordered.
“Shut up,” Roger said. “Jack, read him his rights. I’ll write up the charges, 

starting with murder, first degree, of Brad Damile, Detective Shirley Kidd, and Jean 
Pitney Carter. Murder, second degree, of the entire population of the New York City 
Penitentiary. Attempted murder of presidential candidate Susan Moore. Shall I 
continue?”

“That’ll never hold up in any court!”
“This audit was done without the knowledge, encouragement, or involvement of 

any police officer or any part of the police forces, so the courts will accept it–that’s the 
beauty of the Cavanaugh.”

Everett’s mouth opened but no words came out. Doubt appeared on his face and, 
with it, fear. Roger handed the audit results and the Everett interview disk to Harp Daniel. 
Quickly, he copied the disks in the room’s verifier and returned them, then raced out of 
the room to give the information to his waiting driver. Roger phoned his precinct for 
extra police personnel, then he sat down on the bed with a small, satisfied grin on his face 
and watched Rick Everett start to sweat.

—
 
January 2 - World Trade Block Tower, New York City
David Vanier sat at the Manuta Eatery’s bright polished bar. He could see almost 

every large verifier screen in the room. On the closest one, NCCD News was showing a 
special on the story that gripped the whole nation, The Brad Damile Affair. A nearby 
weather screen showed the downtown streets being pelted by thick snow that melted as 
soon as it hit the ground. The NCCD special was interrupted. The well known, tanned 
face of national newscaster Joshua Ash appeared on the screen. His deep blue eyes 
looked intently into the cameras as he started to speak.

“Could you turn it up?” Vanier called to the bartender. She raised the volume a 
little.

“. . . and we have been informed that President Mark Hudson’s resignation will be 
announced. Negotiations have been taking place over the last few days, in the hope of 
avoiding charges of complicity in The Brad Damile Affair. It appears now that President 



Hudson has struck a deal with the Justice Department. At this hour, we do not know the 
details. However, Susan Moore’s people claim that this will become a matter of ‘one 
hand washing the other.’ We go live now to Ross Frank, NCCD’s White House 
correspondent.”

The screen split, shared with Ross Frank, a gray-haired reporter with bushy 
eyebrows over deep-set eyes.

“Ross, this has happened quickly,” Joshua said. “Does it look like confusion is 
setting in?”

“Yes, Joshua, it’s happened fast. We’ve been informed that President Hudson’s 
resignation has been signed. I repeat, President Mark Hudson’s resignation has been 
signed, in the last few minutes. We’re waiting now to go to a live feed from the Oval 
Office where the President–now the former President–will speak directly to the people.”

“What did Mark Hudson have to agree to, to avoid prosecution?”
“No one has seen the details yet, but one source inside the Justice Department is 

quoted as saying that Mark Hudson has given up everything to keep from going to prison. 
We don’t know what this means yet.”

“Is it true there will be a victim compensation package for the families involved?”
“We heard that, yes.”
“Excuse me, Ross, we have to break.”
For a moment, the monitor went blank, then commercials filled the empty screen. 

Vanier turned to look around the room. Every eye was drawn to the verifiers and news 
coverage of the event. He lifted his glass and took a sip.

“There’s hope for America yet,” he said to no one in particular, and thought about 
his own involvement with the story. It had to be Martin Seymour who turned Everett over 
to the authorities. There was so much secrecy surrounding the whole thing that he 
couldn’t confirm it yet, but the proof was right there in the verifier disks of Everett that 
were delivered to him. They must have been sent by Seymour himself. The question now 
was, who was Martin Seymour? From one angle or another, Mark Hudson’s haggard face 
appeared on all the verifier screens. He was sitting at his desk in the Oval Office and 
looked dispirited, but he lifted his head, looked squarely into the camera and began to 
speak.

“The American people gave me a mandate to change the basic course of this 
nation,” he said. “It was then that we decided we must put an end to that violent, anti-
social organization, the Rising Sign, and their determination to take us back two hundred 
years, to the dog-eat-dog world of the twentieth century. I fought them where they were 
most vulnerable, in the streets. I know now that the use of street warfare by the 
government, much in the same way that the Rising Sign uses it, was a mistake. Our 
strategy went too far, and citizens not connected with the President’s Office, yet 
following the spirit of our assertions about the Rising Sign, took the law into their own 
hands. One recent report in the press concluded that the administration permitted any 
method to rid the country of the Rising Sign, including sanctioning the extermination of 
Rising Sign members in our prisons. That suggestion is no more than partisan propaganda 
based on the questionable testimony of one unbalanced renegade ISA agent. The 
administration was opposed to these, or any other, excesses and we were disturbed to 
discover that they had occurred.



“I admit that I should have moved against unauthorized activities in the ISA. 
However, out of the fear of more scandalous reprisals by the Rising Sign, and to avoid 
another serious blow to America’s faith in the institutions of their government, I allowed 
myself to turn away from my duty as defender of the constitution. For this, and for this 
alone, I today resign as President and pass on the active office this evening to Vice 
President Brian Arbour, who, even as I resigned, was sworn in.”

“The arrogant son of a bitch!” Vanier said. “He doesn’t even have the decency to 
admit his own wrongdoing.”

The bartender nodded. “I guess the next President will be a woman.”
“I have no problem with that. She must be a pretty good bet if Hudson tried to 

have her assassinated.”
—

January 7 - Talmouth Headquarters, Montevale, New Jersey
Elsworth sipped his coffee while he read the Washington Post story about Rick Everett’s 
escape from custody. It didn’t bother him in the least. As he expected, the ISA denied any 
connection with the incident. This put an end to any ISA involvement in the investigation 
into Connor Casey’s murder. Brendan Frame strode in and sat in front of his desk. He 
was tall and well-groomed, a youthful-looking fifty, with brown hair graying at the 
temples. The security pass hanging from his neck identified him as a Talmouth lawyer. 
He crossed his legs and balanced a small verifier on his knee. 

“I have the final report on the Europa-Six project’s losses.” He turned the verifier 
on.

“I saw them earlier,” Elsworth said, “and I wouldn’t care to see them again. I 
wonder what’s going to happen to all those people on Europa.”

“Can Talmouth afford to raise those concerns?” It was obviously a rhetorical 
question.

Elsworth sat back and sighed. “Connor’s exploitation of this corporation has left 
us in a uncomfortable position and it’ll cost plenty to put things right.”

The lawyer nodded. “Our first priority is his theft of the union pension funds. 
They have to be replaced before public complaints start or we’ll be in litigation forever. I 
wonder how he planned to get away with it.”

Elsworth grimaced in disgust. “He was going to bury it in the sale. My father 
always opposed buying unionized labor and I can see his point. It can so easily lead to 
corruption, but then again, I suppose everything can.”

“The cost of labor is a major factor for success in business.”
“The most severe cutbacks won’t be in labor resources at all, but in research 

funds. The space exploration and Hollinger Space Mining will have to be curtailed.”
Brendan nodded sagely. “I know where you’re going with that idea.”
Elsworth laughed softly and sat forward, his hand resting lightly on the edge of 

his desk. “Europa’s declaration does help us out if we can seize the moment–good timing 
is everything. Tomorrow we’ll release a policy statement supporting their political 
independence. And we’ll state that there are no further plans for deep space mining 
exploration by Talmouth. 



“Arbour is in no position to demand a rescue mission. If we release the bad news 
now, in a couple of weeks the press will get tired of criticizing us. If the next 
administration wants to underwrite a rescue mission, we’ll deal with it then.”

“You think Susan Moore might play ball with us?” 
He shrugged. “We want to do the right thing by Europa. Let’s issue the statement 

and see what happens.”
—

January 10 - Primo Hotel and Conference Center, New York City
Sunglasses and a scarf over her head obscured Susan’s features. She eased out of the taxi 
and looked around carefully, checking for media presence. Elsworth Collins had looked 
after the arrangements for this meeting. If it was discovered later, she could deny any 
knowledge of it–as long as the media didn’t see her now. She saw no sign of reporters or 
cameras, relaxed a little and walked into the elegant, century-old tower. She went directly 
to an empty elevator with an “out of service” sign in front of its open door and pressed 
the touchpad for the twenty-third floor. At room 2334, a man forty something with a 
pleasant smile answered her knock and held up a photo ID card that showed he was 
Detective Roger Dunram. He stepped back to let her enter.

“Can I get you something?” He lifted his own drink from the coffee table to 
illustrate the question.

She locked the door, pulled off her sunglasses and let the scarf fall back from her 
head. “Yes, please, mineral water.” She watched him as he went to the refrigerator in the 
small kitchenette. “Detective Dunram, I was saddened to hear about the death of your 
partner.”

A change of expression removed any discernible emotion from his face, and he 
busied himself with the drink. Susan realized that Shirley Kidd must have been more than 
a business partner to him. Now she knew why Elsworth had recommended Dunram. 

“Rick Everett has killed several people,” he said, “and I know that he tried to pin 
the murder of Connor Casey on Elsworth Collins–he as much as told me so himself. ‘For 
political reasons,’ as he put it.”

“I don’t feel safe with that psychotic killer at large,” she said. “He’s already tried 
to kill me and he wouldn’t hesitate to try again, with or without orders.” 

“He’s on the run now. There’s no doubt about that.”
She nodded. “I’ll bet even Hudson would like to get his hands on Everett. But 

how can we be sure he’s not right here in New York City?” 
His shrug admitted the possibility.
“Detective Dunram, you understand the reason for this meeting. My assistant and 

Talmouth’s liaison can handle all the details if you accept the offer. You might be 
disinclined to leave the force for a single job, no matter how lucrative the compensation, 
but that wouldn’t be necessary. I can work something out with the department for an 
extended leave of absence.”

The hint of a smile flickered across his face. “Actually, I’m a stickler for details.”
“Of course. Detective Dunram, if you return Everett to the Justice Department, a 

payment of one hundred thousand dollars will be awarded and I can guarantee that he 
will not be placed in the hands of the ISA again. If you are not able to bring him back 
alive, you will receive half that amount.”



“Call me Roger.” He finished his drink in one swallow. “Shirley liked you.”
She looked at him solemnly, considering his meaning.
“You’ll cover my expenses?” he asked. When she nodded, he said, “I’ll let you 

know in a couple of days. All right?” 
He offered his hand. She took it, gave it a small shake, and nodded again. He 

turned and left without another word. Susan locked the door, went to the window, and 
looked out over the city. It was a gloomy, damp day, but the streets were busy. She was 
too high up to be able to recognize Roger leaving the hotel. She keyed in Mary Yang’s 
number and left a message to wake her in an hour. Tonight’s fundraiser was in this 
building, and she had enough time for a short sleep. 

In an hour, her campaign team would be in the conference room for a final review 
of her speech. Tonight’s dinner would bring out more than two thousand Libertarian 
Green supporters–a large crowd, by any pre-election standard. Over a hundred media 
people traveled with her and her team now, which meant that every word, act, and 
decision had to be analyzed and determined ahead of time. Yet it was with a sense of 
relief that she laid down on the couch, closed her eyes and fell asleep.

Chapter Twenty-one - Europa

January 12 - Summerset/Europa
Sam leaned over the crib and kissed Christopher’s forehead as he slept. He pulled the 
blanket up over the child’s shoulders and moved silently out of the nursery. A light was 
on further down the hall, in Jane’s room. He stood in the doorway for a while and 
watched her. The low light and sand-colored walls lent the room a peaceful feeling. As if 
she sensed his presence, she opened her eyes and gave him a faint smile. It was clearly an 
effort.

“You’re awake,” he said, for the sake of something to say. Then he added, “I’ll 
stay home tonight.”

She gave a single shake of her head. He felt foolish. It was the fourth time today 
that he’d made her reassure him, and he had no reason to feel guilty, but he couldn’t help 
himself. 

“You’re right,” he said. “The election result will be in and I should be there to 
make the announcement. Mark offered to come over for a couple of hours. I’ll call him.”

He made the phone call, then sat down beside the bed and looked at his wife’s 
face. She was going to die soon and nothing could be done about it. Already most of her 
hair had fallen out and her eyes grew duller and more sunken every day. 

He picked up a book replica, opened it and started to read aloud, but she shook 
her head at this, too.

“Would you like to see how the new Summerset looks?” She nodded and he 
keyed his codes into the verifier near her bed.

“Mouth,” he said, “give a grid by grid tour of Summerset, one frame per five 
seconds. Start in the orchard and end in the conference hall. Skip the town hall.”

As each frame came up, Sam explained the renovations. When the virtual tour 
ended, he said. “Ben plans to take his entire construction crew and build a new dome over 
us, ten times the size of outer Summerset. He announced it during the campaign. Now 



there’s nerve for you. Says he’s going to build a domed woodland/orchid after that, and 
connect them.”

Jane had drifted off to sleep. He could hardly look at her without getting choked 
up. Just bathing her thin body or trying to coax her to eat could bring tears to his eyes. 
She hadn’t been able to take solid food for days. 

He turned the screen off, left the room quietly and went to shave. He still couldn’t 
understand why she would expose herself to a lethal dose of radiation. She felt 
responsible for the deaths of Cally Long and John Loeke, and the contamination of the 
other victims, but it weighed on her too heavily. After all, she never meant to hurt 
anyone. 

An old tune played while he was shaving. He remembered it. The title was 
“Infinite Sadness,” and its appropriateness didn’t make him feel any better. The door 
signal brought him out of his glum thoughts.

At the door, Mark was holding the sleeping baby against his shoulder while the 
twins slumped in their stroller, more asleep than awake. Sam helped bring the children 
inside and the two men got them settled easily. Afterwards, Sam and Mark sat in the 
kitchen over a coffee.

“Thanks for coming,” Sam said, “I appreciate it.”
“Forget it. I don’t have anything else to do. Besides, it looks like we’re in the 

same boat.”
“In more ways than one, Mark. Every one of us on this moon is in the same boat, 

now.” He got up to leave.
Sam looked in on Christopher again and then went into Jane’s room. She was 

asleep. He looked at her for a little while, turned the light lower and walked away quietly, 
careful not to disturb her.

There was plenty of time to get to the meeting. He took a roundabout way, just to 
be alone for a while and think. He wasn’t sure of anything any more. Was it possible Jane 
had married him because she wanted to get to Europa and the timing was right? No, that 
was stress and depression talking. He had done something she couldn’t understand–he 
didn’t really understand himself why he let Enjo seduce him–but it didn’t mean he didn’t 
love Jane. Now he couldn’t understand her actions, but, when all was said and done, he 
had to believe in the message she sent: “My dearest husband . . . my beloved Sam.”

The town hall blazed with lights. People were still arriving, most of them chatting 
happily in small groups. As Sam approached, Betty detached herself from one of the 
groups and came to meet him. 

“I was hoping to catch you,” she said. “How’s Jane? Are they able to control the 
pain?”

“The kalacodeine’s been increased to a huge amount–only that and sleep give her 
any relief. It sounds like a terrible thing to say, but it might have been easier for her if we 
hadn’t found her.”

“I’m so sorry,” she said, falling into step beside him. “It . . . it must be difficult for 
you. If there’s anything I can do, please let me know. I mean that, Sam.”

“Thanks.” They walked on for a minute.



“Sam, I wanted to ask you a question. I’ve been puzzling over something. We 
know that Enjo’s killer– ” 

“You mean Cheryl.”
“It’s hard to even say her name, it was all so awful.” She shook her head sadly, 

then looked up with a small smile. “Well, that’s over now.” Her usual intent expression 
returned. “We know she wrote that horrible message on Enjo’s wall, to confuse us by 
mimicking the graffiti Jerry left in the corridors and the haille garage, but what I can’t 
figure out is why he did that in the first place. Why write Agorist slogans here?”

He frowned. “I guess I haven’t thought too much about it. With his library of 
Agorist and anarchist literature, it didn’t seem odd. But you’re right. Who did he write it 
for? Unless . . .”

They paused in front of the door; it opened and they walked into the warm, bright 
building. The main hall was like a carnival, full of music and bright with a collage of 
colored lights and electronic murals. The entire population of Summerset seemed to be 
there, even the older children. 

In the large coat room off the reception area, Sam helped Betty out of her coat. 
She looked at him with the question still on her face.

“Unless what?” she said.
“Well, unless it was a warning. To let them know . . . ” His words trailed off into 

thought.
“Who? The ISA? Yes, that makes sense. He knew ISA agents were here, and . . .”
“And he wanted them to know the RS was here, too, watching them.”
She nodded. “That does add up. Listen, I’d better let you go and attend to your 

duties. Good luck.”
“Thanks,” he said, and managed a smile.
She started to turn away, stopped and looked back at him. “Sam, you’re a good 

friend. Not just because you saved my life.” She walked away, smiling, and waved to 
someone in the crowd.

Sam found the administration verifier. It confirmed the fact that only two hundred 
people, out of Summerset’ whole population, were not right there in the town hall.

Dorrie and Ben appeared beside him. Ben put an arm around his shoulders. “Sam, 
are you okay?”

“Is anybody monitoring the emergency verifiers?”
Dorrie nodded.
“You’ve got time to have a drink with us,” Ben said. “It’s good to see you here.”
“Are the skeleton crews on duty?”
“Don’t worry, everything’s covered.” He led Sam to a table near the front of the 

hall and went to get him a drink.
Dorrie took Sam’s hand. “It’s so nice you came.” The brightness of her eyes and 

smile showed she’d had a few drinks already. He looked at her, thought how pleasant and 
good-natured she was even when she was mildly tipsy, and gave her a quick hug.

“Ben kept us busy and rebuilt Summerset,” she said, “but Ernie kept us fed. I 
voted for Ernie. Who’d you vote for?”

“Confidential information, Dorrie.”
“Okay. I’ll drink to that. Anyway, first place gets President, second gets Chief 

Administrator, so what’s the difference?” 



“But . . . well, I guess you’re right. They’ll work together and they’ll stay friends, 
no matter which one wins.”

Ernie came edging through the crowd just as Ben returned with a tray of drinks. 
Ernie was obviously excited. “Hi, everybody. Sam, the rules you pressed for in the new 
constitution were all voted into law today–no exceptions.”

“That’s great to hear, Ernie.”
“Know what they’re being called?”
“How could I?”
“Sam’s Laws.” He grinned from ear to ear.
Surprised, Sam couldn’t think of anything to say but, “Really?” 
Ernie hugged him. “I wouldn’t even be here without the support you’ve given me. 

I wouldn’t have the restaurant, I wouldn’t have had the nerve to propose to a woman half 
my age, I . . . we all . . . ” Ernie blinked a couple of times. “Sam, the people of 
Summerset know a good man when he comes along.” He sniffed and rubbed the back of 
his hand across his eyes. 

Ben rubbed Ernie’s shoulder. “It’s true, Sam,” he said. The lights dimmed and the 
music faded away. “That’s your cue,” Ben added. “The results are in. Go announce them 
and make your speech.”

Sam stood at the lectern and looked at the people in front of him, here in 
Summerset’s new town hall. Their faces held respect and affection for him and maybe 
even for each other. A calm feeling, a sureness, flowed through him. They were linked 
together in this new world, and he had sudden faith that they’d thrive.

end


